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Sports Illustrated will announce its choice for 2013's Sportsman of the Year on Dec. 
16. Here's one of the nominations for that honor by an SI writer. 

Peyton Manning ended his 2012 season last January when his heavily-favored 
Denver Broncos were stunned in the AFC playoffs by Baltimore. It was Manning's 
interception, on a throw across his body that was a bad idea, that led to the 
double-overtime Denver loss. 

And as I write this, Manning is flying home from New England. His Broncos blew a 
24-point lead in Foxboro on a Sunday night and lost to the Patriots 34-31. That 
made his personal scoreboard with Tom Brady 10-4 in Brady's favor. Manning didn't 
blow the game, but he didn't win it either, and he had his chances. 

Well, that's a resounding nomination for Sportsman of the Year. 

I mean, Chad Henne wasn't available? 

I love this award. Since I began subscribing (age 12, 1969, "Namath Weeps"), I 
always looked forward to the annual Sportsman issue, because it advanced the 
ideals of sport. A great athlete or coach could be a good person too. Some better 
than others at the athletics, or at the person part, or both. But there had to be 
something inherently good about the winner, and I liked that. So over the years, if 
the managing editor at the time asked me for a nomination from pro football, I 
would give it thought and advance only the causes of those I thought were worthy. 

That brings us to 2013, and Manning. He is 37. He is still regaining strength in his 
neck and right arm after four neck surgeries over two years to correct problems 
that caused him to miss the 2011 season and get cut by Indianapolis. His strength 
sapped, and not knowing if he would ever regain enough power in his arm to be the 
great quarterback he once was, Manning signed with Denver and had a very good 
2012 season. He very nearly won the MVP. Then he lost the game to Baltimore. 
Interesting thing happened after the game, clearly one of the most crushing losses 
of his life. He waited for 15 or 20 minutes with his wife and young son Marshall in 
the empty Baltimore locker room for Ray Lewis to finish his media obligations. 
Manning just thought it was the right thing, after the last game he would ever play 
against the retiring Lewis, to pay his respects. 



Time went on. Manning dedicated himself to having a better 2013, to getting 
stronger, to working tirelessly in the offseason with his two new starting receivers, 
Wes Welker and Julius Thomas. In the summer I saw him for a half hour at Broncos 
camp one day, and told him I was pretty much plumb out of questions for him since 
I'd asked him so many over the years. In the end, I did ask him one: "What will 
you be doing in 15 years?" He said it was a good question. He said he wouldn't 
answer it. "A lot of times you're in the locker room, and you hear guys talking 
about some investment or some appearance they're gonna make, and how much 
money they're gonna get from it, and I'm looking at them, thinking, 'That's the guy 
who dropped two balls in practice today,' or, 'That's the guy who missed that block 
Sunday.' The point is, this is what I do now, and I think I owe everything I've got to 
the Broncos to try to win this season.'' 

The next time I saw Manning was in the season-opener. He came out on fire, 
throwing seven touchdown passes, tying the NFL record, against the world 
champion Ravens. After his seventh, very comfortably ahead with four minutes to 
play, Manning went to the sidelines, accepted some congratulations, and went 
straight for the offensive coordinator, Adam Gase, so they could look at the pictures 
of the plays and discuss Manning's decisions on that series. And on it went this 
season, so that here we are, the Broncos tied for the best record in the AFC, and 
Manning ahead in every significant category of passing, threatening to break the 
all-time records for touchdown passes in a year and for passing yards. He's still a 
bit limited; he has no idea when the nerves controlling the strength in his throwing 
arm will completely regenerate, or if they ever will, and so on windy nights like the 
one in Foxboro, he's not going to be throwing BBs and he'll be a bit mortal. But it 
has been good enough so far to threaten some of the most hallowed records in the 
game's history. 

He's 37, he's had his mid-football-life crisis and survived it well; he has a charitable 
side that stretches into the four states he has called home at various stages of his 
life (Louisiana, Tennessee, Indiana, Colorado); and, despite his arm being maybe 
85 percent of what it once was, he just might have the best year he has ever had. 

Manning has persevered. He has put another franchise on his shoulders, and he's 
winning, and he's still the best at what he does at a time when whole and healthier 
and rich athletes are getting on with their lives. He thinks he owes everything he's 
got as a professional to helping the Broncos win. It's idealistic, it's old-fashioned, 
it's admirable. And that package gets my 2013 Sportsman vote. 

 
 



Peyton Manning has Broncos riding high 
By Julian Benbow 
The Boston Globe 
November 24, 2013 

ENGLEWOOD, Colo. — Scanning the numbers, it’s hard for Broncos offensive 
coordinator Adam Gase to come up with a logical explanation.  

Three of his receivers already have caught at least 50 passes. Two more are well on 
their way. 

Four have racked up at least 500 receiving yards. Three have at least nine 
touchdowns.  

Having done 3,504 yards’ worth of damage entering Sunday night’s game against 
the Patriots, the Broncos’ passing offense leads the league by a mile.  

Then there’s Peyton Manning, who started the season by tying an NFL record with 
seven TD passes in a game and hasn’t let his foot off the gas since.  

Sitting on 286 completions, 3,572 yards, 34 touchdowns, a 69.9 completion 
percentage, and a 118.3 passer rating, Manning has every single-season passing 
record in his crosshairs. 

When Gase looked at all the pieces before the season, he saw the potential. But he 
didn’t expect this type of machine.  

“Where we’re at right now, it’s unusual to be as balanced as we’ve been,” Gase 
said. “I don’t know if it’s a little bit of luck. Maybe teams have taken away certain 
guys each game differently — that’s why different players have been able to step 
up and have a big game.” 

But for wide receiver Eric Decker, the Manning effect is obvious. 

In his first season with Manning in 2012, Decker racked up more receiving yards 
than he did in his first two seasons in the league combined. He finished with 85 
catches for 1,064 yards, and this year he’s on pace for another 1,000-yard season.  

In 2011, one week the ball would come Decker’s way as many as 13 times. Another 
week, it wouldn’t come his way at all. This season, Manning has targeted Decker at 
least five times in every game.  

Maximizing his weapons, Decker said, is a part of what makes Manning who he is. 



“I think that it comes down to his greatness,” Decker said. “He’s a very smart and 
athletic quarterback. He’s a guy that has the vision, watches tape to the point 
where he knows what defenses are doing, and if he has the guys that want to work 
hard enough for him and be in the right spot he’s going to find you, and I think 
historically that’s what guys have been able to do.” 

The way Manning has spread the wealth this season has been astounding, but it’s 
also been his signature throughout his career. In 16 years, Manning has had 15 
different receivers record 50-catch seasons.  

Some of them, such as Marshall Faulk, Marvin Harrison, and Reggie Wayne, are 
legends. 

Some of them, such as Pierce Garcon, who caught 188 passes in four seasons with 
the Colts, flourished with Manning.  

Those Colts teams left a lasting impression on Decker. He watched them in high 
school and in college at Minnesota. In 2004 with the Colts, Brandon Stokely had his 
best season as a pro, catching 68 passes for 1,077 yards. Eventually he would 
move to Denver, where he was teammates with Decker last season, and when 
Manning arrived, Decker imagined himself playing a similar role. 

“They always talk about ‘The Greatest Show on Turf’ was St. Louis, but I thought 
Indianapolis was one of those teams, as well,” Decker said. “Just throwing the 
football down the field, scoring a lot of points, and going fast. It was fun football 
and that was kind of what excited me as a receiver — to watch things like that and 
really strive to be in a position like that.” 

In two seasons, Manning and his receiving corps seem as custom-fitted as any of 
the groups he’s had in the past. Manning made it a priority to get on the same page 
as quickly as possible.  

“I feel like the offseason work is important when you know you’re going to have a 
number of new guys that you’re playing with,” Manning said. “At the same time, 
you just can’t simulate in the offseason what it’s going to be like in the regular 
season — different scenarios, a two-minute drill, a different third-down defense 
you’re going to see. You just have to go through all those things and you’re so 
much better the second time around.  

“All I know is when I’ve played with new receivers, every single practice, every 
single walkthrough, it’s just so important and trying to get on the same page, but 
yet experience is still your best teacher. What you like to do is try to get as many 
different situations and experiences in early in the season and use those to your 
benefit in the second half of the season.” 

Some of Manning’s best years predated current Broncos star wideout Demaryius 
Thomas. 



Thomas was 11 years old when Manning set four rookie passing records in 1998 
(326 completions, 575 attempts, 3,739 yards, and 26 touchdowns) and the thought 
of playing football hadn’t crossed his mind.  

In 2004, when Manning won his second of four MVP awards, completed at least 50 
passes to four receivers, three of which finished with more than 1,000 yards, 
Thomas was having a breakout season at West Laurens (Ga.) High School. 

After the Broncos took Thomas with the 22d overall pick in the 2010 draft, Manning 
put up the best numbers of his career that season, throwing for a career-high 4,700 
yards and completing an NFL-record 450 passes.  

But Thomas could see the potential of this year’s team before the season even 
started. His eyes lit up when the Broncos promoted Gase from quarterbacks coach 
to offensive coordinator in January. From the first meeting, Thomas said, he could 
see Gase’s vision for the offense.  

Still, there was no way he could have envisioned the Broncos hanging at least 40 
points on the scoreboard five times this season, running up a league-high 398 
points (third most in NFL history through 10 games), scoring on more than a third 
of their possessions (47 of 130), and sawing through the AFC en route to a 9-1 
start. 

“We never knew what it was going to be, but we knew we were going to go out 
every week and play fast,” Thomas said. “Whatever he gave us, we were going to 
try to convert it to our best ability. We knew we had a lot of special guys around. 
All we had to do was just make it work and everybody buy in. And everybody did. 
So far it’s working, and hopefully it can get better.” 

After putting up a career-high 1,434 yards and 10 touchdowns in his first season 
with Manning, Thomas already has found the end zone nine times and racked up 
914 yards this season.  

It’s a product of Manning being the maestro on the field.  

“We’re coming in every week, preparing, knowing what the defense does, and just 
going with the play-calling that our offensive coordinator gives us,” Thomas said. 
“Then Peyton is putting us in the right spot. We try to go out every week, try to be 
our best, and get open every time.  

“Whatever we do, we’ve got to try to get open every time we’ve got a passing 
route. We go full speed running the route. We keep the defenses on their feet so 
they never know what we’re doing. Having a quarterback like Peyton, he’ll give you 
a lot of opportunities to make plays. You get the chance to make a play, you’ve just 
got to go out and do it.” 



Peyton Manning at top of game 

By Jeff Howe
The Boston Herald 
November 21, 2013 

FOXBORO — The transition to the Broncos was supposed to stunt his brilliance. The 
right arm was supposed to fall off. The old age was supposed to land him in a 
Floridian complex with his wrinkly peers and an endless supply of Scrabble boards. 

Yet, at 37, quarterback Peyton Manning has remained upright and in charge on the 
field, shunning doubters with record-setting performances and an offensive output 
that might turn into the most productive season in NFL history. He is again leading 
the most prolific attack in the league, less than two years after his career was in 
doubt due to neck injuries and his arm strength was doubted. 

Nearly as important, Manning’s stability as a locker room leader has kept Denver in 
good shape as Jack Del Rio serves as the interim coach while John Fox recovers 
from heart surgery. 

“I’m just grateful that we’ve got a guy like that leading us,” Del Rio said of 
Manning. “He is very competitive, extremely well-prepared and takes this position 
and these opportunities very seriously. So the work ethic, and the competitive 
nature, and the toughness and those things, that’s just part of who he is.” 

Manning has completed a career-high 69.9 percent of his passes for an NFL-best 
3,572 yards and 34 touchdowns this season while the Broncos lead the league with 
39.8 points per game. Manning is on pace for 5,715 yards and 54 touchdowns, and 
the Broncos are in line to score 636 points, all of which would set NFL records. 

It might be even more impressive that Manning has led this aerial assault in his 
second season with the Broncos, who are on their second offensive coordinator in 
as many years. The latter is because Manning helped turn Mike McCoy into a first-
time head coach with San Diego. 

The Patriots, who host Manning and the Broncos Sunday night, surely have a 
challenge on their hands. 

“He looks pretty good,” Bill Belichick said of Manning. “He looks pretty good every 
year to me.” 

The Manning effect has completely altered the Broncos, who have already scored 
more points in 10 games than they did in any of the 11 seasons just prior to his 
arrival. 



Manning has greatly aided the development of Demaryius Thomas (60 receptions, 
914 yards, nine touchdowns) into one of the NFL’s most prolific outside receivers. 
The quarterback helped Eric Decker (54-792-3) transform from a run-of-the-mill 
receiver into, perhaps, the best third option in the league. And while tight end 
Julius Thomas (45-590-10) is finally healthy, Manning has turned a nobody into one 
of the league’s most productive red-zone threats. Of course, Wes Welker (61-648-
9) has maintained his success in his first season with the new offense. 

“Guys have done a good job adapting,” Manning said. “It is a credit to those guys 
for kind of learning on the run, and doing and executing the offense in a relatively 
new system.” 

Manning has helped other guys look good, too. Running back Knowshon Moreno 
(600 yards, eight touchdowns) is on pace for his most rushing yards since his 
rookie season in 2009. And the offensive line, which has three different starters 
from the unit that closed last season, is second in the NFL with 13 sacks allowed. A 
major hat tip belongs to Manning’s ability to quickly identify the defensive coverage 
and unload the ball. 

“He’s a great quarterback at knowing where exactly the defenders are, and knowing 
what routes are being run against the defense that’s on the field . . . so the ball 
comes out that much quicker,” Pats defensive lineman Rob Ninkovich said. 

A record four-time league MVP and presumptive favorite to win a fifth, Manning has 
the Broncos (9-1) in the AFC’s pole position with six weeks left. The Patriots have to 
find a way to slow him down if they want a realistic chance to claim the 
conference’s top playoff seed. 

If the numbers hold up over the next month, Manning would lead the NFL in 
completions for the fourth time, yards for the third time and touchdowns for the 
fourth time. The question, though, is whether Manning can sustain this success 
when the temperature drops, and it could fall into the teens Sunday night at Gillette 
Stadium. 

Maybe the downturn has already begun. The Broncos averaged 42.9 points in their 
first eight games but 27.5 in their last two. By comparison, the 2007 Patriots 
averaged 41.4 points in their first eight games but 32.3 over their last eight. 

While the criticism of Manning’s arm strength was overly dramatic, there is a sense 
it’s taking a bit more effort to deliver his throws outside the numbers. Add the high 
ankle sprains to the equation, and the likelihood rises of falling off the pace. 

Yet, Manning has swatted aside those criticisms before, and he is at the center of 
the Pats’ focus this week. 

“Obviously, it starts with Peyton,” safety Steve Gregory said. “He’s an unbelievable 
quarterback.”



Tom Brady, Peyton Manning are age-
defying athletes 
By Shira Springer 
Boston Globe 
November 20, 2013 

Advances in areas such as training and nutrition mean that athletes such as 36-
year-old Tom Brady and 37-year-old Peyton Manning can stay at the top of their 
games longer. 

The questions come when Tom Brady throws with a little less zip and Peyton 
Manning plays with heavily taped ankles. Are the future Hall of Famers showing 
their age, physically breaking down? Or are they struggling through a tough 
stretch, gutting out another NFL season?  

Tough to know. Maybe a little of both. Aging athletes have proven to be an 
unpredictable commodity, especially the two elite quarterbacks who will meet for 
the 14th time Sunday night at Gillette Stadium. 

Over the years, Brady, 36, and Manning, 37, have fought through serious injuries, 
adjusted to ever-changing receiving corps, endured tough losses, and continued to 
set records. Through 10 games, Manning is on pace for a career year with 34 
touchdown passes and 3,572 yards, positioning himself to reclaim the record for TD 
passes that Brady set with 50 in 2007.  

Brady and Manning have been so good for so long, so meticulous about preparing 
their bodies and minds for the NFL grind, that their career arcs look dramatically 
different from most other players. Yet, while they continue to lead title-contending 
teams well past 30 — the age around which quarterbacks achieve peak 
performance levels, according to studies — they cannot avoid the inevitable decline.  

Asked if he thought of himself as a trend-setter, trying to stay at the top of his 
game until 40, Brady said, “We’ll see. I don’t think I’m quite at that point yet. 
Maybe if you ask me in another five years, I’ll have a better answer.”  

Training, talent, injury history, physiology, genetics, and mind-set are key factors 
in how quickly athletic ability declines. Some critical variables — competitive drive, 
workout intensity, and rest and recovery periods — can be controlled. Some 
physiological factors — natural declines in maximum heart rate, maximum oxygen 
consumption, and muscle mass and hormonal changes — cannot be controlled. 
Athletes constantly search out new training routines, new technology, and in some 
cases, new performance-enhancing drugs that will allow them stay ahead of the 
curve. 



As older competitors push performance boundaries, science investigates and the 
sports world recalibrates their expectations.  

Dr. Michael Joyner, who studies elite athlete physiology at the Mayo Clinic, said the 
performances of older athletes raises a lot of questions about what’s normal and 
shows what the minimal rates of aging are.  

“If you look at when people first become world-class and when they drift out of 
world-class, there’s usually about a four- to eight-year window when they’re really 
at the top of their game,” said Joyner. “That window has been extended a bit 
recently because there’s a lot more money, more sports, better sports medicine, 
better equipment. 

“If what happened to Peyton Manning [with his neck injury] happened 30 years 
ago, he’d be done. Now, he’s out there torturing people.” 

In a recent study of octogenarian endurance athletes, including a former Olympic 
champion cross-country skier, researchers saw cases where “80 is the new 40,” 
according to lead author Scott Trappe, director of Ball State’s Human Performance 
Laboratory. 

The study subjects were lifelong athletes who continued to exercise on a regular 
basis and demonstrated the same aerobic capacity as people half of their age. 
Considering what the results mean for professional athletes who are 35 and older, 
Trappe said, “It certainly moves the goal line of what’s possible in terms of human 
physiology.”  

And, he noted, the goal line has been moving from 30 to 35 to 40 in terms of what 
is “old” in professional sports.  

Still, when asked if fans might see the Brady-Manning rivalry extend another four 
or five years, Patriots coach Bill Belichick said, “I don’t know. From my history with 
players, I can say some guys you take a look one year and then the next year 
they’re the same. Then you take a look at them the next year and it’s not a gradual 
decline, it’s a steep decline.  

“Then there are other players that decline gradually and you see it’s not quite what 
it was, but it’s still pretty close. There’s just no way to know or predict exactly how 
that’s going to go.” 

Brady and Manning appear poised to fare better over time. As the Broncos’ win over 
the Chiefs Sunday night demonstrated, even a hobbled Manning can be better than 
a younger, healthier quarterback. The same can be said for Brady. 



Making the commitment 

For everyone, physiological aging starts in the early to mid-30s. Although athletes 
can delay some effects with intense training, they cannot prevent the age-related 
drop in maximum heart rate and maximum oxygen consumption.  

The body simply works less efficiently as it ages. For the average person, studies 
show the decline is about 10 percent per decade. For a well-trained athlete, the 
decline is roughly 5-7 percent per decade. 

In their mid-40s, people lose muscle mass. Again, by training at the same intensity 
throughout their careers, athletes can slow down the loss. But for most athletes in 
their 30s, it’s a daily struggle, mentally and physically, to maintain such high-level 
training. 

“I admire guys who are older than me who are still doing it, because I’ll be the first 
to tell you there are bad mornings, bad nights, bad shootarounds,” said 36-year-old 
Dallas Mavericks shooting guard Vince Carter.  

“If you’ve been around, you figure it out. You do what you need to do. That’s the 
difference between some of the guys who want it and try to last and those who 
don’t really care.” 

“It all depends on the individual,” said 32-year-old Broncos receiver Wes Welker, 
“how well they take care of themselves and how seriously they take the game. A lot 
of it is making the commitment and sticking to it.  

“I do anything and everything I can to help myself go out there and perform. 
Hydrating right. Eating right. Massages. Stretching.” 

Many players, coaches, and researchers say the most difficult part is the need for 
more recovery time. Once players reach their mid-30s, the body doesn’t repair 
stressed tissue as efficiently as it once did. The older the athlete, the longer it takes 
to recover.  

“Everything I do from the time one game ends to the next game goes into getting 
ready for that next game,” said Welker. “It’s a race to see who can recover the 
fastest.”  

Given the brutal hits in football, NFL players face the biggest and most obvious 
challenges.  

The average career length for an NFL player is approximately 3.5 years. For an NBA 
player, it’s 4.8 years, for NHL forwards and defensemen, it’s 5.5 years, and for a 
Major League Baseball player, it’s 5.6 years, according to various studies.  



For top-level players in the NFL, the numbers are significantly better. The average 
career length for a first-round pick is 9.3 years, and for a player selected to at least 
one Pro Bowl, it’s 11.7 years.  

Regardless of sport, all high-intensity-training professional athletes face difficulties 
when their careers start to stretch beyond the 15-year mark. Brady is in his 13th 
season (not including the year he missed because of knee surgery), while Manning 
is in his 15th (not including the year he missed because of neck surgery). 

“Athletes can maintain their training for a span of 10, 15 years, and when you do 
that, you can maintain your performance,” said Dr. Hirofumi Tanaka, director of the 
Cardiovascular Aging Laboratory at the University of Texas. “I haven’t seen any 
study that shows athletes can maintain their training over 20 years and they can 
maintain their performance.” 

It’s full-time work 

Generally speaking, it’s easier for quarterbacks to compensate for age-related 
declines than players at other positions. Brady and Manning rely as much on savvy 
as on any particular physical skill. Quick thinking can compensate for a lack of 
speed, and experience can compensate for a body slowly breaking down during the 
season. 

Speed, strength, endurance, flexibility, balance, and hand-eye coordination all 
decrease as people grow older. 

“Speed is the No. 1 thing that starts to go,” said Nick Winkleman, a strength and 
conditioning coach with Athletes Performance. “And if you’re a strength and power 
athlete, you’re going to find it significantly harder to make gains beyond that mid-
30s mark.”  

Longevity also depends, in large part, upon what players do during the offseason 
and between games. And there is ever-improving knowledge about that.  

“Back when I got started, pitchers weren’t allowed to lift weights,” said former Red 
Sox pitcher Tim Wakefield, who retired at 45. “We just ran and did our shoulder 
program.  

“Maybe 10 years ago, weight training became popular among all players, pitchers 
especially. Until I was over 30, I felt like I could go pitch and not have to worry 
about it. As I started getting older, I knew that I needed to stay in the weight room 
to have an edge to compete.” 

Brady is particular about everything from nutrition to sleep. 

“The decision-making process from what time you go to bed to what you choose to 
do on your off day to what you choose to eat when you sit down for lunch, those 



are all important issues that ultimately affect the team,” said Brady. “I just try to 
be very conscious of what I do.” 

For older athletes, daily routines outside of competition can be as important as 
pregame regimens. Winkleman considers stretching, massage, nutrition, and ice 
baths essential. Science backs similar approaches, largely because they aid 
recovery and prevent injury. 

With advances in sports medicine, athletes are a couple decades removed from the 
days when players viewed weightlifting skeptically and ACL tears jeopardized 
careers. And they know more about how they should train, eat, and treat injuries. 

“The current trend, especially in older athletes, is that they are using the ‘Formula 
1’ approach,” said Tanaka. “They have a lot of support around them, like mechanics 
supporting Formula 1 racing. Many athletes have their own massage therapists, 
dieticians. They have a physical therapist. They have personal trainers. That’s 
helping them to better maintain their performance.” 

When asked his advice on prolonging a career, NBA great Reggie Miller, who retired 
at 39, said, “Hire a chef.”  

While former Celtic Kevin Garnett prefers to keep his daily routine private, he sees 
NBA players extending their careers.  

“The beautiful thing about yesteryear is that we are able to learn from it,” said 
Garnett. “I definitely know that the athlete trains different from [the past]. They 
weren’t into their health like we are now. It’s about becoming a student of your 
body.” 

And students of players like Brady and Manning.  



In the Zone With Peyton Manning 
By Ken Belson 
The New York Times 
November 16, 2013 

ENGLEWOOD, Colo. — As the Denver Broncos ran out the clock in their win over the 
San Diego Chargers last weekend, football fans gasped as Peyton Manning, the 
undisputed face of the N.F.L., got up limping after being tackled around his legs. 

The injury turned out to be only an aggravation of an earlier ankle sprain, and 
Manning said he would play Sunday in a prime-time showdown with the undefeated 
Kansas City Chiefs, who are atop the A.F.C. West, one game ahead of the Broncos. 

Yet the concern over Manning’s health was a reminder of how valuable he is — not 
just to the Broncos, but the entire league. On pace to win a record fifth Most 
Valuable Player award and perhaps lead the Broncos to the Super Bowl for the first 
time in 15 years, Manning is a proven leader on the field, and a winner off the field, 
too.

He is the country’s best-known football player, the successor to Dan Marino, John 
Elway and Brett Favre, who all held center stage during their prime. Sponsors crave 
his aw-shucks grin and seemingly spotless personal life, and a raft of endorsement 
deals, including for Buick, DirecTV and Papa John’s, keeps him in the spotlight on 
nongame days. 

Manning, 37, has one of the most lucrative contracts and the best-selling jersey, as 
well as a sense of humor that has made him a natural on “Saturday Night Live.” 
From a family of star quarterbacks, he has an unmatched football pedigree. 

“It’s all part of the legend of Peyton,” said Fred Gaudelli, the producer of NBC’s 
“Sunday Night Football,” which will feature the Broncos four times this season. “It’s 
about him playing the position like no one else. Any team that has Peyton Manning 
makes a good team for ‘Sunday Night Football.’ ” 

Manning’s record-setting season and commercial appeal is a welcome distraction for 
the N.F.L., which is grappling with a host of hits to its image, including Aaron 
Hernandez’s, the former Patriots tight end, being charged with murder; allegations 
that the offensive lineman Jonathan Martin was bullied by Richie Incognito and 
other teammates on the Miami Dolphins; and a heated debate about whether the 
Washington Redskins should change their name. 

On top of those problems, player safety remains a concern, even after the N.F.L. 
agreed in August to pay $765 million to settle a lawsuit brought by thousands of 



retirees who accused the league of burying evidence that repeated head hits could 
lead to long-term brain damage. This month, the Hall of Fame running back Tony 
Dorsett and two other former stars were found to have signs of a degenerative 
brain disease linked to repeated head trauma. 

This has not been a good year for star quarterbacks, either. Aaron Rodgers, Jay 
Cutler and Michael Vick have been sidelined by injuries, and backup quarterbacks 
are also being knocked out. 

“I never like to see a quarterback get injured, I will say that,” Manning said 
Wednesday at the Broncos’ training facility while he sidestepped questions about 
the severity of his injury. “I think quarterbacks are a kind of unique fraternity, and 
you kind of pull for one another — maybe not when you’re playing against them 
that day.” 

For now, Manning’s ankle sprain appears to be little more than a speed bump in an 
otherwise standout season. After returning from several neck injuries, he guided 
the Broncos to a 13-3 season last year, and the team is off to an even faster start 
this season. Manning reached 400 touchdowns in record time and passed Marino on 
the career passing list. One reason the Broncos are the top scoring team, averaging 
41.2 points a game, is that Manning’s work ethic has rubbed off on others. 

“Every day he comes in, and you can tell he loves practicing and everything about 
what this is,” said Adam Gase, the team’s offensive coordinator. “He’s been in the 
league a long time, but he acts like it’s his second year.” 

Offense sells tickets, even more so when Manning is driving it. The Broncos have 
sold out their home games for 44 consecutive seasons, so Manning cannot help fill 
more seats. But tickets for resale average more than $300, according to TiqIq.com, 
which tracks such data. Prices of tickets to Broncos road games are also steep. 

Joe Ellis, the team’s president, said that Manning, along with Coach John Fox, who 
is away from the team after heart surgery, and Elway, who is the vice president for 
football operations, have revitalized fans, sponsors and network executives, who 
now race to show Broncos games. 

“Fans know they’re watching one of the greatest,” Ellis said. “Peyton takes it all 
seriously, but he doesn’t take himself seriously. We’re at peak levels of popularity.” 

Since Labor Day, the Broncos have been on six of the 11 most-watched television 
programs, and the team will be featured on six prime-time broadcasts, the 
maximum allowed for a team. Manning’s attention to detail extends to his readiness 
to speak to visiting reporters and television announcers, sometimes sending team 
spokesmen back to them with extra details he forgot to include in the interviews. 



Naturally, he is a staple on sports radio across the Rocky Mountain states, where 
Manning — who has three years left on his contract — has helped fuel regional 
pride by making the team part of the national football conversation. 

“He’s out of central casting in almost every respect,” said Sandy Clough, who hosts 
a radio talk show on 104.3 the Fan in Denver. “He has his guarded side and he’s 
very protective of his image. He understands the importance of being a quarterback 
in the N.F.L.” 

Clough said 95 percent of the conversation on his show was about the Broncos and, 
not surprisingly, the phone lines lit up after Manning’s ankle sprain. Part of the fear, 
he said, is that backup quarterbacks have a hard time replacing top stars. 

Manning’s success on the field is also linked to his moneymaking potential off it. 
The Broncos and Manning’s handlers declined to provide specifics about his 
business dealings but, according to Jim Andrews at IEG, which tracks such deals, 
Manning earns an estimated $13 million a year from endorsements. If he were to 
win another M.V.P. award or lead the Broncos to the Super Bowl, Manning could 
earn another $2 million or more, “assuming he is interested in doing more deals,” 
Andrews said. 

Paul Guyardo, the chief marketing officer at DirecTV, which has worked with the 
Manning family for 14 years, said: “He really resonates with our core customer, a 
family guy who loves sports. They’re good people, and that resonates in front of the 
camera.” 

Given his success this year, Manning’s jersey has been the top seller all season, 
ahead of those for quarterbacks Colin Kaepernick and Russell Wilson, according 
toFanatics.com, the largest online seller of licensed sports merchandise. 

Manning jerseys are also big sellers at the store attached to the Broncos’ stadium. 
On Thursday, Linda Holloway bought a bright orange Manning shirt. “He seems like 
a good guy,” she said, adding that she had become a fan when her family lived in 
Indianapolis, where Manning was involved in the community a lot. 

Advertisers have tapped into his allure, too. Manning is the fourth-highest-ranked 
athlete endorser after Michael Jordan, Hank Aaron and Arnold Palmer, according to 
a basket of measures including awareness, likability and trust developed by 
Celebrity DBI, a division of Repucom, a global sports marketing agency. Among 
current athletes, Manning ranks highest, and when compared to all celebrities, he is 
in the mix with Tom Hanks and Oprah Winfrey. 

“It comes down to the fact that he is playing great, he wins, and that’s what draws 
people to celebrities,” said Kathy Gardner, who runs Celebrity DBI. “He’s a 
juggernaut.”



The Broncos are now the sixth-most-popular football team; they were not in the top 
10 before Manning arrived, Gardner said. Manning has even touched businesses he 
has nothing to do with. Joe Romano, a Broncos season ticket holder who owns eight 
Domino’s pizza shops around Denver, said sales when the Broncos play jumped 
about 25 percent the past three seasons. 

“Peyton is tremendous fun to watch, and he certainly has this region jazzed about 
football,” Romano said, “and he’s driving sales of pizza through the roof.” 



Peyton Manning on his neck surgeries 
rehab — and how he almost didn’t make 
it back 
By Sally Jenkins 
Washington Post 
October 21, 2013 

At first, when Peyton Manning woke up from the anesthesia, he was relieved: The 
pain in the neck that he had lived with for years was gone. As he came to, he 
stirred in the hospital bed, took stock of his misery-free condition, and started to 
push himself upright. Then it happened — his right arm buckled beneath him. 
Surprised, he struggled again to sit up, and at that moment, he understood his 
career was in jeopardy. 

It was May 2011, and Manning had checked into Northwestern Memorial Hospital in 
Chicago for surgery on a herniated disc, a tear in the protective ring in his neck that 
had undermined his performance after 14 seasons with the Indianapolis Colts. The 
procedure was supposed to fix it, but now when he pushed himself up in bed, his 
right triceps was unable to bear his weight. Trying to contain his alarm, the most 
eminent quarterback in the NFL asked his surgeon what had happened to his arm. 
The surgeon explained that the disc had been pressing on a nerve. It would take 
some time for the irritation to subside, and for the nerve and muscle to come back 
alive. 

But two weeks later, Manning’s arm still felt weak. By this time he noticed that the 
grip strength in his hand also appeared to be affected. “If any other part of your 
body has some weakness you go, ‘Well I can probably manage,’” Manning says. 
“But when you’re a quarterback and it’s your right hand, you’re certainly concerned 
far as being able to do your job.” His doctors discovered that he had re-herniated 
the disc, and Manning returned to the hospital for a second surgery, this one in 
virtual secrecy.  

While he waited to heal, Manning largely disappeared from public view, unwilling to 
let anyone see his arm in such feeble condition. “I wasn’t just going to throw with 
anybody around watching,” he says. “I was guarded and protective.” The NFL was 
in the midst of a four-month labor lockout, which meant he couldn’t use the Colts’ 
facilities or trainers, so he looked for a place to rehab unobserved. His old college 
friend Todd Helton, then a first baseman with the Colorado Rockies, suggested he 
come out to Denver where he could work out secretly and get treatment from the 
Rockies’ trainers, who were accustomed to dealing with arms.  



The first pass Manning threw post-surgery was to Helton, and they were so 
concerned with privacy that they went to an underground batting cage beneath the 
Rockies’ stadium. Helton took up a position about 10 yards away and held out his 
hands. Manning reared back, and threw. 

“The ball nose-dived after about five yards,” Manning says. 

It didn’t even make it halfway to Helton before it hit the ground. Helton burst out 
laughing — he thought Manning was joking.  

“C’mon, quit kidding,” he said. 

“Man, I wish I was,” Manning said. 

‘I had to relearn’ how to throw 

It’s always been an interesting question what Peyton Manning was given and what 
he acquired for himself. At this point, 37 years old, with a zipper scar on his neck, 
stoop-shouldered and slack-armed compared to his youth, it’s safe to conclude that 
his inherited genetic gifts are the least of him. Even in shoulder pads he is lank and 
relatively unmuscled next to younger specimens, and with his shirt off, well, he’s no 
Gatorade commercial. 

The upper body atrophied after three surgeries cost him the 2011 season and his 
job with the Colts, leaving him with that strip of stitches as if Zorro tried to cut his 
shirt off at the collar. Yet somehow a man with two soldered together vertebrae 
enters Sunday's game against the Washington Redskins playing the best football of 
his life and maybe of any NFL quarterback ever: He has led the Denver Broncos to 
a 6-1 record and is on pace to set single-season records for touchdowns, yardage 
and completion percentage. 

All of which makes it difficult to conceive that just 18 months ago Manning 
wondered whether he would ever play again — the only reminders an occasional 
pass that shows a telltale wobble, and dies. 

“I don’t believe I throw quite the same as before I was injured,” Manning says by 
phone on his way home from a recent Broncos practice. “A lot of that is injury, a lot 
of it is being 37 years old, and a lot is playing with a new team. I’ve had a lot of 
change. It’s hard to know what percentage is what. I’m just trying to be the best 
player I can be in this new chapter.” 

Cut by Indianapolis post-surgery, it seemed victory enough when Manning made it 
back to the field in a Broncos uniform last season and led them to a 13-3 record. 
But those closest to him say the feat was if anything underestimated. “I don’t think 
people really understand what he overcame,” says Duke head coach David Cutcliffe, 



Manning’s offensive coordinator at the University of Tennessee. According to 
Manning’s father Archie, he was closer to retirement than anyone knew. 

“It was, ‘Am I gonna throw like a 40-year-old man?’ He didn’t want to be out there 
if he didn’t belong,” Archie says.  

It’s a fact Manning candidly admits, and for the first time discusses without reserve. 
That he underwent neck surgeries was well-known — it was “a public ordeal,” as he 
puts it — but what he hasn’t talked about freely until now was just how weak the 
arm was and how far he had to go to recover it. The surgeries so reduced him that 
when he began rehabilitation, he could barely grip the ball. “I had to relearn,” he 
says. And in the relearning, he learned some things about himself. For one, he 
says, “That I could persevere.” 

Manning was born with undeniable gifts, a tangle of ribonucleic acids that bestowed 
on him golden boyness, a scanning intelligence, and that python-thick arm he got 
from his cool and silvery old man Archie, who remains a legend at Ole Miss and 
quarterbacked the New Orleans Saints from 1971 to 1982.  

But Manning was also born with a congenital weakness: that neck. He was 16 when 
his older brother Cooper, a promising wide receiver, received a diagnosis of career-
ending spinal stenosis, a collapsing of the spaces between his vertebrae that 
pressured the spinal cord. Archie insisted his younger sons Peyton and Eli be 
thoroughly examined for spinal-cervical weakness, too, and a doctor pronounced 
teenaged Peyton’s neck curvature a potential problem. It wasn’t bad enough to 
forbid football, but it was less than ideal. 

“Not picture perfect,” Manning says. 

For 20 years, the golden boyness trumped the not-picture-perfect flaw. Between 
the ages of 15 and 35, he never missed a game with an injury. He made every start 
for 14 seasons with the Colts, winning four most valuable player awards, and a 
Super Bowl after the 2006 season. “I’d had this string of good health and good 
fortune,” he says. “Good protection, good coaches, good linemen, played in a good 
system. When you play for 20 years, and really, I never had to miss a game due to 
injury, that’s not just good protection. That’s good luck.” 

But then the neck began to fray. He developed a pinched nerve, for which he 
underwent surgery in February 2010. Then came the herniated disc and successive 
surgeries in 2011.  

There was no blueprint for nerve regeneration, Manning’s doctors told him. 
Sometimes nerves came back 100 percent, and sometimes they came back at 50 
percent. And sometimes they didn’t recover at all. There was no timetable, or 



treatment, and he could only be patient. “The frustrating part was there was no one 
to call who had this, no other thrower,” Manning says. “There was no protocol.” 

Of all the traits Manning was born with, the one that served him best during those 
months wasn’t his analytical mind or his physical strength, but his painstaking 
temperament. Manning has always been the most exacting man who has played the 
position, compulsively meticulous, a turn-over-every-stoner. The quality helped him 
cope when he finally encountered a problem he couldn’t solve with arm strength. 

“If you have a problem with Peyton’s intensity, take it up with the Lord,” Cutcliffe 
says.  

Keeping the injury in perspective 

In July 2011, with his arm still unresponsive, Manning went back home to New 
Orleans for a dose of perspective from the people who knew him best, his parents 
and brothers. He did a little throwing with his younger brother Eli, quarterback for 
the New York Giants. He and Eli had always played a lot of catch. “We throw the 
same, with pretty good RPMs going both ways,” he says. But by this time, 
Manning’s grip was so poor that he couldn’t catch his brother’s passes; the ball 
slipped right through his hands. When he tried to throw it, the ball fluttered weakly 
through the air. Eli told him frankly, “It looks like you can’t finish the throw and get 
anything on it.” 

But it was Manning’s older brother Cooper who put his neck injury in the proper 
context and cured him of any self-pity. Cooper had been an athlete equal to anyone 
in the family, an all-state wide receiver with a scholarship to Ole Miss, when he 
began experiencing numbness and atrophy in his right bicep. The Mannings flew to 
the Mayo Clinic in Minnesota, where tests showed dangerous degeneration in his 
spine. He underwent surgery to relieve the pressure on his spinal cord, and 
complications set in. After weeks in a wheelchair, he had to walk with a cane. All of 
which Manning had witnessed up close, even as his own development was 
climaxing. 

“I’ve never taken it for granted, ever since Cooper’s career was taken from him just 
like that,” Manning says. “So I always had it in perspective, and I didn’t need a year 
off to remind me how lucky I was to play.” 

He and Cooper talked, comparing their conditions — but in truth, Manning realized, 
there was no comparison. He had gotten a career, and Cooper hadn’t. “Maybe this 
was my not-picture-perfect-neck catching up with me finally,” Manning says. “I just 
thought, wow, I got almost 20 years out of this neck. Boy, I’m grateful for the time 
I’ve had.” 



Still, the meticulous part of Manning was unsatisfied. He sought second, and third 
medical opinions. He flew to Europe four times, trying various therapies or 
promised miracle cures, most of them having to do with electro-stimulation 
techniques to rekindle the nerves. “Some had a little voodoo to them,” he says. 
“When you’re injured and not recovering fast, it’s hard to dismiss those. You never 
knew if one might work, so I tried a few of those.” 

He spent weeks in the weight room pumping embarrassingly low weights, five-
pound dumbbells. He’d always been the kind of person who did 15 repetitions when 
10 would suffice, but no amount of reps would make the nerve come back faster, 
and overwork was the worst thing he could do. Trying to throw was like “stepping 
on the gas and there is no gas in the car,” he says. 

“Sometimes progress was not going backwards,” he adds. “It was just a real test of 
patience unlike anything I had to go through. There was nothing I could do about 
it.”

Not only was his arm weak; he had a weird sensation that he was no longer sure of 
where it was when he threw. At one point he tried to fire a ball and it flew a full 12 
yards wide of the target. “It’s hard to explain but I kind of lost awareness of my 
arm in space,” he says. “When you had the same throwing motion for so long — 
golfers talk about repeating their swing, well, quarterbacks repeat too. But I 
couldn’t repeat. That was scary. Just discouraging.” 

He fought to keep a good attitude, hoping that the arm would somehow 
dramatically improve at the last minute, so he could show up at the Colts’ training 
camp. For four months, he woke up every day and told himself that today was the 
day his arm would come back alive. “You talk about being pretty disappointed 
around two in the afternoon when you realize today is not the day,” he says. 

That September, the disc re-herniated yet again. This time, Manning sought a 
permanent solution: a fusion to stabilize the neck. It would be his fourth surgery in 
two years. He sat down with Archie and Olivia, who were concerned that his priority 
be his health and not football. Manning explained that he was going to give it just 
one more try.  

“I’m gonna work as hard as I can, and listen to the doctors,” he said. “And if the 
doctors say I can’t, then it’s been a good ride.” 

Baby steps and small measurements 

At the start of the 2011 season, Manning was in another hospital bed recovering 
from a single-level anterior fusion: a spinal specialist named Robert Watkins 
removed the damaged disc from his spinal cord, filled the space with a bone graft, 
and welded the vertebrae together with a plate and screws. This time when 



Manning woke up, he could barely throw a dart. The game was prescribed as part 
of his rehab, but the first time he tossed one, he couldn’t penetrate the dartboard. 
“I could barely get the thing to stick,” he says. 

For almost three months he didn’t touch a football. His friend Cutcliffe advised him, 
“Stop throwing.” Forcing the issue wasn’t healthy, and could create other problems 
in his elbow or rotator cuff, Cutcliffe warned. Also, “It’s bad for you to see yourself 
throwing poorly. So stop throwing.” 

When he did finally did pick up a football again, it was just to throw a few gentle lob 
passes to his wife, Ashley. There was a sweetness to their games of catch: In April 
2011, the couple had welcomed twins, Marshall and Mosley. Caring for the 
newborns gave Manning a deep contentment even as he dealt with the prospect of 
retirement. “I had a real peace,” he says. “I don’t know if many people believe that, 
but I had a peace if this was not to be.” 

Compared to being a father, a football comeback seemed like a vanity project. “I 
don’t want to be selfish,” he told Archie. Devotion to parenthood had been his 
father’s greatest talent, and Manning wanted the same for his family. “I’m not sure 
it would have been as easy if I wasn’t coming home and playing with them every 
night,” Manning says. “The one year the Lord took my greatest physical gift, he 
gave me the greatest gift you could have in children. So that was a real equalizer. 
And I would take that trade any day of the week.” 

When Manning did begin to throw seriously again, he moved slowly and 
deliberately. For weeks he sat in front of a mirror and practiced his throwing 
motion, over and over, until it looked familiar again and he could repeat it. “So that 
was step one,” he says. “I said, ‘At least I know where my arm is.’�”

Step two was a December 2011 trip to the Duke campus to begin work with 
Cutcliffe, who had watched him since he was 18 and understood him better as an 
athlete than anyone except his father. Cutcliffe designed a program of baby steps 
and small measurements, with the idea of rebuilding Manning’s confidence, along 
with his arm mechanics. “We started at ground zero,” Manning says. “It was good 
going to someone who knew you from the beginning.” 

They worked in secret, because Manning continued to be highly self-conscious and 
by no means convinced he could make it back. Though he was not in pain and the 
disc problem had been solved, the surgeries had left his right arm significantly 
weaker than his left. Holding sessions around Cutcliffe’s collegiate schedule, 
sometimes in the pre-dawn or at 11�p.m., they began with the simple, fundamental 
task of regaining the feel in his hand. “You actually throw a ball with your fingers,” 
Cutcliffe says. Before Manning could throw an NFL-quality ball, they had to address 
whether he’d be able to even hold a snap firmly enough.  



“The toughest part was the emotions of, you go from being as good as there is on 
earth, to relearning how to do it,” Cutcliffe says. “And that was interesting. It was 
an interesting challenge for a guy as good as he is in the world, to have to work on 
every single minuscule thing.” 

They worked on his setup — the same movements he had practiced as a 3-year-
old. Each day Cutcliffe filmed Manning’s release, and measured the velocity of his 
passes and his arm speed. The numbers steadily inched up — and then began to 
show dramatic progress.  

Next, Cutcliffe addressed “his intention to release,” the subtle moment when a 
quarterback, looking downfield, makes a decision and begins his first movement to 
throw to a target. Great players in a secondary don’t just try to break on the ball; 
they try to break even earlier, on the “intention” of the quarterback. Manning 
worked on shortening the time between his decision and actual release. He got 
quicker and more accurate by the day. 

“When he saw himself getting back to his normal, when he could get the ball into 
his arm slot, and felt it, God, that was fun to see,” Cutcliffe says. 

“He just flat out got better” 

In February 2012, Watkins declared Manning’s neck firmly fixed and fully healed, 
and cleared him for NFL play. He was no more at risk of injury than anyone else on 
the field. But Manning still had weakness in his triceps; the nerves hadn’t 
completely regenerated and the question of whether they ever would remained. 
Manning would simply have to work around it, Watkins told him. “It’s your job to 
learn to compensate for that,” Watkins said. The key would be to get his legs, core, 
and other arm sections as strong as possible.  

“What he kind of said was, ‘I think you can still be a thrower with a weak triceps, 
but everything else needs to fire pretty good,’�” Manning says. 

But that prognosis wasn’t good enough for the Colts, who on March 6 released 
Manning and announced their intention to go young and draft Andrew Luck with the 
No. 1 pick. Now a free agent, Manning’s workouts gained an added intensity — and 
became a source of national theater when he announced he would conduct a series 
of private auditions for clubs of his choice. He and Cutcliffe went into intensive 
preparations for them. “It was a full-court press situation,” Manning says. 

On the surface, Manning seemed in charge of the process, from his gracious 
farewell at a Colts news conference to his cherry-picking of teams he was interested 
in, settling on the San Francisco 49ers, Tennessee Titans and Broncos. In reality, 
Manning was anxious. On March 15 he had his first audition, in front of 49ers Coach 
Jim Harbaugh and offensive coordinator Greg Roman. He was as nervous as he had 



been as a collegian at Tennessee trying out for pro scouts. “Maybe even more so,” 
he says. “I haven’t felt like that in some time, because I really wasn’t sure of my 
physical state, I was still learning what I could and couldn’t do, and now someone 
who was not a friend was going to come and watch.”  

Harbaugh and the rest of the NFL coaches wouldn’t sugarcoat anything, Manning 
knew, and he didn’t want them to. After months of secrecy and clandestine 
workouts, it was time to expose himself. He wanted the harsh truth, a final 
judgment on whether he could still play the game. He stripped down and underwent 
a full physical like a horse on an auction block, showing everything. 

“I wanted them to see me in person,” he says. “All of them felt my muscles. You 
could see the atrophy in my arm and right pectoral. I wanted to put it all out on 
table, and have them say, ‘Here’s what we think,’ rather than show them a video of 
me. I wanted them to tell me, ‘Hey you look good enough to play for us.’�”

By the end of March, the Broncos decided he was good enough and awarded him a 
five-year deal worth $96 million. But even then, Manning still had huge strides to 
make. In July 2012, he went back to New Orleans to join his family for their annual 
football camp, and he did some throwing with his father looking on. He was three 
weeks away from his first training camp with the Broncos. Archie thought he looked 
.�.�. just okay. 

“Wasn’t bad, wasn’t ugly, but it wasn’t Peyton,” Archie says. “I thought he could 
play, but I didn’t know how his game was going to change. I knew what made him 
the quarterback he was, but he had a new team, a new system, and a new body he 
was playing with. So I had no idea he could be as productive as he was.” 

Manning continued working on the program he had drawn up with Cutcliffe, and the 
long awaited dramatic jump in strength finally came. And then kept coming. As it 
turned out, his spectacular debut season with the Broncos, with 37 touchdown 
passes, was merely an appetizer. How could there be room for improvement? But 
there was. “This year at age 37, he got better,” Archie marvels. “He just flat got 
better.” He pauses. “We been at this a long time,” he says. “But yeah, we are very 
proud of him. Let’s keep it going. Just keep him healthy.” 

Cutcliffe says that the Manning of this season is much stronger than last, and in 
some ways than he has ever been, given his new emphasis on legs and core. And 
he still may not have found his best form. “It’s going to do nothing but get better 
as he continues to regain strength,” Cutcliffe says. Add to his physical improvement 
the fact that the Broncos have surrounded him with more weapons and the best 
supporting cast he has ever had. 



Cutcliffe believes the injury forced Manning to be more exacting in his habits than 
ever, and that the Broncos’ explosive numbers this season reflect the fact that he 
has exported those habits to his teammates. He developed an almost intuitive 
relationship with his primary receivers, Wes Welker, Demaryius Thomas and Eric 
Decker, after a summer of “hard, hot work” with Cutcliffe at Duke. “The entire 
mentality is catching on and it makes everybody play better,” Cutcliffe observes.  

Nevertheless, it is scarcely believable that the NFL passing leader is a 37-year-old 
with metal in his neck. Here is an even more incredible fact: To this day, Manning’s 
right arm remains slightly weaker than his left. He still works on that right triceps 
and nerve, but is resigned to the possibility that they might not ever come fully 
awake. “I couldn’t tell you whether they’ll come back, and until I stop playing I 
won’t stop trying,” he says. 

He makes up for it, he says, with other things. Like timing, recognition, and 
disguise. He got some advice from Bill Parcells, the two-time Super Bowl-winning 
coach who is now an analyst for ESPN: Parcells, a big baseball fan, told Manning 
not to worry so much about throwing strikes, but to think more like a pitcher and 
throw junk. “Can you still get ’em out?” Parcells asked. Manning replied puzzled, 
“What do you mean?” Parcells answered, “There are different ways to move the 
chains. Can you get it in the end zone is what matters.” 

So these days he thinks less about throwing missiles or glamorous arcs, than about 
just tricking the opposition and delivering the ball to the right place. The golden 
boyness has faded; in its place is a man with a fighter’s face, narrow eyes and a 
slightly hooked nose that keeps him from being pretty, hair mowed short as a 
putting green, and expression closed shut, refusing to give anything away to the 
opponent. Defensive backs describe trying to read Manning’s face as he scans the 
field, nothing moving under center except his predatory eyes, “flicking back and 
forth,” as Eagles safety Earl Wolff says.  

He has become an expert in replacing natural gifts with compensatory skills. He’s 
learned he doesn’t need the old velocity, that he can drive the ball strongly enough 
with his legs, and win as much with good decisions as great throws. “Maybe certain 
throws you don’t make anymore,” Manning says. “Or you throw a little sooner. You 
learn to adjust your mind, have maybe even more of a sense of timing.” 

The result is that he now views his career as a sort of split image, before and after. 
There is the Before Manning and the After Manning — and this one plays entirely in 
a grateful present. 

“I really don’t compare myself anymore to how I was before,” he says. “I’ve learned 
to throw in this state, and I’m just trying to do the best I can with the way things 
are.”



Which may end up being better than anyone has ever done it. 



Indianapolis tribute to Peyton Manning 
includes short video, big cheers 
By Mike Klis 
The Denver Post 
October 20, 2013 

INDIANAPOLIS — Robotic about his pregame routine, Peyton Manning took his 
helmet off and let the large crowd see he is a human being first, a quarterback 
second. 

A video tribute of Manning's time in Indianapolis played on the Lucas Oil Stadium 
jumbo screens Sunday night. In the footage, he was wearing a Colts uniform, 
throwing touchdown passes to Marvin Harrison, Reggie Wayne and Brandon 
Stokley. 

Manning was wearing a Broncos' white uniform as the tribute played. He was a 
Colts quarterback for 14 seasons, a Broncos quarterback going on season two. 

The tribute was played a couple minutes before kickoff, and Manning warmed up 
his arm as usual. In between throws, though, he looked up at the video screen. 

He didn't want to disrespect the Indianapolis fans by ignoring his tribute. 

Near the end of the video, which was about a minute long, the highlights showed 
Manning standing on the midfield podium in a driving Miami rain after winning 
Super Bowl XLI on Feb. 4, 2007. He hoisted the Lombardi Trophy as the rain 
poured. 

The Colts' crowd Sunday night roared its approval. The tribute ended with the 
screen fading to Colt blue and the message: "Thank You, Peyton." 

It held there a few seconds as the crowd cheered. Manning took off his helmet with 
his right hand and waved to the crowd with his left. He looked into the crowd and 
said, "Thank you, thank you very much," several times while nodding to his former 
hometown fans. 

After taking 15 to 20 seconds to acknowledge the cheers, Manning put his helmet 
on and moved toward his sideline. The visiting sideline. The Broncos sideline. It was 
time for kick off. 



Kids at Children’s Hosptial in 
Indianapolis mean everything to 
Peyton Manning 
By David Mitchell 
KWGN
October 18, 2013 

INDIANAPOLIS — Peyton Manning is getting ready for a showdown against his 
former team, the Indianapolis Colts. 

But the future Hall of Fame quarterback says one of his greatest accomplishments 
in life has nothing to do with football. 

FOX31 Denver Sports Director Nick Griffith is already reporting from Indianapolis, 
and Thursday he visited the place that is home for Manning’s mission for kids. 

He spent 14 years playing football in Indianapolis. But it’s a children’s hospital in 
that city that still sits closest to his heart. 

In 2007 St. Vincent Children’s Hospital became Peyton Manning Children’s Hospital 
at St. Vincent. 

Since then, and even in the years before, Peyton Manning’s face was a constant in 
Indianapolis. And even though he’s playing in Denver now, he remains highly 
involved in Indy. 

“I’ll call a child in the hospital. I still have a very strong association with Children’s 
Hospital there,” he told the Denver media recently. 

He does make the rounds at the hospital via telephone. He calls many patients at 
the hospital, including Madeline Helpling who is recovering from cancer. 

“I answered it and he said, ‘Is this Madeline?’ And I said ‘yeah.’ He said, ‘Hi 
Madeline, this is Peyton Manning,’ and I was just like ‘hi Peyton!” she says as her 
face brightens up. 

Through the patients and in pictures on the wall in the facility, Peyton’s presence is 
everywhere.

“He just wanted me to know he was praying for me and my family and that we 
were in his thoughts,” Madeline says. 

Just because he’s wearing orange and blue now instead of blue and white, doesn’t 
mean his message and support don’t still play on. 



“He was pretty emphatic. He said, ‘I got traded by the Colts. I didn’t get traded by 
St. V’s',” says Vince Caponi, CEO of the Peyton Manning Children’s Hospital. Capone 
was instrumental in recruiting Manning to the Hospital. 

“In typical Peyton Manning fashion he wanted to know all the details, he wanted to 
know what he would be responsible for,” Caponi says. 

They worked together to develop the concept and the construction of what is now 
considered one of the best children’s hospitals in the nation. 

“I don’t think football was mentioned once,” Madeline says. “He just wanted to 
make sure that my treatment was going well. It was all about me, you know. It was 
awesome.” 

But Sunday there are tough choices to be made. Griffith asked Madeline who she 
would root for. “I’ll root for Peyton before the game starts, but after the game 
starts I’ll root for the Colts,” she says. 

After the game is over, she says she’ll root for Peyton again. 

Griffith says he’s found a lot of that around Indianapolis. There are a lot of fans who 
are struggling with whether to root for Peyton or root for the Colts. 
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Bob Kravitz: Peyton Manning continues 
to reach out and touch lives 
By Bob Kravitz 
Indanapolis Star 
October 17, 2013 

ENGLEWOOD, COLO. — Wade Tefft leafs through the pictures he keeps in a gold 
envelope. They are sweet memories, pictures of his mother, Laura, who has since 
passed away, standing shoulder to shoulder with Broncos quarterback Peyton 
Manning. They were taken just months after Tefft’s parents, who lived on Indy’s Far 
Northside, were victimized by a criminal who killed Tefft’s father, Thomas, and stole 
the family car. 

“This ruthless animal who broke into our home and killed my dad is one end of the 
human spectrum,” Tefft said as he sat as desk at Mayo Aviation in suburban 
Englewood. “And then there are people like Peyton Manning who are kind-hearted 
and giving, and we have to remember that in times of tragedy. 

“There’s goodness and kindness in the world.” 

There are a lot of Manning stories like this one, stories of his charity and goodwill, 
most of which happen beyond the gaze of the TV cameras and without press 
releases. 

This is one of them. It shows how Manning has continued to do in Denver what he 
did for all those years in Indianapolis — reach out and touch people. 

It goes like this: 

In March of 2013, a masked gunman entered the Far Northside home of Thomas 
and Laura Tefft. Detectives still aren’t sure what the circumstances were but 
Thomas was shot and killed during the robbery. He was 67 years old, a glazier at 
Cook’s Glass & Mirror Company in Indianapolis. 

Shortly thereafter, it was decided that Laura, who was dealing with breast cancer 
after a long remission, could not return to the home. So she moved to Denver with 
her son, Wade, his wife and three children. 

“One day, one of the grandkids was talking about some trouble at school, and my 
mother kept bringing up Peyton Manning’s name and how he was such a role model 
and he had the kind of values you should model yourself after,” Tefft said. “And it 
got me to thinking, what could I do to get my mom’s mind off all the terrible things 
that have happened in her life?” 



In April, Wade Tefft had an idea: He would go through the Broncos directory, find 
the public-relations person — in this case, Patrick Smyth — and send a letter asking 
if Manning might drop a call to his suffering mother. Or a signed photo. Something, 
anything, that might help her deal with the horror of the previous months. 

Smyth passed the message on to Manning. 

“Let’s have them come out here,” he told Smyth. 

A call or a photo wasn’t enough. 

He wanted to do more. 

When Wade went to tell his mother the news, she was in bed. 

“We told her, ‘We’ve got some exciting news for you,’ and her eyes got big, her jaw 
dropped, then she got out of bed and did a happy dance,” Tefft said with a smile. 
“Then she was on the phone to all her friends in Indy, just elated.” 

So in May, Wade and Laura made their way out to the Broncos’ Dove Valley 
practice facility. There, they took a tour of the facility, looked at the team’s two 
Super Bowl trophies. They watched a spring practice. And then they met Laura’s 
hero, Manning, enjoying lunch together before taking several photos. 

“We had those pictures displayed on the wall in her room,” Wade said. “In the 
ensuing months, everybody who came into the house — hospice, relatives and 
friends — she had to show them the pictures and talk about how she had lunch with 
Peyton Manning.” 

They didn’t talk about football that day. They talked about family. They talked 
about values. They talked about what’s really important. 

“He never seemed rushed,” Wade said. “I can’t say enough good things about 
Peyton Manning. He doesn’t seem to have let his fame and fortune take away from 
his desire to be a positive influence on the people around him. The fact he’d take 
time out of his busy schedule for my mother speaks volumes.” 

Sadly, three months later, Laura Tefft passed away. 

Manning has dived headfirst into the Denver community, just as he did in 
Indianapolis. 

Shortly after his arrival, 12 people died in the Aurora Theater shootings. Manning 
immediately contacted a Broncos employee and asked, “Is there anything I can do 
to help?” He then made calls to the families of the victims. 



It reminded me of something he did in Indianapolis. Many years ago, I had written 
about a boy from the Brownsburg team who went to the Little League World Series. 
The boy was badly injured in a skateboarding accident. 

Manning called me one night. 

“You think the family would mind if I got their number and called them?” he 
wondered. 

I shared the number. He called. I’m quite sure they didn’t mind. 

It’s said that athletes owe us nothing more than their performance on the field, and 
there’s probably some truth to that. But for Manning, and for so many other 
athletes, there is more than that. They believe that to whom much is given, much 
is required. 

“Every day, people in Denver wake up and pinch themselves, thinking how lucky 
they are to have Peyton Manning in their community,” said Joe Ellis, the Broncos’ 
team president. “Not just on the football field, but off of it.” 

He’s done everything here he did in Indianapolis. Signing autographs. Calling 
children in hospitals. Hosting Make-A-Wish kids. Reaching out to the people who 
were victimized by the fires and floods in Colorado. The list goes on and on. 

He is coming back to a hero’s welcome Sunday in Indianapolis, and it’s not all 
because of the things he did on the football field. He touched lives there, changed 
them for the better, left a massive footprint on our soil. 



Manning's 'Tale of Two Cities' a win-win 
for both 
BY Jim Litke 
Associated Press 
October 17, 2013 

Peyton Manning strides across America this week like some modern-day Colossus, 
blocking out the sun from every other story on the NFL's broad horizon. 

His back foot is planted squarely in Denver, the front one hovers just above the 
giant footprint he left behind in Indianapolis. Yet somehow the hype has stretched 
even further. The clash between Manning's present and his past has dominated the 
airwaves, headlines and social media for days, so freighted with emotional baggage 
and divided loyalties that his return trip has already been compared with everything 
from Ulysses' homecoming to a visit with an ex-wife. 

Manning finally broke his relative silence Wednesday, talking to reporters about the 
Colts only after the Broncos had finished practicing to play them. 

Asked how he'll feel during a Hall of Fame-worthy tribute planned before Sunday 
night's kickoff at Lucas Oil Stadium — a.k.a. "The House That Manning Built" — the 
37-year-old shrugged, then correctly pointed out there was no way to know until 
then.

"And," he added, with a mischievous glint in his eye, "I might not tell you 
afterward, either." 

A moment later, Manning was asked what it would feel like playing against former 
teammates, especially fierce defenders and longtime friends like linebacker Robert 
Mathis, who were barely allowed to touch him during practices for years. He 
responded with a question of his own. 

"A guy asked me, 'Is this like playing Eli?'" Manning began, referring to his baby 
brother, a two-time Super Bowl-winning quarterback with the New York Giants and 
the youngest of Archie and Olivia Manning's three sons. Stories about football 
games between the boys on the family's front lawn in New Orleans have since 
become the stuff of legend. 

"And I said," Manning continued, "I know Robert Mathis hits harder than Eli. I can 
guarantee you that.'" 

After 14 years, 11 trips to the postseason and the same number of Pro Bowl 
selections, a record four MVP awards, one Super Bowl title and more passing 
records than you can count, Manning was released by the Colts on March 7, 2012. 



He'd had neck surgery the previous May, followed by spinal fusion surgery in 
September, then sat out the entire 2011 season. Doctors questioned whether 
Manning would ever play again, let alone whether his once-fearsome "rocket arm" 
would be good for much beyond holding a clipboard. 

Faced with surrendering $28 million in bonus money to keep Manning, or hitch the 
future of the franchise to the most Manning-like QB prospect to come out of college 
since the original, Colts owner Jim Irsay elected to roll the dice on Stanford's 
appropriately named Andrew Luck. 

In the 22 games since he moved to Denver, Manning has never looked better. After 
a bitter, improbable, last-second loss to Baltimore in the playoffs last season, 
Manning opened this one by torching those very same Super Bowl-defending 
Ravens with seven touchdown passes, the first step in what's become a 6-0 season. 

But the Colts haven't been too shabby in his absence, either. Indianapolis posted 
11 wins last season, despite coach Chuck Pagano being sidelined for most of it 
while he battled leukemia, in large part because their rookie quarterback displayed 
poise and maturity beyond his years, both on the field and off. With Pagano back at 
the wheel, and Luck becoming more Manning-like with each game, the Colts have 
beaten NFC West powerhouses San Francisco and Seattle and fashioned an 
impressive 4-2 start of their own. 

"I never viewed it as replacing Peyton," Luck said after practice Wednesday. "I just 
viewed it as a chance to play quarterback in the NFL. It just so happened that one 
of the greats of all time was here before me." 

The Indianapolis chapter of Manning's career began with an interview with then-
Colts general manager Bill Polian at the scouting combine in March 1998. The Colts 
had the No. 1 overall pick in that year's draft, and the only other player they were 
considering, strong-armed Washington State quarterback Ryan Leaf, had blown 
them off just days earlier. 

"So now comes our chance to interview Peyton, and considering what's at stake, 
I've got a long list of questions ready," recalled Polian, who departed Indianapolis 
just months before Manning did and now works as an NFL analyst for ESPN. 

"Instead, he sits down, opens his briefcase and takes out a list of 25 questions he 
has for us — technical football questions, questions about our offensive approach, 
our personnel priorities, practice priorities and so on. He said he wanted to be sure 
he was going to be with an organization that was dedicated to winning." 

A lot of that — winning — took place in Indianapolis between that day and this one. 
Yet during an interview earlier in the week, Irsay, a bona fide attention hound, 
called into question whether it was enough. He's told The Associated Press much 
the same thing for the better part of a year now without ever getting this kind of 
traction. 



But even after walking back some of those comments on Twitter, Irsay is sparing 
no expense and going full-speed ahead with plans to honor the player he treated 
like a son — and whom insiders like Polian credit with keeping the Colts in 
Indianapolis and convincing the locals to chip in tax dollars to build Irsay's team a 
new stadium. 

Meanwhile, Manning's real father, Archie, is recovering from back surgery in 
Memphis. When a text popped up on his phone asking what concerned him most in 
those days before his son made the soft landing in Denver he had no trouble 
answering. 

"Peyton's health. Not football." 

Of course, everybody knows now how things worked out. Luck's father, Oliver, 
who's been around the game in one role or another — as a college and NFL 
quarterback, administrator and current athletic director at West Virginia — isn't 
unhappy either. 

"I don't know that I had any real concerns, beyond the concerns any dad would 
have with a son who was drafted with the first pick," he chuckled. 

"So often in sports, a decision gets made and right away people rush to label it 
black or white, winner or loser. Andrew's not that far along, certainly nowhere near 
Peyton, but what's important is that he's trying to get there doing things his way. 
... And if you look at where we were, and where we are, it really does look like a 
win-win for just about everybody involved." 

Colts receiver Reggie Wayne, long one of Manning's favorite targets, said he's had 
enough of everybody singing "Kumbaya." Or maybe he's still smarting over what 
Manning told the Colts would happen if they let him go: "I'll kick your butt for the 
next 15 years." 

Either way, it's high time to see who can tip the "win-win" scale in their favor, 
starting with Sunday. 

"I'm just ... I'm just ... ready to play ball and get it over with," Wayne said. "It's 
like Ringling Bros. around here, man." 



Manning's Second Chapter 
By Gray Caldwell 
DenverBroncos.com 
October 17, 2013 

QB Peyton Manning talks about his transition to Denver, the "new chapter" of his 
career. 

ENGLEWOOD, Colo. -- Peyton Manning hasn't shied away from the fact that he's in 
the homestretch of his football career -- he said as much in his Wednesday press 
conference. 

But that doesn't mean he's slowing down. 

As has been well-documented, the quarterback is on pace to break a number of 
single-season records in 2013, including the most touchdown passes thrown -- he 
has the most of any player through six games in NFL history. 

“Well, I’ve worked hard in this new chapter of my football career. I’ve put a lot of 
time in and it’s been extremely difficult," Manning said. "As I’ve said over and over 
again, I’ve had a lot of people help me in this second chapter that I’ll never ever 
cease to be grateful for that help." 

Wednesday afternoon, Manning was asked how he feels now about being released 
by the Colts and signed by the Broncos. 

"I’ve learned that in life, you need to be at peace with other people’s decisions that 
affect you, that you have no control over," he said. "I think that’s been good advice 
that I’ve had over the years, and it’s certainly served me well in this particular 
scenario." 

Last season, in a completely new environment after 14 years in Indianapolis, 
Manning set new Broncos single-season marks in nearly every major passing 
category. 

His 400 completions, 68.6 percent completion percentage, 4,659 passing yards, 37 
touchdown passes, 105.8 quarterback rating and nine 300-yard passing games 
were all franchise records. 

"Last year was a gratifying feeling to get back and play," Manning said. "You miss 
not being in the huddle. And this year there has been enough change with the new 
offensive coordinator (Adam Gase) and a new slot receiver (Wes Welker) and a 
different tight end (Julius Thomas) to keep you kind of energized and on your toes 
with all the different changes. So I’m certainly enjoying playing football again. And 
when you’re out of a job, you’ve got to go find another job, and Denver offered me 
one and I took it and they sure have helped me in my new job.” 



Now that he is in the midst of "chapter two" of his football career, especially in the 
middle of a season, Manning isn't particularly keen on looking backwards. 

So he's been hesitant to size up this year's Broncos offense to some of the best of 
his career with the Colts. 

“I just don’t compare to other years," he said. "The only thing I compare to 
probably is maybe somewhat of last year, because that’s more of my current 
baseline. But people make comparisons to other receivers in other years in other 
teams and that’s just too hard when you’re in a different place in a different 
organization with a different culture. So I feel better than last year. I still have 
some things that are different post-injury. But I’ve made some improvements from 
last year. I’ve put a lot of time in. I think any time you’re in a second year of a new 
chapter you have more familiarity with the culture." 

He maintained that it takes years to build the type of chemistry quarterbacks and 
receivers like to have, but he is much more familiar with Eric Decker and Demaryius 
Thomas than he was a year ago. He's gotten six games under his belt with wide 
receiver Wes Welker and tight end Julius Thomas as a new weapon. 

But the group still has a ways to go. 

"We’ve done some things well early, but I still think there’s a lot – we’re far from 
being a well-oiled machine by any means. We’re still working out a number of 
kinks, in my opinion.” 

And he also didn't feel a weekly Wednesday press conference was the best time to 
reminisce about his time with the Colts and what the fans in Indianapolis mean to 
him -- even with a trip back to Lucas Oil Stadium this Sunday looming. 

The four-time NFL MVP said he doesn't feel like he has ever stopped communicating 
with the fans in his old city, from corresponding through mail to working with the 
children's hospital in Indianapolis to greeting fans at Sports Authority Field at Mile 
High in No. 18 Colts jerseys. 

"There’s always a connection there," he said. "So I think to have to deliver a 
message means that I’ve been gone—and I really don’t think that I have—but I 
guess if you need one catch phrase for your news tonight I would just echo what I 
said back in March 2012 that boy, I sure did enjoy being their quarterback for 14 
years.” 

But now a Denver Bronco, Manning's focus is on doing everything he can to prepare 
for a tough 4-2 Colts team. 

"Midseason of your 16th year when you’re playing a really good team, I think, on 
the road," he said, "it’s hard to get too reflective." 



Manning on Emotions Leading to Sunday 
By Gray Caldwell  
DenverBroncos.com  
October 16, 2013 

ENGLEWOOD, Colo. -- For the first time in his 16-year career, Peyton Manning will 
walk into Lucas Oil Stadium as a visitor. 

Sunday night, the quarterback will face his former team, the team he led for 13 
seasons, 11 of which ended in a playoff berth. But his final year as an Indianapolis 
Colt was spent on the sidelines with a neck injury, and now he returns as a Denver 
Bronco. 

"It’s hard to predict how I will feel, emotionally," Manning said. "Football certainly is 
an emotional game, but to predict how you will feel? I just don’t know." 

"How I’ll feel walking into the stadium? I can’t tell you that right now. I’ll probably 
know after the game, I probably may not tell you that after the game either," he 
laughed. "It’s just too hard to predict.” 

What Manning did know is how hard he's going to prepare for the game. As he put 
it, 52 other players and coaches are counting on him to be prepared to play a good, 
4-2 football team. 

The Colts are coming off a 19-9 loss to the San Diego Chargers on Monday Night 
Football, but prior to that had won four straight, including victories against two NFC 
teams widely considered to be Super Bowl contenders, Seattle and San Francisco. 

Indianapolis ranks 13th in the league in total offense and 11th in total defense, and 
the Broncos know they're in for a challenge on Sunday Night Football. 

But even with as long as Manning played in Indy, it doesn't do him a lot of good in 
preparing for this version of the Colts. 

"(It's) a team that – it may sound strange – is unfamiliar," he said. "It’s an 
unfamiliar opponent, a lot of guys that I’ve never played against and certainly a 
new scheme." 

He pointed to linebacker Robert Mathis and safety Antoine Bethea as players he is 
close to and certainly has a familiarity with, but much of the defensive staff is 
different than just two years ago when Manning was a Colt. 

"No question it's unique," Manning said. "Somebody asked me earlier, ‘Is this kind 
of like playing against (Giants quarterback) Eli (Manning)?’ And I said, ‘I know 
Robert Mathis hits harder than Eli. I guarantee you that.’ So it’s different from that 
standpoint, and trying to keep the ball away from Bethea and we’re beat up in the 



offensive line and playing against a premier pass-rush team. So that’s all I know to 
do – prepare from that standpoint. But yeah, to say it’s unique – that’s absolutely a 
true statement.” 

With that preparation underway, Manning said it makes it even harder to focus on 
his reaction to his old home stadium. 

"If all I had to do was to walk in here and waive, and sign some autographs, and 
kiss a few babies and smile – it’d be easy," he said. "But I’ve got to figure out how 
to stay away from Mathis and complete some passes on (cornerback Vontae) Davis 
and (cornerback Greg) Toler and (cornerback Darius) Butler, who are I think really 
good cover corners." 

Still, even as the focus of the team -- including Manning -- is on the Broncos versus 
the Colts, the talk leading up to the game will be on how Manning in particular will 
handle his homecoming of sorts. 

"Football is an emotional game, there is no doubt about it," he said. "I can’t tell you 
what emotions I’ll feel, sitting here on Wednesday. But all I know to do is to get as 
prepared as I possibly can. 

"Because I owe that to a lot of guys who are counting on me.” 



Manningmania takes Broncos fandom to 
a new level 
By Mike Klis 
The Denver Post 
October 13, 2013 

Now that he's a Bronco, Paris Lenon can't seem to get away from his job. 

He could leave it behind in the locker room each night when he played with Arizona, 
St. Louis and Detroit. Even when he was with Green Bay, the off-site conversation 
may have been more about how the neighbor kid cut his grass than how Lenon 
played Sunday. 

"Here, the Broncos are always the topic of conversation," he said. 

On sports-talk radio? 

"No, I mean when you go to eat," Lenon said. "It's going to be brought up. They're 
really behind their team. Which is a good thing. But sometimes you don't always 
want to have that conversation. Sometimes you just want to eat." 

The Broncos aren't just 5-0 and overwhelming favorites entering Sunday's home 
game against winless Jacksonville. They are 5-0 with a 16-game regular-season 
winning streak dating to last year. 

The Broncos don't just have one of the all-time great quarterbacks in Peyton 
Manning. They have Manning playing at his all-time best, having thrown 20 
touchdown passes and only one interception while leading his team to a 
preposterous scoring average of 46 points per game. 

Broncomania is back not only in Denver and the Rocky Mountain region — the 
Broncos have the largest geographical fan base in the NFL, with an estimated 69 
percent of their fans located outside their home market — there are indicators 
suggesting that the emotional investment in the team is at an all-time high. 

Start with the national TV ratings. Denver games have accounted for three of the 
top four watched television shows — sports, comedy, drama, reality, news, 
whatever — since Labor Day. 

"There's tremendous interest in the Broncos at the national level for a couple of 
reasons," said Lance Barrow, the CBS coordinating producer for the network's NFL 
telecasts. "One, people love to see points scored, and their offense is scoring at a 
historical rate. And then you have one of the most popular players in any sport in 
Peyton Manning. You couple that with the mystique of John Elway, you have a team 
that draws a lot of interest." 



In the Denver area, TV ratings of Broncos games are up 80 percent from 2010. A 
popular afternoon sports-radio program — 104.3 The Fan's show featuring former 
Broncos defensive end Alfred Williams and "D-Mac" — has had a 40 percent spike in 
ratings since June. 

"We lived in Steamboat in 1978, and I remember the whole state being pretty crazy 
because we hadn't gone to the Super Bowl before Craig Morton and Haven Moses 
and that crew," said Darren "D-Mac" McKee. "I think this is more like that time than 
when Alfred went in '97. Because they had been to the Super Bowl three times (and 
lost) with John Elway." 

Another sports-radio station in Denver, 102.3 FM ESPN, anchors its afternoon-drive 
show with former Broncos center Tom Nalen. 

"The reality is our listeners believe it's not really the Broncos, it's all about Peyton 
Manning," said Tom "Lou from Littleton" Manoogian, who's in charge at 102.3 FM. "I 
think Peyton Manning means more to the Broncos now than John Elway did in '97, 
'98. When Elway won those two Super Bowls, it was about Shannon Sharpe, Terrell 
Davis and how Mike Shanahan was a mastermind. 

"With this Broncos team, the fans believe every player is replaceable but one guy." 

Recapturing fans' fancy 

The Broncos began recapturing their fans' fancy in 2011, when Elway was hired to 
run the team's football-operations department and Tebowmania was unleashed. 
Then came Manning's unprecedented comeback story in 2012. 

And yet in Manning's second year in Denver, fascination for the Broncos continues 
to rise near and far. When the Broncos played at Dallas last week, they were 
cheered on by thousands of fans rooting so loudly, the players compared it to a 
home game. When it comes to building popularity, momentum is huge. 

"Peyton has brought our team store traffic to a whole different level," said Marty 
Garafalo, who oversees operations of the Broncos' three outlets. "The different 
attitude you see on the field has brought a different attitude to the fans. People are 
buying stuff for 1-year-olds. And we've got grandmothers coming in and buying 
stuff." 

Once you get on the waiting list, the wait time for Broncos season tickets is 
estimated to be 10 to 15 years. Here's the situation: The Broncos have more than 
24,000 season-ticket accounts totaling 71,000 seats. Every year, people move 
away or run into financial trouble or die with their orange jerseys on. In some 
years, it's common for 1,000 or more fans to not renew their season tickets. 

This year? The failure-to-renew count was fewer than 100. 



When the Broncos announce another home sellout Sunday, it will continue a streak 
that's in its 44th consecutive year. There were times near the end of the Shanahan 
era and the unfortunate Josh McDaniels tenure when home sellouts were 
announced but no-shows were common, the middle sections of Sports Authority 
Field at Mile High embarrassingly sparse. 

Now the stadium's 132 suites are sold out, as are the 8,800 club seats. 

But while there are indicators and statistics, there also seems to be an overall 
feeling of guarded optimism, if not doubt. That's what a stinging, 38-35 playoff loss 
in double overtime to Baltimore in January will do to a city's heart. 

"My sense is people are waiting for us to show them something," said all-pro 
cornerback Champ Bailey. "To me, 5-0 gets you nowhere." 

Good as the Broncos have been playing, they rank only 32nd (last) in the NFL in 
pass defense. Wasn't it a 70-yard Flacco Fling that doomed the Broncos last 
season? 

"That will be the weird point: If they go 16-0, so what?" McKee said. "And you 
know what, they're right, aren't they? So what? If the team loses in the Super 
Bowl, it will be a bad season. And, wow, that's a pretty high bar." 

"There's definitely a sense-of-urgency feeling out there," Nalen said. "Peyton 
Manning, you don't know how many years he's going to be here. Wes Welker 
signed a two-year contract. I know you're not going to hear that publicly from the 
coaching staff, but it's the sense you get from this team: It's Super Bowl or bust." 

A delicious response 

Lenon has been with the Broncos for less two months and has played little, 
although he is expected to start Sunday for the injured Wesley Woodyard at middle 
linebacker. 

Yet, restaurant patrons in the Denver area invariably figure out that Lenon is a 
Bronco before he receives his entree. Imagine if Manning walked into the room. 

Before the Broncos' Halloween party last year, Manning and his wife, Ashley, 
figured they were safe to walk the 16th Street Mall. They were in full costume, 
Peyton as "the old" Elvis and Ashley as Priscilla. 

They ate at a corner restaurant and got a lot of "Hey, King!" and "Thank you, thank 
you very much" responses. The Mannings paid in cash, so the waiter never 
suspected whom he was waiting on. 

The Mannings walked the mall and accepted compliments on their get-ups. 



"And then one guy is about to walk past us and he says, 'Hey, great game,' " 
Manning said. "Here I'm wearing this black, big bouffant wig, long, thick sideburns, 
big sunglasses. 'Great game.' I'm looking to see if my wig slipped off sideways or 
something." 

No, Peyton. You had just outdueled Drew Brees the night before. Why wouldn't the 
all-knowing Broncos fan say "Great game"? 

Mike Klis: mklis@denverpost.com or twitter.com/mikeklis 

Bigger than big bang 

Broncos games were three of the four most watched TV shows and four of the top 
seven since Labor Day. The 12 most watched TV shows were all NFL games. A look 
at the top 13. 

Program, date .................................................. Viewers (Millions) 

1. FOX (Packers-49ers), 9/8 ....................... 28.5 

2. CBS (Broncos-Cowboys), 10/6 .................... 28.3 

3. FOX (Eagles-Broncos), 9/29 ..................... 26.7 

4. CBS (Broncos-Giants), 9/15 ..................... 26.4 

5. CBS (Colts-49ers), 9/22 ........................ 25.6 

6. NBC (Giants-Cowboys), 9/8 ...... 25.4 

7. NBC (Ravens-Broncos), 9/5 ....... 25.1 

8. FOX (Redskins-Packers/Saints-Bucs), 9/15 ....... 21.9 

9. FOX (GB-Bengals, MYG-Car, STL-DAL), 9/22 ....... 20.9 

10. NBC (49ers-Seahawks), 9/15 ..... 20.5 

11. NBC (Bears-Steelers), 9/22 ..... 20.5 

12. NBC (Patriots-Falcons), 9/29 ... 20.5 

13. CBS "The Big Bang Theory" 9/30 .... 20.4 

Source: NFL 



By the numbers 

* Training camp attendance was a record - 86,364 - more than 2,000 more than 
last year, including a record 41,304 at stadium scrimmage 

* Season ticket waiting list currently stands at 45,000 

* Announced no-show counts: Baltimore - 163; Oakland - 872; Philadelphia - 634. 
An average of 556.3 per game. The NFL average no-show count is around 5,000. 

* Through five games, the local Denver market has registered a 15% increase in 
ratings from Weeks 1-5 in 2012 

* Team is set for five primetime TV games this year (3 NBC, 1 ESPN, 1 NFLN); a 
sixth might be added with the flex schedule 

* Broncos web site unique visitors up more than 25 percent from a year ago, page 
views up more than 15 percent 

* Broncos have 1.7 million Facebook followers; 350,000 Twitter; 120,000 
Instagram 



Colts will pay tribute to Peyton Manning 
at Oct. 20 game 
By Jarrett Bell 
USA Today Sports 
October 9, 2013 

When Peyton Manning returns to Indianapolis in 11 days for a prime-time 
showdown against his former team, he can expect a hero’s welcome at Lucas Oil 
Stadium. 

And that will include a gracious reception from the Indianapolis Colts. 

The Colts are planning a tribute for Manning to acknowledge his remarkable 
contributions during 14 seasons with the franchise, team owner Jim Irsay told USA 
TODAY Sports. 

Details — including the extent of the tribute, which will likely occur during pregame 
festivities for the nationally-televised Sunday night game — are still being finalized. 

“We’re going to have a great tribute to him,” Irsay said while in Washington for NFL 
owners meetings. “It’s going to be something where you go into it wanting to have 
a lot of fun, where you love Peyton as a Colt fan, but now we’re competing against 
him.”

The game would have been big enough simply with the Denver Broncos 
quarterback, a four-time NFL Most Valuable Player, returning to face his former 
team. 

Yet the game has added value, given the success of the respective franchises. 

It could be a preview of the AFC Championship Game. 

With Manning off to the best start of his career, the Broncos (5-0) head into 
Sunday’s game against the Jaguars as overwhelming favorites to remain unbeaten. 
The Colts (4-1), with second-year franchise quarterback Andrew Luck, lead the AFC 
South and are a legitimate contender as they play at San Diego on Monday night. 

“For this one day, we’re competitors,” Irsay said. “You look for a great game and 
that’s the main thing.” 

Paying tribute to an opponent comes with an element of risk. 



The Philadelphia Eagles paid homage to former coach Andy Reid when he returned 
with the Kansas City Chiefs for a Thursday night game in Week 3, and the video 
tribute and standing ovation set the tone for a huge Kansas City victory. 

Nonetheless, Irsay said that a tribute for Manning is appropriate. 

He can envision the reception. 

“It’ll be tremendous,” Irsay said. “They will cheer, as deserved. When he comes 
back on the field, I think there will be a boisterous standing ovation, as there 
should be. He means so much to our franchise. 

“It’s going to be crazy, but mostly it’ll be fun. I hope it’s just a great game.” 



Manning Shows His Wheels 
By Stuart Zaas 
DenverBroncos.com 
October 6, 2013 

ARLINGTON, Texas – Peyton Manning showed off something that Broncos fans have 
gotten used to seeing in Denver’s 51-48 win at Dallas – his arm. 

He also showed off something fans haven’t seen in a while – his wheels. 

Late in the second quarter, Manning fooled the Dallas defense and probably the 
entire football world with his 1-yard rushing score on a naked bootleg that gave 
Denver a 28-17 lead. 

“I’ve done it actually a couple of times, believe it or not,” Manning laughed. “The 
key is, you want to do it about every five years or so. If you do it every game, 
they’re going to be playing it, right? It’s a good tendency breaker when you haven’t 
done it in about five years and they aren’t really thinking about it.” 

Manning said the key to his successful naked bootlegs is the element of surprise. 

Nobody in the stadium except for Manning knew that he was going to keep the ball 
himself. 

“Naked bootlegs only work – the ones that I’ve done – when you don’t tell 
anybody,” Manning explained. “You call the run play and it’s a run play and you just 
kind of make a decision there as you get to the line of scrimmage based on the 
right look if you think they are going to maybe slant one way. As soon as we 
brought Julius in motion and the guy covering him went with him, I kind of said, 
well, that’s a good look for it.” 

The element of surprise was key to the play’s success and in order to sell it the best 
possible way, Manning wanted everyone on the field to believe the play would be a 
handoff.

“That’s the only way to get the linemen to fire off – they’re blocking like they are 
trying to block an inside zone play to the right,” Manning said. “The harder they go, 
the more it kind of sells it for the defense, I think.” 

Since speed isn’t exactly what Manning is known for, he needed all of the defenders 
to crash the middle of the line looking for a running back. 

Which is exactly what happened. 



“He’s about a 4.9, 5 flat,” safety Rahim Moore laughed. “I’m playing but that was a 
fantastic play. I’ve seen him run it in practice so I said ‘woo.’” 

Even though all the Broncos on the field were expecting a handoff, the quarterback 
keeper is something they’ve seen Manning do in practice before. 

For wide receiver Demaryius Thomas, the run was a play he’s not only seen on the 
practice field, but also on television recently. 

“I watched his show, the Manning show (The Book of Manning), and I saw he had it 
in high school,” Thomas said. “Then I’ve seen it a couple times in practice. I think 
that was something he came up with himself. He did it this past week, but it 
worked. Whatever works.” 

Manning was fine with breaking down the play in detail since it seems unlikely that 
opponents will have another chance to stop it if he keeps up his once every five 
years pace. 

“I’ll be retired by the time I’m able to do it again,” Manning laughed. 



Sorting the Sunday Pile: Peyton 
Manning's prolific pace 
By Will Brinson  
CBSSports.com 
October 6, 2013  

Anyone with two eyes and a heart was rooting for overtime on Sunday afternoon in 
Dallas, as the Broncos and Cowboys emptied their respective holsters in an epic 58-
41 Denver victory. If you somehow missed it, yes, Peyton Manning was marvelous 
once again. 

Just as he has all season, Manning manipulated defenses, diagnosed coverages and 
made perfect throws en route to a monster game. He had the Cowboys defense so 
wrapped around his little finger that everyone from Monte Kiffin to CBS' camera 
man bit like crazy when he busted out a naked boot and trotted into the end zone 
to put the Broncos up 28-17. 

Somehow the most shocking moment wasn't Manning's touchdown run. Instead it 
came when Peyton finally looked human and threw his first interception of the 
season. Manning underthrew Eric Decker in a sunny section of the JerryWorld field 
and was picked by Morris Claiborne, forcing him to fall short of Jake Plummer's 
Broncos record for most consecutive passes (229) without a pick. 

That's good for Claiborne because he was abused the rest of the day, along with the 
rest of Monte Kiffin's defense. They, like everyone else the Broncos have seen, 
simply had no answer for Manning. 

What Manning's doing right now is maestro-esque and it's simply magical. At the 
age of 37, not too long removed from a quartet of neck surgeries, Manning is 
playing quarterback as well as anyone in the history of the game. 

Through five games he has 20 touchdowns -- an NFL record for the first five games 
of the season -- and just one interception. The Broncos scored 230 points in those 
first five games, surpassing the 2000 St. Louis Rams (a.k.a. "The Greatest Show on 
Turf") for most points through five games. They've already scored more points in 
five games than the 2012 Chiefs scored all season. 

Denver's on pace for 736 points, which wouldn't just beat the NFL record for points 
scored, it would absolutely shatter it. The 2007 Patriots -- remember them? -- 
scored 539 in a season when Tom Brady. If Denver kept up this pace they'd be the 
first team to cross the 600-point barrier and the first team to pass the 700-point 
barrier. It's football's version of ludicrous speed. 



Another remarkable stat: there are four different Broncos receivers on pace for 
1,000-yard receiving seasons. Demaryius Thomas (on pace for 1,440 yards), 
Decker (1,366.4 yards), Julius Thomas (1,148.8 yards) and Wes Welker (1,008) are 
all tracking for the milestone, for those that were worried about not having enough 
footballs to catch in Denver. 

Perhaps most impressive about this pace for Manning? How he's doing it. He has 
tons of weapons, yes. But again: he's 37 and not at all the same physically-capable 
person he was during his prime. Manning's not coasting by because of his supreme 
physical talents. He lacks touch on the deep ball most of the time and, as has been 
his trademark for some time, his passes wobble end-over-end heading towards 
their intended target. 

But he's destroying teams by over-preparing, over-analyzing and out-smarting 
them. It's got him playing quarterback perhaps like nothing we've ever seen before. 
Soak it in and enjoy it.  



Denver QB Peyton Manning to speak at 
Valediction
By Jenna Dickerson 
CavalierDaily.com 
October 5, 2013 

During the halftime show of Virginia’s battle with Ball State on Saturday, the 
Fourth-Year Trustees announced that Denver Broncos Quarterback Peyton Manning 
would be the 2014 Valediction speaker. Manning’s wife, Ashley Manning, graduated 
the Commerce School in 1997. 

Fourth-year College student Tommy Devita said he was thrilled to hear that 
Manning would be speaking to the graduating class this year. 

“Peyton Manning is a great athlete and a fantastic speaker,” Devita said. “He knows 
a lot about academics, athletics, and achieving success in life, so I’m excited to 
hear what he has to say.” 

The Graduation Committee felt strongly about sharing the news in a more personal 
setting, with as many University students gathered at one time, Fourth-Year 
Trustee Graduation Chair Sarah Salinas, a College student, said. 

“Peyton Manning was our first choice for speaker this year and we are very 
excited,” Salinas said. 

Fourth-Year Trustee Anne Tavetian, an Architecture student, said that the trustees 
were adamant about choosing Manning for several reasons. 

“We picked Peyton Manning because he is very involved in philanthropy that gives 
money to cancer and he’s obviously a great athlete,” Tavetian said. “We think that 
he is a true Virginia gentleman.” 

Salinas said the process of selecting a speaker for the valediction ceremony is 
completely student-run. The Graduation Committee within the Fourth-Year Trustees 
is composed of 10 students who begin to compose a list of possible speakers as 
early as May and then narrow down the candidates until they make their final 
choice. 

“As a group, we try to find a speaker who will give a powerful message to fourth 
year class as they prepare to graduate, “ Salinas said. “We look for someone who 
we think will instill good advice and inspire the class before graduation as well as 
someone who can relate to U.Va. students.” 



The Valediction ceremony takes place on the Saturday before commencement. The 
trustees of the university started the tradition a long time ago, so students can 
reflect on their experiences and give gifts to university. 

The chosen speaker at last year’s ceremony was well-known author and comedian 
Stephen Colbert, whose wife graduated the College in 1985. 



Peyton Manning to address U.Va. 2014 
graduates
Associated Press 
October 5, 2013 

CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (AP) — Denver Broncos quarterback and Super Bowl 
champion Peyton Manning will be the keynote speaker for the University of 
Virginia's 2014 valedictory exercises. 

Officials say the valediction ceremony is scheduled for May 17 on the Lawn of the 
Charlottesville campus. 

The Class of 2014 graduation committee said they invited Manning to speak 
because his sports career and off-the-field commitments are consistent examples of 
leadership, excellence and generosity. 

Manning played for the Indianapolis Colts from 1998 to 2011. He led the Colts to a 
29-17 victory over the Chicago Bears in Super Bowl XLI and was voted the game's 
most valuable player. 

In 1999, the New Orleans native founded the PeyBack Foundation that works with 
youth-based community organizations. 

Manning's wife Ashley is a 1997 graduate of U.Va.'s McIntire School of Commerce. 



Passing legends: Broncos' Peyton 
Manning prefers to focus on next 
opponent instead of past achievements 
By Mike Klis 
The Denver Post 
October 4, 2013 

If Peyton Manning has a problem with NFL records, it's they have a way of focusing 
on the past. 

May yesteryears' quarterbacks such as Y.A. Tittle, Joe Kapp, Sid Luckman, Sammy 
Baugh and even Milt Plum always be remembered. 

But what do they have to do with Manning's attempt to lead the Broncos past Tony 
Romo and the Dallas Cowboys on Sunday? 

Nothing, which means Manning focuses ahead, leaving others to compare him to 
passing legends. 

"I've said many times I think week in and week out Peyton is the most consistent 
performer at that position that I've ever seen," said Troy Aikman, who was the 
greatest Cowboys quarterback of all time, if providing Super Bowl rings is the 
criterion. "What they're doing now, it's fun to watch. They're explosive. He's got a 
lot of great weapons around him. He's throwing the ball straight. Making good 
decisions." 

Manning and the Broncos offense he directs have exceeded or tied several 
incremental league marks through four games. And the near unstoppable manner 
in which they have conducted their offensive operations suggests they have a great 
chance to break all the league's significant single-season records. Passing yards. 
Touchdown passes. Total offense. Points scored. 

The most glamorous of these records, for Manning and the Broncos, would be the 
589 points the New England Patriots scored in 2007 and the 50 touchdown passes 
Tom Brady threw that year. 

Manning has a choice: Dissect the season of the ages compiled by his mortal 
archrivals from six years ago. Or look a few days ahead to DeMarcus Ware and the 
Monte Kiffin-designed Cowboys defense, his Sunday opponent at AT&T Stadium. 

One guess where Manning's famous brain has been this week. 



"I really don't (look at the records)," Manning said. "I really think that the schedule 
— the way it's set up playing some of these what I call 'unfamiliar opponents' — 
has helped." 

And then Peyton being Peyton, he delved into a thorough dissertation of how the 
preparation grind is so critical to Sunday success and how it's no different this week 
because the Cowboys are a tough team "that plays well at home." 

Ordinarily, any talk of a team or player having a chance to set a revered single-
season record after only four games is a waste of stuffy, break-room air. 

Manning and his 2013 Broncos' offense, though, are an exception. They are not just 
on pace to break the records. They are threatening to obliterate the benchmarks. 

When Manning breaks a record, or joins elite company while surpassing a 
milestone, he is appreciative. And he followed tradition by setting team and 
personnel goals, with the help of quarterbacks coach Greg Knapp, after training 
camp. 

"I'm on pace for a couple of them now," he said, drawing laughter from the media 
audience. "I'm not into doing four-game summaries of the season. It is early in the 
season." 

He can try to stay in the moment by ignoring his recent past, but the rest of the 
NFL has taken notice of Manning's tremendous start. In the Patriots' historic season 
of 2007, they scored 38, 38, 38 and 34 points in their first four games. Brady had 
13 touchdown passes. 

The Broncos in 2013 have scored 49, 41, 37 and 52 points. Manning has thrown 16 
touchdown passes. 

Brady did almost all his damage in 2007 with two receivers — Wes Welker and 
Randy Moss. His third-leading target was running back Kevin Faulk, who made 47 
catches. 

Manning has three Broncos receivers — Welker, Demaryius Thomas and Eric Decker 
— on pace for at least 96 catches and a fourth weapon, tight end Julius Thomas, 
projects to 72 receptions. 

And to assure that all his receivers stay fed, Manning is directing his offense at a 
faster tempo. It allows for more plays. More plays means more passes. More passes 
means more records — especially when the quarterback throwing them completes 
an absurd 60-of-71 (84.5 percent) in a week's worth of games against the Oakland 
Raiders and Philadelphia Eagles. 

But this will not be a pursuit of the NFL record book, though. If the Broncos rewrite 
history, it will be an accidental occurrence. 



"I don't look at all that," Broncos coach John Fox said. "Half the time you don't even 
know the score. You're just trying to score. Your focus is on the next play, next 
series, next quarter, next half. And then at the end then you look at it all." 

When Manning threw seven TD passes in the opener, he matched the likes of Tittle 
and Kapp. It just happened. Had the bubble screen to Demaryius Thomas gone for 
a first down instead of a 78-yard touchdown play for scoring pass No. 7, Manning 
never would have thrown again. 

When he threw his 15th and 16th scores in Game 4, he passed the likes of Slingin' 
Sammy Baugh among others for the four-game NFL record. If Manning gets three 
more touchdown passes Sunday at Dallas, he will break the five-game record of 18 
touchdown passes set by Daunte Culpepper in 2004. 

Daunte Culpepper? Even at his best in the past, he was not Tony Romo in the 
present. And so for Manning, it's on to the Cowboys. 



The real Book of (Peyton) Manning 
By Jeff Legwold 
ESPN.com
October 3, 2013 

ENGLEWOOD, Colo. -- No matter what  the question is or who is giving the 
answer, it always comes back to Peyton Manning's brain.  

Back to pro football’s beautiful mind as it were. And with Manning off to the kind of 
statistical start that brings only shrugged shoulders and nervous laughs because of 
the ridiculousness of the mountain of numbers, it has all, again, come back to the 
brain.

Maybe it's because Manning dialed up Milt Plum’s jersey number just seconds after 
being asked about tying a record held by Plum. Or the fact that he can 
describe, down-by-down, drives from Tennessee-Florida games played 16 or 17 
years ago. When describing how Manning plays the game, the discussion always 
starts with how he thinks through the game.  

And that is a worthy starting point. Rams coach Jeff Fisher has described Manning's 
mind as “a database," admiring that Manning "didn’t just study what you did this 
year, but he studied what you did for years to see how you got to what you’re 
doing this year.’’

Certainly Manning’s ability to not only collect information, but to retain and use it so 
quickly at the line of scrimmage separates him from most who have ever played the 
position. His teammates, his peers behind center, those who have faced him, and 
those who have coached him all speak of Manning’s mind.  

Essentially it’s like football Google.  

But Manning's mind isn’t the whole story -- it can’t be. After so many discussions 
about defending Manning with many longtime defensive coaches around the league, 
as well as those who worked alongside Manning,there are some other things that 
may be as important.  

Like his drive. No one can study as hard as Manning does without being driven to 
do so. Broncos defensive coordinator Jack Del Rio speaks of watching Manning walk 
directly from the quarterback’s introductory news conference with the Broncos in 
March of 2012 -- “where he just held up a jersey’’ -- and into a meeting room to 
watch video. Or how he catered meals into the Broncos facility throughout that first 
offseason because he was in what he called “a crash course’’ to learn the team’s 
offense in a new place for the first time since his rookie year in 1998.  

Or when Broncos Ring of Famer Rod Smith, who had been brought in by coach John 
Fox to speak to the players about striving for more, once asked Manning in a team 



meeting if he was ever the only one in the building and Manning’s reply was simply 
“yes.’’ Smith looked at everybody else in the room, according to those who were 
there, with an expression that said "see?''  

It’s what Broncos executive vice president of football operations John Elway wanted 
when he signed Manning. Sure, Elway wanted the brain, the arm and the cachet 
that comes with a quarterback like Manning, but he also wanted the drive -- “a guy 
like that raises all boats.’’ Elway has said he wanted the constant pushing, when 
Manning runs every practice play in June like the Super Bowl or quizzes players on 
the spot about their responsibilities on specific plays. And after they answer, even if 
they’re right, he often asks, “Are you sure?’’  

And there are the physical gifts, which are often lost in the discussions about the 
mind. Or as Lions coach Jim Schwartz has put it, “I think people forget sometimes 
how big he is.’’ At 6-foot-5 and 230 pounds, Manning is one of the biggest starters 
at the position. He plays with a strong base, nearly flawless fundamentals drilled 
into muscle memory by years of work -- he still does the same footwork drills he 
did at Tennessee -- and with the toughness of a guy who didn’t miss a game for 13 
years until he missed the 2011 season after multiple neck surgeries.  

It’s all there for those trying to beat him, and even if they win a play, a drive or 
even a game, they know Manning is taking notes and will almost certainly, without 
fail, remember why. 



Peyton Manning, Trindon Holliday of 
Broncos earn monthly AFC awards 
The Denver Post  
October 3, 2013 

Broncos quarterback Peyton Manning was named AFC offensive player of the month 
for an NFL-record seventh time and wide receiver Trindon Holliday earned AFC 
special-teams player of the month for the first time in his career, the National 
Football League announced Thursday. 

This marks the first time in team history that two Broncos have received conference 
player-of-the-month honors in the same month. 

Manning completed 117-of-156 passes (75.0 percent) for 1,470 yards with 16 
touchdowns and no interceptions (138.0 rating) in the month of September while 
leading Denver to a 4-0 start for the seventh time in team history. He led the NFL 
in nearly every passing category in September with his 16 touchdowns — 
representing the most by a player in league history through four games. 

The honor represents the seventh of Manning’s career and his third since joining 
the Broncos in 2012. His three conference player-of-the-month awards as a Bronco 
rank second in team history behind running back Terrell Davis (four). 

Holliday totaled 13 punt returns for 191 yards (14.7 avg.), including an 81-yard 
touchdown, and three kickoff returns for 139 yards (46.3 avg.), including a 105-
yard touchdown, during the month of September. 

Representing the only NFL player to record multiple special-teams return scores 
during the opening month of the season, Holliday joins ex-Bronco Rick Upchurch as 
the only individuals in team history with two seasons recording multiple special-
teams return scores. 



Manning AFC Offensive Player of the 
Month
By Mike Morris  
DenverBroncos.com 
October 3, 2013 

ENGLEWOOD, Colo. -- Peyton Manning shattered records, lit up scoreboards and 
dazzled defenses throughout the month of September – and his torrid start to the 
2013 season has resulted in the addition of yet another accolade to a Hall of Fame-
bound career.

Manning, who leads the NFL in nearly every passing category this year, was named 
AFC Offensive Player of the Month on Tuesday, capping a sensational September in 
which the quarterback threw for 1,470 yards and a record 16 touchdowns without a 
single  

interception. 

It’s the seventh time that Manning has won the award in his storied career, setting 
a new NFL record. The monthly honor is his third as a Bronco, which ranks second 
in team history behind running back Terrell Davis, who earned four AFC Offensive 
Player of the Month awards during his career. 

“He’s a tremendous quarterback. I don’t think anybody is going to dispute that,” 
Head Coach John Fox chuckled after Manning turned in a 327-yard, four touchdown 
performance in the Broncos’ 52-20 win over the Eagles on Sunday. “I can state the 
obvious, but I think everybody here knows that.” 

“He’s an exceptional player and he prepares like nobody else,” wide receiver Wes 
Welker added. “He’s kind of the catalyst for getting everything going.” 

 “I think it’s just everybody’s doing the right thing and he’s putting the ball in the 
right spot because he is the best at what he does,” wide receiver Demaryius 
Thomas said. 

“It's like you sit back and you watch it and you're in awe,” cornerback Dominique 
Rodgers-Cromartie added. “You know that he's capable of doing all the things he's 
doing, and he's doing them." 

In addition to Manning's honor, the league also announced that wide receiver 
Trindon Holliday earned the AFC Special Teams Player of the Month. This is the first 
time in Broncos history that two players have earned player of the month 
recognition in the same month.  



Defenses dumbfounded on how to get to 
Peyton Manning 
By Erik Brady, Jim Corbett and Lindsay Jones 
USA TODAY Sports  
October 3, 2013 

ENGLEWOOD, Colo. -- The Broadway show Sound of Music posed the 
musical question: How do you solve a problem like Maria? How do you catch 
a cloud and pin it down? 

These days, NFL defensive coordinators ponder the problem of Peyton 
Manning. How do you solve him? The answer, to the degree there is one, is 
to hit him — hard, early and often. Catch a quarterback, and pin him down. 

"Yeah, I think so," says former Indianapolis Colts general manager Bill 
Polian, the man who drafted Manning first overall in 1998. "As long as the 
officials enforce the illegal contact rules (on receivers) down the field, the 
only other way to stop him is to get pressure on him." 

Knowing that is the easy part. Doing it is another matter. Manning has been 
sacked five times in four games for the Denver Broncos this season while 
rolling up eye-popping numbers, as if playing pinball in the pocket. 

Manning has 16 touchdown passes, zero interceptions and 1,470 yards 
through a quarter of the season. That puts him on a pace for 64 TDs and 
5,880 yards across a full season, lending new meaning to the phrase fantasy 
football.

And so, here he is, at age 37, setting up in the pocket, dancing with mincing 
little steps, looking, looking — and the ball is gone before the pressure 
arrives. He is not fleet of feet, but his trigger-fast release is an astoundingly 
fleet feat. 

"He's absolutely the best at that," Polian says. 

Manning's sterling start offers the tantalizing prospect that he could post the 
most prolific season for a quarterback in NFL history. What's more, there's 
that other tantalizing prospect, that he could atone for the lone blot on his 
storied career — a 9-11 postseason record — if he were to win a second 
Super Bowl, at his advanced age, for a second team, while approaching 
stylistic and statistical perfection. 



CBS analyst Phil Simms, who is calling Sunday's Broncos at Dallas Cowboys 
game, says defenses are at a loss. 

"I don't even know what you do," Simms tells USA TODAY Sports. "Do you 
send everybody? Every theory in the world has been brought up about 
Peyton. I've done many of his games, and everybody thought they had an 
idea of why their plan was going to work. 'We're going to hit him every 
chance we get.' Or, 'We're going to pressure him.' Or, 'He's not going to 
figure out our blitzes.' 

"Yeah, right. Never, never has there been a quarterback in the NFL that 
understands and sees a blitz quicker before it happens than him. You can 
disguise all you want, but you can't disguise 11 guys. Somebody is going to 
give it away." 

Bruce Smith, the NFL's all-time sacks leader, none of which came against 
Manning, rates Manning and Dan Marino as the fastest guns he ever faced. 

"No doubt about it," Smith says. "There was no one else who could even 
come close to them." 

The Broncos' mandate is to keep Manning upright, not merely because 
pressure is the best way to beat him, but also because it's beginning to look 
as if only injury can stop him. 

"I don't even want to bring that up," Polian says, "having lived through 
2011."

That was the season that Manning missed with a serious neck injury. He had 
two vertebrae fused. Some wondered if he'd ever play again. 

"His right side was completely atrophied," Polian says. 

The Colts released Manning, and he signed with Denver, where John Elway 
understood that great quarterbacks can learn new tricks. And now Manning 
moves the Broncos less with fly patterns and more with option routes, 
slants, precision crossing patterns, feathered back-shoulder passes and a 
menu of screens.) 

Ex-protector has lived it 

Tarik Glenn, who protected Manning's blind side for 138 of 144 regular-
season games from 1998 until retiring after the 2006 season, enjoys 
watching his friend from afar. 



"I can honestly say I could be his offensive coordinator because I know all 
the plays he's running," Glenn says. "They've basically taken the old Colts 
offense and taken that as a base and a foundation and they've added on a 
bunch of things that are causing them to be dominant." 

Ask Glenn who was the most frustrated sack artist of Manning's Colts era 
and he doesn't hesitate. "Bruce Smith," Glenn says. 

"That's accurate," Smith says. "Just because you don't sack a quarterback 
doesn't mean you're not having an impact. You make them throw under 
duress and get the ball out sooner than they want. That can lead to 
overthrows, dropped passes, interceptions and getting off the field. That's 
the main objection, although you'd always want a sack." 

Broncos coach John Fox says the Cowboys' defensive front, especially end 
DeMarcus Ware and tackle Jason Hatcher, will be the biggest test of the 
season so far for the Broncos' offensive line. 

"They're good at creating pressure," Manning says, "and creating sacks." 

Manning is always careful not to supply bulletin-board material. He does not 
taunt pass rushers who fail to get their licks. 

"He's in about as vulnerable a position as you can be in," Glenn says. "The 
last thing he needs to do is egg on somebody to get a cheap shot because 
they're angry at him. … He doesn't talk a lot. He doesn't need to. Peyton 
finds pleasure in scoring a lot of points on defenses and breaking their will 
just by executing well." 

The Broncos rang up 49 points on the Baltimore Ravens, 41 on the New York 
Giants, 37 on the Oakland Raiders and 52 on the Philadelphia Eagles. That's 
179 points, 52 clear of everyone else. 

Manning threw seven touchdown passes on opening night against the 
Ravens. Last week, on the Broncos' last four TD drives against the Eagles, 
they never faced a third down. He is completing 75% of his passes. He is 
averaging nearly 9.5 yards a pass attempt. He has thrown the ball away 
under pressure just twice through four games, and he has not been hit as he 
throws.

"He knows where to go with the ball," Ravens linebacker Terrell Suggs says. 
"That's it. When the quarterback knows what you're in, and he knows where 
to go with the ball, pass rush can't help you." 



Broncos defensive coordinator Jack Del Rio coached against Manning 16 
times as coach of Jacksonville Jaguars; his teams recorded 14 sacks. 

"Do you have to bring that up?" Del Rio says, laughing. "It was hard enough, 
then. I don't want to relive it." 

Clady's absence a concern 

Amid all the giddiness over the Broncos' start, there is a measure of 
concern. They lost all-pro left tackle Ryan Clady to a season-ending injury 
after the Giants' game. Clady had played every game for the Broncos since 
Denver drafted him at No.12 in 2008, and he had allowed two sacks on 
Manning in 19 games. 

Chris Clark, his replacement, gave up a sack against Oakland, but offensive 
coordinator Adam Gase took the blame, suggesting his play call put Clark in 
a bad spot. 

"It's an honor and a privilege to be a guy like that's blind-side protector," 
Clark says, "and that he trusts me to get the job done." 

Clark didn't allow a pressure against Philadelphia and says the frustration of 
Eagles pass rushers was obvious. 

"You see the desperation," Clark says, "just trying to get there." 

Polian still roots for Manning. "I worry a little bit about Ryan Clady not being 
there," he says. "It's really important that the left tackle keep him clean to 
operate the whole offense." 

Glenn was that left tackle in Indy. And he regrets the time in 2001 when 
Miami Dolphins defensive lineman Lorenzo Bromell drilled Manning with a 
helmet-to-chin-strap hit that left Manning with a hairline fracture of his jaw. 
Manning left the game — and missed one play. 

"I just remember the fact I was pissed off that one of my men was the guy 
who hit Peyton," Glenn says. "It's one of those things. You want to do your 
best to ensure that doesn't happen." 

It hasn't happened often to Manning. "He has the longevity," Glenn says, 
"because he hasn't been hit as much as most quarterbacks." 



Wayne Gretzky had hockey seasons when he soared at an otherworldly 
level, as Manning soars now. They used to say of Gretzky what they say of 
Manning: The way to beat him is hit him. 

But you can't hit what you can't catch. Or, as then-Minnesota North Stars 
general manager Lou Nanne famously said, "You can't hit Gretzky with a 
handful of confetti." 

Which isn't far from what those singing nuns trilled of Maria von Trapp, and 
might just as well say of Manning: How do you hold a moonbeam in your 
hand? 



Peyton Manning's case for history 
By Kevin Lincoln  
FOX Sports  
October 1, 2013  

Peyton Manning is on pace to have the best season of any quarterback in NFL 
history. 

Through four games this year, he’s thrown 16 touchdowns, zero interceptions, 1470 
yards, and has a 75 percent completion rating and 9.42 yards per attempt. The 
Broncos are 4-0. 

As far as realism goes, it would be more or less impossible for Manning to have 
played better than he has; hypothetically, he could have completed 100 percent of 
his passes, thereby increasing the number of yards and touchdowns he would have 
thrown for, but this is only possible in the sense that it is physically possible: it will 
never happen, and I feel pretty comfortable predicting that. 

For practical purposes, Manning has been perfect in this, his 16th year in the 
league. (I’m including 2011 for these purposes. You’ll see why.) Manning has been 
perfect despite being 37 years old and playing for a team that is not the one with 
which he made his name and built his Hall of Fame credentials. And in so doing, 
he’s capping off what might, at its end, be the weirdest career completed by a 
football quarterback. 

Take a look at the list of Hall of Famers at the quarterback position in the modern 
era. They all have something in common. And that’s that they gave their best 
years, and any Super Bowls or championships they might have won, to the same 
team. 

Almost without exception, the NFL’s greatest quarterbacks have tallied their 
accomplishments for the same franchise, with detours to other teams only coming 
at the fresh-faced or tail ends of their career, i.e. Joe Montana’s dalliance with the 
Chiefs, or Joe Namath’s with the L.A. Rams. 

And the current crop of passers with a decent chance to see themselves enshrined 
in the Hall when their careers are over are no different: Tom Brady’s a lifelong 
Patriot, Aaron Rodgers a Packer, Ben Roethlisberger a Steeler, Eli Manning a Giant. 

The one exception, Drew Brees, only had one truly impressive season, 2004, with 
the Chargers before being allowed to walk to New Orleans to make way for Philip 
Rivers. Could you still argue that was a mistake knowing what Brees had 
accomplished to that point? Oh, sure. But remember that Brees was coming off a 
torn labrum in his throwing shoulder, and that San Diego had a top-five draft pick 
waiting in the wings. 



Manning’s situation is completely different. If he had retired after 2011, the year he 
missed entirely due to hugely concerning neck issues, Peyton would’ve had a 
convincing argument for enshrinement: a Super Bowl ring, a record of 141-67, 399 
touchdowns to 198 interceptions, a career QB rating of 94.9, four MVP awards. 

The only knock against him, his 9-11 playoff record, would’ve been reasoned away 
as it was for Marino — plus, Manning did have a ring. He might not have been the 
greatest playoff quarterback of all time, but he got it done once, and once is 
enough if we’re talking enshrinement. 

The Colts bottomed out during his season-long absence, released Manning, and 
drafted Andrew Luck. It feels like we didn’t make enough noise about this at the 
time, in retrospect: it sort of made sense, what with Luck’s boundless promise and 
the question of Manning’s health and whether he could return to the field, much 
less form. Looking back on it now, though, it’s mind-blowing: a team voluntarily 
released arguably the best player in football. 

And now Manning has his chance. If he can win this Super Bowl with the Broncos — 
and he’s got as good a chance as anyone; Denver is the clear frontrunner in the 
AFC, with the most points in the season’s first four games of any team since the 
merger — Manning will have accomplished something no other great quarterback 
has, which is be truly great with two different franchises. (Kurt Warner’s strange 
journey through the league being the closest anyone’s come. Fun fact: Kurt Warner 
was 8-23 from 2002-06.) 

And if Manning were able to win the MVP award this year, for the fifth time in his 
career, as he’s well on track to do? He’d be the first player in NFL history to do it 
with two separate franchises. Weirdest of all: despite his greatness with the Colts, if 
Manning can take the Super Bowl or MVP or both in 2013, we’ll legitimately have to 
look back and consider him a Bronco as well. They might need to stitch two jerseys 
together for whatever they hang in Canton. 

  



Paige: Peyton Manning is the real 
Surgeon General 
By Woody Paige 
The Denver Post 
September 30, 2013 

In Colorado lately, we've seen fire, and we've seen rain, and we've seen Peyton, 
and we've seen Thunder. We saw that the weather and the Broncos were 
spectacular Sunday. 

In three home games, the Broncos have produced 18 touchdowns and four field 
goals. They scored seven touchdowns (for the second time this season) and a field 
goal against the Eagles on Sunday in a blowout of epic proportions. Michael Vick 
was not Philly's salve.  

The Broncos' Arabian gelding mascot — Thunder II — races the length of the field 
to celebrate every score. 

"Sounds like Thunder could use an IV after this one," Peyton Manning said after the 
Broncos set a team record with 52 points. 

Sounds like Peyton could jump into that cold tub he loves for relaxation the day 
after games. Is that the fountain of youth Ponce de Leon was searching in vain for? 
Has Manning, at 37, transformed into Dorian Orange or Benjamin Bronco? 

Seems like Manning is the perfect quarterback this season. Sixteen touchdown 
passes, zero interceptions and 1,470 yards in four games. 

Multiply Peyton's numbers by four — and we are permitted to start considering the 
historic pace he's on — and he would finish with 64 touchdowns, ZERO 
interceptions and 5,880 yards. 

Is that any good? 

"He's a tremendous quarterback. I don't think anybody is going to dispute that," 
Broncos coach John Fox said, then laughed. 

Eagles linebacker Connor Barwin said: "He got hot on us a lot." 

Another obvious statement. What splendid quotes. Tweet John Bartlett. 

Manning operates like a surgeon. He commands like a general. 

He should be called The Surgeon General. 



That's the opinion of Tony-nominated Broadway actor Jeremy Shamos, who grew 
up in Colorado and was a Broncos' season-ticket holder until seeking stardom of his 
own in New York 25 years ago. Shamos is an unabashed Peyton patron, but, then, 
the unwashed masses love the quarterback. 

The Surgeon General should come with a warning for cornerbacks. 

Perfect Peyton. Well, not quite. The best possible passer rating in the NFL is 158.3. 
Peyton is at 138.0. Something is wrong with that rating system if Peyton isn't rated 
perfect. 

In the Broncos' final four drives, Peyton completed 13-of-13 second-down passes 
for first downs. The Broncos didn't have to worry about third or fourth downs.  

As usual, the Broncos had to get on track. After the Eagles pulled within 14-13 in 
the second quarter, the Broncos ran off 38 consecutive points. Eagles coach Chip 
Kelly said, "Yeah, their offense is pretty good."  

Two things about Peyton: 

He's playing at a sensational level because of his health, his complete grasp of this 
offense and his set of receivers. 

And, he's mad. Peyton says he doesn't think about the playoff loss to Baltimore — 
the only defeat suffered by the Broncos in the past 16 games — but every day that 
he looks in the mirror and stares at the tapes of defenses, he is reminded that the 
Broncos should have been Super Bowl champs last season, and is aware that the 
Broncos should be in the Super Bowl this season. 

So, Peyton's on a determined mission, and the scoring and passing records are just 
sidelights to the purpose. The Eagles' defense became a pull-toy. The Broncos' 
defense and special teams are playing at a level that complements, and oft-times, 
surpasses Peyton and the offense. 

Manning has been sacked only five times this season. He threw to eight targets 
Sunday. There wasn't a hint of an interception, and the receivers were open like 
church. 

"There are always things you can improve on," Manning said afterward, as he 
always does. 

He admitted he "enjoyed" the game. "That was a good team we played. We felt 
really motivated to score points against these guys. I thought we did that today." 

Despite being a football historian, Manning wasn't aware that 52 points was a club 
all-time high. None of us probably knew. And I've seen fire and rain and snow and 



lightning, but I've never seen the Broncos go up and down the field, down and up 
the field over and over, quite like that. 

As did Thunder II. 



By the numbers: Peyton Manning treads 
on historic ground 
By Josh Katzowitz 
CBSSports.com 
September 29, 2013  

Only once before in their entire team history had the Broncos scored 50 points in a 
game. Denver got its pro football franchise in 1960, so that's 53 years where the 
Broncos only once got past that 49-point barrier (and actually, they've scored 49 
points three different times). 

The only other time occurred on Oct. 6, 1963 when a Broncos team led by 
quarterback John McCormick's three touchdown passes and Geno Mingo's five field 
goals blasted the Chargers 50-34 

Well, five decades after that performance against the eventual 1963 AFL title-
winning San Diego team, Peyton Manning helped push Denver over the hump 
again, dominating Philadelphia 52-20 (psst, unlike Sid Gillman's Chargers team 
from 50 years ago, Chip Kelly's Eagles squad will NOT be winning the league title 
anytime soon). 

But the half-century mark wasn't the only special moment about Sunday's game. 

No, quarterback Peyton Manning put up some special numbers of his own. 

� Manning's 16 touchdown passes broke the record of 14 through the first four 
games of the season that had been co-held by Sammy Baugh, Don Meredith 
and Kurt Warner. Via ESPN Stats Info. 

� Manning has tied the NFL record for most touchdowns to start a season 
without throwing an interception. The only other quarterback to do that, via 
ESPN Stats Info, was Milt Plum with the 1960 Browns. Plum, it should be 
noted, needed 10 games to reach that mark. 

� Manning, as you know, has 16 passing touchdowns. No other team has more 
than 15 total touchdowns this season. 

And one other Broncos highlight" 

� Denver has scored 179 points so far this season. That's the second-most in 
NFL history, behind the Cowboys' 183-point total in 1966. 

So, what does all of this tell us? Well, it was a damn good move for the Broncos to 
pay a ton of money to Manning even when nobody could be sure before the 2012 



season whether Manning and his fused neck ever would be the same as before. 
Somehow, he's even better now. 

On to the rest of the league: 

BY THE NUMBERS 

1: The number of rookies in NFL history who have started a game and beat the 
defending Super Bowl champions in the month of September. Buffalo's EJ Manuel 
from Sunday against the Ravens is the only one. Via NFL History. 

3: The number of consecutive games Texans quarterback Matt Schaub has thrown 
an interception that was returned for a touchdown. That might have led to this 
good old fashioned jersey burning. Via Lance Zierlein. 

7: The number of points the Giants have scored in their last eight quarters. 

8: The number of times Colts receiver Reggie Wayne has notched a 100-yard 
receiving day vs. the Jaguars. It's the most of any active player against one team. 

10: The number of years it's been since the Cardinals fought back from a 10-point 
deficit in the fourth quarter and managed to win in regulation. The last time, via 
NFL Communications, was Dec. 28, 2003 vs. the Vikings. As my colleague John 
Breech noted, that loss was probably Josh Freeman's fault also. 

12: the number of rushing touchdowns scored by Vikings running back Adrian 
Peterson that have been 60 yards or more. That is the most since 1940. To give 
you some perspective, Jim Brown is second on the list with nine. Via ESPN Stats 
Info. 

30: The number of points the Bears allowed in the first half to the Lions on Sunday. 
It's the 13th time since 1958 that Chicago has allowed at least that many points in 
the first 30 minutes of play. Via the Chicago Tribune. 

33: The number of years it's been since a team that lost at least 14 games in the 
previous season has won its first four games of the next season. This time, it's the 
Chiefs, who went 2-14 in 2012 and now are 4-0 after beating the Giants on 
Sunday. In 1979, the Lions stumbled to a 2-14 finish and then won their first four 
games in 1980 (they finished that season 9-7 and missed the postseason). The 
Lions and the Chiefs are the only teams in NFL history to accomplish this bitter-to-
sweet turnaround. 

40: The number of games since the Patriots have played a regular-season contest 
in a dome. That outside streak ends Sunday night when they face the Falcons at 
the Georgia Dome. Via ESPN Boston. 



83.3: The completion percentage for Chargers quarterback Philip Rivers vs. the 
Cowboys, the most ever for a quarterback who throws for at least 400 yards in a 
game. Rivers finished 35 of 42 for 401 yards, three touchdowns and an 
interception.  

85: The negative point differential for the Giants (their opponents have scored 146 
pionts, while the Giants have managed just 61). It's their worst point differential 
through the first four games of the season in team history. Not surprisingly, the 
team is 0-4 -- for the first time since 1987. Via ESPN Stats Info. 

100: For the first time in NFL history, a quarterback has 100 more wins than losses. 
And that quarterback is Tom Brady, who is 139-39 as a starter entering Week 4. 

100: The number of consecutive games played by Browns left tackle Joe Thomas, 
including Sunday's win against the Bengals. Entering Sunday's game, he had played 
in all of the team's 6,054 offensive snaps since he joined in 2007. 

120.5: The number of career sacks for Vikings defensive end Jared Allen. With his 
2.5-sack day Sunday, Allen passed Derrick Thomas for the most career sacks 
accumulated in an NFL players' first 10 years of his carrer. Currently, Allen is 16th 
on the all-time sacks list, and he's 79.5 behind Bruce Smith, the all-time leader. 

181: The number of consecutive passes thrown by Bears quarterback Jay Cutler 
against the Lions before he finally was intercepted late in the first quarter Sunday. 
Overall, he threw three picks on the day. 

205: The number of minutes into the 2013 season it took before the Chiefs finally 
turned the ball over (a botched snap by center Rodney Hudson). 

240: The number of minutes the Titans have played this season without a turnover. 
Tennessee joins the 1995 Rams as the only two teams in league history to go 
through the first four games of a season without committing a turnover. 

9,147,059: The amount of money, in American dollars, that Raiders quarterback 
Matt Flynn has earned since he left the Packers. In that time, Flynn hadn't started a 
game until Sunday vs. the Redskins. Meanwhile, Russell Wilson, the man who beat 
out Flynn for the Seahawks starting job last season, has earned just $1.102 million. 
Via Darren Rovell. 



Peyton Manning flying high as Broncos 
rout Eagles in Denver 
By Mike Klis  
The Denver Post  
September 29, 2013 

Bring it on, NFL. Who's next to get torched by Peyton Manning? 

Sammy Baugh and the John Elway-led Super Bowl Broncos were the latest to fall 
from the record books. 

Milt Plum, your 53-year-old run of passing efficiency is now a dead-eye target 
within Manning's remarkable field vision.  

As for the schedule, the Philadelphia Eagles became the latest victims of Manning's 
historic passing exhibitions. Manning threw four touchdowns, again without an 
interception, and special teams scored two more touchdowns as the Broncos 
embarrassed Chip Kelly's Eagles, 52-20, on a warm, late-September Sunday 
afternoon at Sports Authority Field at Mile High. 

Manning didn't play in the fourth quarter, as backup Brock Osweiler got some 
playing time with the Broncos up 49-13. 

Before Manning signed on to play with the Broncos prior to the 2012 season, he 
was already considered one of the all-time best quarterbacks. 

In the 20 regular-season games since he's donned bright orange, Manning has been 
absurd, leading the Broncos to 17 wins on 53 touchdown passes against just 11 
picks. He's gone to a level through four games this year that not even the greatest 
of the greats have gone before. 

Manning has 16 touchdown passes without an interception this year. Plum started 
his 1960 season with 16 TD passes and no interceptions for the Cleveland Browns. 
But it took him 10 games to get No. 16. And he threw a pick later in that game. 

The game against the Eagles was initially supposed to be the end of Von Miller's 
suspension. The Broncos would have reached that end with a 4-0 record. However, 
an appeal led to discovery of fraudulent shenanigans between Miller, the Broncos' 
star pass rusher, and specimen test collector that resulted in a six-game 
suspension. 

Is that you, Jerry Jones, who is up next on the Broncos' schedule? It's on to Dallas 
for the Broncos next week for game 5 followed by — gasp! — the Jacksonville 
Jaguars in game 6 in Denver. 



Where it goes, Manning probably knows. 

The win Sunday was the Broncos' 15th in a row during the regular season, breaking 
the franchise record on a day when Tom Nalen was inducted into the Ring of Fame. 
Nalen was the starting center on the 1997-98 Broncos that had won 14 straight. 
Elway was the starting quarterback for most of that streak. He was the Broncos' 
front-office boss who quarterbacked the recruitment of the free-agent Manning last 
year. 

Manning keeps passing milestones set by star quarterbacks of decades gone by. His 
seven touchdown passes in the season-opening win against Baltimore conjured up 
memories of Y.A. Tittle and Joe Kapp.  

By winning all 15 games by at least 7 points, Manning's Broncos have the longest 
such streak since the Sid Luckman-quarterbacked Chicago Bears won 16 in a row 
by such margins in 1941-42. 

Manning's 16 touchdown passes through four games broke the NFL record of 14 
touchdown passes set by Sammy Baugh in 1943 and tied by Don Meredith in 1966 
and Kurt Warner in 1999. 

Sorry, Sling' Sammy. After 70 years, that four-game TD record is no longer yours. 

Manning broke into the NFL as the No. 1 overall draft choice in 1998 and it's gone 
lost past the point where he has been considered a legend in his own time. So it's 
only right that one of the cherished records he has next in his sights is one 
engineered by Manning himself. 

The NFL winning-streak record of 23 straight regular-season games was set by the 
2008-09 Indianapolis Colts. You know who quarterbacked that team. 

The Manning of then won the final 9 games of 2008, before he and his Colts lost 
their opening playoff game. The 2009 Colts then won their first 14 regular-season 
games and reached the Super Bowl where they lost to the New Orleans Saints. 

Manning and the Broncos won their final 11 games of 2012, then lost their only 
playoff game. Check. They have breezed through their first four games of 2013 by 
an average of 22 points. 

Manning threw two touchdown passes Sunday to slot receiver Wes Welker and two 
to Demaryius Thomas. 

Overall, Manning completed 28 of 34 passes for 327 games against the Eagles. So 
in the span of six days — starting with his Monday night slaying of the Oakland 
Raiders — Manning completed 60 of 71 passes for 701 yards, 7 TDs and 0 picks. 

Even his stats have a symmetrical rhythm to them. 



Blitz Peyton Manning? Good luck with 
that
By Sam Farmer  
LA Times 
September 28, 2013 

Getting an edge on Peyton Manning in three easy steps: 

1. Draw up a comprehensive list of blitzes and pressure packages. 

2. Put those on a card and laminate it. 

3. Feed that play sheet into the shredder. 

If there are blitzes that work against the Denver Broncos quarterback, they haven't 
surfaced this season, even with All-Pro left tackle Ryan Clady out for the season. No 
NFL quarterback has been more effective against the blitz, with Manning completing 
63.6% of his passes in those situations (14 of 22) with four touchdowns and a 
passer rating of 140.5. 

Surprisingly, Oakland's lightly experienced Terrelle Pryor is second on that list with 
a 133.5 rating when blitzed, followed by Atlanta's Matt Ryan, 130.1; Seattle's 
Russell Wilson, 127.8; and San Diego's Philip Rivers, 123.2. 

The bottom of the list is predictable, populated with lower-tier quarterbacks such as 
Cleveland's Brandon Weeden, 58.2; Jacksonville's Chad Henne, 55.7, and Blaine 
Gabbert, 45.1; and Minnesota's Christian Ponder, 6.3, achieved by completing 
29.6% of his passes when blitzed (eight of 27) with no touchdowns and three 
interceptions. 

Washington's Robert Griffin III was outstanding against blitzes as a rookie, notching 
a league-high passer rating of 143.5. This season, with his mobility hampered by a 
surgically repaired knee, he looks like an entirely different player and has a rating 
of 67.8. 

Manning is so thorough in his preparation, he will not only study the tendencies of a 
defense, but also he will learn everything he can about a coordinator and that 
coach's background, influences and mentors … anything that will give him an 
advantage when he brings the Broncos to the line of scrimmage. 

"Certainly when teams blitz, you want to take your shots down the field, depending 
on what the coverage is," Manning said. "Other times, you want to try to help your 
linemen out and get the ball out of your hands. If we can catch a short pass and 
break a tackle, that's certainly a productive play." 



Former NFL quarterback Rich Gannon, once voted the league's most valuable 
player, was exceptional against blitzes. He compares the maturation of 
quarterbacks in those situations to the classes a typical college student might take. 

Identifying a blitz and safely throwing the ball away? You get an A in Blitz 101. 

Spotting a blitz before the snap, making the proper protection adjustments, and 
picking up eight yards on a three-step slant? You've aced Blitz 202. 

But what about Professor Manning? 

"He's at the Ph.D. level," said Gannon, now a CBS analyst. "He anticipates ahead of 
time based on his film study and preparation during the week. He's able to preview 
information in the huddle ahead of time. 'Hey, guys, I'm anticipating pressure. 
Heads up for this.' Then he can get up to the line of scrimmage and recognize the 
front, the down and distance, the coverage, where the pressure's coming from, and 
change the protection. 

"Now here's where he's different than most guys: Not only does he change the 
protection, but he makes you pay for doing so. He'll get into the right protection, 
take the hit off and allow himself time to set his feet and make an excellent throw, 
but then he'll put the concept with it that has a chance to rip your heart out, has a 
chance to be a touchdown." 

Closers

One reason Miami is undefeated this season is the Dolphins have slammed the door 
on teams, something they didn't do in 2012. They have allowed just three points in 
the fourth quarter of games, after giving up 101 points in fourth quarters last 
season. 

The Dolphins are 3-0 despite being outgained in each of their games. According to 
Elias Sports Bureau, the only other team in the last 15 years to win its first three 
games despite being outgained in each was last season's Arizona Cardinals. That 
should give Miami pause, considering those Cardinals started 4-0 before losing 11 
of 12. 

Can't block it out 

Eli Manning was sacked seven times in Carolina last Sunday, with five of those 
coming in the opening quarter. It could be even uglier for the Giants in Kansas City 
on Sunday, facing a second-ranked Chiefs defense that leads the league with 15 
sacks. New York's line is painfully young and likely will be missing a couple more 
starters because of injuries, guard Chris Snee and center David Baas. 

Big target 



New Orleans' Jimmy Graham has 313 yards receiving in the past two games, the 
most by a tight end in a two-game span in a single season since Denver's Shannon 
Sharpe had a record-tying 413 in 1996. Should Graham collect 101 yards or more 
against the Dolphins on Monday night, he would set the record for receiving yards 
by a tight end over a three-game span. 

College reunion 

When Seattle plays at Houston, it will be the first time star Texans linebacker Brian 
Cushing will face his former coach at USC, the Seahawks' Pete Carroll. 

According to the Houston Chronicle, Cushing said Carroll "was a very influential 
person at a critical stage in my career and in my life, a guy that's helped me 
tremendously grow up as a person and a football player." 

Carroll, too, was effusive about Cushing, calling him "one of the best players we 
ever recruited." 

"As a young guy, he was just a real classic Jersey kid, feisty, tough and confident 
the moment he stepped on our campus," the coach said. 

Perfect P & Easy E 

The Mannings are at the opposite ends of the emotional spectrum, with Peyton's 
Broncos at 3-0 and Eli's Giants at 0-3. The brothers have very different 
personalities, too, something that was obvious in the excellent documentary "The 
Book of Manning," which aired on ESPN this week. 

Watching it reminded me of something the ultra-Type-A Peyton told me 10 years 
ago, when Eli was still at Mississippi. 

"I could tell you every quarterback in the SEC for the last 20 years," he said. "We 
had to teach Eli the 12 teams in the SEC before he went to Ole Miss." 



Manning Continues Scorching Pace 
By Gray Caldwell 
DenverBroncos.com 
September 29, 2013 

DENVER -- Another game, another handful of records broken by quarterback Peyton 
Manning. 

"You sit back and you watch it and you're in awe," cornerback Dominique Rodgers-
Cromartie said. 

Manning, who had already set a new record for touchdown passes thrown through 
three games to start a season, now owns that record through four games. 

His second touchdown pass Sunday afternoon tied two players for the record, last 
achieved by Kurt Warner in 1999. 

On his next drive, he set a new record with 15 through four games. And on his next 
drive, for good measure, he made the record 16 with his fourth touchdown pass of 
the game. 

"He makes it look easy, but it's definitely damn hard," defensive tackle Kevin 
Vickerson said. 

Manning completed 28 of his 34 passes Sunday, throwing for 327 yards and four 
touchdowns. The resulting 146.0 quarterback rating marked a career high for 
Manning with a minimum of 30 attempts. It's his highest rating in any game since 
the 2008 season. 

Last week, former teammate Jeff Saturday said on ESPN's NFL Live that he thinks 
Manning is playing the best football of his career. 

To that point, the quarterback's current streak of 201 consecutive passes without 
an interception is the longest such streak of his career, and the second-longest in 
Broncos history. That run combined with his 16 touchdowns ties him for the most 
touchdowns to start a season without a pick with quarterback Milt Plum, who 
accomplished it in 1960. 

“Ya’ll were at the game, too," wide receiver Wes Welker said when asked about 
Manning's performance. "I mean, 11 incompletions in two games – that kind of 
says it. He’s an exceptional player and prepares like nobody and else and he’s kind 
of the catalyst of getting everything going." 

Manning, who also passed quarterback Brett Favre for the most four-touchdown 
games in NFL history -- he now has 24 -- wasn't interested in all the talk of the 



records he's setting. He was more concerned with the fact that the team is 4-0 in 
advance of a road matchup with the Dallas Cowboys in Week 5. 

“The recaps don’t mean a whole lot," he said. "It was a good win because it was 
this game and we’ll learn from it and we have a tough test next week." 

That's the attitude the rest of the locker room is taking as well. It doesn't get any 
better than 4-0 after four games. But even with all the records being set, the 
players and coaches understand that the regular season is only a quarter of the 
way finished. 

"We're on a mission," defensive end Derek Wolfe said. "We're going to try to get to 
the big game. But it's week-by-week, day-by-day, practice-by-practice, snap-by-
snap." 

And with Manning at the helm of the offense, the team knows it has a chance to 
accomplish its goals. 

"How that guy prepares throughout the week and how he has the offensive units 
preparing with him the same way, it's only going to get better," Vickerson said. "I 
don't see it dropping off." 



Manning Wins FedEx Air Award 
By Mike Morris 
DenverBroncos.com 
September 27, 2013 

Peyton Manning was named the Week 3 FedEx Air Award winner. 

ENGLEWOOD, Colo. -- Peyton Manning’s record-setting effort against the Raiders on 
Monday night has garnered another honor. 

Manning was named FedEx Air Player of the Week after completing 32 of 37 passes 
for 374 yards and three touchdowns against the Raiders – becoming the first player 
in NFL history to throw for 12 touchdowns in the first three games of a season in 
the process. 

The quarterback also earned AFC Offensive Player of the Week honors for an NFL-
record 25th time earlier this week, and he was named both FedEx Air Player of the 
Week and AFC Offensive Player of the Week after his seven-touchdown 
performance against the Ravens on Sept. 5 in the season opener. 

“To think about what he’s been able to do week-in and week-out – we just shake 
our heads,” tight end Julius Thomas said. “He’s playing at such a high level right 
now. He continues to get better and make everybody around him better.” 

Manning completed 86.5 percent of his passes in the game and finished with a 
quarterback rating of 135.8 – etching his place into the NFL annals with both 
achievements. 

Manning became just the sixth player in NFL history to throw for 350 yards and 
complete more than 85 percent of his passes in a single game. And his aerial 
showcasing also marked the 15th consecutive regular season game that Manning 
has finished with a QB rating higher than 90.0 – extending his own league record. 

Manning has posted a quarterback rating of over 100.0 in all three games this 
season, helping guide a Broncos offense that is averaging a league-high 42.3 points 
per game. 

“Guys are making good plays in the passing game and we are doing a good job 
getting yards after the catch,” Manning said. “That makes a big difference.” 

Manning leads the NFL in passing yardage (1,143 yards), completions (89), 
completion percentage (73.0 percent), touchdowns (12) and quarterback rating 
(134.7) after three games. He is also one of only two quarterbacks with over 100 
passing attempts who have not thrown an interception this season. 



“He’s obviously a great player and doing a great job,” wide receiver Wes Welker 
said. “That’s what we need and we expect that out of him all the time.” 

“You can’t (put it into words),” wide receiver Demaryius Thomas added. “That’s 
unbelievable.” 



Saturday: Manning Playing Best Football 
of Career 
By Gray Caldwell 
DenverBroncos.com 
September 25, 2013 

ESPN analyst Jeff Saturday, who played 12 seasons with Peyton Manning in 
Indianapolis, thinks the quarterback is playing the best football of his career. 

ENGLEWOOD, Colo. -- Peyton Manning's former teammate thinks the quarterback is 
playing the best football of his career. 

Yesterday on ESPN's NFL Live, Jeff Saturday, who played 12 years with Manning in 
Indianapolis, said it "pains" him to say it, but he believes Manning looks even better 
now.

"He has this entire offense in mid-to-late season form," Saturday said. "He’s 
making checks. He’s making audibles. He’s putting when they’re in a six-man box 
on defense in a nickel look. He’s running the ball down the middle. He’s allowing 
every playmaker he has on the field to make the plays they’re called to make." 

"It’s just an incredible rapport that he has with this team." 

Fellow NFL Live panelists Tim Hasselbeck and Jerome Bettis chimed in on 
Saturday's thoughts. 

"You go back to when you (Saturday) were playing with him, and you guys were 
scheme-blocking all the play-action, it destroyed the NFL. In a lot of ways, it’s 
exactly the way he’s destroying the NFL now," Hasselbeck said. "I think now we’re 
seeing a smarter player." 

What stood out to Bettis wasn't necessarily Manning's NFL-record 12 touchdowns. 
It's the zero interceptions. 

“The one stat that we are not talking about: zero interceptions," Bettis said. "He’s 
gone through three games with zero interceptions. The last time he’s done that was 
2010. Career highs in yardage, passing, completions, so this tells me he’s on the 
road to an even bigger year than he had in 2010 – and that was a career year.” 

After Monday's win against the Raiders, Manning was asked if he feels as good as 
he ever has as an NFL quarterback. 



"I can’t say that," he said. "This is a new season. It’s one week at a time. I don’t 
have a great comparison to other years. But guys are making good plays in the 
passing game and we are doing a good job getting yards after the catch. That 
makes a big difference." 



Manning AFC Offensive Player of the 
Week
By Stuart Zaas 
DenverBroncos.com 
September 25, 2013 

For the second time this season, Peyton Manning has been named the AFC 
Offensive Player of the Week. 

ENGLEWOOD, Colo. – In what shouldn’t come as a surprise to anyone who watched 
Peyton Manning’s performance in Denver’s 37-21 win vs. Oakland on Monday Night 
Football, the quarterback has been named the AFC Offensive Player of the Week. 

Manning completed 32-of-37 passes to set a personal and franchise mark with that 
86.5 completion percentage. He finished with 374 yards and three touchdowns, 
becoming the first player ever to throw for 12 touchdowns in the first three weeks 
of a season. 

Manning’s outing against the Raiders was just the sixth game in NFL history that a 
quarterback has thrown for 350 
yards with an 85 percent completion 
percentage. 

His 135.8 quarterback rating in the 
victory extended his streak of 
games with a passer rating greater 
than 90.0 to 15, which establishes a 
new league record. 

“Just good play-calling,” Manning 
said after the game. “Trying to 
make good, smart, sound decisions. 
I think guys are doing a good job 
getting open on time. I think guys 
have a good clock in their head 
about when to come out of the 
break versus different coverages. 
Protection has been good, so it gives you a chance to see the field and try to throw 
accurate footballs.” 

CONFERENCE PLAYER OF THE WEEK AWARDS

Rank Player No. 

1 Peyton Manning 25 

2 Tom Brady 23 

3 Dan Marino 18 

4 Drew Brees 16 

 Brett Favre 16 

6 John Elway 15 



The weekly honor is Manning’s second of the season and 25th of his career, 
extending his lead over Tom Brady for the most conference player of the week 
awards in league history. 

Manning also earned the award in Week 1 after tying a league record with seven 
touchdown passes in a 462-yard effort against Baltimore. 

Manning leads all players in completions, completion percentage, yards, 
touchdowns, passer rating and is one of two quarterbacks with at least 100 
attempts not to have thrown an interception in 2013. 

“I think he has, again, got started where he left off last year and improved on that,” 
Head Coach John Fox said on Monday. “We added some weapons, I think 
personnel-wise our guys have brought in some guys that have helped us. And he’s 
an incredible player as far as the way he prepares and he communicates things to 
his teammates.” 

PEYTON MANNING’S CAREER AFC OFFENSIVE PLAYER OF THE WEEK AWARDS 

Year Week Opp. (Date) Passing Statistics 

1998 11 vs. NYJ (11/15) 26-44, 59.1%, 276 yds., 3 TDs, 2 INT, 81.2 rtg. 

1999 3 at S.D. (9/26) 29-54, 53.7%, 404 yds., 2 TDs, 1 INT, 82.6 rtg. 

2000 4 vs. Jac. (9/25) 23-36, 63.9%, 440 yds., 4 TDs, 0 INT, 143.3 rtg.

2000 17 vs. Min. (12/24) 25-36, 69.4%, 283 yds., 4 TDs, 1 INT, 118.2 rtg.

2001 2 vs. Buf. (9/23) 23-29, 79.3%, 421 yds., 4 TDs, 2 INT, 129.6 rtg.

2003 4 at N.O. (9/28) 20-25, 80.0%, 314 yds., 6 TDs, 0 INT, 158.3 rtg.

2003 15 vs. Atl. (12/14) 25-30, 83.3%, 290 yds., 5 TDs, 0 INT, 146.5 rtg.

2004 3 vs. G.B. (9/26) 28-40, 70.0%, 393 yds., 5 TDs, 0 INT, 140.9 rtg.

2004 10 vs. Hou. (11/14) 18-27, 66.7%, 320 yds., 5 TDs, 2 INT, 115.7 rtg.

2004 12 at Det. (11/25) 23-28, 82.1%, 236 yds., 6 TDs, 0 INT, 141.4 rtg.

2004 16 vs. S.D. (12/26) 27-44, 61.4%, 383 yds., 2 TDs, 1 INT, 95.2 rtg. 



2005 9 at N.E. (11/7) 28-37, 75.7%, 321 yds., 3 TDs, 1 INT, 117.1 rtg.

2006 2 vs. Hou. (9/17) 26-38, 68.4%, 400 yds., 3 TDs, 0 INT, 129.3 rtg.

2006 7 vs. Was. (10/22) 25-35, 71.4%, 342 yds., 4 TDs, 0 INT, 140.4 rtg.

2006 17 vs. Mia. (12/31) 22-37, 59.5%, 282 yds., 2 TDs, 0 INT, 101.4 rtg.

2007 13 vs. Jac. (12/2) 20-29, 69.0%, 288 yds., 4 TDs, 1 INT, 126.1 rtg.

2008 6 vs. Bal. (10/12) 19-28, 67.9%, 271 yds., 3 TDs, 0 INT, 134.7 rtg.

2008 11 vs. Hou. (11/16) 30-46, 65.2%, 320 yds., 2 TDs, 0 INT, 99.9 rtg. 

2008 16 at Jac. (12/18) 29-34, 85.3%, 364 yds., 3 TDs, 0 INT, 140.7 rtg.

2009 10 vs. N.E. (11/15) 28-44, 63.6%, 327 yds., 4 TDs, 2 INT, 97.4 rtg. 

2010 14 at Ten. (12/9) 25-35, 71.4%, 319 yds., 2 TDs, 0 INT, 118.6 rtg.

2012 6 at S.D. (10/15) 24-30, 80.0%, 309 yds., 3 TDs, 1 INT, 129.0 rtg.

2012 17 vs. K.C. (12/30) 23-29, 79.3%, 304 yds., 3 TDs, 0 INT, 144.8 rtg.

2013 1 vs. Bal. (9/5) 27-42, 64.3%, 462 yds., 7 TDs, 0 INT, 141.1 rtg.

2013 3 vs. Oak. (9/23) 37-37, 86.5%, 374 yds., 3 TDs, 0 INT, 135.8 rtg.



Maybe we're just now seeing Manning in 
his prime 
By Arnie Stapleton 
The Associated Press 
September 25, 2013 

ENGLEWOOD, Colo. (AP) — Peyton Manning is only getting better with age. 

Those surgical scars on his neck are starting to fade like all those fears that he 
might never be the same quarterback — or even play again — after his right arm 
shrank from a damaged nerve in his biceps two years ago. 

After attacking his rehab as doggedly as he assails defenses, Denver's 37-year-old 
quarterback is making it hard to fathom and easy to forget that not so long ago he 
was missing an entire season and getting fired in Indianapolis. 

The four-time MVP is off to the best start of his storied 16-year career. 

Driven by last year's playoff pratfall, Manning is putting up historic numbers while 
directing an imaginative offense that's still working through some growing pains. 

Here's the scary part for opponents: Even with so many footballs slipping through 
his teammates' hands or going through the uprights after stalled drives, the 
Broncos (3-0) are averaging 42 points. 

"I think Peyton's playing at an all-time (high) right now," said Philadelphia coach 
Chip Kelly, whose Eagles (1-2) visit Denver on Sunday. "You couple him being at 
the top of his game and then give him the weapons that he has, it's a pretty 
dangerous formula to go against." 

The 2013 Rocky Mountain version of the "Fearsome Foursome" is Demaryius 
Thomas, Eric Decker, Wes Welker and Julius Thomas, who have collected 72 
catches for 943 yards and 11 TDs already. 

"Usually you have a main guy as part of the offense, a star that you can load up 
and take him away," Eagles defensive coordinator Bill Davis said. "Peyton makes 
you defend the field." 

Manning is the first quarterback in NFL history to collect a dozen touchdown throws 
in the first three weeks of the season, and his off-the-charts passer rating of 134.7 
is way above the career high of 121.1 he set in his pinnacle 2004 season, when he 
threw for 49 TDs. 



Manning was masterful Monday night in completing a career-high 86.5 percent of 
his passes in Denver's wipeout of Oakland. 

Manning, though, finds no time in his no-nonsense schedule to contemplate just 
how special this start is. 

"This is a new season. It's one week at a time," he said. "I don't have a great 
comparison to other years. But guys are making good plays in the passing game 
and we are doing a good job getting yards after the catch." 

Take Decker's 61-yard gain Monday night. He runs an 18-yard curl and there's a 6-
inch window for Manning, who delivers a frozen rope of a throw that seems to stun 
even Decker, who hesitates for a split second before turning upfield for a 61-yard 
gain.

"I was on him like a shadow," Raiders cornerback Mike Jenkins said. "I actually felt 
the ball go across my fingers. ... He's a genius." 

Just imagine him in his prime? Are you kidding? In many ways, it's right here, right 
now.

Manning's work ethic keeps him in tip-top shape and his mental mastery of the 
game keeps getting better. 

"I'd like to think that any player would use the experience from the year before to 
his advantage, to learn what to do against certain defenses, to learn what not to 
do," Manning said. "With being able to play a lot, you certainly gain great 
experience." 

He's putting that to use like never before, too. 

"The guy is just awesome," Jenkins said. "I've never seen anything like him. It is 
very frustrating for you to be in the right spot and he still squeezes the ball in for a 
great throw. There's not too much you can do about that. Most games you play, 
that's your ball. But it's Peyton Manning." 

Or, Peyton Manning 2.0. 

He bounced back last year from a series of neck injuries and surgeries that 
sidelined him in 2011, an all-too-familiar ordeal for the first family of football after 
his older brother, Cooper, saw his football dreams dashed because of a spinal 
condition. 

Family patriarch Archie Manning said Peyton "never took football for granted 
because of what happened to Cooper." 



"I think he always knew he was fortunate in regard to health. But he wasn't ready 
for his career to be over, not like that. Not four surgeries and having to leave the 
place where he had been so long. He just didn't want it to end right there," Archie 
Manning said. "So, I think the good Lord looked down on him there and allowed him 
to play some more football, so we are grateful for that." 



Peyton Manning swears it's hard work 
for Broncos' easy-looking offense 
By Benjamin Hochman 
The Denver Post 
September 24, 2013 

For the first time Monday night, after tranquilizing the carnivorous cornerbacks 
hungry for pigskin, and lion-like linemen hungry for Peyton's skin, did the Denver 
quarterback finally look uncomfortable. 

This occurred, funny enough, when a nice fellow at the postgame news conference 
asked Peyton Manning about looking comfortable. 

"You've made it look easy these first three games, but I'm sure it's not ..." 

Manning purposefully shook his head side to side, uneasily touched his chin with his 
left hand, then shook his noggin again and said, "It's not, no. I can't tell you what it 
looks like. We do put a lot of work into the preparation. Our preparation has been 
excellent these first three weeks. We really study the opponent .... to be sure we're 
all on the same page." 

In other words, to translate Manning: "I swear it's actually harder than it looks!" 

It's getting stupid. He's not a quarterback; he's a surgeon. He's dissecting these 
defenses with unfathomable ease (at least to our eyes). Twelve touchdowns and no 
interceptions. Manning's 86.5 percent completion rate Monday (32-of-37) was a 
career high with a minimum of 20 passes. Career high. His career began in Todd 
Helton's second year with the Rockies. And consider that three of those passes for 
sure were drops. 

At times against the Oakland Raiders, it wasn't, "Will the Broncos score?" It was, 
"Which Bronco will score?" 

"I still think we can correct some things," Manning said. "Our defense did a good 
job holding their offense. When we have those chances down in the red zone, third-
and-1, and had to settle for (a field goal). You're not looking to play the perfect 
game. You're looking to take advantage of opportunities when they present 
themselves. I thought we left a couple of maybe touchdowns out there tonight." 

Manning is not going to publicly acknowledge awesomeness. After another big win, 
he actually pointed out some mistakes, which appeared genuine and even adorable 
but, come on, it's like a guy complaining he walked too many batters in his no-
hitter. And Manning didn't want to bite on questions about records and 



accomplishments because, really, what has he accomplished — he won three 
games well. This season is a mosaic. 

We can get giddy; we're allowed to. My fellow columnist declared that this is the 
greatest offense in NFL history. And two reporters and I debated this one — albeit a 
small sample size — Manning might be the most dominant 37-year-old ever, more 
than Brett Favre, while disregarding Barry Bonds due to the fact that he was 
Frankenstein. (Though how about Warren Spahn? He led the league in WHIP, wins, 
complete games and innings at age 37.) 

So, yeah, it's all very exciting. But guys, they were supposed to beat the Raiders. 
The story would have been if they had lost to the Raiders. But because Manning 
beat them with such historic brilliance, we're suddenly wondering if this team is 
preordained — and wondering just how easy it is for them to breed brilliance. 



Manning doc shows family bond 
By Hugh Kellenberger  
Clarion Ledger 
September 22, 2013 

OXFORD — “The Book of Manning” almost never happened. 

Archie Manning had initially given his permission for an ESPN documentary on him 
and his family, but he later changed his mind. 

His middle son, Peyton, was going through neck surgeries that threatened his 
career. And his youngest, Eli, had just won the Super Bowl and been named MVP. 
Archie Manning said he was concerned about the time commitment and bothering 
too many people with too much else going on. 

But then one day Olivia, Manning’s wife, asked him how the film was going. He told 
her it wasn’t happening.. 

“You call him back,” Olivia told him. “Your grandchildren need to see this, and I 
want you to do it.” 

While the latest edition of the SEC Storied series (which premieres at 7 p.m. 
Tuesday on ESPN) was made because one family produced three quarterbacks, it’s 
not the focus of the film. It’s about a father’s love for his boys and how that fueled 
everything that happened next. 

“(Director) Rory (Karpf) told me when I first kind of canceled him out and then 
came back and let him do it again, told me, ‘I’ll make you proud,’ ” Manning said. “I 
feel awkward talking about it myself because it’s about me. I think it’s a little bit 
about family, and I hope that will be a good thing and a good influence. I think 
Rory made us proud.” 

The film is at its best in the first hour, when it’s about Archie Manning. It traces his 
path from a young boy growing up in Drew to becoming a local high school star to 
choosing to attend Ole Miss. There is plenty of archival video footage, some of it 
rarely seen, that shows Manning as a 1960s Johnny Manziel and a sensation on 
campus. 

“The Book of Manning” doesn’t shy away from difficult subjects, like the death of 
Manning’s father. There were more than a few tissues needed during that stretch at 
a screening of the film earlier this month at Ole Miss. 

That event raised $100,000 for the Blair E. Batson Hospital for Children, and many 
of Manning’s teammates were included in the crowd. 



“We love this place,” Manning said. “This is a wonderful, beautiful, almost sacred 
place we call Ole Miss. What it’s really about it at the end of the day is we were all 
here and we left with an education, but we left with great memories and great 
friends.” 

The second half of the film, leaning heavily on old home movies shot by Manning 
himself, delves into his life as a New Orleans Saint and raising three boys: Cooper, 
Peyton and Eli. Two of the boys, of course, decided to follow Manning to Ole Miss, 
while Peyton attended Tennessee. 

“He was a mature youngster, and he needed to make his own decision,” Archie 
Manning said of Peyton. “And he made a great decision. He’s just like my older son, 
Cooper, Eli and me. We love our school. We love Ole Miss, and he loves his school 
too. He loves Tennessee.” 

“The Book of Manning” is narrated by actor John Goodman. Karpf previously 
directed the ESPN film “Dale” and a 30 for 30 documentary about late NASCAR 
driver Tim Richmond, among other credits. 



Is it too early to give Peyton Manning the 
2013 NFL MVP? Broncos QB continues 
unbelievable start to season 
By Frank Schwab  
Shutdown Corner/Yahoo! Sports 
September 24, 2013 

DENVER – No quarterback has ever started a season as well as Peyton Manning has 
in 2013. 

At this point it's pretty hard to imagine Manning not winning the MVP award at the 
end of the season, as long as he stays healthy. The Broncos quarterback is playing 
at a level that may be unsurpassed in NFL history, much less by any 37-year-old 
who has played the game. 

Manning picked apart the Raiders on Monday night in a 37-21 win. He was 32-of-37 
for 374 yards, three touchdowns and no interceptions. He now owns the NFL record 
for most touchdowns through three games to start the season, with 12. He has yet 
to throw an interception. He came in with an unfathomable 131.0 rating for the 
season, then had a 152.1 rating in the first half against Oakland. He has 1,143 
yards already this season. Manning is on pace to throw for 6,096 yards and 64 
touchdowns. Again, he's 37 years old. 

No game in the NFL is easy. This isn't college, where Alabama is favored by six 
touchdowns against some hapless foe and usually wins by that much. But the 
Broncos and Manning sure made this win look easy. They're the clear favorites in 
the AFC and didn't do anything to change that perception on Monday night. 

Manning has a command of this offense and the game that is impressive to watch. 
Having a great set of receivers to throw to helps. He used them all on Monday 
night. There were touchdowns to Eric Decker, Wes Welker and Julius Thomas. 
Manning always found the open receiver. And when he had to squeeze in a pass, 
like he did on a 22-yard pass to Demaryius Thomas into an extremely tight window 
close to the sideline, Manning did just that. 

The only frightening moment happened late in the third quarter. Left tackle Chris 
Clark, starting for the first time at left tackle in the NFL due to Ryan Clady's injury, 
was beat clean around the edge by Raiders end Lamarr Houston. Houston hit 
Manning hard, and his surgically-repaired neck snapped back like he was in a car 
accident. Manning lost a fumble, but he got up. The play showed the potential 
problem with losing one of the five best tackles in the NFL for the rest of the year. 

That might end up costing the Broncos later in the season, but it surely didn't 
matter in the final outcome on Monday. The Raiders didn't put up much of a fight, 



but that had a lot more to do with the 3-0 Broncos. Denver is the dominant team in 
the AFC, and depending how you feel about Seattle, in the NFL. 

It's hard to imagine Manning playing at this level over 16 games, just because 
nobody has ever done it before. But if anyone is going to, it might just be the 
greatest quarterback in NFL history. 

  



The Manning brothers like you’ve never 
seen them before 
By Chris Strauss 
USA Today Sports 
September 23, 2013  

Twenty years ago, Peyton Manning was named the Gatorade high school football 
player of the year, putting a second generation of Manning football stars into the 
national spotlight and casting former Mississippi and New Orleans Saints 
quarterback Archie Manning into a role that would end up becoming his primary 
definition: the doting father. 

Since then,  Archie Manning’s sons have produced three Super Bowl rings, 15 Pro 
Bowl appearances and seven grandchildren. It’s the latter achievement that 
inspired the 64-year-old patriarch to participate in The Book of Manning, a 
documentary debuting on ESPN Tuesday that details how his upbringing and 
experiences shaped how he chose to raise his talented three sons. 

“Dad initially did some stuff and then decided he just didn’t want to do it and put it 
on hold,” eldest son Cooper Manning told For The Win. “(Filmmaker) Rory (Karpf) 
almost had a heart attack when he found that out but then my mother was really 
the driver to get dad back and say ‘let’s pursue it.’ I think she felt that their 
grandchildren needed to see a side of him and some of the details they wouldn’t 
see otherwise. My mom is to blame for reigniting the whole project.” 

Viewers owe a debt of gratitude to Olivia Manning as well. While nearly every 
aspect of the family’s history had seemingly been revealed in television profiles and 
print feature stories over the past two decades, The Book of Manning utilizes a 
trove of Manning home movies to give a insider’s look at how both Peyton and Eli’s 
on-field personalities were shaped. 

There’s a scene where three-year-old Peyton screams at Cooper after what he felt 
was a particularly dirty hit. For a minute, the viewer actually can envision the 
progression of that face into a 37-year-old man in a Denver Broncos jersey 
hollering at teammates or referees. 

While the childhood footage provides some nostalgic levity, the film also goes a 
little deeper into some of the family’s darker times, including the suicide of Archie 
Manning’s father when he was a 19-year-old star quarterback at Ole Miss and the 
life-threatening spinal condition that ended Cooper Manning’s collegiate career. 

“Historically I haven’t really talked about that a lot,” Cooper Manning said. “Rory 
caught me on a weak day. We had talked for a long time during that interview 
session and he got to me a little bit. I’ve always tried to downplay the whole 



surgery and injury and just wanted to get back to normal. This was the one time I 
guess you got the full scoop.” 

Cooper Manning plays as central a role in the film as his famous younger brothers, 
with his retelling of his decision to “play through Peyton” after his injury, a pivotal 
plot point, even as he breaks down discussing how much he missed the 
camaraderie of participating in the game afterward. Now 39, the father of three 
seems to relish his role as the supportive older sibling. 

“I’m just a proud brother and I just adore watching them play football,” Cooper 
Manning said. “It’s far less about me and is more about me being proud of them 
and loving them and being a part of it. I often wonder what my Sundays are going 
to be like when they’re no longer playing. I really appreciate the times right now.” 

The eldest brother said he usually makes it to about two of each younger brother’s 
home games per season and then tries to get to all of the playoff games if 
scheduling permits. He laughed about the graphic shown during Week 2�s “Manning 
Bowl,” which compared his siblings’ skills in various recreational sports. 

“It was like ping-pong, pool,” Cooper Manning said.  ”It’s basically stuff neither one 
of them are very good at.” 

While Peyton’s son Marshall is only 2, Cooper’s two sons have gotten started on the 
one activity the family is very good at. Nine-year-old Arch and 7-year-old Heid 
(daughter May is 10), have been replicating their dad and uncles when it comes to 
staging epic games in the backyard of their Louisiana home. 

“I’m reliving my dad’s life,” Cooper Manning said. “We’re doing the same things. 
Pickup games, throwing amazing catches. They’re playing flag football and I’m out 
there filming it. I’m trying to use my dad’s fatherly advice as a template how not to 
screw up my kids.” 

  



Peyton Manning carves up Raiders as 
Broncos dominate 
By Lindsay H. Jones 
USA TODAY Sports 
September 24, 2013 

DENVER -- It's becoming redundant. 

Peyton Manning carved up yet another defense Monday night, threw three more 
touchdowns and set another NFL record in the Denver Broncos' 37-21 win against 
the Oakland Raiders. 

Manning's touchdowns were his 10th, 11th and 12th of the season, as he became 
the first quarterback to throw that many touchdowns through the first three weeks 
of any season. Manning's 12 TDs are four more than anyone else this season. 

The Broncos have scored 127 points in three weeks, more than any team since the 
1968 Dallas Cowboys. 

This time, Manning did it in his first game without all-pro left tackle Ryan Clady, 
who was placed on injured reserve last week with a foot injury, against an Oakland 
team that led the NFL in sacks through two weeks. 

How many other teams could survive the loss of a 30-sack linebacker (Von Miller) 
and a 12-time Pro Bowl cornerback (Champ Bailey) and now an elite left tackle? 
Manning and the Broncos' rapid-paced, no-huddle, high-scoring offense has made it 
possible. 

And here is what should be scary for the rest of the AFC: Bailey and Miller are on 
their way back. 

Bailey, who hasn't played since the second preseason game because of a foot 
injury, could make his debut next week against the Philadelphia Eagles, and Miller 
is halfway through his six-game suspension. 

Against the Raiders, Manning and the Broncos solved the one issue that had 
plagued the offense through two weeks. Despite scoring more than 40 points in 
those wins, the Broncos hadn't scored in the first quarter. 

That changed Monday as Manning led a methodical 55-yard drive on Denver's first 
possession and tossed a 2-yard touchdown pass to receiver Eric Decker. Kicker Matt 
Prater would later add a 53-yard field goal. 



Manning also threw first-half touchdowns to receiver Wes Welker and tight end 
Julius Thomas. 

Denver's trio of tailbacks — Knowshon Moreno, Ronnie Hillman and Montee Ball — 
combined for 166 rushing yards on 32 carries. Hillman scored his first touchdown of 
the season in the fourth quarter. 

Oakland, led by quarterback Terrelle Pryor, managed to strike with several big 
plays — including a 73-yard touchdown to Denarius Moore and a trick-play scoring 
pass from running back Darren McFadden to fullback Marcel Reece. It was Pryor's 
best game as a passer, with 281 passing yards and no interceptions. 

  



Playoffs only drama left for Peyton 
Manning
By Kevin Seifert 
ESPN.com 
September 24, 2013 

DENVER -- Peyton Manning was in a hurry Monday night. After one of the sharpest 
games of his Hall of Fame career, he hustled into the Denver Broncos' locker room. 
Then he jumped into a cold tub. He emerged after 20 minutes, dressed and spoke 
to reporters with his teeth still chattering and his hands stuffed deeply in his 
pockets.  
 
"Short week," he said, gasping for air as he warmed up. "Trying to recover."  
 
No sir. Manning didn't take a single moment to consider what he accomplished 
during the Broncos' 37-21 victory over the Oakland Raiders. He didn't seem to care 
a lick, as he might say, about becoming the first quarterback in NFL history to 
throw 12 touchdown passes in his first three games. His icy glare betrayed no 
interest in Monday night's 86.5 completion percentage, the highest for his career in 
games with at least 20 attempts.  

If he was pleased with the Broncos' 127 points and 1,460 yards through three 
games -- the second- and fourth-best marks, respectively, in NFL history -- he gave 
no indication.  
 
"I still think there is plenty we can improve on," he said. "I really do."  
 
This reaction seemed wholly appropriate to me. It reflected my own and perhaps 
yours as well. Like Manning, we've been here and done this before. We've dutifully 
recorded his individual records and accomplishments. It's as if we're numb to his 
elite play.  
 
Oh, Peyton Manning completed 32 of 37 attempts for 374 yards and three 
touchdowns? Huh. Was it in the Super Bowl?  
 
Yes, the only drama remaining in Manning's Hall of Fame career, and the only thing 
most of us are really paying attention to, is what will happen when this Broncos 
team reaches the playoffs. Admit it. We're all in a hurry to get there, Manning 
included. Can he win another Super Bowl? Or is this another year of regular-season 
romps and a playoff dud?  



 
A survey of the Broncos' locker room revealed an undercurrent of the same feeling. 
Receiver Wes Welker shrugged his shoulders when asked about Manning's 
performance. After all, what is there to say about a prologue? Fellow receiver Eric 
Decker, who caught eight passes for 133 yards, said that "our goal is to win 
championships" and added that "you don't think about" individual game 
accomplishments.  
 
Frankly, these are nothing but preseason games for the Broncos, warm-ups to the 
real thing that is still more than three months away. There is no sense judging 
anything this team does until then.  
 
We've done that enough already. As you are surely aware, Manning's teams have 
made eight one-and-done playoff appearances -- including the Broncos' 2012 
divisional-round loss to the Baltimore Ravens. So pardon me -- and Manning, and 
the rest of the Broncos -- if we can't get too worked up about another brilliant 
regular-season game.  
 
"Maybe in 10 or 15 years," Decker said, "I'll look back at stuff like this."  

SportsNation: Records going down?  

Peyton Manning and the Broncos are off to hot starts. Will they break some big NFL 
single-season marks? Vote!  

To be fair, Manning is playing as well as he ever has. What we saw Monday night 
was an elevation of even his elite standards. He carved up every defensive look the 
Raiders gave him, completing 15 consecutive passes at one point in the first half. 
All five of his incompletions were either knocked down by Raiders defenders or 
dropped by his receivers, according to ESPN Stats & Information.  
 
Through three games, Manning has had just 33 passes fall incomplete and hasn't 
thrown an interception in 122 passes. I'm not trying to diminish any of that.  
 
Manning, of course, briskly shook his head when asked to compare this start to 
others in his career. (Or maybe he was still cold.)  
 
"I don't have a great comparison to other years," he said.  
 
Of course he does. He just isn't interested in discussing it, not yet anyway, not 
when there is so much time between now and what really matters. The Broncos 
might be the best team in the NFL at the moment, one that will get better when 



suspended linebacker Von Miller and injured cornerback Champ Bailey return, but 
we all know that doesn't mean a thing.  
 
If the NFL crowned a champion of the regular season, Peyton Manning would have 
more rings than fingers. It doesn't, of course, and he knows it as well as anyone. 
So let's hurry this thing along. Is it January yet? 

 
  



Peyton Manning continues record pace as 
Broncos blow out rival Raiders 
By Mike Klis 
The Denver Post 
September 24, 2013 

This wasn't an NFL game of competitive parity. Nor was this close to an AFC West 
tussle between the Broncos and their rivals, the Oakland Raiders. This was Peyton 
Manning having fun in the swampy fields of New Orleans, teasing all his no-hope 
hometown chums in a game of two-hand touch. Ha! Ha!  

Better yet, this was Manning at practice at Dove Valley, his most comfortable 
setting, picking apart his teammates in a 7-on-7 passing drill. 

Adding to his historic start, Manning led the Broncos to a 37-21 whipping of the 
Oakland Raiders on Monday night at Sports Authority Field. Manning was an absurd 
32-of-37 — all five incompletions hit the intended receiver in the hands — for 374 
yards and three touchdowns.  

The Broncos' quarterback is making it look ridiculously easy three games into the 
2013 season. He became the first quarterback in NFL history to throw 12 
touchdown passes through the first three games. And Manning had his passing 
dozen by halftime of Game 3. 

That's 12 touchdowns against zero interceptions. The best he's ever been? 

"I can't say that," Manning said, adding it's too early in the year to compare 2013 
to any other in his 16-year career. 

"I think he's started up where he left off last year, improved on that," Broncos 
coach John Fox said. "We've added some weapons, personnel-wise, that we 
brought in that have helped us. He's an incredible player as far as the way he 
prepares and communicates things to his team." 

Manning moved the Broncos to leads of 17-0 early in the second quarter, and 30-7 
early in the second half. 

With two minutes left in the first half, Manning was 18-of-20 for 229 yards and 
three touchdown passes. You couldn't call him perfect, as Knowshon Moreno and 
Virgil Green dropped the ball on his two incompletions. 

Manning lead the Broncos to their franchise record-tying 14th consecutive regular-
season victory. The first 11 in the streak were the last 11 games of the 2012 
season. The only other 14-game winning streak by the Broncos occurred during the 



1997-98 season. There was a Super Bowl championship trophy between that run. 
There was a devastating playoff loss to the Baltimore Ravens in the midst of the 
Broncos' current 14-game winning streak. 

Then again, this run isn't finished. The Philadelphia Eagles are next up on the 
Broncos' schedule.  

Keep telling yourself, Indianapolis Colts, that you made the correct decision nearly 
two years ago in letting Manning go in exchange for the promising Andrew Luck. Is 
it possible for any NFL future to be better than Peyton Manning in the present? 

The Broncos played their first game without all-pro left tackle Ryan Clady, the 
team's second-highest-paid player. He is done for the season with a left foot injury 
and recently underwent surgery. Chris Clark played well until late in the third 
quarter when he was beaten by Raiders and former Colorado Springs Doherty High 
School star Lamarr Houston for a sack and fumble. 

But by then, Manning had created plenty of room for error. 

"He's a special player, one of the best to ever play, so you expect that from him," 
said Broncos' defensive end Shaun Phillips. "But to get where we want to go, it has 
to be about the defense. Peyton is going to do his job. In order to be a great 
defense, you have to slam the door on teams." 

The Broncos played their third game without Pro Bowl linebacker Von Miller, their 
most dynamic defensive player, and cornerback Champ Bailey, a Pro Bowler times 
12. Miller is halfway through serving a six-game suspension that is fast becoming 
an overhyped, inconsequential setback. Bailey has been out all season with a left 
foot injury but could return Sunday.  

Whatever. It could be Manning & The Misfits, and Manning's team would dominate. 

The Raiders have their own talented young quarterback, although Terrelle Pryor 
plays with a reactive style while Manning takes proactive command. 

Manning dinked when the Raiders fell back. He worked the left if the Raiders leaned 
right. He ordered the plays snapped quickly if the Raiders were back on their heels. 
He ran the clock if he felt his receivers or blockers needed to catch their breath. 

The Raiders' heads were spinning. 

Broncos receiver Eric Decker had a bout with the drops in the first two games. So 
Manning fed him three catches, including a touchdown, on the first possession. 

Manning showed patience, mixing in runs by Knowshon Moreno, Ronnie Hillman and 
Montee Ball, with the occasional short pass. 



As the Raiders' defense crowded the box, Manning popped a pass downfield to 
Demaryius Thomas, Wes Welker or Decker.  

It was all in the setup. Manning seemed to toy with the Raiders' defense. It was 
when the Broncos reached the red zone that Manning had his receivers set up for 
wide-open touchdown catches. Decker was all alone on the first scoring pass. 
Welker was even more open on the second. Julius Thomas was open and had to 
skip past a flailing, would-be Raider tackler before walking in with the third TD 
pass. 

It was 27-7 Broncos at the half, though Pryor was a challenge for Denver's defense. 
He kept the ball on an option read and gained 23 yards. He hung in the pocket on a 
third-and-3 play in the second quarter and delivered a strike across the middle to 
Denarius Moore. When cornerback Dominique Rodgers-Cromartie inadvertently 
knocked safety Duke Ihenacho off the play, Moore took off for a 73-yard touchdown 
play, making it 17-7. 

On the next play from scrimmage, Manning hit Decker for a 61-yard catch-and-run 
to set up the touchdown to Julius Thomas. It was as if Manning said to Pryor: Nice 
play, kid. Is that all you got? 

  



Peyton Manning plans to attend final 
home game for buddy Todd Helton 
By Mike Klis 
The Denver Post 
September 20, 2013 

Peyton Manning got to thinking some more about his good buddy Todd Helton. 

Manning, the Broncos' star quarterback, had just said a bunch of nice things during 
his news conference Thursday. But later, outside the locker room, he was still 
thinking about Helton, his former teammate at the University of Tennessee. Helton 
is retiring after 17 years with the Rockies. 

"I think Todd just made me the oldest player in Denver?" Manning said. 

Darn near. Nuggets guard Andre Miller is five days older than Manning, who is 37 
going on 27. Rockies closer Rafael Betancourt is 38, though he is on the disabled 
list and could be done. 

"I'll never forget when I first met Todd," Manning said. "We're going out to football 
practice at Tennessee and he's putting a can of Skoal in his hip pad. I'm thinking, 
'This is what college football players do?' " 

Some guys were destined for baseball even when they were masquerading as a 
Tennessee quarterback. Helton and Manning shared the Volunteers' QB meeting 
room in 1994 — Helton as a junior and briefly the starter; Manning as a freshman 
who would soon replace him. 

It worked out for both. Manning said he will attend Helton's last home game 
Wednesday, when the Rockies play the Boston Red Sox at Coors Field. 

"He's a Hall of Fame player and a Hall of Fame friend," Manning said. 

Manning, on Helton the ballplayer: "Sometimes when you just write '17-year 
career,' it doesn't do it justice. You ought to put it in bold caps and write it about 50 
times just to realize how much work he put in." 

And there is Helton the pal.  

"He was nice to me as an 18-year-old, homesick freshman up there in Knoxville," 
Manning said. "Todd was a big star when I got there already, a Knoxville legend, 
and so he took time to be nice to me. I appreciated that. 



"A couple years ago, during that (NFL) lockout when I was in a strange injury 
situation, for him to get on the phone and call me and invite me out here to work 
out with the Rockies, in private, and use the Rockies' trainers — I'll always be 
indebted to him. I was in a kind of a weird place, an unknown. I had really nobody 
to turn to medically because of the lockout. What Todd did, that really kind of gave 
me some good direction. 

"I'm happy for him. I feel like he's at peace with (retirement). I have 
communicated with him. I hope he enjoys these last games. But there won't be 
another like him here, I can promise you that." 



Peyton Manning takes little joy in 
Broncos' rout of Eli's Giants

By Judy Battista
NFL.com
September 17, 2013

EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. -- This was Peyton Manning in discomfort, no glimmer of a 
smile, little hint of happiness. Such is the toll these Manning Bowls take on him and 
his family, that the awkwardness of defeating his brother's team could dull even a 
victory that had shown just how much promise theDenver Broncos have this 
season. 

"It's a strange feeling," Manning said, grimacing after the Broncos beat Eli's New 
York Giants, 41-23. "It's not like beating another team. It's not quite as enjoyable 
as it would be if you were beating somebody else." 

Manning has never offered an end date to his career -- he certainly wouldn't now, 
when this game affirmed that theBroncos have all the earmarks of a Super 
Bowl contender -- but he volunteered Sunday night that he probably will not be 
around to play Eli again in a regular-season matchup. After all, that would be four 
years from now, when Peyton will be 41. He and the rest of the Mannings -- the 
parents dressed in neutral colors, though father Archie stood outside Eli's locker -- 
seem relieved that this terrifically public chapter of their family dynamic will end. 
The Manning Bowls, then, will be consigned to history, perhaps better appreciated 
in hindsight not for the quality of the football produced -- the three games certainly 
never rose to the heights hoped for whenever the home movies of the brothers in 
short pants acted as lead-in fodder -- but for the extraordinary confluence of the 
brothers' careers. 

That will be viewed with a golden glow, whenever Peyton and Eli retire with 
their Super Bowl rings and their records. This game, though, revealed the stark 
disparity in the brothers' current fortunes in a much harsher light. 

Eli threw four interceptions, bringing his season total to a league-leading seven. 
The Giants are 0-2. 

Peyton threw two touchdown passes, bringing his season total to a league-leading 
nine. The Broncosare 2-0. 

The correlation is not that straight, of course. Giants coach Tom Coughlin lamented 
the almost complete absence of a running game. Big Blue is so replete with 
problems that the first four questions from reporters to Eli had nothing to do with 



Peyton, the brothers rendered a footnote by a team already in crisis. That is why, 
when there is a little more time between Peyton and the brief handshake he shared 
with Eli while surrounded by dozens of cameras, the older brother should feel better 
about this victory than his postgame demeanor indicated. 

For all the attention heaped on the Mannings, the thing that resonated Sunday 
night was just how little the Broncos leaned on Peyton. Knowshon Moreno ran for 
93 yards on just 13 carries and scored twice, on nearly identical sprints down the 
right side. The defense, absent starters Von Miller and Champ Bailey, held 
the Giants to 23 yards rushing and a staggering 1-for-11 on third downs, produced 
those four interceptions and kept the score close after a second consecutive slow 
offensive start. Denver even got an 81-yard punt return for a touchdown. 

The Broncos are dropping passes (three by Wes Welker alone in the first half) and 
missing opportunities, particularly on a flawless opening drive that ended in a goal-
line fumble. Still, they're showing the kind of balance that probably will be needed 
later in the season, all while rolling up 90 points in two games. Manning pointed to 
one halftime adjustment -- the Broncosstarted using more sets with two tight ends, 
as opposed to three wide receivers -- as critical to springing the running game and 
ratcheting up the second-half production. 

"You can't give Peyton or a quality quarterback the opportunity to run and 
pass," Giants defensive lineman Justin Tuck said. "You've got to shut them down on 
at least one. The second half, he got that running game going, and as a defense, 
you start playing on your heels. And when you're not playing aggressive against a 
team with that much talent, you're shooting yourself in the foot." 

Manning remains the linchpin of the Broncos, and he has been nearly perfect, not 
giving up a single interception. But even in a portion of the season during which he 
was expected to shoulder a disproportionate amount of the burden -- with Miller 
suspended and Bailey injured -- the Broncos did not need anything close to 
another historic performance to easily dispatch an opponent. 

There is a feeling of relentlessness in watching the Broncos, a sense that even if 
they sputter early in a game, Manning will inevitably find the right plays, and they 
will overwhelm everything in their way. Perhaps most significantly, they were able 
to run their fast-paced offense on the road against crowd noise; the Broncos ran 40 
plays in the first half. 

"When everybody is clicking, it's great," receiver Demaryius Thomas said. "I feel 
like it's hard to stop us." 

It has been, for the first two games of the season, at least. A quick glance around 
the locker room revealed how many individuals have contributed to the Broncos' 
victories. Moreno fielded questions about his leadership of the running backs. 
Receiver Eric Decker, who all but disappeared in the season opener against the 
Baltimore Ravens, was targeted 13 times and caught nine passes for 87 yards. 



It should have been enough to wipe the pained expression from Peyton Manning's 
face. It was not. His head was bent down as he put his luggage through a security 
scanner and walked to the team bus. 

Manning will have other emotional moments this season. In a few weeks, he will 
return to Indianapolisfor the first time since his forced exile from the Colts. He 
will play his eternal rivals, the New England Patriots, soon after that. 
Still, Broncos coach John Fox, who used to be a Giants assistant and said it was 
tough for him to return to face friends, guessed that for Manning, playing his little 
brother was "triple tough." 

It seemed so. But not as tough as he and the Broncos are making things for 
everybody else. 



Manning Named FedEx Air Player of the 
Week
By Mike Morris 
DenverBroncos.com 
September 14, 2013 

Peyton Manning earned the Week 1 FedEx Air Player of the Week Award after 
throwing seven touchdowns in Denver's season-opening win. 

ENGLEWOOD, Colo. -- After dazzling a national television audience of over 25 
million viewers by throwing for a record-tying seven touchdown passes, Peyton 
Manning has been named FedEx Air Player of the Week. 

Manning guided the Broncos to a 49-27 win over the Ravens in the NFL season 
opener on Sept. 5, completing 27-of-42 passes for 462 yards and an NFL record-
tying seven touchdowns with no interceptions. 

It was just the sixth time in league history that a player had thrown for seven 
touchdowns, and Manning became the first player to accomplish that feat since Joe 
Kapp did so on Sept. 28, 1969. 

“That’s all Peyton right there. Seven touchdowns is kind of unreal,” tight end Julius 
Thomas said after the game. “The fact that he’s been able to do that before and 
he’s still able to play at such a high level – my hat is off to him. I’m sure he’s going 
to continue playing at a high level. It was great playing with him and we’re very 
thankful to have him.” 

All seven touchdowns came in the final three quarters of play, with Manning tossing 
five of them in a second half offensive outpouring. 

“You never know what is going to happen in a game,“ Manning said, adding, “We 
felt like we had to keep scoring because Baltimore can score at any time.” 

Manning credited the rest of the Broncos offense with enabling his record-tying 
performance. 

“It’s fun to play quarterback when you have a lot of guys working hard and making 
a lot of plays for you,” he said. 

Manning was named FedEx Air Player of the Year in 2012 – also winning the award 
in 2003 and 2004 – and was nominated for FedEx Air Player of the Week five times 
in the 2012 season, winning once. 



“Seven in one game is the first time I’ve ever been a part of a game where a 
quarterback throws seven touchdowns,” wide receiver Demaryius Thomas said. 
“Not even high school. Maybe Madden, but that doesn’t count. This was real life. It 
was amazing.” 



Peyton Manning is the record shredder 
By The Associated Press 
September 14, 2013 

DENVER - So it's absurd to think Peyton Manning can keep this up, a pace to throw 
for 112 touchdowns and 7,392 yards this season. 

Don't laugh. 

Defenses sure aren't. 

Surrounded by the best targets he's ever had, operating a turbocharged assault at 
altitude with a right arm that's stronger and a body that's much less of a question 
mark, Manning just might put up record numbers like he did in his remarkable 2004 
season in Indianapolis. 

That year, Marvin Harrison, Reggie Wayne and Brandon Stokley all topped 1,000 
yards receiving. Manning established NFL records with 49 touchdown throws and a 
121.1 passer rating, marks since surpassed by Tom Brady (50) and Aaron Rodgers 
(122.5). 

His tight ends then, Marcus Pollard and Dallas Clark, combined for 11 TD catches. 

Now, his most compelling target is former college hoopster Julius Thomas, a 6-foot-
5, 255-pound tight end who presents even more matchup problems for all those 
secondaries scarred by Manning's pinpoint passes to Demaryius Thomas, Eric 
Decker and Wes Welker. 

"I'm truly jealous of the weapons that Peyton gets to throw to," said his boss, John 
Elway. 

Manning doesn't have the bruising running back Elway had in Terrell Davis while 
winning back-to-back Super Bowls in Denver in the late 1990s. But the game 
nowadays is played more through the air, and between Knowshon Moreno, Montee 
Ball and Ronnie Hillman, the Broncos believe their backfield will pick up the blitz - 
and first downs rushing - just fine. 

Although his center has but one NFL start, his offensive linemen tip the scales at an 
average of 319 pounds, a mountain of muscle up front Elway could only dream of. 

After Manning threw for 462 yards last week, Elway had one thing to say to: 
"Wow!" 

"We got off to a slow start and were down at halftime," Elway said on a team 
podcast. "Going into that second half, we really got hot. It was fun and exciting to 



see that second half because that's what I thought we could do offensively, and to 
be able to do that against the defending world champions was even better." 

Manning was the NFL's Comeback Player of the Year after showing he was every bit 
as good as before. A series of neck injuries and surgeries that weakened a nerve in 
his right biceps had sidelined him for 2011. 

Elway notices the ball coming off the 37-year-old Manning's hand better. It was 
also evident that Manning's throws were sharper and harder. 

"The ball stings my hands more," Demaryius Thomas said. 

"I feel like I have perfect coverage and I'm breaking on the ball and I'm like, 'I 
know this is a pick.' But, no," cornerback Chris Harris said. "If there were other 
quarterbacks, I'm easily picking them off, but Peyton is just so accurate and his 
arm strength has gotten so much better. He was just being able to fit those balls 
into tight coverage." 

Manning's masterpiece opener doesn't necessarily portend a transcendent season, 
said Welker, who was a major part of Brady's big year in 2007 in New England. 

"I mean, we're talking about Week 1," Welker said. "There's no telling at this point. 
It's one week. We had a good game. You've got to do it every single week, so it's 
still super early and we've got a long ways to go." 

Don't put it past Manning, though. He has his health back to go with an 
unparalleled work ethic and almost photographic memory. 

"He's the general," Giants cornerback Aaron Ross said as he prepared to face 
Manning this weekend. "He's seen hundreds of defenses, all the defenses that you 
are going to throw at him. He has prepared for everything." 

Manning and his teammates didn't even realize he had thrown for seven 
touchdowns until informed afterward that he now shares the NFL record with 
passers who played in the '40s, '50s and '60s. 

"It didn't seem like that many," Welker said. "You're just sitting there like, 'That 
was seven?' Because he goes nonchalantly about it." 

Manning always comes off the field eager to dissect the defense and evaluate the 
execution of the drive, whether it ended in a punt or an extra point. 

"He handles touchdowns just like three-and-outs on the sideline," receiver Andre 
Caldwell said. "That's why I think this can be one of his best seasons." 



Peyton Manning primed for big year with 
Broncos
By Arnie Stapleton 
The Associated Press 
September 14, 2013 

DENVER (AP) — So it's absurd to think Peyton Manning can keep this up, a pace to 
throw for 112 touchdowns and 7,392 yards this season. 

Don't laugh. 

Defenses sure aren't. 

Surrounded by the best targets he's ever had, operating a turbocharged assault at 
altitude with a right arm that's stronger and a body that's much less of a question 
mark, Manning just might put up record numbers like he did in his remarkable 2004 
season in Indianapolis. 

That year, Marvin Harrison, Reggie Wayne and Brandon Stokley all topped 1,000 
yards receiving. Manning established NFL records with 49 touchdown throws and a 
121.1 passer rating, marks since surpassed by Tom Brady (50) and Aaron Rodgers 
(122.5). 

His tight ends then, Marcus Pollard and Dallas Clark, combined for 11 TD catches. 

Now, his most compelling target is former college hoopster Julius Thomas, a 6-foot-
5, 255-pound tight end who presents even more matchup problems for all those 
secondaries scarred by Manning's pinpoint passes to Demaryius Thomas, Eric 
Decker and Wes Welker. 

"I'm truly jealous of the weapons that Peyton gets to throw to," said his boss, John 
Elway. 

Manning doesn't have the bruising running back Elway had in Terrell Davis while 
winning back-to-back Super Bowls in Denver in the late 1990s. But the game 
nowadays is played more through the air, and between Knowshon Moreno, Montee 
Ball and Ronnie Hillman, the Broncos believe their backfield will pick up the blitz — 
and first downs rushing — just fine. 

Although his center has but one NFL start, his offensive linemen tip the scales at an 
average of 319 pounds, a mountain of muscle up front Elway could only dream of. 



After Manning threw for 462 yards last week, Elway had one thing to say to: 
"Wow!" 

"We got off to a slow start and were down at halftime," Elway said on a team 
podcast. "Going into that second half, we really got hot. It was fun and exciting to 
see that second half because that's what I thought we could do offensively, and to 
be able to do that against the defending world champions was even better." 

Manning was the NFL's Comeback Player of the Year after showing he was every bit 
as good as before. A series of neck injuries and surgeries that weakened a nerve in 
his right biceps had sidelined him for 2011. 

Elway notices the ball coming off the 37-year-old Manning's hand better. It was 
also quickly evident that Manning's throws were sharper and harder. 

"The ball stings my hands more," Demaryius Thomas said. 

"I feel like I have perfect coverage and I'm breaking on the ball and I'm like, 'I 
know this is a pick.' But, no," cornerback Chris Harris said. "If there were other 
quarterbacks, I'm easily picking them off, but Peyton is just so accurate and his 
arm strength has gotten so much better. He was just being able to fit those balls 
into tight coverage." 

Manning's masterpiece opener doesn't necessarily portend a transcendent season, 
said Welker, who was a major part of Brady's big year in 2007 in New England. 

"I mean, we're talking about Week 1," Welker said. "There's no telling at this point. 
It's one week. We had a good game. You've got to do it every single week, so it's 
still super early and we've got a long ways to go." 

Don't put it past Manning, though. He has his health back to go with an 
unparalleled work ethic and almost photographic memory. 

"He's the general," Giants cornerback Aaron Ross said as he prepared to face 
Manning this weekend. "He's seen hundreds of defenses, all the defenses that you 
are going to throw at him. He has prepared for everything." 

Manning and the Broncos are more concerned about wins than stats, but they also 
realize they're built to light up scoreboards. 

"Is he capable? He's had some miraculous years," coach John Fox said. "Last year 
was miraculous for what he overcame. So, I mean, would it shock me? No. But I'm 
not thinking about it." 



Manning and his teammates didn't even realize he had thrown for seven 
touchdowns until informed afterward that he now shares the NFL record with 
passers who played in the '40s, '50s and '60s. 

"It didn't seem like that many," Welker said. "You're just sitting there like, 'That 
was seven?' Because he goes nonchalantly about it." 

Manning always comes off the field eager to dissect the defense and evaluate the 
execution of the drive, whether it ended in a punt or an extra point. 

"He handles touchdowns just like three-and-outs on the sideline," receiver Andre 
Caldwell said. "That's why I think this can be one of his best seasons." 



Mannings will only take a moment to 
appreciate third meeting 
By Lindsay H. Jones 
USA TODAY Sports 
September 11, 2013 

ENGLEWOOD, Colo. — Perhaps someday, it will mean something to Peyton Manning 
if he holds family bragging rights with a 3-0 record in head-to-head games with 
younger brother Eli. 

But for this week, as Peyton's Denver Broncos prepare to play Eli's New York 
Giants, Manning insists he's far more concerned with trying to become 2-0 on the 
season. 

"You do take a moment to realize that it is special. But once the game gets started, 
all week the focus is on their defense, and you can go out there and just play," the 
elder Manning said Wednesday. 

Peyton's Indianapolis Colts won the previous meetings in 2006 and 2010. 

In the years since their teams last played, Peyton underwent four surgeries on his 
neck, sat out the 2011 season, was released by the Colts and chose the Broncos 
after one of the most high-profile free agency tours in league history. Eli, 
meanwhile, won his second Super Bowl. 

Yet Peyton is the one entering Sunday's game with both Super Bowl and MVP 
expectations, both of which were heightened after Denver's dominant 49-27 win 
against the Baltimore Ravens in the opener — a game in which Manning threw a 
record-tying seven touchdown passes along with 462 yards and no interceptions. 

"There's not many superlatives left to describe the other night," Giants coach Tom 
Coughlin said. "As I watched him play, the thing that struck me was his patience. 
His relentless pressure that he puts on the defensive team, to the point where he's 
not going to make a mistake." 

Eli threw for nearly as many yards (450) in the Giants' opener at the Dallas 
Cowboys. But he also threw three interceptions, mistakes that contributed to the 
36-31 loss. Eli threw two of his interceptions in the first quarter. The third was the 
most costly, when a screen pass was tipped, then returned for a 49-yard 
touchdown on the first play after the two-minute warning. 



Peyton has had games like that — like in the second week of last season when he 
threw interceptions on the first three drives in a loss to the Atlanta Falcons. But 
there will be no brotherly support this week. 

Eli said if they communicate at all in the days leading up to the game, football is off 
limits. 

"You don't want to give away any tips or hints, anything that I can tell my 
defensive coordinator or he could tell his," Eli said. 

Instead they will save their pleasantries for a pregame chat, a handshake and a 
hug before the coin toss, and a nod to acknowledge each other when they line up 
across from each other during the national anthem, just as they did in 2006 and 
2010. 

"I think you do take a moment there. And you kind of capture it and hold onto it," 
Peyton said. "I have a moment from the 2006 game and the 2010 game, but that's 
one moment. The rest of the time you're going out and trying to do your job." 

With Peyton's past health issues and the knowledge their teams won't play again in 
the regular season until 2017 — at which point Peyton will be 41 and a year past 
the final season of his Denver contract — both brothers admitted Sunday's game in 
New Jersey will be special. 

"When he was going through everything, it makes you appreciate the game you're 
playing and how fortunate you are to go out there and play football and to be 
healthy. And you just don't know when it might be taken away from you," Eli said. 



Brother vs. Brother 
By Gray Caldwell 
DenverBroncos.com 
September 11, 2013 

Peyton and Eli Manning acknowledged that there will be "special moments" 
pregame, but after kickoff, it's all business. 

ENGLEWOOD, Colo. -- When it comes to Sunday's Broncos-Giants tilt, the focus of 
the nation will be on the battle of the brothers. 

But Peyton and Eli Manning have their sights set on one thing -- a win. 

"I think for him, it doesn’t matter if it’s Week 2, if it’s the Super Bowl, if it’s his 
brother, if it’s not his brother – every game is the biggest game," wide receiver Eric 
Decker said of his quarterback. "And he gets everyone to feel that way, as well." 

Still, even Head Coach John Fox acknowledged that sibling rivalries in the NFL are 
rare and "kind of a big deal," pointing to Super Bowl XLVII, which featured John 
Harbaugh coaching against his brother Jim. 

Both Eli and Peyton met the press Wednesday and said that they're happy they only 
have to talk about the matchup for one day. But the quarterbacks had the same 
perspective on the uniqueness of pregame before taking the same field as a 
brother. 

"When I look back on the times that we played against each other, I think you 
remember the national anthems and looking over and nodding at your big brother, 
talking to him before the game for a little bit, the handshake after the game," Eli 
said. "Those things are special moments." 

Peyton agreed. 

"You’re certainly playing a good team and the focus all week is getting ready to 
play a team on the road, a team playing their first home game, a team coming off a 
division loss, that you know has a lot of pride and is going to respond," he said. "At 
the same time ... you do take a moment to realize that it is your brother over there 
that is a quarterback for the New York Giants in the NFL and it is the same person 
that you grew up with. So it is unique and I think you do take a moment to realize 
that it is special. But once the game gets started, all week the focus is on their 
defense, and you can go out there and just play.” 



Eli noted that he and Peyton occasionally talk football on the phone (no pun 
intended) throughout the season, but with Sunday's matchup on the horizon, the 
two have kept their conversations off the field. 

"You just don’t want to give any tips or hints, anything that I could tell my 
defensive coordinator or he could tell his defensive coordinator," he said. "Even 
these last six weeks of preseason games and training camp, we really haven’t 
talked much football about what occurred in games.” 

Sunday will mark the third time the two brothers' clubs have met -- first in 2006 
and again in 2010, both of which came with Peyton an Indianapolis Colt. 

The older brother is 2-0 in the previous two contests. 

"This will be the third time, possibly could be the last time," Peyton said. "I think I 
will take a moment there, whenever it is—in pregame warm-ups, the national 
anthem, coin toss, whenever that is—I think you do take a moment there. And you 
kind of capture it and hold onto it. I have a moment from the 2006 game and the 
2010 game, but that’s one moment. The rest of the time you’re going out and 
trying to do your job as a quarterback and help your team win.” 

And for anyone thinking the brother vs. brother storyline could be any type of 
distraction for the Broncos' Manning, tight end Julius Thomas quickly put that to 
rest. 

“Peyton is always going to give it 100 percent – if he’s playing his brother or if he 
takes us all down there and plays a bunch of guys at the park," he said. "He puts 
100 percent into his preparation and he’s going to do that this week." 



Mannings get set for likely final battle 
By Mark Cannizzaro 
New York Post 
September 11, 2013 

Pick your Manning. Peyton or Eli? 

The most famous and successful quarterbacking brothers in NFL history will face 
each other for the third time in their careers Sunday when Peyton and the Broncos 
play Eli and the Giants at MetLife Stadium in what could very well be the final 
“Manning Bowl.’’ 

So, who’s better? Who would you rather have? 

Peyton has the gaudy record-setting statistics on the back of his football card, but 
Eli has two Super Bowl rings to Peyton’s one. 

Peyton has four NFL Most Valuable Player awards, but Eli has two Super Bowl MVPs. 

Peyton has more national commercial appeal and is recognized everywhere he goes 
while Eli is so bland he blends anonymously into the booths in almost every 
restaurant he dines. 

Peyton was a far more hilarious “Saturday Night Live” host than Eli. 

And statistically, there is little comparison between the two. Peyton’s remarkable 
career statistics alone are enough to make him a lock as a first-ballot Hall of Fame 
inductee even had he not made a single Super Bowl appearance, let alone win one. 
Eli, without his two Super Bowl wins, would not even be a consideration for Canton. 

Peyton has played in 225 games, has a 155-70 won-loss record, has completed 
5,109-of-7,835 passes (65.2 percent) for 59,949 yards with 443 touchdowns and 
209 interceptions and has a career 96.0 quarterback rating. 

Eli has played 138 games, has a 78-58 record, has completed 2,639-of-4,499 
passes (58.7 percent) for 31,977 yards with 215 touchdowns and 147 interceptions 
and has a career 82.9 QB rating. 

Peyton, playing with the Colts, prevailed in the previous two meetings between the 
two, beating Eli and the Giants 26-21 in 2006 at Giants Stadium and 38-14 in 2010 
in Indianapolis. 

But two years ago, Eli and the Giants won the Super Bowl at Peyton’s place, Lucas 
Oil Field in Indianapolis, the second Super Bowl title of Eli’s career. 



“Eli’s been in the league less years and has more Super Bowls,’’ Giants defensive 
end Justin Tuck said Wednesday. “That makes him the quarterback I’m going to go 
with. If you ask Peyton … I guarantee you he’d tell you he’d rather have another 
Super Bowl. Go ask Dan Marino or Jim Kelly. They’ll take a few less yards or 
touchdowns for a Super Bowl. I’m no genius, but I think I’m correct on that one. I 
know I would.” 

Peyton, who threw a record-tying seven touchdown passes in last week’s win over 
the Ravens, was asked that very question on a conference call and gave a non-
answer, rambling on about how “every single year’’ he tries to “do everything I can 
to help my team win’’ to get his teams “in position at the end of the year.’’ 

While Peyton sounded on the seven-minute call as if he’d rather have been cleaning 
Eli’s room than being peppered with questions about his younger brother, Eli spent 
nearly 30 minutes cordially and patiently answering questions about the impending 
“Manning Bowl.’’ 

Eli acknowledged how special the moment is to have two brothers playing the same 
position in the same league at the same high level, saying, “There are 32 starting 
quarterbacks in the league and my brother and I are among those, so I understand 
that is rare. It doesn’t happen very often and it is neat to see your big brother on 
the sideline across the field when the national anthem is playing and you give him a 
nod. 

“Those moments are the things you will remember for a long time.’’ 

After a pause, Eli added, “Hopefully, when I think back on these games that we 
played against each other I can think back and remember at least one win [against 
Peyton].’’ 

The game marks the first meeting in NFL history of quarterbacks who both threw 
for 400-plus yards the previous week (Peyton had 462 in the win over Baltimore 
and Eli had 450 in the loss in Dallas). 

Because the NFC East and AFC West do not play each other again until 2017, when 
Peyton would be 41 and Eli 36, the game likely marks the last time the two will 
ever play against each other again — barring the ultimate “Manning Bowl’’ 
occurring in four months at MetLife Stadium in the Super Bowl. 

“That’s a long way away,’’ Eli said when that tantalizing possibility was brought up. 
“We’ll worry about this game and deal with that if we have to.’’ 



There's no tougher test in NFL than 
trying to solve Peyton Manning 
By Pat Kirwin 
CBSSports.com 
September 11, 2013 

I went to Denver Broncos camp this summer and watched hours of live practice and 
sat down with Peyton Manning to discuss this offense. Now I've finished up the 
breakdown of their first game tape. 

The truth is that Manning has too many answers for defenses. Sooner or later, 
defensive coordinators will conclude the only chance they have is to get to Peyton 
Manning because there really aren't any coverage answers for four receivers like 
Demaryius Thomas, Eric Decker, Wes Welker and newcomer TE Julius Thomas. In 
fact, right now there don't appear to be any pressure answers, either. 

It was pretty simple for Manning to read, in his pre-snap, just what Baltimore was 
doing on defense. He caught the Ravens in a man-free scheme with a blitz call and 
made them pay. Archie Manning once described Peyton to me as a "hunting dog" 
just looking for the blitz. The hunting dog surely can sniff out a blitz, but he sniffs 
out everything else as well. 

For example, in the third quarter in a possession start (P-10 4:55 3Q on their own 
26-yard line) the Ravens clearly showed a man-free look with No. 32 James 
Ihedigbo (yellow circle) up at the line of scrimmage in a blitz position, which put 
seven in the box. 

Manning kept his tight end in to help on Terrell Suggs, who was rushing the passer, 
and used a play action with his running back who was in the pistol formation to pick 
up Ihedigbo. Manning had seven blockers for seven potential rushers so he could 
attack the man-free scheme. Eric Decker and Demaryius Thomas ran deep "9 
routes" which held the free safety in the middle of the field. 

Welker was all alone on LarDarius Webb and ran a free release crossing route for 
27 yards. 

I don't think many teams are going to rely on blitz calls to handle the Bronco 
receivers. Manning is perfectly OK with a few sacks in a game because he knows he 
has answers on the very next play. Manning was sacked two times in the third 
quarter, the same quarter Denver scored 21 points against Baltimore. 



Not too soon after the pressure call in the third quarter, Baltimore made a cover-
two look convert to a man-free cover one call in the post-snap. Manning made 
them pay again. This time he kept his back in for a six-man protection. Lo and 
behold, Baltimore was in a six-man pressure. Everyone was picked up and he had 
four vertical routes from Decker, Welker, Julius Thomas and Demaryius Thomas. 

The free safety was occupied by the inside routes of Welker and Julius, leaving 
Corey Graham all alone on Demaryius Thomas, who ran by him for an easy score. 
Keep an eye on the Broncos' offense when they cross the opponents' 30-yard line. 
There is still enough field to strike for the end zone with vertical routes, and expect 
to see a few shots a game in this area of the field (30-20 yard lines). 

Another tool Manning uses is declaring the middle linebacker (Mike) for protections 
a little different than most teams. He will leave his off set back in shotgun right 
where he is, and switch the Mike linebacker declaration, turning the new Mike over 
to his linemen and the back gets reassigned the 'other' backer. 

Most teams will switch the back to the opposite side if they redeclare the Mike so 
the back is in front of the man for whom he is now responsible. Manning doesn't 
like to do that, which is why he likes the pistol formation even though he isn't 
running the option anytime in this century. Peyton told me he likes to not give 
away his protection with an offset back, and the pistol creates the desired effect. 
Even when the back is offset and he changes the protection, he would rather the 
back block opposite after the snap than shift. 

We covered why teams shouldn't blitz Manning and why they shouldn't play man-
free (Cover 1). And did I mention that when teams rush four, he gets five receivers 
out and his tackles Ryan Clady and Orlando Franklin can handle most defensive 
ends, leaving the guards and center to block the two inside rushers? 

In the third quarter (8:22 and 1-10 on the Baltimore 28-yard line) Manning sees 
the Ravens in a four-man rush trying to play quarters coverage. Julius Thomas (top 
yellow circle) and Ronnie Hillman (bottom yellow circle) check release when no one 
comes, and linebacker Josh Bynes simply can't stay with Julius Thomas, who gains 
an easy 13 yards on an out route. 

Next up for opposing defenses may be two- and three-man rush schemes in hopes 
of playing man-under two deep and having extra droppers for the crossing routes 
by Welker and Decker. If teams show it early, maybe they will be lucky enough to 
have Peyton check to more runs, which is a lot better for a defense than Manning 
throwing 42 times and connecting on seven touchdowns. 



Keep in mind, Baltimore is a solid defense. If Broncos linebacker Danny Trevathan 
didn't have a bonehead play running an interception back and Decker didn't drop a 
number of passes the Broncos might have had more than 60 points. 



Manning puts Broncos on his broad 
shoulders 
By Arnie Stapleton 
The Associated Press 
September 6, 2013 

ENGLEWOOD, Colo. (AP) — The questions surrounding Peyton Manning last year 
were all about his right arm. This season, they were about his shoulders — as in, 
are they broad enough to carry the Denver Broncos in Von Miller's absence? 

Manning provided an emphatic answer Thursday night, dissecting Baltimore's 
refurbished defense with a masterpiece of a performance the likes of which hadn't 
been seen in the NFL since the 1960s. 

With their All-Pro linebacker sitting out the first game of his six-game suspension 
for violating the league's drug policy, Denver's offense more than picked up the 
slack in the 49-27 rout of the Super Bowl champions. 

Manning joined Y.A. Tittle of the New York Giants as the only QBs to throw seven 
touchdown passes in a game without an interception. Tittle accomplished the feat 
51 years ago. 

"It's something ridiculous," said tight end Julius Thomas, on the receiving end of 
Manning's first two TD throws. "I think a couple guys were joking, we were saying 
it's like Madden — the only time you get to throw seven touchdowns." 

Unless you're Peyton Manning in the flesh, just as good at 37 as he was at 27. 

"I finally got to witness it live and see what he's capable of doing," said rookie 
running back Montee Ball. 

Manning is the sixth QB to toss seven TD passes in a game and the first since 
Minnesota's Joe Kapp in 1969. This generation knows Kapp more for his throwdown 
with Angelo Mosca at a Canadian Football League alumni luncheon a couple of years 
ago that went viral on the Internet. 

"Great Canadian quarterback out of Cal," said Manning. "Kicked the crap out of a 
guy on YouTube a couple of years ago, too." 

A lot like what Manning did to the Super Bowl champs Thursday night. 

Manning overcame a slow start and a 33-minute lightning delay to throw for 462 
yards, the fourth-highest total in an opener. He completed 27 of 42 passes and 



showed precision all over the field, from the pinpoint pass to Bubba Caldwell along 
the left sideline for a 28-yard score to the short blitz-beating toss that Demaryius 
Thomas turned into a 78-yard score that gave Manning a share of the record. 

"Well, we got into a good rhythm," Manning said. "It took us a while. I don't make 
excuses but I do think that lightning delay did slow us down." 

If not for that, maybe Manning wakes up Friday with the record all to himself. 

The others he now shares the mark with read like a Who's Who to some and to 
others, a Who's That? 

Sid Luckman in '43, Adrian Burk in '54, George Blanda in '61. 

"I barely remember people on the list," coach John Fox cracked. "One, I wasn't 
born yet. I actually recall the others. But I was very young. Like I said, I didn't 
really realize it until after the game. You're trying to score a lot of points, you don't 
really remember how you did it. But I mean, he's a remarkable guy and there were 
some great throws in there." 

New offensive coordinator Adam Gase, who promised to push the pace this season, 
never let his pedal off the metal, calling the shots as Manning threw five second-
half touchdown passes. And he did so from the sideline, unlike his predecessor, 
Mike McCoy, saving precious seconds because they didn't have to go through a 
third party on the way to Manning's helmet transmitter. 

"He was very decisive," Manning said of Gase. "He was getting the plays in early. 
He had a good game plan, he had an aggressive game plan. We took some shots 
down the field, especially down there around the 30-, 40-yard line. We took some 
shots down the field and hit some plays. Yet, we were patient when we had to be. I 
thought he was really decisive all night." 

Fastbreak football at altitude proved too much for a refurbished Ravens defense 
that's without emotional leaders Ed Reed and Ray Lewis. 

"We felt like we had to keep scoring because Baltimore can score at any time," said 
Manning, who watched Joe Flacco's 70-yard TD toss to Jacoby Jones with 31 
seconds left in regulation tie their playoff game eight months ago. That propelled 
the Ravens to the Super Bowl title so many expected would be Denver's. 

"Last year was last year. It is a new year for us," Manning said. "This was a good 
start to a new season for us. There is a good chance, hopefully, depending on how 
the season goes, you easily could expect to see Baltimore again. 

"So, it's just a start, get a couple days' extra preparation for Week 2." 



That's when the Broncos visit the Giants for another Manning vs. Manning matchup. 

"We don't have to talk about that until Wednesday," said Manning, the talk of the 
football world this weekend after showing his right arm is strong again and his 
shoulders plenty wide. 

 



Peyton Manning throws NFL record 7 TDs 
as Broncos rout Ravens 
By Mike Klis  
The Denver Post 
September 5, 2013 

Peyton Manning won the Poster War. Manning was hanging in banner form, back 
turned to his enemy, pictured in the classic quarterback pose, a glove missing from 
his right passing hand. 

The other poster, controversially hanging outside the stadium that Denver-area 
taxpayers and Broncos owner Pat Bowlen built, was Joe Flacco. He represented the 
bane of what Denver fans wish for. 

After the Broncos roared to a 49-27 victory over the Baltimore Ravens in the NFL's 
season-opening game Thursday night at Sports Authority Field at Mile High, may 
Manning posters decorate kid bedrooms near and far. 

Late in the fourth quarter, the Broncos and stadium management started taking 
down the Flacco posters. Imagine the civil unrest they would have incited as 
Broncos fans exited the stadium. 

In his first regular-season game since he turned 37 years old, Manning threw not 
one, not two or three or four touchdown passes. Or five. Or, gasp, six. Manning 
threw seven touchdown passes! That tied a pro football record, joining five others 
to do it. 

"We had great protection," Manning said. "It was a fun night to play quarterback. 
... Once we got into a rhythm, we got into a flow." 

Broncos coach John Fox said of his star quarterback, "This was pretty phenomenal." 

Manning was 27-of-42 for 462 yards. He was indiscriminate in choosing his targets. 
The Broncos are supposed to have one of the NFL's best receiving trios in 
Demaryius Thomas, Eric Decker and Wes Welker. 

But Manning threw his first two touchdown passes to young tight end Julius 
Thomas, who entered the game with one career catch in two NFL seasons. The third 
scoring pass went to No. 4 receiver Andre Caldwell, who had just one catch last 
season. 

About Julius Thomas, Manning said, "He made two huge plays for touchdowns." 



Manning went to Welker for two short scoring tosses. Then he hit Demaryius 
Thomas early in the fourth quarter for another TD. And he capped his night with 
another TD pass to Thomas, this one for 78 yards. 

It was Welker's Denver debut, and the former New England Patriots star had a 
mixed performance, muffing a punt that set up a Ravens touchdown but also 
hauling in eight catches through the third quarter. 

"It was a good team effort," Welker said. "We call came out and executed really 
well. The defense did a great job, got some three and outs and the special teams 
made plays." About the crowd, he said, "I've never seen anything like it in my 
career." 

But Manning stole the show.  

"That's what he does," said Ravens receiver Brandon Stokley, who was with Denver 
a year ago. "He put on a great performance." 

Did Manning exact revenge against the Ravens for the city of Denver? Not 
completely. There was no tomorrow when the Ravens rallied to beat the Broncos 
38-35 in double overtime during a frigid January playoff game in Denver. There are 
essentially 15 more tomorrows in this 16-game NFL season. But the Broncos are 1-
0 now and have 12 consecutive regular-season victories. 

It also was a day to remember for Julius Thomas. Around 9 a.m. Thursday, news 
leaked that he had been arrested. The issue started with a traffic ticket, which is no 
big deal. But when he didn't show up in court, Von Miller could have told him about 
the consequences. A warrant, followed by another traffic ticket, led to an arrest and 
some embarrassing publicity on the biggest day of his pro career. 

Even though he didn't play in the playoff loss in January, Thomas understood how 
devastating that season-ending defeat was to Denver football fans. 

He also knew the city badly wanted a win against the Ravens in a semi-rematch 
Thursday. 

"We started work back in April," Thomas said this week. "But for the fans, the last 
thing that happened was pretty much that game. So I can understand why they're 
excited. But it's been almost a year since I've played a football game, so I'm going 
to be pretty fired up too." 

By 9 p.m. Thursday night, he was in the Broncos' halftime locker room with the first 
two touchdown catches of his career. 

The Ravens started the day by giving Super Bowl-winning coach John Harbaugh a 
contract extension. But in a key third-quarter sequence, Harbaugh failed to toss the 



challenge flag when Manning one-hopped a pass to Welker. Manning hurried to the 
line and fired a pass to Demaryius Thomas for a first down — and the Broncos were 
off and running. 

Harbaugh now is 0-1 since getting his contract extended, thanks to the guy in the 
poster wearing the orange uniform. 

 



Peyton Manning back leading Denver 
Broncos' charge 
 
By Mike Gegenheimer  
NOLA.com 
September 1, 2013 
 
Two years ago Peyton Manning could've easily retired as one of the most prolific 
passers in NFL history. His 54,828 passing yards and 399 touchdown passes at the 
time plus Super Bowl ring would've sealed his Pro Football Hall of Fame 
enshrinement. 

But after being released by the Indianapolis Colts, the middle child of Louisiana's 
first family of football decided to play on for the Denver Broncos. 

Though Denver fell short of the Super Bowl as the AFC's No. 1 seed last season, 
Manning's first season after a career-threatening neck injury was deemed a success 
by all accounts. 

Now Manning it taking advantage of his first full offseason with the Broncos, who 
are one of the favorites to hoist the Lombardi Trophy in February.  

"It's only my second year working with guys like (wide receivers Eric) Decker and 
Demaryius Thomas, and you've got to work on timing with them," Manning said. 
"You can never stop working on your timing in my opinion." 

Manning's timing wasn't too shabby last season as he threw for 4,659 yards and 37 
touchdowns and made the Pro Bowl, while Decker and Thomas finished with a 
combined 2,498 yards and 23 touchdowns. 

This time around Manning will have a new target as former New England Patriots 
wide receiver Wes Welker joined the team. 

"Just trying to get on the same page with him," Manning said of Welker. "He's a 
hard worker, he loves football and I'm glad I have a chance to play with him this 
year." 

Welker caught 118 passes for 1,354 yards and six touchdowns last season from 
another elite quarterback, three-time Super Bowl winner Tom Brady.  

"(Timing) varies with different guys," Manning said. "I think you can't get enough 
repetitions to work on that timing. You're constantly repeating plays and repeating 
plays trying to make sure you're on the same page.  



"I'd love to have 10 years with the guy, but there's certainly a little bit of cramming 
going on trying to get on the same page with a certain amount of months leading 
up to that season opener." 

The pressure on Manning became all the more apparent after the NFL suspended 
Broncos linebacker Von Miller six games for violating the league's substance-abuse 
policy. Miller, an All-Pro last season, accounted for 30 sacks, nine forced fumbles 
and 133 tackles since being drafted second overall out of Texas A&M in 2011. 

It won't take long for Manning and the Broncos to delve into the meat of their 2013 
schedule as Denver hosts reigning Super Bowl champion Baltimore on Sept. 5 and 
then travel to New York to face Manning's younger brother Eli and the Giants. 

This will be the third time the Manning brothers have squared off in the regular 
season. Peyton Manning, who has won both meetings, said he understands the 
game presents a unique opportunity for fans, but he's just focused on getting a 
win. 

"I don't think my parents (ex-NFL QB Archie and Olivia) enjoy it very much," 
Manning said. "(Older brother) Cooper has not attended one of those games, and I 
doubt he'll attend this one. It's kind of hard on him." 

  



Todd Helton, forever Peyton Manning's 
teammate, turns 40 
By Benjamin Hochman 
The Denver Post 
August 20, 2013 

In Denver, they're 17 and 18, Helton and Manning, but really they're 2 and 16, 
titans at Tennessee, forever fresh-faced quarterbacks with rubber arms. 

And now, Todd Helton is a graybeard — well, a speckled gray goatee — and 
Manning is so old that his Broncos' backup, Brock Osweiler, turned 4 in the fall of 
1994, when a freshman Manning took over for the injured Tennessee quarterback 
Helton. 

On Tuesday, Todd Helton turned 40. 

Forty. 

"How 'bout that," Manning said after practice. 

We all know about the bond of these two Volunteers who became voluminous 
personas, winning batting titles and MVPs. 

"We've lived similar lives, so we can relate to each other. And we're both obsessive 
about our jobs," Helton told The Denver Post in 2012. "I've never been a guy who 
has been sure of myself, and that's what drives me. But he is way more driven than 
I am. Way more." 

Manning said Tuesday that he went to a Rockies game earlier this month, "and I 
had a good visit with Todd, and I'm pulling for the Rockies to get on a little bit of a 
roll here." 

Helton is no longer Helton. He's hitting just .254/.320/.390. He's hanging on. If this 
is his last season, he's surely taking a different approach than the Yankees' Marino 
Rivera, who's getting a rocking chair and a standing ovation at every park he visits 
for the last time. Helton is going down swinging. 

Age is just a number, OK, but there's something about 40 compared to, say, 39. 
Forty is a classification, a permanent scar. In sports, 30-somethings attack, 40-
somethings survive. And surely, the fact that Denver's most-famous baseball player 
turned 40 made many Denver baseball fans simultaneously feel old and young, as 
they remember how old they were when Helton looked like he couldn't even grow 
facial hair, when Helton could sure hit. 



If only to make sure fans remember, let's reminisce about the 2000 season, 
something of lore (or video games or Coors Field).  

He led the National League with all the following stats: .372 batting average, 147 
RBIs, 59 doubles, .463 on-base percentage, .698 slugging percentage. His wins 
above replacement (WAR) was 8.9 — last season, in his triple crown year, the 
Tigers' Miguel Cabrera's WAR was 7.3. Yet somehow, perhaps with the Coors 
stigma, Helton finished fifth in the MVP vote . 

So here we are — 17 and 18 are now 40 and 37. Peyton's primed for a Super Bowl 
run, though the road got rockier with Tuesday afternoon's news that Von Miller will 
miss the first six games of the season due to suspension. 

"He's part of the family and I certainly have his back as his teammate," Manning 
said Tuesday after practice about Miller. "And I know that all of the players do and 
the organization does. We'll get through this time and we support him 100 
percent." 

That's Peyton, I suppose, forever the teammate, even though this guy totally let 
him down. 

And for Manning, one of his closest teammates isn't even on his team. 

 



Peyton Manning passing the eye test as 
Broncos rev up for NFL season 
By Terry Frei 
The Denver Post 
August 20, 2013 

The dress rehearsal game — the Broncos' meeting with the St. Louis Rams at 
Sports Authority Field — is coming up Saturday night. It almost certainly will be 
Peyton Manning and the first offense's final work of the preseason. 

So far, through the yawn-inducing road victory at San Francisco and the decisive 
loss at Seattle, and through injuries and off-field dramas, one of the positives for 
Denver is that Manning has looked sharp. It isn't the numbers — 13-for-20, for 176 
yards and one touchdown — as much as it is the eye test.  

"There's some things that we've improved on, some things that we need to 
continue to work on," Manning said after practice Tuesday. "This will be a good test 
against St. Louis. They were number one in sacks in the NFL last year, so it will be 
a great test for our guys up front. 

"The plan is probably to play the most that we have . . . and it will be nice going 
into the game knowing you're not going to come out, you're going to stay in and 
hopefully get into a rhythm and flow." 

Given that the starters likely won't play at all in the final exhibition, against Arizona 
in Denver on Aug. 29, this will be the tuneup for the Sept. 5 season opener against 
Baltimore. 

"The third preseason game is always important," Manning said. "It's when you want 
to see progress." 

A year ago, of course, it was reasonable to at least wonder how Manning, who sat 
out the entire 2011 season and had undergone multiple neck surgeries, would look 
— or at least hold up — in his first season with Denver. There were as many 
questions as answers, with most of them involving his resilience and health.  

Now, with Manning approaching his second season in something other than a Colts' 
uniform, it's at least interesting to note that those questions don't even seem worth 
bringing up. That doesn't mean that at age 37 he is guaranteed to hold up or 
remain at the top of his game, but the issue of whether he can come back from 
months of inactivity and multiple surgeries is last year's story. 



So at least in his single weekly group meeting with the media outside game day, he 
more often is being asked about others — including his offensive line.  

"I thought they did a heck of a job last week in as loud a place as there may be in 
the NFL, especially in the preseason," Manning said. "That place was rocking. We 
had very few communication issues. We had some audibles and we had some 
changes at the line of scrimmage we were on the same page, and that's a great 
test." 

Manning has acknowledged his input when the Broncos decided to sign Ryan Lilja 
and bring in the former Colts guard, presumably as a prime candidate to take over 
as the starting center in the wake of Dan Koppen's season-ending knee injury. But 
Manning again praised Manny Ramirez, who is clinging to the No. 1 spot. 

"Manny's done a great job," Manning said. "He's worked hard. He's in a new 
position. The best teacher is experience, and there's not a walk-through or taking 
snaps in practice or a single play in practice that's not valuable, that he's not 
learning something, that I'm not learning something from him.  

"He and I are constantly communicating and he has done everything that the 
coaches have asked of him. I think he'll just continue to get better every day." 

Manning also said he was looking forward to having Ryan Clady back in the lineup 
at left tackle Saturday, after his incremental recovery from offseason shoulder 
surgery. Manning said fill-in Chris Clark had done "an outstanding job," then added:  

"We are going to play a number of guys. Hardly anyone plays five linemen 
anymore. You can play as many as eight guys. It's been great working with Chris, 
and I feel the same with Chris in there as with Ryan. I have confidence, but there's 
no question Ryan Clady is a special player. He's worked hard in his rehab and it's 
great to see him back out there." 

He was noncommittal and diplomatic when asked about the state of the running 
back position, where Ronnie Hillman and Montee Ball, and perhaps Knowshon 
Moreno, are in the hunt for the top spot. 

"Both those guys will continue to get better, I think, each and every day with all the 
hard work they're putting in," Manning said.  

 



Coming off sensational year, Peyton 

Manning not showing his age 

By Mike Klis 

The Denver Post 

August 11, 2013 

There is a long history of quarterback fossils performing in the NFL, although little 

of it is pleasant. 

Bart Starr won the first two Super Bowls but never again posted a winning record in 

his four seasons after he turned 34. Johnny Unitas and Joe Namath were so bad in 
their advanced years that a new generation of NFL fans grew up believing Dad and 
Uncle Floyd had no clue what they were talking about. 

For the longest time, Y.A. Tittle was the NFL quarterback known for enjoying his 
best seasons in the twilight of his career. Tittle is in the Pro Football Hall of Fame 
because of his three-year run with the New York Giants at the ages of 35, 36 and 

37. 

Maybe that's what the Broncos have in Peyton Manning. Maybe he's not the latest 
37-year-old trying to recapture glory of a time gone by. Maybe Manning is the next 

Y.A. Tittle. 

"A lot of people said he wasn't 100 percent last year," Broncos receiver Demaryius 
Thomas said of Manning. "I felt like he was, but the way he's throwing the ball 

around now, he looks a lot better. A lot stronger. A little more zip. Still, last year I 
thought he was one of the best in the game." 

Forgive Thomas for defending Manning in the quarterback's initial season with the 
Broncos. A year after he patiently waited for Tim Tebow's passes to arrive in the 

general vicinity of his route, Thomas caught a career-best 94 passes from Manning 
in 2012. 

Whatever strength four operations had removed from Manning's arm, he still had 

plenty. 

Maybe the nerves extending from his surgically repaired neck to right fingertips 
have regenerated another centimeter or so. A year of curling and exerting could 

have built up the muscles around the nerves, perhaps. 

"Another year with the same training staff, same strength staff, you make that 
progression," said Denver receiver Eric Decker, who scored 13 touchdowns among 
his 85 catches last year. "It definitely shows how hard he's worked, and it's paying 



off. He came in here in better shape. You'd have to ask him how he feels, but it 
looks like he's feeling a lot better than he did a year ago." 

Whatever the reason, Manning at 37 appears improved physically over the 36-year-

old version that statistically had a season for the ages in 2012. 

"It's hard for me to tell that," Manning said. "But when the cornerbacks like Chris 
Harris say there's less reaction time (to cover his throws), I value that feedback. 

That does tell me something. I can use that. Maybe I can hold it an extra second 
against the rush." 

Old QB still looks all right  

To be in the arena is to experience the adrenaline rush of competition, the thrill of 

performance. 

It's a "high" that cannot be duplicated. No drug, no prescription, no front-office job 
can match it. 

The feeling must be unquenchable because the playing field is also where complete 

satisfaction is unattainable, criticism a certainty. 

Manning put together a string of performances last season that led to the second-
best year of his extraordinary career. He threw 10 more touchdown passes than in 

his MVP season of 2008. He threw six fewer interceptions than in his MVP season of 
2009. 

His 13-3 record was one win better than his record in his MVP seasons of 2003, 
2004 and 2008. 

And yet there was analysis that Manning couldn't throw to his right. There was 
commentary after his three-interception first half against the Falcons in Atlanta that 
he no longer could reach all six passing zones — left, middle, right, both short and 

longer routes. At season's end there was stingy criticism from everywhere that he 
couldn't play in the cold. 

The truth? Manning threw more passes to the deep right portion of the field (41) 

than he did to the deep middle (25) or deep left (40). 

"Honestly, we had our offense set up on both sides of the ball," Decker said. "That 
was never an issue." 

And had it not been for a blown coverage in the final seconds of the fourth quarter 

in the Broncos' double-overtime playoff loss to the Baltimore Ravens in Denver, 
Manning, who has taken to wearing a glove on his throwing hand in inclement 
conditions, would have posted a 101.3 passer rating, completing 24-of-37 for 261 

yards and three touchdowns with one interception in below-zero wind chill. 



Running game important 

This season? Just because Manning is stronger and healthier doesn't mean he will 
have a better season. 

For starters, Manning in his physical prime did better statistically than in 2012 only 
once. And even in his astounding, 49-touchdown pass season in 2004, his 
Indianapolis Colts finished with one fewer win at 12-4. 

"A lot depends on how the running back situation sets itself and develops," former 

Colts general manager Bill Polian said during an ESPN teleconference Friday. "If 
you're going to have the kind of year that he had in '04 and we had in '04, it's 

dependent on the running back being a big threat, so that you set up the play-
action pass, which with Peyton always turns into a big play." 

Without a strong running game to keep the defense honest, Polian said 

quarterbacks "have to gravitate more to short passes, and you don't get the kinds 
of explosive plays." 

So, more than an ability to set his feet and drive his throw 18 yards down the 
seam, more than anything an exercise band or barbell can accomplish, Manning 

needs young tailbacks Ronnie Hillman and Montee Ball to develop. 

There's time. The playoffs aren't until January. And the 37-year-old Manning might 
be just getting started. 

 



Peyton Manning: Age is just a number 

By Arnie Stapleton 

The Associated Press 

August 6, 2013 

 

ENGLEWOOD, Colo. (AP) — Peyton Manning knows that at age 37, he's long in 

tooth and short on time, at least by NFL standards. Yet, the annual influx of 22-

year-olds who are ever-stronger, ever-fitter and ever-faster have him feeling like a 

youngster himself. 

They keep him on his toes, spry in body, mind and spirit. 

So do the athletic trainers and the strength staff who monitor his never-ending 

rehab, the new offensive coordinator who's barking into his ear on game day, the 

new position coach and his new slot receiver extraordinaire, Wes Welker. 

"Yeah, certainly I'm still learning," Manning told The Associated Press in an 

interview after practice Tuesday. "You still learn when you have a new offensive 

coordinator in Adam Gase, a new quarterbacks coach in Greg Knapp, who's been 

around football for a while and I'm learning some of his coaching philosophies. Any 

time you're constantly learning, I think that does make you feel young. That makes 

you feel like all the other players. 

"Sometimes when you have a little variety, that does keep things kind of fresh and 

keeps you stimulated. But football, it doesn't really matter how old you are or how 

young you are, you're all fighting for the same goal. And so, I love practicing every 

day. I love being out there with the guys, I love hanging out in the locker room 

when you have a free minute and having some laughs but working in the weight 

room. So, I feel very much like one of the guys." 

And he plays very much like he always has. 

Manning had a terrific comeback last season and he looks even better this summer. 

No less an expert than Hall of Famer John Elway, who just happens to be his boss, 

said the ball is coming off Manning's hand much better than it ever did last season, 

when the four-time MVP won Comeback Player of the Year after rebounding from a 

series of neck injuries and surgeries that affected a nerve that runs into his right 

triceps. 

Manning set Broncos single-season records in nearly every major passing category 

in 2012, including completions (400), completion percentage (68.6), yards passing 

(4,659), TD passes (37), QB rating (105.8) and 300-yard games (nine) after 

missing his final season in Indianapolis in 2011. 



Yet after leading Denver to an AFC-best 13-3 record, the Broncos' 11-game winning 

streak came crashing to a halt with a 38-35 loss to eventual Super Bowl champion 

Baltimore on a frigid January afternoon in the Rocky Mountains. 

The Ravens and Broncos kick off the 2013 season in Denver on Sept. 5, and in a 

twist, it's the Broncos who have been getting all the love as the trendy Super Bowl 

pick this season, not the defending champions who actually got to hoist the 

Lombardi Trophy back in February. 

On the first day of training camp, Manning said, "We still kind of have a scar from 

losing that playoff game and I think players need to kind of be reminded of that 

daily, use that to drive them, to fuel them to make us a better team." 

Manning said Tuesday that he doesn't think any of his teammates have put that 

loss in their rearview but instead have kept it on their dashboard, where they can 

see it every day and never forget the pain of coming up short. 

"You'd better have a drive. You'd better have a goal for every season, a hunger, 

whatever you want to call it, a thirst, a little fire in your belly, so I think certainly 

our team's had that and it's about trying to go a little farther, trying to finish," 

Manning said. "I think guys have worked hard all offseason." 

Of course, some newcomers like Dominique Rodgers-Cromartie or Montee Ball 

weren't here for that devastating defeat. 

"Every player can have a different motivation," Manning said. "I'm sure some guys 

have had, they'd be lying if they told you they weren't fighting to win but also 

fighting to get a new contract or I know Brandon Stokley last year wanted his son 

to see him, his son was old enough to see him score a touchdown. So, there are 

different motivations. And it doesn't really matter what it is as long as a player's 

doing everything he can to do his job." 

The other day, Elway said he hopes Manning plays into his 40s. As fit as he is, that 

certainly seems possible right now, but Manning isn't thinking beyond 2013, saying 

he's "all-in" for this season and isn't even thinking about anything beyond that. 

That's no different than any other year, really. 

"Things happen. It's just the way football is in today's world. With free agency, with 

injuries, with the parity in the league, it's hard to think too far past the current 

year," Manning said. "I think the players that are on the 2013 team are going to be 

different than the players that are on the 2014 team and the 2012, so you'd better 

be doing everything you can to be the best for this team." 

 



Denver Broncos QB Peyton Manning a 

sure sign of proper perspective 

By Mike Klis  

The Denver Post 

August 5, 2013 

Practice will conclude Monday and it will be the defensive backs' turn to sign 

autographs. 

Broncos fans will scramble to the ropes to get scribbled names from the likes of 

Champ Bailey, Chris Harris, Kayvon Webster. And Peyton Manning. 

There have been other training camp practices at Dove Valley the past two weeks 

when it has been running backs and wide receivers, safeties and tight ends who 

have signed. And a quarterback named Peyton Manning. 

He hasn't missed a day. It's always Manning's turn to sign autographs.  

Was it Dad who instilled Manning with his congenial attitude toward autographs? 

"No, when I was kid — well, yeah, I do remember after games waiting for my dad," 

Manning said of Archie Manning, a star quarterback for Ole Miss and then the New 

Orleans Saints. "He always took the time to sign. But I got to meet a lot of people 

growing up. I wasn't an autograph collector; I was just a handshake collector. I 

can't prove to you that I met Walter Payton. But I know that I did. It's memory that 

counts for me. It was the moment, the handshake." 

There was the team scrimmage in the rain Saturday night at Sports Authority Field 

at Mile High. There were more than 44,000 fans in attendance despite the bad 

weather. Every player and many of the coaches put in their obligatory 10 to 15 

minutes of autograph signing. 

By a good five to 10 minutes, Manning was the last one off the field. 

"I think part of it is, they're not going to ask forever," he said in a private moment 

outside the Broncos' locker room after the scrimmage. "It's a unique job where the 

quarterback does wear a certain hat. In training camp practice, fans are allowed to 

come there. They're coming to watch practice, they're coming to get an autograph 

from one of the guys. There was one guy, he said, 'I was here all last year I didn't 

get one, and I finally got one.' " 

There are cliques in the office, buddies in the factory and position groups in the  
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locker room that speak of "people pleasers" as if the term is a character flaw. Other 

people will brag "I don't care what people think," as if this is a strength. 

Manning, as the face of the Broncos — for that matter, as the most recognizable 

personality in the NFL for the past 16 years — considers it his responsibility to do 

right by people. 

Just know that the people in the locker room are his top priority. The beauty of 

Manning taking not one but two running and diving belly-flops onto the field 

Saturday? 

It was a moment where Manning was just another one of the guys. 

"We were listening to (Bill) Parcells' Hall of Fame (induction) speech and he was 

talking about the locker room," Manning said. "It was funny, at that moment you 

look around and we were sitting in the locker room, watching it with (John) Elway, 

guys in the locker room. Where else do you get to do that besides a pro football 

locker room and then take a headfirst slide into the end zone?" 

As lightning and a monsoon fell on the stadium Saturday at about 7 p.m., it 

appeared the Broncos would have to bang their scrimmage and send the large 

crowd home disappointed. Then offensive coordinator Adam Gase brought up the 

movie "Bull Durham," in which Kevin Costner's character, Crash Davis, came up 

with the idea to turn on the ballpark's sprinklers, flood the field and force a 

postponement for the next day's game. 

"So Jeremiah Johnson, who is one of the funniest guys on the team, I said, 

'Jeremiah, what do you think if I do a full sprint-out, 50-yard line dive?' " Manning 

said. 

Johnson replied: "I'm in. You say the word." 

Then it occurred to Johnson that this was Peyton Manning, the most indispensable 

player on the team. 

"You sure it's OK?" Johnson asked Manning. 

Manning uttered his reassurance. 

"I was telling (Wes) Welker: 'That was fun,' " Manning said. "I can't remember the 

last time you get to do something like that." 

 



Paige: Peyton Manning in a Super Bowl 

state of mind 

By Woody Paige 

The Denver Post 

August 4, 2013 

 

Think of Hank Aaron with a bat, Brooks Robinson with a glove, Bjorn Borg with a 

racket, Jack Nicklaus with a 1-iron, Peter Forsberg with a stick, Dale Earnhardt with 

a stock car, Michael Jordan with a basketball, Michelangelo with a chisel and a slab 

of marble, Frank Sinatra with a ballad. 

Think of Peyton Manning with a football. 

He is the special, smooth, skilled master craftsman — an assiduous athlete and 

distinctive artist, a Rodin-thinking man in his 37th year, a will-be Hall of Fame 

quarterback soon to begin his 14th season in the NFL, his second in Denver. 

Manning and the Broncos returned Saturday to the stadium for the first time since 

Jan. 12. 

After a delay because of showers and lightning, the players finally emerged at 7:30 

p.m. to the delight of approximately 25,000 loyalists. Peyton raced to the 45-yard 

line and did a belly flop on the slippery surface. He and several others repeated the 

headfirst slide at the goal. Several minutes later the Broncos held an abbreviated 

scrimmage. 

On his first drive, at the defense's 4-yard line, Peyton rolled right (just as he did on 

his last pass against Baltimore). This one had better results: a completed 

touchdown pass to Demaryius Thomas. Manning departed the scrimmage. 

Peyton didn't stop to stare and ruminate about the Broncos' last time on the field, 

and his last pass — an interception. "I don't look at what's happened in the past. 

We had a good season (in 2012), but we didn't finish the way we wanted to finish. I 

look at this year now," he told me after practice the previous day. 

Yet, he admitted that the playoff loss to the Ravens in the second overtime still 

"hurts. It stings. We hope to use that sting to motivate us this year, and keep us 

driven to try to finish this year." 

"Finish" translates to "Super Bowl." 

"I really feel that, in today's NFL, when you get into your 30s, and you've played a 

long time, whether it's me or Champ (Bailey), you have to have a sense of 
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urgency" about winning the Super Bowl. "If any part of you is thinking, 'Well, we'll 

just get some momentum this year and save that (championship) for next year,' 

that's being selfish, and you're not being fair to the other guys. With injuries and 

free agents, you don't know what's going to happen next year. You'd better be all in 

for this year." 

Last August, when I asked Manning about his long-term plans in Denver, he said: 

"At the end of the day, my contract really is a one-year contract." 

No longer true. He passed an offseason physical, and Manning will receive $40 

million guaranteed through the 2014 season. Even though he signed for five years, 

the Broncos — and especially John Elway (who retired at 38) — want Manning to 

play as long as he desires. 

There were no uncertainties Saturday about Manning's recovery from the neck 

injury and three surgeries that forced him to miss the 2011 season. He was 

comeback player of the year and MVP runner-up. His health is not an issue; his arm 

and his resolve are stronger. 

"I've made considerable progress from last year. ... I've put in a lot of sweat with 

Luke (Richesson, the team's strength and conditioning coach) and Greek (trainer 

Steve Antonopulos). Doctors told me back in September 2011 (when he underwent 

an operation that fused two vertebrae), that time was the biggest thing. There has 

been improvement, and I'm hopeful there will be even more." 

Cornerback Chris Harris has said the quarterback is "light years ahead" of the 

previous training camp. "Obviously, Chris' opinion means a lot to me," Manning 

said. "He and I constantly compete against one another in practice. I've always 

appreciated and used feedback from receivers and DBs. If that's how he's seeing 

that, there must be some truth to it. Sometimes, when you're in this body and see 

yourself every single day, you don't know how you're doing. All that offseason hard 

work is paying off." 

Both Peyton and younger brother Eli have reached two Super Bowls. Eli won two, 

Peyton one. Eli said he is hungry to advance to his third. 

"I feel the exact same way," Peyton said. "I think any head coach would be 

disappointed in his quarterback if he didn't have that mentality. Coach Fox talks 

about how he's been to two, and he wants to go win one (this season). That's what 

I want. Our whole team wants that. You can sit here and talk about it all you want, 

but you got to go do it." 

Indeed, the Broncos are favored by the Vegas wiseguys to win the Super Bowl. 



"Yeah, well, there are things we have to improve on," Manning said. "I have not ... 

we have expectations ourselves, but at this point, we have things we have to get 

better at. So I don't give that a lot of, I guess, time because I'm more focused on 

what we have to do in order to accomplish our goals." 

Manning does allow himself a moment to remember his grandest memory. "It sure 

is a fun offseason when you win your last game, and it's the Super Bowl. I've 

gotten to experience it once. There's no feeling quite like it." 

After prevailing in the NBA Finals this year, LeBron James said the second was 

sweeter than the first. "That's what I would think," Peyton said, "and I'd love to be 

able to confirm it this year." 

Think of Manning and the Broncos with another Super Bowl victory. 

 



Tom Brady, Peyton Manning win secret 

golf match on Hail Mary 

By Will Brinson 

CBSSports.com 

July 31, 2013 

Everyone looks at Tom Brady and Peyton Manning as mortal enemies. But while 

they typically do battle on the football field for AFC bragging rights (and will again 

in 2013 when the Patriots and Broncos meet), it's a pretty good bet they actually 

like one another. 

Case in point: Manning and Brady teamed up recently to take down a pair of 

businessmen in what Manning told theMMQB.com was "a very private round of golf" 

that nearly featured Manning and Brady falling to "Ed and Sam." 

“Both of us felt like it was one of our biggest victories," Manning said. “We could 

not lose to these guys, because we knew it would go viral, within minutes." 

The victory was well deserved, too, as the pair was teamed up against Ed and Sam 

in a best-ball match and entered hole No. 17 at a course "near Pebble Beach" with 

the businessmen having a "one-stroke lead." (It was probably a "one-hole lead," 

which seems like semantics but makes the story a lot spicier; plus that's usually 

how you score in best ball. Anyway.) 

Brady proceeded to birdie No. 17 and then Manning birdied No. 18, giving the pair 

of future Hall of Famers a victory over the biz suits who were looking to hang one of 

the coolest-sounding pelts ever on their wall. I mean, you take down Manning and 

Brady in a best-ball golf match? You're going to tell that story approximately 

eleventy billion times over the next five years. 

Alas it didn't work out. Manning and Brady are superb at football and, by all 

accounts, quite good at golf. Brady's generally a renowned golfer (he even had an 

Entourage cameo playing golf) and Manning's already got a 77 at Augusta and a 

hole-in-one near Denver on his offseason links résumé. 

There are plenty of everyman scratch golfers; athletes getting beat by normal folks 

in golf shouldn't be that shocking. But Brady and Manning certainly managed to 

avoid a nightmare story -- and secured a monster victory -- by stepping up in the 

clutch. That sounds about right. 
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Manning 'All In on 2013' 

Quarterback Peyton Manning said that he's 'all in' for the 2013 season following the 
training camp opener on Thursday.  

Mike Morris 
DenverBroncos.com 
July 25, 2013  

ENGLEWOOD, Colo. -- Peyton Manning’s response regarding his level of focus for 
the upcoming season was as crisp as the spirals he rifled to Wes Welker and other 
Broncos receivers during the first practice of training camp. 

“I’m all in on 2013,” Manning said following the training camp opener Thursday 
morning. “Guys have put the time in. Had a good season in the weight room with 
Luke (Richesson), our strength coach, and now is the time to put that work into 
fruition a little bit.” 

Just 12 months after all eyes were focused on his return from injury and his debut 
in Denver, Manning noted that his comfort level was significantly higher on the first 
day of his second training camp with the Broncos. 

“I certainly feel more comfortable,” Manning said. “I have more knowledge about 
how I feel physically and what I can do and certainly of our teammates, our system 
(and) kind of this Denver Broncos culture.” 

Manning’s physical abilities were on display in one-on-one drills when he lofted a 
deep spiral that was hauled in by Wes Welker, who made a one-handed, over-the-
shoulder catch in the end zone that drew a roaring applause from the crowd. 

“We’ve got a new receiver, Welker, I don’t know if you saw him out there today,” 
Manning laughed, noting that working with Welker feels similar to getting to know 
Eric Decker and Demaryius Thomas last season. “You’d love to have five years to 
get that timing down. We’ve got a short amount of time, and that is why every day 
is really so important.” 

Manning acknowledged that one particularly important element of training camp is 
the ability to practice against the first-team defense, which creates a challenging 
practice environment that enables the team to take greater strides. 

“What’s great about training camp is it’s the only time you can go against your 
starting defense,” Manning said. “We don’t do that as much in season, so it’s great 
competitive work and trying to improve. Trying to be a better team than we were 
last year and be a better team tomorrow than we were today.” 



And while the desire to improve certainly fuels Manning and the Broncos, the sting 
of how the 2012 season ended also serves as strong motivation. 

A 13-3 regular season record – and 4,659 passing yards and 37 touchdowns from 
Manning – were all whisked away in the bitter, January air after the Broncos’ 
playoff loss to the Ravens, and that’s something Manning believes the team needs 
to constantly revisit for inspiration. 

“We still kind of have a scar from losing that playoff game and I think players need 
to kind of be reminded of that daily,” Manning said. “Use that to drive them, to fuel 
them to make us a better team. I think that is a good thing to make us a better 
team and to work hard every day to try to be the best team we can be.” 

Manning added that his teammates have the right mentality for making the strides 
they hope to take.  

“Guys are pumped. Guys are ready to put the work in,” Manning said. "I think 
that’s the key word -- guys are ready to work. We know how much work we have to 
put in. We know how much improvement that we still need to make, but guys are 
excited to put in that work and those are the kind of guys you want to play with.” 

  



Manning on his future: ‘I’m all in on 
2013’ 

Eddie Pells 
Associated Press 
July 25, 2013 

ENGLEWOOD, Colo. (AP) — His arm feels stronger and, yes, Peyton Manning has a 
much better feel for what to expect in Year 2 as the quarterback for the Denver 
Broncos. 

The calendar, however, doesn't stop for anyone. 

Manning turned 37 since the last time he threw a meaningful pass — the 
interception that led to Baltimore's winning score in its double-overtime victory in 
the playoffs — and that so-called window to win a championship will close soon. 

Even that sort of forward thinking, however, doesn't jibe with Manning — whose 
contract is guaranteed through 2014, but who takes things one practice, one game, 
one season at a time. 

"I don't have a set number," Manning said Thursday, after the first practice of 
training camp, when asked how many more years he can play. "I'm all in on 2013." 

All the Broncos are. 

This is a team built to win right now, based largely on the fact that John Elway took 
a chance on the prized quarterback last offseason and has spent all his time since 
spending big to assemble a team full of veterans to surround him. 

"Our goals are set high," coach John Fox said. "From our owner on down, he wants 
to win a championship and he wants to win them back-to-back. That has been done 
here in this organization, so it's not just talk and that's everybody in this building's 
goal." 

To take the next step, Elway added Wes Welker to Manning's already strong 
receiving corps — part of a busy offseason during which he spent $125 million, 
counting the re-signing of left tackle Ryan Clady. 

"I don't know if you saw him out there today," Manning joked about Welker, who 
caught his first training camp passes in front of about 3,000 fans who came out for 
opening day. 

Manning has always insisted it takes years, not weeks or months, to build strong 
connections with new receivers. He doesn't have that kind of time, of course, so 
he's doing the best he can. Now nearly 18 months removed from the last in a series 



of surgeries on his neck, Manning said he feels stronger, even better than he did 
last year, when he threw for 4,659 yards and 37 touchdowns, both the second-
highest total of his 16-year career. 

As for a certain throw or feeling he's experienced on the field this offseason that 
signals to him he's all the way back — well, it's nothing that concrete. 

"I can't really think of a specific throw," Manning said. "I think when you know your 
teammates better, when you have your timing better with your teammates, that 
certainly always has allowed for more precise throws, more confident throws." 

Like the rest of the Broncos, Manning has been itching to get back since last 
season's playoff loss to Baltimore. The Broncos were 13-3, on an 11-game winning 
streak, top-seeded in the AFC and top pick to go to the Super Bowl. 

Elway, drawing comparisons to Denver's flameout in 1996 that was followed by 
Super Bowl titles in 1997 and 1998, is trying to make sure there's no sense of 
complacency this year. At minicamp in April, Manning said he could tell Elway was 
trying to create an "uncomfortable atmosphere" to keep everyone motivated. 

"We still kind of have a scar from losing that playoff game and I think players need 
to kind of be reminded of that daily," Manning said on the first day of training 
camp. 

But there have been signs that the Broncos aren't totally focused. 

Over the past month, Manning has sat back and watched the bad news unfold for 
Denver. First, two executives were suspended after being charged with drunken 
driving. Then, training camp began with All-Pro linebacker Von Miller appealing a 
four-game suspension for violating the league's substance-abuse policy. 

Times like these, Manning said, are when you find out who's with you and who isn't. 

"It's easy when you are rolling along, an 11-game winning streak, everything is 
good," Manning said. "You have some adversity come your way. How do you 
respond? How do you handle it? I think the organization has responded. They made 
their statements and we'll support those that are going through some adversity. At 
the same time, we're going forward trying to win." 

Even with their problems, the Broncos are expected to win. 

They're the odds-on favorite to win the Super Bowl, in fact. 

And though Manning is the king of preaching the one-practice, one-game-at-a-time 
mantra, he isn't shying away from expectations — at least not on the first day of 
training camp. 



"There are outside expectations and there are internal expectations," Manning said. 
"And like Coach Fox said last night, I guess it's a good thing that the outside world 
has high expectations for us as opposed to expecting nothing from us." 

Notes: S Quinton Carter practiced for the first time since an operation on his left 
knee last September. ... Thursday also marked the first full workout for fifth-round 
draft pick Quanterus Smith, who tore his left ACL last fall. ... RB Ronnie Hillman 
was practicing with the first team for much of Thursday's practice. ... As coach John 
Fox promised, LB Von Miller practiced with the first-team defense even though he 
might not be available for the first four games of the season. 

  



Meaningful return ahead for Peyton 
Manning  

Marty Mulé 

The Advocate 
July 16, 2013 

THIBODAUX — Circle Oct. 20th. That will be a red-letter day in the NFL. 

That’s when Peyton Manning, in a “Sunday Night Football” headliner, returns to 
Indianapolis, where he quarterbacked the Colts for 14 years and staked the team to 
eight divisional titles, two AFC championships and a Super Bowl crown. It will be 
like the return of a conquering hero. The town will be in a tizzy. 

But Manning will be wearing an orange jersey instead of Indy’s blue. The standard 
by which all Colts quarterbacks will be judged after passing for 54,828 yards in 13 
seasons, Manning was released by his old club in 2012 after sitting out 2011 in the 
aftermath of neck surgery and weakened arm strength. Indianapolis was 2-14 while 
he was out. 

Now he’s the reigning Comeback Player of the Year after a spectacular return 
season with the Denver Broncos. Manning jockeyed his new team to a 13-3 record, 
throwing for 4,654 yards. 

His successor under center for the Colts, Andrew Luck, had similar success, taking 
Indianapolis to an unexpected 11-5 record while passing for a rookie record 4,374 
yards. 

It all makes for an intriguing midseason matchup, you would think. 

“I’ll deal with that when that weekend gets here,” Manning said coolly Friday at the 
Manning Passing Academy, the skilled players instructional get-together founded 
and run by the Manning family (father Archie and brothers Eli, Cooper and Peyton) 
at Nicholls State University for the past 18 years. Approximately 1,200 boys from 
across the country are participating this year. 

Luck was a camper and later a counselor, including last year. He was scheduled to 
help coach this year but was a no-show. Other NFL quarterbacks on hand to 
instruct the youngsters were Philip Rivers of San Diego, Sam Bradford of St. Louis 
and Matthew Stafford of Detroit. 

Manning said he had no specific recollection of teaching Luck or of him standing out 
in any way. He pointed out that this is not a just a camp for blue-chip athletes but 
mainly also to improve the skill sets of the average high school player. Archie, 
though, said he did remember Luck, whose father was an NFL teammate three 
decades ago. 



“Andrew first came to our camp as an eighth-grader,” the elder Manning 
remembered. “He was a good-looking thrower.” 

The 2012 Colts’ 11 victories under Luck were the most by a rookie quarterback 
drafted No. 1 in NFL history, and his five game-winning drives set the standard for 
a first-year QB. He also threw for the most yards of any rookie. 

Luck and Manning, destined to go down as one of the greatest of all time with (so 
far) four MVP awards and 13 seasons of 4,000 or more passing yards, have far 
more in common than immediately meets the eye. Both were No. 1 draft choices by 
the Colts. Both stayed in school to play an extra college season instead of entering 
the draft. (Luck even called Manning to talk over his experience.) And both were 
Heisman Trophy runners-up. 

So it seems reasonable for the pair to keep up with each other and for Manning to 
see how his old team is doing. Does he take a peek at stories about the Colts and 
Luck each week? 

“No more than any other team,” he said. “I have a lot on my plate every single 
Sunday.” 

 

  



Manning Camp brings more than football 
to area 
 

By Xerxes Wilson 
DailyComet.com 
July 14, 2013 
 
For the ninth year, the Manning Passing Academy has attracted a host of hungry 
mouths, thirsty gas tanks and tired feet to the delight of the local hospitality 
industry. 
 
The camp, hosted by Louisiana natives and NFL quarterbacks Peyton Manning of 
the Denver Broncos and Eli Manning of the New York Giants, attracted more than 
1,200 young athletes this year. 
 
Of those, about 200 live close enough to commute to the camp each day, said 
Kathy Benoit, CEO of Thibodaux's Chamber of Commerce. 
 
"In my estimation, there are about 1,000 families in our area for the duration of the 
camp, which is unbelievable," Benoit said. 
 
Those 1,000 families need to be housed and fed, services local businesses are all 
too happy to provide. 
 
Benoit noted every hotel room in Thibodaux — and others throughout Lafourche 
and Terrebonne — is full for the camp, which ends today. 
 
"This event is vital," said Greg Gaubert, owner of the Carmel Inn on First Street in 
Thibodaux. "We are already almost booked for next year's camp. ... Many of the 
guests have stayed with us continuously for years in a row." 
 
Gaubert's hotel greeted customers with welcome baskets containing coozies, 
cookies, coupons and other goodies. 
 
"As I've traveled the world, I know what makes people happy when they check in. I 
try to make it like home," Gaubert said, naming a long list of special 
accommodations he rolls out for guests. "We also encourage them to see the 
surrounding areas." 
 
Local restaurants like Santa Fe Cattle Co. also report a boost in business this week 
that provides an opportunity to attract repeat business. 

  



Mannings all about football at academy 
 

Associated Press 
July 13, 2013 
 
THIBODAUX — Peyton and Eli Manning took some time during their passing 
academy for youngsters this week to talk about facing off against one another 
again this season when the Denver Broncos play the New York Giants on Sept. 15. 
The Houma Courier reported that Peyton, who is entering his 16th NFL season and 
second with Denver, said he remembers little from the two previous games against 
Eli except for a moment during the National Anthem. 
 
“What I do recall from the first two games, I stand around the 40-45-yard line for 
the National Anthem. I look across, and I see Eli is in the same exact spot,” Peyton 
said. “So you do take a moment and realize how unique it is, but once the game 
starts, you play to win.” 
 
Peyton and Eli, as well as their father, Archie, fielded questions Friday at press 
conference for the 2013 Manning Passing at Nicholls State. 
 
The four-day camp ends today. 
 
While the brothers deflected some questions about the upcoming game, Peyton and 
Eli both said they understood how rare it is for brothers to quarterback opposing 
teams, and how the game may be the final time the two will compete against each 
other in the NFL. 
 
Peyton is 2-0 against Eli as the Indianapolis Colts, Peyton's former team, defeated 
the Giants in 2006 and 2010. 
 
Without a win over his big brother, Eli is looking forward to the game, but he is also 
amazed at how Peyton played in the 2012 season after missing the entire 2011 
season following neck surgery. 
 
“(Playing against each other) doesn’t happen that often, and this will be the third 
time, so it is special to look at the other sideline and see my big brother. It is 
unique, and I look forward to it.” 
 
Besides their upcoming game, the Mannings also spoke of their passing academy in 
its 18th year and the eighth at Nicholls. 
 
Archie said he appreciates all the work done by the university and his staff to host 
1,200 campers. 
 
“Once again, we are excited to be back in Thibodaux. We have a great staff of 
college and pro coaches. We asked our coaches to stand up and give an 
introduction, and some of them say it is their 16th, 15th, 14th year coming back. 



That tells us that our staff likes coming back and want to come back,” Archie said. 
 
“It takes a lot of people to make this work. My boys have been here for 18 years, 
100 percent of the time. Eli was a camper when we first started, and Peyton was a 
junior at Tennessee. We are glad to be here, and the weather got off to a good 
start.” 
 
Besides working with the Mannings, campers also get instruction from high-profile 
college quarterbacks who work as counselors. 
 
The list of college quarterbacks working the camp over the four days was 
highlighted by 2012 Heisman Trophy winner, Texas A&M’s Johnny Manziel and 
Alabama’s two-time national champion quarterback A.J. McCarron. 
  



Jaws on Peyton Manning’s… golf game 
 

By Paul Klee 
Colorado Springs Gazette 
July 13, 2013 
 
For me, there’s one analyst who is a must-watch on ESPN’s NFL coverage: Ron 
Jaworski. 
 
I appreciate how Jaws is honest — sometimes painfully blunt — in his evaluations. 
There’s no agenda. Oftentimes with ex-players, I feel like there is a tendency to let 
their friend-ness influence their analysis. 
 
Jaws breaks it down as he sees it. We don’t get that often enoughh. I almost 
always 
learn something from Jaws. I like that. 
 
While researching a column on Broncos quarterback Peyton Manning, I called Jaws 
on Friday. As luck has it, Jaworski and Manning recently played golf together. 
 
“Peyton’s as competitive on the golf course as he is on the football field,” Jaws said. 
Manning is a 6-handicap. Jaws is a 9. 
 
“He hits it long off the tee,” Jaworski said. “And he’s a very good putter.” 
 
Maybe Jaws will work that into the next installment of his QB rankings. I pushed 
him on it, but Jaws wouldn’t divulge which quarterback is No. 1 on his list. 
 
We’ll have his Peyton Manning breakdown in a Broncos training camp preview on 
Sunday, July 21. 
 
And I talked about the Manning conversation on 104.3 The Fan on Friday. Here’s 
the podcast. 
  



“The Book Of Manning” Documentary To 
Air On ESPN September 24 
 
By Zach Ragan 
All For Tennessee 
July 11, 2013 
 
According to Sports Animal host Jimmy Hyams, ESPN will air a 90 minute 
documentary, entitled “The Book Of Manning” on September 24. 
 
Jimmy Hyams@JimmyHyams 
ESPN's 90-minute documentary The Book of Manning - focusing on Archie as a dad 
- will debut Sept. 24. Never before seen footage will air ... 
12:38 PM - 10 Jul 2013 
 
Jimmy Hyams@JimmyHyams 
... John Goodman will be the narrator. Interviews with Peyton, Cooper, Eli Manning 
and Archie's sister will be among the highlights. 
12:39 PM - 10 Jul 2013 
 
As Hyams mentions, former Tennessee Volunteer quarterback Peyton Manning, 
along with his brothers Eli and Cooper, will be among those interviewed. 
 
The documentary will chronicle the life of Archie Manning, the father of Cooper, Eli 
and Peyton 
 
I’m sure the documentary will touch on Peyton’s surprising decision to choose to 
play at Tennessee, instead of Ole Miss, his father’s alma mater. 
 
The decision shocked many, but was something Archie Manning was totally on 
board with, which is just a small example of the closeness and support that exudes 
from the Manning family. 

  



Theismann: Manning Will Be Back ‘With 

A Vengeance’ 
 
CBS 4 Denver 
July 1, 2013 
 
DENVER (CBS4) – Peyton Manning will be back with a vengeance this season. 
That’s the prediction of former Washington Redskins great Joe Theismann, who was 
in Denver on June 27 for his induction into the National High School Hall of Fame. 
Theismann told CBS4′s Gary Miller before the ceremony that with the talent 
assembled in Denver, the Denver Broncos have a chance to go to the Super Bowl. 
 
“Based on last year’s performance when you think about where the Broncos were, 
Peyton coming back off the injury, the addition now of Wes Welker, the draft that 
they’ve had, the young players they’ve added to their football team, I think the 
Denver Broncos win the AFC,” Theismann said. “Overall, across the board, you 
won’t find a better football team.” 
 
Theismann said that Manning and his teammates should embrace the high 
expectations that are being placed on them by NFL analysts nationwide. 
 
“If you don’t set an expectation for yourself you’re never really going to accomplish 
it,” he said. 
 
Theisman, a quarterback who saw plenty of success in the NFL, said he thinks 
Manning’s body wore down a little bit last year. He said that was expected after his 
neck injury and the extensive rehab he went through. He said he doesn’t expect the 
same thing to happen again in the 2013 season, despite Manning’s age. 
 
“Anytime you take some time off, you mentally think you’re at that same level. But 
when you watched him play you and you know what kind of athlete he’s been, you 
looked at it and thought ‘He’s a hair off,’ ” Theismann said. 
In addition to Theismann, Denver native and NBA player Chauncey Billups and 11 
others were inducted in the National High School ceremony. 
  



Is Peyton still the best QB in the league? 
 

By Ross Jones 
FOXSports.com 
June 29, 2013 
 
HOLLYWOOD, Calif. — Peyton Manning’s comeback season surprised just about 
everyone in the NFL. His on-the-field success in 2012 has earned him recognition 
among his peers. 
 
The Broncos quarterback was ranked No. 2 overall in the NFL Network’s Top 100 
active players on Thursday night, finishing behind Vikings running back Adrian 
Peterson for the top overall spot. Although the high praise is well deserved, some 
feel that other quarterbacks (Aaron Rodgers, Tom Brady, etc.) belong ahead of him 
– none of which are his teammate cornerback Omar Bolden. 
 
When asked if Manning is the best active quarterback in the league, Bolden 
responded: “Hands down. I see him every day, so I get to see the real Peyton. It’s 
serious, man. The dude works hard. He doesn’t take any plays off or days off. He 
holds everyone accountable and is a true captain of the team.” 
Manning, who led the Broncos to the AFC Divisional Round after an extensive rehab 
period following four surgeries in 19 months, had one of the greatest seasons of his 
career. 
 
This offseason, the Broncos added another weapon to the offense signing Wes 
Welker. The defense has also been retooled and added some depth in positions of 
need. 
 
Bolden, who spoke at his charity event “This is How We Roll” charity event to raise 
funds for the Boys and Girls Club, has been keeping busy this offseason with one 
big goal in mind. 
 
“I’ve been training and working hard,” Bolden said. “I’m trying to get a starting 
spot on the field. A lot of people think when you’ve made it to the NFL, you’ve 
made it, but that’s not good enough for me.” 
 
While the Broncos spent a fourth-round pick on Bolden in 2012, the team is also 
rich with experience at the position as it fields Champ Bailey, Quentin Jammer and 
Dominique Rodgers-Cromartie. 
 
“I learn so many things from Champ [Bailey],” Bolden said. “He teaches me how to 
be a pro. This dude has been in the game for 15 years. He’s been to the Pro Bowl 
more than anyone else at that position. I think he’s the greatest of all 
  



Wes Welker: Peyton Manning 'everything 
you thought' 
 

By Marc Sessler 
NFL.com 
June 28, 2013 
 
While Patriots quarterback Tom Brady throws to a flock of strangers in New 
England, his former top target, Wes Welker, is getting chummy with Peyton 
Manning. 
 
Welker, who caught 118 balls from Brady last season, has joined a deep group of 
Denver Broncos wide receivers that includes Demaryius Thomas and Eric Decker. 
Welker's targets in the slot are bound to drop this season, but Manning is planning 
to make good use of Brady's old friend. 
 
"I'd be lying if I told you we have not studied what worked well for Wes in New 
England," Manning told the team's official site. "There's certain pass patterns and 
certain things that he's done so well for so long, you'd be crazy not to copy some of 
those and bring those to your offense." 
 
Welker -- shifting from one Hall of Fame-worthy passer to the next -- doesn't 
appear to regret his move west. 
 
"It's everything you thought," Welker said of Manning. "The balls are just so 
accurate and you come out of your break and the ball is just there. It's almost like 
a long handoff sometimes. He definitely makes it easy on you." 
Welker boasts an NFL-record five seasons with at least 100 receptions. He'll be 
challenged to make it six, but it will be fascinating to watch the chemistry build with 
Manning. 
 
For film junkies, the fun comes in seeing how Welker is used in the scheme, and 
what remnants of the Patriots' attack ultimately bubble up in Denver. Considering 
the dwindling number of reliable pass-catchers in New England, it's footage Patriots 
fans might want to avoid. 
  



Wes Welker: Manning “makes it easy for 
you” 
 
By Josh Alper 
Pro Football Talk 
June 27, 2013 
 
Broncos wide receiver Wes Welker has avoided making comparisons between 
Peyton Manning and the guy who used to throw Welker passes in New England, but 
that doesn’t mean he won’t talk about what it’s like to play with Manning. 
 
It shouldn’t come as much of a surprise that Welker overflows with compliments 
when he does. We may be in the dark about whether Welker thinks Manning or 
Tom Brady is the better quarterback, but Welker left no doubt that he’s found 
Manning to be every inch the quarterback he used to watch the Patriots defense try 
to beat. 
 
“It’s everything you thought,” Welker said, via the Broncos website. “The balls are 
just so accurate and you come out of your break and the ball is just there. It’s 
almost like a long handoff sometimes. He definitely makes it easy on you.” 
 
Having a quarterback that makes life easier for you isn’t the only thing that’s 
contributed to a smooth transition from New England to Denver. Manning says the 
Broncos have taken things from tape that the Patriots did with Welker and installed 
them into their own playbook, something that only adds to the feeling that the 
Broncos offense is poised for a big 2013 season with the Manning-Welker 
connection playing a prime role. 
  



Peyton Manning 'felt like a rookie in 
some ways' during comeback season 
with Broncos 
 

By Michael Silver 
Yahoo! Sports 
June 6, 2013 
 
ENGLEWOOD, Colo. – Peyton Manning was so good, so soon during his triumphant 
return to football in 2012 that it was easy to forget his personal journey was as 
choppy as a Tim Tebow pass through a stiff Mile High breeze. Once a regimented 
resident of football's most carefully crafted comfort zone, Manning spent his first 
year with the Denver Broncos confronting challenges he hadn't faced since leaving 
the University of Tennessee 14 years earlier. 
 
While the physical struggles Manning experienced in returning to the field following 
four neck surgeries and a 19-month absence have been well-documented, the 
quarterback's transition to a new city, team, coaching staff, system and set of 
teammates was a similarly jarring endeavor, one he managed to navigate with far 
less fanfare. 
 
The transition was so overwhelming that Manning, who has always regarded his 
penchant for impeccably detailed preparation as his greatest edge, had to adopt a 
less stringent standard in the name of self-preservation. That he thrived so 
conspicuously in the process, putting up one of the best statistical seasons of his 
phenomenal career while leading the Broncos to an AFC-best 13-3 record, earned 
him Comeback Player of the Year honors and a second-place finish in the MVP 
balloting, as the NFL's only four-time winner of that award was edged by Minnesota 
Vikings running back Adrian Peterson. 
 
On a metaphorical level, Manning might as well have been considered for Rookie of 
the Year honors, too. Not since his initial NFL campaign with the Indianapolis Colts, 
who selected him first in the 1998 draft and released him following his lost 2011 
season, had the future first-ballot Hall of Famer felt so burdened and unsettled. 
 
"Yeah, yeah, I would have to say that," Manning told Y! Sports on Monday following 
an offseason team activity practice at the Broncos' training facility. "Because (I) felt 
like a rookie in some ways – just from an offensive standpoint, with totally new 
coaches, new receivers that you're throwing to, trying to get on the same page with 
'em. And I signed in, what, late March, and you really can't work out with 'em till 
April, kinda like when you get drafted as a rookie, you only have a certain amount 
of time to get on the same page with your receivers before the season starts. 
 
"You know, football's hard enough, just dealing with the football part of it, the 
execution. Then you're dealing with your own physical struggles, and that adds 
stress, that adds time. It's nice when you have an extra hour or something you go 



watch some extra film or whatever. [Last year] there were no extra hours cause I 
was in the training room. My day was covered. So that'd be a good way to put it: It 
was similar to a quarterback's first year, where your head was kind of on a swivel 
the whole time." 
 
Unnerved by the move from Indy to Denver and unsure that his surgically repaired 
neck would allow him to return to form, Manning fooled a lot of observers into 
believing all was well on a relative stage. From the Broncos' season-opening victory 
over the Pittsburgh Steelers, which launched a stellar campaign that included 37 
touchdowns, 11 interceptions, a 105.8 passer rating and tied for an NFL-best 68.6 
completion percentage, Manning had fans and media members fawning over his 
smooth comeback, even as he did his best to convince us he was dealing with some 
very real shortcomings. 
 
As the season progressed and the Broncos got on a roll similar to those experienced 
by some of Manning's best Indianapolis teams, the quarterback's skepticism 
became harder to reconcile. 
 
Beginning with a stunning, mid-October road victory over the San Diego Chargers 
in which the Broncos trailed 24-0 at halftime, Manning led Denver to 11 consecutive 
wins. The streak would end abruptly in January, when the top-seeded Broncos were 
stunned by the eventual Super Bowl champion Baltimore Ravens in a 
doubleovertime, 
divisional-round playoff defeat. 
 
Manning, whose interception set up the Ravens' game-winning field goal, was 
understandably crushed after the defeat. Once he began to decompress, however, 
he derived some quiet satisfaction from a season-long effort that was a lot more 
strained behind the scenes than it seemed on Sundays. 
 
"You're very accurate in saying how disappointing that loss was," Manning said, 
"but I will kind of put an asterisk by the 2012 season because really, from May of 
2011 all the way through January 2013, it was a year-and-a-half unlike any other 
from a professional standpoint. When you do have some time to sit back and look 
back on it, it was somewhat of a gratifying feeling to have persevered through the 
obstacles that were thrown in front of me – with the change of a team, which is 
harder than people realize. 
 
"I think the hardest part was when you're so ingrained in one place, embedded in 
the city and in the community, and all of a sudden it changes. [Some of] these 
players that change teams and coaches a lot, I mean, they kind of get used to it. 
It's probably not what you want to do as a player, but you kinda know how to do it. 
 
"It's not only just one uniform and one city; it's one offense. Up until that point, I'd 
played in three offenses—one in high school, one in college, one in the NFL. I think 
[Kansas City Chiefs quarterback] Alex Smith has played in (seven NFL) offenses, 
which is not what he wants – I know he's said that before – but you probably learn 
a little bit how to [adapt]. Unlearning an offense is very difficult." 



 
Manning, of course, didn't attempt to assimilate in a vacuum. Notoriously 
demanding of his receivers, he had to convey his expectations and preferences to a 
whole new group of teammates, save a couple of familiar targets in ex-Colts 
wideout Brandon Stokley and former Indy tight end Jacob Tamme. After Manning 
signed, Stokley warned the Broncos' relatively young starting receivers, Demaryius 
Thomas and Eric Decker, that they were not in Tebowland anymore. The new field 
general did not disappoint. 
 
"The stories I'd heard [from Stokley] just became true," Decker recalled Monday. 
"[Manning] wants the best out of us. There was probably like a little grace period, 
but once you do the same thing twice, he lets you know. He's nice and sarcastic. 
Say an 'out' route is supposed to be 12 yards, and you run it 10. He'll say: 'So, that 
out route is 12 yards, right?'" 
 
Added Thomas: "You mess up the first time, he'll tell you how he wanted it. The 
second time, he'll yell at you. Drama! Now I'm at the point where I joke with him 
from time to time. Not much, though. I know my boundaries." 
 
As much as Manning tried to delve into the nuances of offensive coordinator Mike 
McCoy's scheme and ensure that Thomas, Decker and company shared his 
sensibilities, time became an enemy. Though he put in exceptionally long hours, as 
per usual, Manning spent so many hours in the training room tending to his 
physical issues that certain staples of his weekly routine, such as film-watching and 
post-practice fine-tuning sessions with his receivers, tended to suffer. 
 
"All the time that went into just rehab was significant," Broncos coach John Fox 
recalled. "His time management's unbelievable. I think I saw [him struggle] more 
early. He's such a grinder, and I say that affectionately, that he did it all without us 
noticing too much. It's a tribute to his work ethic, professionalism." 
 
Nonetheless, Manning now concedes, the inability to prepare the way he had during 
his 13 uninterrupted seasons as the Colts' starter was a serious source of stress. 
"I sort of re-established my bar last year," Manning says. "Because there was no 
bar. It wasn't fair for me to compare something to 2009. And I was doing that early 
on and finally I said, 'I'm gonna stop doing it. It's no fun. Cause otherwise, you will 
drive yourself crazy.' 
"So I sort of created a new bar, I guess would be the best way of saying it. Instead 
of lowering it, I was sort of establishing a new one. The only reason maybe I did 
was just to lower my frustration, to keep from getting frustrated every day. 
 
Because I just knew that certain things were harder, weren't as easy as they used 
to be. So I don't know if you had to lower your expectations a little bit – otherwise, 
you would come out of every practice or game just mad." 
 
The frustration was compounded early on as the Broncos lost three of their first five 
games, with Manning throwing three first-quarter interceptions in a the 2003 
Monday night classic in Tampa in which he brought the Colts (guided by ex-Tampa 



Bay mentor Tony Dungy) back from a 21-point deficit with 5:09 to go to win in 
overtime. 
 
"Certainly, 2-3 going to San Diego, if that game goes the other way, you could. … 
I've seen seasons break that early in the year," Manning said. "I remember [ex- 
Bucs safety] John Lynch always said that when we came back on them in that 
Monday night game in Tampa, their season totally changed. [If we'd lost to the 
Chargers], who knows what would have happened? I'm glad we didn't have to find 
out. But it definitely propelled us to another level after that where we did have a lot 
of confidence and gained some momentum." 
 
Manning, to his surprise, also found that Thomas and Decker were operating at a 
level beyond their years. 
 
"I'll say this about the guys here: Certain receivers that you play with the first time, 
some guys you keep working with, as much as you put in, the timing never comes," 
Manning said. "And other guys, you kinda throw with them early, and you go, 'Boy, 
I really feel like I know this guy. … Before I say it out loud, let me keep working to 
see. …' 
 
"And I did have kind of that feeling with Decker and Thomas last year. I was like, 
'Boy, I've got a pretty good idea of where they're going, but let me see how it holds 
up throughout the season.' And it just got better all the way throughout the entire 
season. They both want to be great. Not good – great. I've played with guys like 
that. Marvin Harrison, Reggie Wayne. These guys are too young to be compared to 
those guys, but that attitude, that work ethic, I appreciate that." 
 
In March, Manning got another potent weapon in former New England Patriots star 
Wes Welker, football's most accomplished slot receiver, who signed with Denver as 
an unrestricted free agent. Welker, who has more receptions over the past six 
seasons than any NFL player, has already established some timing with Manning – 
comedic timing, that is. 
 
In April, Manning flew a group of receivers to North Carolina to work with him at 
Duke, which is coached by David Cutcliffe, Manning's offensive coordinator during 
his collegiate days at Tennessee. On the final night of the trip, Manning treated 
players and coaches to dinner at a nearby steakhouse, where during the meal he 
passed out envelopes. 
 
Inside Decker's envelope was an invoice for more than $3,000, with charges that 
included "on-field instruction from Duke coaching staff," "laundry service from Duke 
football equipment staff" and state sales tax at a 7.25 percent rate. Everyone else, 
including Welker, got a note explaining the prank and urging them to play along. 
 
"It was too good," Welker recalled Tuesday. "I was just like, 'This is so perfect.' I'm 
sitting next to Peyton, and Decker's on the other side of Peyton, so I said [quietly], 
'I'll just send you a check to cover this…' And Peyton's like, 'Yeah, yeah, that's fine.' 
And Decker's kinda like looking over like, 'WHAT? I thought he invited us.' Trying to 



keep a straight face was tough." 
 
Said Decker: "I was stressing. I've got a wedding coming up. After five minutes of 
everyone saying things to mess with me, he finally told me it was a joke. It was 
pretty good. He got me." 
 
It was also a clear sign that, more than a year into the second chapter of his 
professional football life, Manning is very much in command of the Broncos' 
universe – and he's getting more comfortable by the day. 
 
"This year, I have more of an idea of what to go off of," Manning said. "I can say, 
'Boy, this is better than last year,' or, 'Hey, I know I can do this better 'cause I did 
it last year [when it was harder].' I did play at a high level last year, and we really 
had a chance to win the whole thing, but there were obstacles. I certainly feel like I 
should be better this year." 
 
If so, the rest of the NFL had better watch out: Manning, who turned 37 in March, 
doesn't feel like a "rookie" anymore.  



Peyton Manning anxious to see what's in 
store for 2013 
 

By Jeff Legwold 
The Denver Post 
June 2, 2013 
 
When you have what the coaches who have faced him over the past 15 years 
characterize as one of the NFL's beautiful minds, when you can recite, play for play, 
third-quarter possessions of your college football Saturdays in 1997, folks want 
Peyton Manning to look back. 
 
"He's unbelievable," said Broncos cornerback Champ Bailey. "I think I have a good 
memory about what I've seen in the game, and I do, but the detail in his, that's the 
difference. He remembers everything, even the little things." 
 
But Manning isn't always fond of what he calls "playing remember when." Not now. 
 
Now is about now. It's about what the future can be, for Manning and for the 
Broncos' offense. It's about finding first downs and touchdowns, about playing fast 
or slow, whatever it takes to push the Broncos into the season's final game, where 
the winner gets a silver trophy. 
 
As the Broncos plow through offseason workouts, toward whatever awaits in the 
2013 season, Manning's teammates say they see a quarterback more at home in 
his surroundings, more willing to show a little more of himself. 
 
Why? The best theory is that 2012 was a more arduous trek, filled with more 
bumps in the road, more question marks than Manning often let on, both inside and 
outside of team headquarters. 
 
Last week, as the Broncos wrapped up another session of on-field workouts, 
Manning was asked: When he looks back on all that happened from the time 
doctors surgically repaired his neck in 2011, to the missed season, to his release by 
the Colts, to everything that was his first year in Denver, will he believe it all lifted 
him as a player to do things he may not have thought he could do? 
 
"Well, it's as difficult a physical and mental challenge that I've had," Manning said. 
"It was very gratifying to have persevered through it. It would have been easy not 
to have done it, to have said 'I'm not sure that I want to go through it, not sure 
that I can do it physically.' It could have just been 'Hey, I'm going to try my best' 
and it just didn't work. All those scenarios go through your mind. 
 
"But I was determined to give it a go. I put a ton of work into it, had a lot of help. 
And when I look back, I think it will be very significant because of the obstacles I 
faced. I had a ton of support from a number of people, but it was gratifying to 



persevere through it. I guess that's what I'd say right now, that it was gratifying. 
But maybe that's all for another day. I really do have all my attention on what 
we're trying to do here, right now, about doing my job." 
 
In 2012, that meant 13 wins for the Broncos, Manning's 12th 4,000-yard passing 
season and his seventh season with at least 30 touchdown passes. But the Broncos 
didn't get the ending they wanted. Their double-overtime playoff loss to the Ravens 
remains a hot topic. 
 
But when Manning went through his usual review of the previous season, he 
noticed a subtle difference. 
 
"Last year, I was still learning a little bit more about myself," Manning said. "This 
year, I have a little more a baseline to kind of go off, to look at it. But I set a high 
bar for myself." 
 
"Last year he was going through a lot," said Broncos tight end Jacob Tamme, who 
played for the Colts with Manning. "Not only a new team, but his body, his rehab. 
He's still working on that, but you can tell he feels a little bit better." 
 
The Broncos, with first-year offensive coordinator Adam Gase, want to pick up the 
pace. But it might be more about having the option to go fast, faster and fastest, to 
use it when it's needed, give Manning the opportunity to go as fast, or slow, as the 
situation dictates. 
 
"We're studying what defenses are doing, but we're studying ourselves too," 
Manning said. "I think that's what this time of year is about, making sure we do 
what we need to do. I'm not sure I've ever believed tempo is what makes you 
successful, how fast you go, how much you huddle. I think it's about knowing what 
you can do, doing it right, about doing your job. If you're not doing your job, it 
doesn't matter what the defense is doing because you won't have a chance. That's 
kind of where I'm at right now in all of this, moving forward, working on this year." 
  



Denver Broncos star Peyton Manning 
always prefers a fresh playbook 
 

By Jeff Legwold 
The Denver Post 
June 1, 2013 
 
No, the Broncos can't really block this time of year, can't really tackle, can't even 
wear shoulder pads. 
 
But what they can do, quarterback Peyton Manning said, is kick the tires on the 
playbook and be adventurous just to see what happens. 
 
"You experiment with this time," Manning said. "You see what things work. If you 
don't try to expose them right now, it doesn't help you. So let's try it right now 
against (cornerbacks) Champ Bailey and (Dominique) Rodgers-Cromartie and see if 
it works. If something sticks, it sticks. And if it doesn't, let's throw it out and move 
on to something else." 
 
Manning said the Broncos are covering specific game situations during organized 
team activities (OTAs) as they work through the changes new offensive coordinator 
Adam Gase has put into the playbook. 
 
The drills include a variety of end- of-game and field-position scenarios. 
 
"We just need to be a better situational football team," Manning said. "Two-minute 
drill to win the game, the four-minute drill where you've got to get a first down to 
win the game, or if you're backed up and you've got to get at least one first down. 
We are working at being a better situational team. 
 
"Sometimes a young offensive player will say, 'Hey, they know that play, they knew 
it was coming.' Well, to me, that doesn't matter. If you execute it so well, a running 
play especially, but if you put it all together, your techniques, your trust, your 
fundamentals, get the helmets in the right spots, it really shouldn't matter what the 
defense is doing." 
 
The Broncos also have used their OTA workouts to groom the players behind 
Manning on the depth chart. Once the season starts, practice is devoted each day 
to the upcoming opponent. So the Broncos have tried to give the quarterbacks 
behind Manning — Brock Osweiler, drafted rookie Zac Dysert and undrafted rookie 
Ryan Katz — plenty of opportunities during workouts now. 
 
"In the offseason, Coach (John) Fox likes to give everybody a pretty equal amount 
of reps," Gase said. "We'll finagle with some things as far as practice. Like one 
period Peyton will take more reps than Brock and Zac. We'll move it around. 
 



"We're trying to develop young players, so we have to give them the opportunity to 
get on the field and show us what they can do. Coach Fox does a great job of doing 
the same thing in training camp. As the reps go, it just cuts down the deeper we go 
in training camp." 

  



Peyton Manning says his stronger arm 
and team familiarity will benefit Broncos 
in '13 
 
Jeff Legwold 
Denver Post 
May 31, 2013 
 
Peyton Manning and wide receiver Eric Decker are on the same page, which is a 
good thing for the quarterback and one of his top receivers with the Broncos. Both 
agree Manning's arm strength is getting better all the time. 
 
Decker, who caught 85 passes for 1,064 yards last season, made that observation 
on Wednesday, and Manning concurred after another day of practice on Thursday. 
"I think I've made some progress, definitely since last year at this time, and also 
since last season," said Manning, who is preparing for his second season in Denver 
after sitting out the 2011 season with Indianapolis because of a neck injury and 
subsequent surgeries. 
 
Manning was plenty good his first season back, throwing for 4,659 yards and 37 
touchdowns against 11 interceptions while leading Denver to an AFC West-best 13- 
3 record. With better arm strength and more familiarity with his receivers, Manning 
expects better things in 2013. 
 
"When you know about the receivers you are throwing to and you've had more 
repetitions with each guy, that usually allows for more accuracy and more confident 
throws," Manning said, before pointing out new offensive coordinator Adam Gase is 
adding some wrinkles to what the team will do this year. 
 
"The second year, even though we have some changes in our offense, I have a 
better feel of the receivers that I'm throwing to, of the offense. We are learning a 
new offense. At the same time, there is enough familiarity from last year that 
makes everybody more confident." 
 
The more repetitions, the more everything becomes second nature. Despite 
Manning's reputation as a thinking man's quarterback, he says thinking too much 
slows players down. 
 
"When you know what you're doing, you play faster," Manning said. "Receivers run 
faster routes. Quarterbacks and running backs have a better idea of what they are 
doing, and you can go out there and play without having to think as much. Anytime 
you can take the thinking out of football, that's a good thing, and I think that's the 
same for me and for a lot of players in really the second year of this system." 
  



Manning putting neck issues to rest 
 

The Associated Press 
May 31, 2013 
 
ENGLEWOOD, Colo. — Zip: Everyone around quarterback Peyton Manning, including 
Manning himself, says he has more of it this year. 
 
He's running a faster offense with Adam Gase in charge for the Denver Broncos. 
 
He's getting the ball into his receivers' hands quicker. And his passes, especially 
according to those red-handed receivers on the other end, definitely have more 
oomph. 
 
As he enters his second season in Denver, Manning is another year removed from 
the neck problems that plagued him in 2011 and he's much more comfortable in his 
surroundings, even if he still gets lost driving around town. 
 
"We worked out at Duke in March or April and I definitely felt like he had more zip 
on the ball," receiver Eric Decker said. "I think he's come back stronger." 
 
Manning wasn't exactly a 98-pound weakling in 2012. He did, after all, throw for 
4,600 yards and 37 touchdowns to go with just 11 interceptions, and he was well 
on his way to a fifth MVP award before Adrian Peterson kicked it into high gear over 
the final month of the season. 
 
But his passes are leaving a little bit more sting this spring. 
 
"Last year — we've talked about it a lot — but he was going through a lot," tight 
end Jacob Tamme said. "Not only a new team, but just with his body and his rehab. 
He's still working on that. But you can tell he feels a little bit better." 
 
The Broncos have added bulk to their line in 335-pound guard Louis Vasquez and 
beef to their backfield in 217-pound bruiser Montee Ball at running back. But 
Manning, too, is hardier than he was a year ago when he was shaking off the rust 
from missing his final season in Indianapolis with a neck problem that weakened his 
throwing arm. 
 
Manning is known as a monster in the weight room, and he took that attitude into 
his rehab last year and that approach into his offseason this year. 
 
"With the program that we've got, it's unbelievable the amount of muscle mass and 
endurance that guys have and the cut-down of injuries that we had last year," 
Decker said. "I think that's a compliment to the strength and conditioning staff here 
and I think Peyton is one of those that took advantage of it and really got himself in 
good shape and is stronger and healthier this year." 
 



It's been noticeable on the football field during the team's 10 days of organized 
team activities. 
 
"He appears to be way more comfortable," Coach John Fox said. "His arm appears 
to be a little stronger, more zip. That could be just understanding his receivers 
better and spitting the ball out quicker. So, I think just overall familiarity with what 
we're doing." 
 
Manning's top target last season was Demaryius Thomas, who caught 94 passes for 
1,434 yards — while they were still learning about each other. Thomas said he has 
more of a rapport with his quarterback this year. 
 
"It's sky-high right now," Thomas said. "I know what he wants. I know where to be 
on the field. I feel like the more we're on the field, the better I get." 
Manning is reticent when it comes to talking about his health and is loath to 
compare one year to another. Still, he acknowledged this week that he is throwing 
the ball harder than he was this time a year ago. 
 
"I think that I've made some progress definitely since last year at this time. I think 
also some since last season," he said. "I think oftentimes when you know more 
about the receiver that you're throwing to, you have more repetitions with each 
guy, I think that usually allows for hopefully more accuracy and more confident 
throws, if you will." 
 
Manning feels like himself again. 
 
"Well, certainly the second year, even though we have some changes in our 
offense, I have a better feel for the receivers that I'm throwing to, of the offense," 
he said. 
 
Wes Welker has been thrown into the mix, Gase was promoted from quarterbacks 
coach to offensive coordinator and has installed a more up-tempo attitude and Greg 
Knapp came on board as Manning's new position coach. 
 
"So, we are learning a new offense but at the same time, there is enough familiarity 
from last year that does make every player feel more confident," Manning said. 
 
"And, when you know what you're doing, you play faster. Receivers can run faster 
routes, I think quarterbacks and running backs have a better idea of what they're 
doing and you can go out there and play without having to think as much. 
 
"Any time you can take the thinking out of football, that's a good thing. That'd be 
true for me and for a lot of players this year in really the second year of kind of this 
new system." 
  



Manning Working to Ease Transition for 
Ball, Welker 
After practice, quarterback Peyton Manning has often stayed on the field with the 
likes of rookie Montee Ball and newcomer Wes Welker.  

Gray Caldwell 
DenverBroncos.com 
May 30, 2013  
 

ENGLEWOOD, Colo. -- In Denver, rookies better learn quickly -- especially on the 
offensive side of the ball. 

 

"If I were a rookie, it would be a harder learning curve just because it is Peyton 
Manning and you want to make sure you’re perfect because that guy is a 
perfectionist," wide receiver Eric Decker said. "He does things the right way. He 
demands the best out of everybody. I think it just makes you work that much 
harder." 

 

Fortunately for those rookies, Manning has a hands-on approach to make sure they 
keep up with the veterans. 

 

Take, for example, rookie running back Montee Ball. Throughout OTAs, Manning 
has stayed on the field after practice to work with him as he adjusts to the NFL 
game. 

 

"Just kind of going through plays, going through games, getting him comfortable 
hearing audibles at the line of scrimmage," Manning said of the post-practice 
sessions. "Because we are going to count on him in a big way this year. He’s a 
rookie, but (Head) Coach (John) Fox is not going to bring him along slowly. We are 
going to put him in there and make him a contributor this year. So, the more 
repetitions we can get out here talking football, talking scenarios, I think the more 
comfortable he’ll be once the regular season gets here.” 

 

He has also tried to help in the meeting rooms. 

 

Manning said he understands that rookies are sometimes hesitant to ask questions 
because they don't want to look like they're falling behind. But that can be harmful 
to their progress. 

 

"I tell Montee Ball, ‘If you don’t ask questions, then we assume you know exactly 
what it is you are doing. Then that’s on you if you don’t know,'" he said. 

 



But that work goes beyond just the rookies. Manning has also pulled aside another 
running back, Ronnie Hillman, and even newcomer Wes Welker after practice. 

 

The quarterback said his new wide receiver is hard at work to make sure he picks 
up the Broncos' offense as quickly as possible, and Manning wants to help however 
he can. 

 

"You hear Wes asking a question, I’ll stand up and say, ‘Hey look, this is kind of 
what we’re thinking on this play and let’s just get it all out in the open,’" Manning 
said. 

 

Not that Welker needs much help. Fox called the veteran "arguably the most 
productive slot receiver in the league over the last five years," and his five 100-
catch, 1,000-yard seasons in the past six years speak to that notion. 

 

Manning said the way the receiver can read defenses reminds him of a quarterback. 

 

"The knowledge of football that he has — going back to his college days and the 
sophisticated system he played in New England, his experience with (Patriots QB) 
Tom (Brady) — he’s a very knowledgeable player," he said. "Really, some of the 
coverages that he sees reminds me of the one year I played with Marshall Faulk. 
Marshall Faulk could read coverages like a quarterback back there in the backfield. 
Wes has great knowledge for defenses, which I think has been a huge weapon for 
him in his successful career.” 

 

Whether he's working with a rookie running back or a 10th-year wide receiver, 
Manning said constant dialogue is the key. 

 

And that extra work can only help the team come September. 

  



Time to 'Zip It' on Questioning Manning's 
Velocity? 
Teammates say Peyton Manning's passes are arriving with even more 'zip' this 
offseason. 

Andrew Mason 
DenverBroncos.com 
May 29, 2013 
 
ENGLEWOOD, Colo. -- The offense is moving faster at organized team activities 
than it did last year. So are Peyton Manning's passes. 

 

“We worked out at Duke in March or April and I definitely felt like he had more zip 
on the ball," wide receiver Eric Decker said. "I think he’s come back stronger." 

 

Last year, "zip" was tossed around among pundits more often than footballs during 
Denver's practices. 

 

"Does Manning still have the same zip on his passes?" … "Can he still throw with 
zip?" … Over and over again, it came up. This year, not so much. Some of that is 
attributable to being more comfortable with his targets, but much of it is Manning 
himself. 

 

"I think (the ball) coming to you quicker can be he reads and comfort level with the 
receivers, too," Decker said. "But I think some of those throws that he fits in the 
holes, you feel a little more zip on it and he is getting it to you quicker." 

 

In 2012, his first season after multiple neck surgeries, Manning repeatedly 
reminded inquisitors that he was still in the midst of his rehabilitation and still didn't 
feel like he did prior to his surgeries. 

 

All the while, he piled up season-long numbers that were the second-best of his 
career across the board and broke a slew of Denver single-season records. There 
was an adjustment to be made, and few ever made it better, even if Manning knew 
-- and still knows -- that things are different. 

 

"I’m not sure if I’ll ever get back," Manning said when workouts began. "I hope I’ll 
get back to where I was before the surgery, but whether that’s possible or not, I’m 
probably never going to know the answer to that until I stop playing." 

 



Even a Manning throwing off-speed passes predicated on exquisite timing rather 
than raw power was arguably the best in the sport last year -- and the best some 
Broncos had ever witnessed first-hand. 

 

"I think he's gotten a little stronger, but I can't really say, because it's my first time 
playing with a quarterback like Peyton," said wide receiver Demaryius Thomas. "It 
was fun this past year, because I'd never had balls come at me like that -- on time 
and stuff like that." 

 

Yet that hasn't been enough for Manning, who still considers himself under the 
jurisdiction of team trainers. 

 

"I’ve certainly made some improvements since last year. But I still have a plan with 
the trainers, a plan with the strength coaches. The trainers and coaches have plans 
for each player, so we sat down and made our offseason plans and set some 
offseason goals and hopefully we can reach those," he said in April. 

 

"I’m still in a get-stronger rehab mode and I think I’ll be that way for a pretty good 
while, I believe." 

 

Which won't be a problem, Decker believes. 

 

"With the program that we've got -- it’s unbelievable the amount of muscle mass 
and endurance that guys have and the cut-down of injuries that we had last year," 
he said. "I think that’s a compliment to the strength and conditioning staff here and 
I think Peyton is one of those that took advantage of it and really got himself in 
good shape and is stronger and healthier this year." 

 

And, yes, he's throwing the football with "zip." Which means maybe it's time to zip 
it with all the questions about his arm strength. 

  



Peyton Manning shot a 77 at Augusta 
National 
 
By Chris Chase 
USAToday.com 
May 29, 2013 
 
In addition to being a league MVP, Super Bowl champion, future Hall of Fame 
quarterback, multi-millionaire, dedicated family man and darn fine Saturday Night 
Live host, Peyton Manning is also the kind of guy who can play golf at Augusta 
National and shoot a 77 a few days after getting a hole-in-one. 
 
Sam Farmer of the Los Angeles Times reports Manning played the home course of 
the Masters in mid-May with John Elway and Denver Broncos coach John Fox. In 
the best of his three rounds at the world-famous course, Manning carded a 5-
overpar 77. (Elway’s best was 72. Fox said his handicap went up six strokes after 
playing at Augusta.) 
 
A few days before that, Manning randomly joined a threesome at a Denver-area 
course and carded a hole-in-one on a 166-yard par-3. 
 
I’m not one to complain, but come on, sports gods. Why is Peyton good at football 
and golf? Spread the wealth a bit. If you’re good at one sport, you shouldn’t be 
good at another. For instance, I’m awesome at making double bogeys but can’t hit 
a three-pointer to save my life. BALANCE! 
  



Peyton Manning is a true man of letters, 
the handwritten kind 
 
Peyton Manning, a four-time NFL MVP, was raised to write thank-you notes, and he 
has continued doing so in adulthood —to fellow NFL players upon their retirement. 
 
By Sam Farmer 
Los Angeles Times 
May 28, 2013 
 
ENGLEWOOD, Colo. — Peyton Manning has had dozens of signature moments in his 
football career that the outside world didn't witness. 
 
Since childhood, Manning has jotted handwritten thank-you notes, and for years he 
has maintained a tradition of sending them to various NFL players retiring from the 
game. 
 
"I don't know who qualifies for a letter, necessarily," Manning said. "It's probably 
just somebody I played against for a long time. I don't have to know you real well. 
The other guys on my list now, I've got [Baltimore center] Matt Birk, [Green Bay 
receiver] Donald Driver, and [Tampa Bay cornerback] Ronde Barber; guys who 
played the game the right way." 
 
(Manning spoke to The Times before Chicago linebacker Brian Urlacher had 
announced his decision to retire.) 
 
Former All-Pro safety John Lynch said he treasures the letter he got from Manning 
upon his retirement in 2008. 
 
"I was so touched that the very first letter I got when I retired was from Peyton," 
Lynch said. "It was a handwritten note that meant more than the gift ever was. He 
sent a case full of Silver Oak. It meant so much to me because of the respect I 
have for him. I still don't drink it, so there's a case of Silver Oak in my wine cellar 
to this day from him." 
 
Manning said the habit of writing letters, as opposed to relying exclusively on email, 
is a holdover from childhood. 
 
"My mother sent me an article one day on the fact that the handwritten letter was 
becoming a lost art in the text-messaging and email world," he said. "My mother 
writes handwritten letters. Her parents, my dad's mother was a legal secretary, so 
she was always writing personal letters. 
 
"My mom, it started with, 'Hey, just so you know, sending a thank-you note if 
someone hosted you at their home, or a wedding gift, or a thank-you gift, an email 
is not acceptable. A handwritten letter is what you must write. So I've got to give 



credit to her." 
 
When Manning was in high school, he was flooded with recruiting letters from 
college coaches. The first thing he would do when he read a hand-signed one was 
lick his thumb and rub the signature to see if it smeared, checking if the autograph 
was penned or stamped. 
 
"I remember when I got my first handwritten letter from [former Florida State 
coach] Bobby Bowden, telling me he really enjoyed watching me play," he said. 
 
"Boy, it had a big impact on me. He took the time to write that letter. I knew it 
wasn't his assistant" writing it. 
 
Manning's older brother, Cooper, said the three brothers, he, Peyton and Eli, would 
often try to wriggle their way out of writing thank-you notes but to no avail. 
 
"We lived in New Orleans, and most of our grandparents and aunts and uncles lived 
in Mississippi, so you got a lot of packages in the mail," Cooper recalled. "I 
remember all of us kind of begging, 'Can we just call? Is it really imperative that an 
8-year-old knock out a thank-you note for a whatever, a little piggy bank or 
something?' My dad was kind of a stickler on that." 
 
During a recent visit to Peyton's home in Denver, Cooper noticed a stack of notes 
written by his brother. 
 
"He had a bunch of pictures and envelopes," Cooper said. "He was writing notes to 
his children [2-year-old twins], 'You're 18 months here. This is what you're doing. 
This is what's going on.' And he's just filing them away to give to them later on. 
"I'm like, great. I didn't even write anything when my kids were born." 
 
As for the notes to retiring players, Manning considers that a way for him to give 
them an appropriate send-off. 
 
"So few NFL players get to retire as much as they are retired," he said. "All of a 
sudden nobody calls, and that's kind of it. It's on a Wednesday in the middle of 
May, on the ticker: 'So-and-so, after 15 seasons, has retired.' And that's kind of it. 
 
"It's just so sudden. . . . I kind of want to let the guy know that, hey, it's your 
career, I have a great appreciation and respect for it, and it's more than just a little 
ticker there. I know his family is telling him that, but I want to let him know there's 
some outsiders thinking that too." 
  



Peyton Manning was glad to be of service 
on USO tour 
 
Sam Farmer 
Los Angeles Times 
May 28, 2013 
 
ENGLEWOOD, Colo. — On his USO tour in March, Denver Broncos quarterback 
Peyton Manning went farther than he ever imagined he'd go. 
 
Halfway around the globe. 
 
And six miles through the streets of Naples, Italy. 
 
That was a 5 a.m. run with Navy Adm. James Winnefeld and Brandon Anderson, the 
admiral's aide de camp. Manning asked the night before if he could join them. He 
hadn't run that far in 25 years, a pro in a game measured by yards, not miles. 
 
"The last time I ran six miles was when I was 12 years old in the New Orleans 
Crescent City Classic," Manning said. "When you're 12 years old, you don't even 
train for it. You don't even know you're getting tired, you just run. And so, had it 
not probably been in Naples, Italy, which was absolutely beautiful, at 5 o'clock in 
the morning on a picture-perfect morning . . . it would have been pretty healthy for 
a quarterback." 
 
Manning said he was pleased with his pace, and is surprised now that he was able 
to chat with Winnefeld the whole way, exchanging thoughts on leadership, and the 
parallels between the military and football. 
 
Winnefeld, vice chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, wrote in an email to The 
Times: "I kept thinking, 'This guy is what, 6-6 and 240 pounds, all torn up from 
those years in the NFL, and he's just trotting along with us at a pretty good pace?' 
It was surreal. And you could have knocked me over with a feather when I found 
out later he had not run that far since he was a kid." 
 
Throughout the tour, which included stops in Afghanistan and aboard an aircraft 
carrier in the Persian Gulf, Manning was constantly reminded of the NFL's 
popularity. 
 
"So many of these soldiers, they all love football some way or another," said 
Manning, whom the Broncos list at 6-5, 230. "Whether it's a college team — I saw 
ton of Tennessee orange, lot of Colts blue, lot of Broncos orange. But even if 
they're not any of those, the team that they love either beat you last year, or you 
beat them, and so you have an immediate bond or connection. You have something 
to talk about, whether it was, 'Hey, I went to Alabama back in 1995,' or, 'I'm a 
Chiefs fan and thought you were going to come to Kansas City.' That's why I'm so 



glad I went as a current player. 
 
"The little USO tour part of it, we'd get up there and the commander would give us 
eight names and we'd throw a pass out to wherever they were. That was cool. They 
said, 'Thanks for bringing some of America over here.' So you felt like you were 
doing a service to them, and at the same time, all the guys I was with, they were 
definitely inspiring to us." 
 
Manning took every opportunity he could to spend time with the troops, said Lt. 
Col. Patrick Seiber, public affairs officer to Winnefeld. 
 
"What he wanted to do was just spend more time with the troops out there," Seiber 
said. "Unfortunately, there's just not the time to get the one-on-one with 
everybody. He's a big celebrity, so they would flock to him. But when he'd get an 
opportunity, he would take it to spend time with them." 
 
Wrote Winnefeld: "It was impressive to watch how Peyton lit up when he got 
around our servicemen and women and their families." 
 
One of the highlights, Winnefeld wrote, came in Germany "when a young airman 
introduced him to his twin infants, named Peyton and Eli. 
 
"[Manning] didn't miss a beat, noting that Peyton was the bigger and better looking 
of the two kids." 
  



 

Peyton Manning: I get my edge from 
'cerebral part' of the game 
 
Lindsay H. Jones 
USA TODAY Sports 
May 22, 2013 
 
ENGLEWOOD, Colo. – Peyton Manning read last month that, in NFL circles, his 
name has become synonymous with work, as Dallas Cowboys owner Jerry Jones 
challenged quarterback Tony Romo to put in "Peyton Manning-type time on the 
job." 
 
Manning told USA TODAY Sports on Tuesday he was flattered by the idea that he is 
the NFL standard bearer for how to do the job of an NFL quarterback. 
 
"I guess I would take that as a flattering comment. It's not really for me to weigh in 
on what's going on there [in Dallas]," Manning said. "But I have always thought a 
quarterback has to put in time on the cerebral side of the game because there's 
much more to it that just the physical side of it." 
 
Romo has endured criticism in the past for his choices away from the Cowboys 
facility, from a long-ago relationship with singer Jessica Simpson, to a vacation in 
Mexico or time spent on the golf course. Manning too has a full schedule of off-field 
commitments during the offseason, yet has a sterling reputation for his 
nearobsessive study habits and practice routine. 
 
"I don't think that I do any more than any quarterback should. I get asked, 'How 
much film do you watch?' I've never logged hours. I've always watched enough to 
get myself ready to play," Manning said. "The cerebral part of the game has always 
been something where I had to get my edge. I really study the opponent, study 
myself, study my own players, my own routes." 
 
Romo will have plenty of time now to study game film. The Cowboys announced 
Tuesday that Romo will be unable to participate in any on-field work during 
organized team activities after undergoing surgery to remove a cyst on his back. 
 
Romo, who signed a six-year contract extension worth $108 million in March, might 
be able to participate in the Cowboys' mandatory minicamp in June. 

  



Peyton Manning Q&A: Broncos QB details 
long road back, ambitions 
 
Pete Prisco 
CBSSports.com 
May 22, 2013 
 
ENGLEWOOD, Colo. -- The different jersey isn't a big deal anymore. The health 
questions, for the most part, are subsiding. 
 
Peyton Manning is back being an elite quarterback again. 
 
Last summer when I came here to talk with Manning, it was a much different time. 
 
He hadn't played a meaningful NFL game since December of 2010. He was coming 
off neck surgery that required regeneration of a nerve just to throw the football. 
 
The Indianapolis Colts had released him after 14 seasons, and he was trying to 
start the second phase of his career with the Denver Broncos. 
 
Some thought it couldn't be done. 
 
Manning himself wondered last June to me if he could ever be the same, with age 
and arm issues looming over his comeback. 
 
As it turned out, Peyton was still Peyton. 
 
Manning threw for 4,659 yards, 37 touchdowns and had the second-highest 
completion percentage of his career at 68.7-percent to lead the Broncos to the No. 
1 seed in the AFC. The Broncos lost in the AFC Divisional Round to the Baltimore 
Ravens, another Manning playoff disappointment, but his comeback proved to 
many that he had good football left in that right arm and that there would be no 
pining for Tim Tebow. 
 
"This time last year we weren't sure about Peyton," Broncos coach John Fox said. 
 
"We gained a lot of confidence in him as the season went along." 
John Elway, who had a Hall of Fame career playing quarterback for the Broncos and 
now makes the football decisions for the team as executive vice president of 
football operations, admitted there were some doubts last summer. 
 
"There's always a little bit of doubt, but I think I had less doubts than Peyton did," 
Elway said. "He had a lot going on in his head." 
 
That's because he wasn't sure he could be close to the same player. But Manning 
proved that while he might not be the same guy he was in his prime in Indy, he is 



close. The Broncos are a legitimate Super Bowl contender again and Manning is a 
big reason why. 
 
As he sat down with him on a bench this week outside the team's facility, 
overlooking the practice fields, it occurred to me that it was the same spot we sat 
down for our chat last year. Only this time, I encountered a much more confident 
Manning. 
 
A year ago, he seemed a bit scared, unsure if he could be the same player. Now he 
knows what to expect, what he can and can't do, excited for the coming season. 
 
And he's sure glad much of the injury talk seems to be behind him. 
During the course of our conversation, he touched on a variety of topics, including 
how he was unsettled in a Week Two loss to the Falcons last season, how he ran 10 
plays for Duke during their 2011 spring practice and he even talked about when he 
might be ready for retirement. 
 
Question: Now that you've played a season, can you admit now if you had doubts 
about your ability to do so? 
Manning: "I don't see how there couldn't be. Going from, not just certainty, but 
you're talking about going from the highest level of certainty. Knowing everything 
about every single bit of the offense, every player you played with, your entire 
routine, what your body felt like. You turn all that upside down. Here are some new 
receivers. Here's a new offense. There's a different guy in your ear all the time and, 
oh by the way, you don't feel the same way. Your arm doesn't feel the same way. 
You're in a different city. To me those are all fair factors for uncertainty. The only 
way to get more certain is to go out there and have at it. Go through some rough 
patches and learn what you can do again. The only way to do that was to go 
against a defense in OTAs, have a training camp and play a 16-game season and 
see how you feel in December compared to September. It did not finish the way 
any of us wanted it to finish. It was gratifying doing some of the things we did while 
being uncomfortable and learning. From that standpoint, I was proud of the way I 
kind of hung in there." 
 
Q: You were asked Monday how you felt. You gave a short answer. Are you tired of 
talking about your health? Are you beyond where you think people should be asking 
about that? 
Manning: "It's two things. Nobody really wants to hear about anybody else's 
injuries. Or how your back feels. Who's back doesn't hurt? It's like golf. Nobody 
wants to hear what you shot yesterday. Just talk about the now. I really don't think 
anybody else wants to hear about it. At the same time, I am not going to say 
everything is perfect. Not agree with the question if it is asked in that way, that it 
was one way last year, but this year everything is fine. How I feel is between me 
and "The Greek" (Broncos trainer Steve Antonopulos). I feel much more 
comfortable than I was last year. I am stronger than I was last year. I am throwing 
the ball better now in May of 2013 than I did in May of 2012 -- significantly better. 
I got better throughout the season. I am not doing the monthly update reports 
anymore. I am past that." 



 
Q: John Elway made mention of the Atlanta game, the second of the season, and 
how that was a game where some thought you pressed after hearing you didn't 
throw it down the field in the opener against Pittsburgh. Did that kind of put into 
focus what you could and could not do? 
Manning: "The Atlanta game was such an oddball. I kind of put an asterisk by it 
when we studied ourselves in the offseason. Believe it or not, looking back on it, 
where we screwed up is that I didn't play on the road in the preseason at all. I 
played one series against Chicago. It was raining. Half the people left. I didn't play 
against Arizona at all. I don't know. Home is different than on the road. You go two 
years, let's call last road game December of 2010, got oh-for-11, it's almost two 
years. I did not feel comfortable in that game. Up until middle of the second quarter 
and we were down 21-0. I made some decisions that just were not good. So I had 
this huge asterisk by it. At no point at any other time of the season did I have that 
feeling. I played in Atlanta a number of times. It wasn't my first time in Atlanta. 
You kind of say 15 years, you've done it before. I wasn't ready for it. I am not sure 
the preseason would have gotten me ready, but I should have played. I remember 
telling Coach Fox, I apologize that I didn't not feel good. We really could have won 
that game had I not spotted them 21 points. I think throughout the whole season I 
learned what I could do. It's the triple adjustment. It's new team. It's being 37- 
years old. And it's coming off an injury. What exactly is the reason for why I 
couldn't tell you. It's the combination." 
 
Q: Knowing you, you watched that Atlanta tape a ton to try to figure out what was 
wrong that night after throwing three picks in the first half alone? 
Manning: "It was hard to put my finger on it. Not saying I was nervous or 
whatever. I just didn't feel good. My advice to the next quarterback that misses an 
entire year is to understand there is a little difference going out on the road again. 
You miss that. When you're hurt, you do not feel like you are part of it." 
 
Q: After that game, you seemed to excel. Did you learn something that night? 
Manning: "I learned a little more. I probably tried to make sure I was making 
better decisions, not forcing things. Some of the throws I made I had no business 
making. Trying to make late throws across the middle that I got away with before. 
You kind of say I have to save that one for another time." 
 
Q: So say the same throw you could have made at 27, just not that night? 
Manning: "Maybe still shouldn't have tried it, but maybe get away with it then. 
There is a lot of that. I know a lot more about what I can do and how I am 
physically than I did last year." 
 
Q: I don't know if you saw it, but NFL.com had a story this week with your picture 
talking about your playoff failure and that your window is closing. Thoughts? 
Manning: "I guess I am glad that I have "a" postseason record. I don't defend it. I 
don't argue it. Each game in the postseason has its own identity. I can go through 
every game and take something our team would have done better or I would have 
done better here. It is what it is. As far as the window, every year you're playing in 
a window. I don't think anybody playing today, whether me at 37 or a 26-year-old, 



is looking toward 2015. In 2012, I thought we had a good team. And we didn't do 
it. I've been playing with the feeling that this is a unique window since I was 24 or 
25." 
 
Q: Was the loss to the Ravens worse because of what you personally went through 
to get there? 
Manning: "It was. I don't think you ever get over a game like that. I really liked 
our team. It was amazing to me how we formed a really good bond in a short time. 
We got along. We did things together. We had fun working together. I had this 
feeling it could be it. And all of sudden it stops. That's football. I don't because we 
did what we did last year we'll do it this year. You have to go do it all over again. 
It's starting all over again." 
 
Q: You still love the game? 
Manning: "I still enjoy working at it. It is different. I love driving home after 
practice to be with (wife) Ashley and the kids. It's fun. There have been huge 
changes in my life. Marvin Harrison had a great quote when he said you play the 
games for free. They're paying you to practice. Anybody would enjoy playing the 
game. It's who enjoys the work. That's what gets guys at the end. They can't stand 
the meetings. They don't like going over there and lifting. I've heard guys say it. 
They couldn't take it anymore. Maybe it will hit me someday, but I still like it. 
Whenever I stop enjoying that, that's when I will have to say it's time to get out." 
 
Q: You think you will play until you are 40? 
Manning: "I really don't know. I take it one year at a time. My contract is really 
four one-year deals. I wanted to be fair to the Broncos. I don't feel like I've put 
them in any type of a bind and I could go out there and play freely. If I can still go 
out there and perform and be effective, and still enjoy doing it, I will do it. I would 
like to think I will be a guy who knows when it's time to stop I don't want to be a 
guy who hung on and hung on. I do not have a goal of mind of a year or a statistic. 
People might think I am lying, staying to break this. The most important thing is 
whether I can still play. The biggest thing for me last year was that I wanted to be 
the player the team thinks it is getting. That was an incredibly driving factor for me. 
I did not want to let them down, and have them say, 'what have we just done?' 
That's enough to keep you going. I am not sure I ever will be the same. I am a 
different player now. I am a different body with a different team. I wanted to be the 
best player in this second chapter that I can be. You want to be the player they 
think they are getting. But so many things health wise were unknown. There was 
no protocol. You have an ACL, protocol. High-ankle sprain, there is protocol. Nerve 
injury to a quarterback's throwing arm? We wrote it last year. I am telling you it's 
got some wacky chapters in there of some different things we tried. You have every 
guru coming to you telling you, 'give me three days with you and I will fix you.' 
Talk about being disappointed on the third day when nothing changed. That was my 
fault thinking they could fix me in three days." 
 
Q: You had all these guys trying to offer help? 
Manning: "We'd get 100 calls and we cut it down. If there was a guy out there who 
could have fixed me, and we didn't call him, that's on us. I wanted to try and weed 



through some of the traps." 
 
Q: So you were going to do whatever it took to try and get back out there? 
Manning: "The most gratifying thing about last year was that I worked as hard as I 
possibly could. It could have ended poorly. I went to Duke and (Blue Devils coach 
David) Cutcliff was unbelievable creating game-like conditions with corners and a 
secondary. You can play pickup basketball, but you can't really re-create football. I 
did 10 plays of spring practice with Duke. The coaches left -- which makes it legal. I 
was in 10 plays. These guys are like, 'oh my God, look who's in the huddle with us?' 
I did as much as I could possibly do. There was still that unknown. Ashley and I 
talked about it a lot that I did not want to let them down. The improvements I 
made during those private throwing sessions were big. I did not want people to see 
me. I was not me." 
 
Q: Could you even throw it to that wall (10 yards away) over there? 
Manning: "I first threw it with (former Tennessee teammate and former Colorado 
Rockies player) Todd Helton in June of 2011. He wanted me to come and use their 
facilities during the lockout to have some privacy. You're hurt and you don't want 
people watching you. They're talking about you. 'Hey, he has a 5-pound dumbbell.' 
You are sensitive to it. So I went out threw with him. The first ball just nose-dived. 
I couldn't grip it. I lost my awareness of my arm in space. Where it was. Talk about 
a freaking-out feeling. So the first ball nose-dives. He thinks I am kidding. I was 
throwing passes where I am looking at you and the ball went over there (he points 
4 yards to my right). Finally having that surgery September of 2011 and I stopped 
throwing. I got my motion back. Maybe it was a time thing." 
 
Q: It had to be so weird that the motion you had since you were a kid was one that 
was foreign to you. 
Manning: "It's an awful, awful feeling. Throwing to him, and the ball goes over 
there. The biggest change I had was that for so often when I threw a pass I was 
shocked, shocked, it didn't go exactly where I put it. I couldn't believe it didn't hit 
him in the inside numbers. When I started throwing I was surprised it came off 
well. Cutcliffe told me to stop watching myself throw because I could get mentally 
scarred. That was the best thing I did. I didn't want to talk about those things a lot, 
but now that I got past them you do want to take a little time to reflect on where 
you are now. Am I better than where I was last year? Absolutely." 
 
Q: It's one of the most bizarre injuries ever, and the fact that it happened to a 
high-profile quarterback on his way to Canton makes it even more compelling, don't 
you think? 
Manning: "You are kind of on your own through this. John Lynch told me he had a 
similar injury. Well, he's a safety. He can still knock the crap out of somebody with 
one arm. I think it was too late for me to move to safety. My high-school coach 
Tony Reginelli was kind of famous for "Reggie-isms" kind of like "Yogi-isms." He 
always said if you want to be a good quarterback, when sprinting left you want to 
be amphibious and throw left-handed. I told him, 'you mean ambidextrous, coach?' 
If I had listened to coach Reg, and could be amphibious now and throw left-handed, 
it wouldn't' be so hard." 



 
Q: Did you ever pay attention to the noise last season after the first two games 
when people questioned whether you could ever be the same?  
Manning: "More 
than ever, you had to block it out. There were so many opinions. Somebody asked 
me about someone saying my career was over and whether that motivated me. No, 
I didn't hear it. I didn't know who was saying what. I had to block it out. There was 
somebody who said I couldn't throw left. I thought maybe he knew something I 
didn't know." 
 
Q: Who said that? 
Manning: "I think it's the new GM of the Browns (Mike Lombardi, who was then 
working for The NFL Network). If I don't know the answers, how did they already 
know the answers? I actually threw left a lot better than I did right at that time. I 
understand people will form their opinions -- and still do. It felt good to get out 
there and play and show I could still do it and improve each week. Hopefully I will 

be even better this year." 

  



Peyton Manning must win second Super 
Bowl to cement legacy 
 
Adam Schein 
NFL.com 
May 21, 2013 
 
Stop what you are doing. Listen closely. Do you hear that creaking sound? 
That's the window closing on Peyton Manning's bid to win that ultra-important 
second Super Bowl. 
 
He's an all-time great, a legendary quarterback. On a personal note, he is my 
favorite quarterback to watch. I want him as my quarterback. The intensity, the 
arm strength and the pure skill are remarkable. His numbers are superb. He is 
literally responsible for a new stadium being built in Indianapolis, and for the city 
hosting a Super Bowl. 
 
But he doesn't have the jewelry, the multiple championships, to match his 
greatness. And Manning, the ultimate student of the game, knows how 
quarterbacks are judged. 
 
Yes, the Denver Broncos' loss to the Baltimore Ravens last season was another 
playoff defeat in which Manning, seen as a heavy favorite, was bested by a team 
thought to be inferior. 
 
I got to thinking about Manning, the 2013 Broncos and Manning's legacy while 
sipping my coffee and perusing Peter King's latest "Monday Morning Quarterback" 
column on SI.com. Tom Brady told King, "I've never felt better throwing the 
football," before going into great detail as to why that's the case. 
 
Here's the thing about those comments: When you read them, you believe them. 
Yes, like Manning, Brady and Bill Belichick lost to the Ravens at home during last 
season's playoffs. But those two have a history of postseason success. Manning 
does not. 
 
Manning is an all-time great, but his playoff stats -- and career record of 9-11 -- 
are sub-par. Brady, meanwhile, is a robust 17-7. 
 
Let's take this a step further. 
 
Eli Manning is not the player his older brother is during the regular season, but he 
has a superior playoff résumé with the New York Giants. So I'll go ahead and say 
something I've said before: Eli -- a future Hall of Famer, thanks to his knack for the 
moment -- is better in the clutch than Peyton. Eli is 8-3 as a playoff quarterback, 
with two Super Bowl wins against the team that has long served as Peyton's 
kryptonite, the Belichick-coached Patriots. And Eli has twice ended spectacular 



seasons by the Green Bay Packers, first stopping Brett Favre and then Aaron 
Rodgers with amazing playoff wins. 
 
Ultimately, it comes down to this: Does Peyton Manning need that second Super 
Bowl title to be considered in the same class as Brady, Joe Montana and John 
Elway? 
 
One defensive player I asked said, "He's the toughest ever to defend. Simple as 
that. What else does he need?" However, a respected general manager countered, 
"He's great. He's Peyton. But his attempts to do too much hurt him when it 
matters. That's why Tom (Brady) is better, always has been. He's Peyton Manning, 
but he's had some ordinary moments in January." 
 
Rahim Moore wore the goat horns after last year's loss to the Ravens -- Manning 
can't, after all, play safety. But who should be held responsible for the game 
management and play calling in that defeat, for Denver failing to go for the jugular 
when it had the chance? Coach John Fox? Former offensive coordinator Mike 
McCoy? Or Manning? Or are we only allowed to point to Manning -- crediting his 
play-calling genius as a pseudo-offensive coordinator -- when it works? 
 
Last year was shaping up to be a magical season for Manning and the Broncos. 
 
Their mid-October comeback against the San Diego Chargers on Monday Night 
Football, after they'd fallen behind by 24 points, was epic. I wrote on NFL.com that 
the Broncos won the AFC West that night, predicting that they wouldn't lose the 
rest of the season, and sure enough, I was right. Denver was perfect. Manning was 
dreamy. The nation was on the Broncos' Super Bowl bandwagon. 
 
And yet, it wasn't enough. 
 
This year, the road should be even tougher for Manning's Broncos. 
 
Don't misinterpret what I'm saying. The Broncos are still AFC West favorites, 
especially after pilfering Brady's go-to-guy in Wes Welker. But thanks to a 
faxmachine mishap, they lost defensive stalwart Elvis Dumervil. I loved the drafting 
of Montee Ball, but the rookie running back still has to prove himself. Meanwhile, 
I've documented how the Chargers (who responded perfectly to linebacker Melvin 
Ingram's torn anterior cruciate ligament by signing Dwight Freeney to replace him) 
and Kansas City Chiefs absolutely will be much better this season. And Denver, 
which opens the 2013 season by hosting the Ravens and visiting the Giants, could 
start with an 0-2 record. 
 
Outside the division, I think the San Francisco 49ers, Seattle Seahawks, Atlanta 
Falcons, Green Bay Packers, New England Patriots and Houston Texans are all 
better than Denver on paper. 
 
I'm not trolling. I'm a big Manning backer in the made-for-sports-talk-radio 
argument about quarterbacks. But a sub-.500 record in the playoffs and another 



failed Super Bowl run hurt. Manning's place as a regular-season legend is secure, 
but his place as an all-time winner is not. He needs to earn another ring. Last year 
might have been the best time to make it happen. 
 
If Manning ends the 2013 season without another title, there's a chance he won't 
get another crack. 
 
That window might shut forever. 
  



Peyton Manning knows he has 'tight 
window' 
 
Lindsay H. Jones 
USA TODAY Sports 
May 21, 2013 
 
ENGLEWOOD, Colo. — A year ago, Peyton Manning wanted to prove he could still 
play football. Now he's trying to prove he can win another Super Bowl, and win one 
soon. 
 
Four months since a stunning double-overtime playoff loss to the Baltimore Ravens, 
Manning and the Broncos aren't shying away from Super Bowl expectations in his 
second year in Denver. Though Manning is under contract through 2016, neither he 
nor the team is willing to wait. 
 
"We are in a tight window. I don't think anyone in this organization wants to look 
eight years from now, whether it's with me or anyone," Manning told USA TODAY 
Sports on Tuesday. "This is 2013, and everyone is all in for now. With free agency, 
with injuries, everyone is (saying) — let's try to take advantage of this 
opportunity." 
 
For Manning, that "tight window" puts increased importance on offseason workouts. 
The relatively new collective bargining agreement limits the time he spends with his 
wide receivers, particularly starters Demaryius Thomas, Eric Decker and new slot 
receiver Wes Welker. After spending so many years with players like Reggie Wayne 
and Marvin Harrison in Indianapolis, Manning understands he doesn't have the 
luxury of time with his current crop of teammates. 
 
"No question — that's why I feel like the improvements that we have made in the 
timing last year, that was critical," Manning said. 
 
Manning quickly found chemistry with Decker and Thomas, and is optimistic he'll do 
the same with Welker. 
 
"He (Welker) is saying things, asking questions it reminds me a little bit of when I 
played with Marshall Faulk. I was a rookie and my head was spinning, but he had 
great knowledge of coverage, and he would say things that, as I got older, I 
realized were things that a quarterback would say," Manning said. "Welker, I can 
tell, obviously because of the sophisticated offense he's been in, and his experience 
with Tom (Brady), he's really a sophisticated player from the cerebral standpoint." 
 
Looking back on his first season with the Broncos, Manning considers it an "asterisk 
year," because of all of the changes he made, both with his body after recovering 
from four neck surgeries and switching teams for the first time in his career. Yet he 
posted near career-bests in passing yards, touchdowns and passer rating, a 



second-place finish in MVP voting as the Broncos won 13 games and earned the No. 
1 seed in the AFC. 
 
None of that matters much to Manning since it all ended suddenly. Manning threw 
two interceptions in the loss to the Ravens, one that was returned for a touchdown 
in the first quarter, and one in overtime that set up the Baltimore's winning field 
goal. 
 
"I don't know if you ever get over a loss like that, but you try to use it to drive you 
and motivate you," Manning said. 
 
One thing Manning would like to get past is questions about his health. 
"Nobody really cares about how you feel, so quit talking about it," Manning said. 
 
Yet at his age, and with his injury history, the health questions will not cease, even 
after he returned to a more normal offseason routine of weight lifting and 
conditioning. He rested his arm in late January and into February, and now he, his 
strength coaches and doctors notice improvement in his body and the way he is 
able to throw. 
 
"I do have certain things that are just factors, post-injury. It's just the way it is. I 
have proven to myself that I can manage it, deal with it, compensate for it. You still 
push for things to get back to where they were before the injury, whether that's 
possible or not, you just keep doing it," Manning said. "There is no question I have 
improved from last year, but I still feel like there are improvements to make, and I 
think that will be the way it is until I stop playing." 
 
Manning, 37, will likely the oldest starting quarterback this season. Brady, who will 
turn 36 in August likely second. Manning was, effectively, booted from Indianapolis 
when the Colts decided to draft his successor in Andrew Luck, just one of a 
starstudded crop of rookies last year. 
 
Manning paid attention to the emerging quarterbacks, though many of them — 
Robert Griffin III, Russell Wilson and Colin Kaepernick — play nothing like him or 
Brady. 
 
Manning wouldn't single out a favorite, but he said such a talented crop of young 
stars is great for the game, and the spread and read-option offenses many of them 
excel at won't go away. 
 
"You see pro teams adapting things from college and I think it is here to stay. I do 
think the place for the drop back quarterback is in play. I think it's great for the 
NFL, it gives it another dimension," Manning said. 
  



Peyton Manning donates $581,000 to 
children’s organizations in Colorado and 
other states 
 
By Mike Klis 
The Denver Post 
May 16, 2013 
 
Last month, Broncos quarterback Peyton Manning gave $500,000 to the Pat 
Summitt Foundation for the fight against Alzheimer’s Disease. 
 
Today, Manning’s PeyBack Foundation is donating $581,000 that will be distributed 
to more than 90 youth-based community organizations in Colorado, Indiana, 
Tennessee and Louisiana for 2013. 
 
Add it up and Manning has donated more than $1.081 million in the past two 
months. 
 
“The mission and work of the PeyBack Foundation is something we are very 
passionate about,” Manning said in a statement. 
 
“We are pleased to add Colorado to our giving cycle and are proud of the positive 
impact that so many youth-based organizations in this state, as well as in Indiana, 
Tennessee and Louisiana, have on our communities.” 
 
In Colorado, 37 youth-related charities will receive a total of $288,750 in grants. 
Twelve organizations in Indiana will receive $52,500 while 15 Louisiana 
organizations will receive $78,750 and 25 Tennessee organizations will receive 
$161,000. 
 
The PeyBack Foundation, a public non-profit corporation, was established by 
Manning in 1999 to promote the future success of disadvantaged youth by assisting 
programs that provide leadership growth and opportunities for children at risk. The 
PeyBack Foundation has donated more than $6.5 million through its grants and 
programs since its inception. 

  



PeyBack Foundation Announces 
$581,000 in Grants 
Quarterback Peyton Manning’s PeyBack Foundation will distribute the donations to 
youth-based organizations in each of the states he’s called home.  

Stuart Zaas 
DenverBroncos.com 
May 16, 2013 
 
ENGLEWOOD, Colo. – Quarterback Peyton Manning continued his offseason of 
giving back off the field with the announcement of more than half a million dollars 
in grants on Thursday. 

 

The donations will be distributed to more than 90 youth-based community 
organizations in Colroado, Indiana, Tennessee and Louisiana in 2013. 

 

“The mission and work of the PeyBack Foundation is something we are very 
passionate about,” said Manning, who is the foundation’s president. “We are 
pleased to add Colorado to our giving cycle and are proud of the positive impact 
that so many youth-based organizations in this state, as well as in Indiana, 
Tennessee and Louisiana, have on our communities.” 

 

Locally, Colorado charities will receive $288,750 in donations. Those groups include 
Big Brothers Big Sisters of Colorado, Boys & Girls Club of Metro Denver, Denver 
Public Schools Foundation, South Suburban Park and Recreation District, YMCA of 
Metro Denver and 32 other youth-related organizations. 

 

The foundation is also donating $52,500 to 12 organizations in Indiana, where 
Manning spent 14 seasons playing for the Indianapolis Colts, $78,750 to 15 
organizations in Louisiana, where Manning grew up and $161,000 to 25 groups in 
Tennessee, where Manning played college football. 

 

The PeyBack Foundation, a public non-profit corporation, was established by Peyton 
Manning in 1999 to promote the future success of disadvantaged youth by assisting 
programs that provide leadership growth and opportunities for children at risk. The 
PeyBack Foundation has donated more than $6.5 million through its grants and 
programs since its inception. 

 

Requests for grants are accepted from non-profit agencies and organizations 
actively advancing the welfare of disadvantaged children in Colorado, Indiana, 
Louisiana and Tennessee. All requests for financial assistance are given careful 
consideration by the PeyBack Foundation, and grants are awarded based on the 
unique merits of the individual agency, its goal and mission. 



 

Each organization must complete a PeyBack Foundation grant application to be 
considered. Grant application information will be available online at 
www.peytonmanning.com in September. 

  



Denver Bronco Peyton Manning named 
as 9th highest-earning athlete on Sports 
Illustrated list 
 
Allison Sylte 
KUSA – TV 
May 15, 2013 
 
KUSA - Denver Broncos quarterback Peyton Manning was the ninth highest-earning 
athlete in 2013, according to list released Wednesday by Sports Illustrated. He's 
projected to earn $31 million this year, with $18 million coming from his salary and 
another $13 million in endorsement deals. 
 
Manning is the second highest-earning player in the NFL, according to this year's 
Fortunate 50, which ranks the 50 highest earning athletes. New Orleans Saints 
quarterback Drew Brees - who recently inked a massive $37 million signing bonus - 
was the only NFL player expected to earn more. Brees didn't even crack the top 50 
highest earning athletes in 2012. 
 
"Manning's salary suddenly pales in comparison with Brees' ... but he remains 
football's biggest endorser and one of the most marketable athletes in American 
sports," the SI website reads. "Reebok, Wheaties, DirecTV, Gatorade, Papa John's 
and Buick all see the 37-year-old QB as a huge thing." 
 
Boxing great Floyd Mayweather Jr. topped the Fortunate 50 for the second 
consecutive year. He's projected to earn $90 million this year - all of it from his 
salary/winnings. 
 
"Surround yourself with the right team," Mayweather told Sports Illustrated. "It 
takes brains to make money." 
 
Golfer Tiger Woods - who was No. 1 every year from 2004 to 2011, fell to his 
lowest ranking ever at No.5, with earnings totaling $50.8 million. The Miami Heat's 
LeBron James, who's expected to make $56.5 million this year, came in second 
place, earning $39 million in endorsements alone - that's the highest on the list. 
 
The Fortune 50 was compiled by Daniel Roberts, a writer-reporter for Fortune 
Magazine. The list consists solely of salary, winnings, bonuses and endorsements, 
information Roberts found by consulting with players' associations, tour records, 
online databases, agents and records. Endorsement estimates came from a stable 
of marketing executives, agents and other experts. 
 
The 2013 list features 25 baseball players, 13 basketball players, eight football 
players, two golfers, one boxer and one NASCAR driver. For the fifth consecutive 
year, no female athletes were featured on the list. 
 



The New York Yankees topped team sports with five players on the list. The Tampa 
Bay Buccaneers were the only NFL team with more than one player represented on 
the list (Vincent Jackson was ranked No. 15 and Carl Nicks was ranked No. 21). 
 

  



Teammates vow to repay 
prankster Manning 
 
By Bill Williamson 
ESPN.com 
May 8, 2013 
 
Peyton Manning has become known as quite the prankster during his time in 
Denver. 
 
He has become famous for changing the language preference on teammates’ cell 
phones. He duped receiver Eric Decker into thinking he was being charged for a 
workout session at Duke this spring. In fact, right tackle Orlando Franklin estimates 
the quarterback has pulled a fast one on every member of the offense. 
 
Tuesday night, it was Franklin’s turn as Manning’s victim. Apparently, Manning 
directed Decker to shove a cream pie in Franklin’s face while he was being 
interviewed at the Colorado Rockies-New York Yankees game. Manning rented a 
bus and brought 30 teammates to watch the game from the owners’ suite. 
 
It was Franklin’s first baseball game and he was treated like a player who had just 
hit a walk-off home run. 
 
“Peyton and Decker, they got me real well last night,” Franklin told reporters in 
Denver on Wednesday. “I’m definitely looking forward to revenge at this point. I 
wasn’t really paying attention to it. That was stupid on my behalf, but like I said I’m 
looking forward to getting those guys back. I think a lot of guys are going to jump 
at that opportunity. So we’ve just got to plan something out real well for him and 
get him when it counts.” 
 
Count tight end Joel Dreessen among those who want to get Manning back. His cell 
phone fell prey to Manning last season. Dreessen thought he had Manning once, but 
he panicked and admitted it to the quarterback. 
 
“I tried to get him back. He was charging his iPad at my locker so I set a dog 
barking alarm to go off at like 2:00 in the morning,” Dreesen said. “[I thought] for 
sure -- he’s a study maniac -- he’s going to take his iPad home but he leaves it at 
my locker overnight. I got home that night and I was like, ‘Man, he’s got twin 
babies and I don’t want to wake his wife up.’ So I totally chickened out and I texted 
him that night, ‘Hey, I set your iPad to go off at 2:00 in the morning. Turn it off.’ 
 
He’s like, ‘Actually, I didn’t bring it home.’ So he shoves it in my stomach the next 
day: ‘Hey, take this alarm off of there.’ So I turned it off. I chickened out though. I 
regret that; I should have left it on.” 
 

So, it seems Manning is still undefeated in the Denver locker room.  



Broncos teammates react to Peyton 
Manning's pranks 
 
Lindsay H. Jones 
USA TODAY Sports 
May 8, 2013 
 
ENGLEWOOD, Colo. – The Denver Broncos prank war is on, and it seems the only 
one who seems to be safe is Peyton Manning. 
 
Manning this spring has already orchestrated well publicized pranks on receiver Eric 
Decker (a four-figure invoice for voluntary workouts) and right tackle Orlando 
Franklin (a pie-in-the-face at Tuesday's Colorado Rockies game), but teammates 
said those are only a small sampling of the quarterback's hijinks. 
 
"He's pretty much got everybody on the offense," Franklin said Wednesday. 
 
Tight end Joel Dreessen said Manning's go-to prank involved stealing and making 
changes to his teammate's iPhones. Dreessen caught Manning messing with 
Dreessen's phone once in the locker room when he came out of the shower. 
 
"I get back to my locker and he was standing at my locker with a towel. I was like, 
'What the hell is he doing?'" Dreessen said Wednesday. "He was trying to change 
the language on my iPhone. He's pulled that one a couple of guys where he's 
switched it to a different language—Chinese or whatever." 
 
Let that be a lesson to current or future Broncos: Lock your phone. 
 
Dreessen once tried to retaliate and snagged Manning's team-issued iPad from 
where Manning had left it charging in Dreessen's locker. Dreessen, figuring Manning 
would take the iPad home for video study, set the alarm to go off at 2 a.m. – with 
the sound of barking dogs. 
 
But before the prank could go through, Dreessen panicked. He realized the alarm 
would wake up Manning's twin toddlers and wife, so Dreessen texted Manning and 
told him to turn the alarm off. 
 
"I totally chickened out," Dreessen said. 
 
Decker teamed up with Manning to pull of the pie prank against Franklin at Coors 
Field, but he's still plotting his own revenge on the quarterback. And now Franklin is 
too. 
 
"I think a lot of guys are going to jump at that opportunity," Franklin said. "So 
we've just got to plan something out real well for him and get him when it counts." 
  



Peyton Manning recalls every detail of 
play at Tennessee in 1996, and it is 
simply amazing 
 
Frank Schwab 
Yahoo Sports 
May 2, 2013 
 
Tennessee video coordinator Joe Harrington, who has been working with Volunteers 
for more than two decades, got a call in early December while he was out to lunch. 
 
He recognized old Tennessee quarterback Peyton Manning's voice, but the Denver 
Broncos star offered no greeting, just a request to cut up a play from 16 years 
earlier and send him the video. 
 
And there wouldn't be much challenge for Harrington in finding it, because Manning 
told him every detail of that play from the 1996 season. 
 
The following story, told by Harrington as he introduced Manning at a coaching 
clinic in April (and posted in a YouTube video by Tennessee and brought to our 
attention by CoachingSearch.com), is a great example why Manning might be the 
best ever. 
 
"I pick up the phone and I go in the corner where it's quiet, and I'm all, 'Hello?' and 
no 'Hi, how ya doing?,' nothing," Harrington said. "This is what he says: 'In 1996, 
Tennessee played Ole Miss in Memphis, in the third quarter we ran a play called Flip 
Right Duo, X Motion, Fake Roll 98 Block Pass Special. I need you to find that play, I 
need you to digitize it and I need you to send it to me at Denver, in my email.' 
 
"Exactly where he said it would be is what he said would happen." 
 
Whoa. 
 
The video shows the play from Tennessee that Manning asked about, and also a clip 
of the Broncos practicing it. Denver didn't use it in a game last season. 
 
Manning appeared at the coaching clinic and showed video of him going through 
drills from Tennessee, the Indianapolis Colts and Broncos. The part of the video 
that shows Harrington putting together all the various drills that Manning wanted 
for the clinic is an example of the attention to detail and intensity that has made 
Manning great. 
 
And the story about recalling the play that happened when he was a junior at 
Tennessee is unreal. Since his college career, Manning has played in two Super 
Bowls, made 12 Pro Bowls, won four MVP awards and counting playoffs has thrown 
8,554 NFL passes. But he still remembers the exact play call of a pass he made 



against Ole Miss in Memphis when he was 20 years old. 

"It is an amazing story," Harrington said. 

  



Manning back in Indy for Children's 
Hospital fundraiser 
 
Rich Nye 
NBC-TV 
April 27, 2013 
 
Former Colts quarterback Peyton Manning stood under a huge cargo jet in the 
FedEx Maintenance Hangar at Indianapolis International Airport. The Denver 
Broncos quarterback is back in town for Celebration of Caring Gala, an annual 
fundraiser for the Peyton Manning Children's Hospital at St. Vincent. Country music 
artist Luke Bryan provided entertainment for the event, which was closed to the 
media. 
 
"We're going to raise a lot of money tonight," said Manning, emcee for the event. 
"We're going to announce it in the coming days after the event. We're going to 
have a lot of fun and honor some truly special people." 
 
Manning will make another special appearance later this year in Indy when he faces 
his former team for the first time. The Colts host the Broncos on NBC's Sunday 
Night Football on October 20th at 8:30 p.m. 
 
"I will reflect on it and have some thoughts on that week in October," said Manning, 
who deflected the question. "I really don't have to talk about it until that week and 
that's when I will. I'm sure that game will be on TV, I would think. There might be a 
few people trying to get a ticket to that game." 
 
Manning says he has several other games to think about before he returns to Lucas 
Oil Stadium. The Broncos open the season in Denver on Thursday, September 5th, 
against the Super Bowl Champion Baltimore Ravens. Peyton faces his brother Eli in 
week two when the Broncos visit the New York Giants. 
 
But Manning says he still feels a deep connection to Indianapolis. 
 
"I obviously don't play here anymore," said Manning. "But my PeyBack Foundation 
is still based here in Indianapolis. My connection with the Children's Hospital is still 
strong and will continue to be here as long as they'll have me." 
 
Manning missed all of the 2011 season after neck surgery. The Colts released him 
in March 2012 and he signed a five-year, $96 million deal with the Broncos. In his 
first season in Denver, Manning led the Broncos to a 13-3 record and the AFC West 
division title. He completed 400 of 583 passes for 4,659 yards. The Broncos lost a 
double overtime heartbreaker to the Ravens in the playoffs. 
 
"This time last year there was still a lot of unknown for me" said Manning. "It really 
felt good to get back out there. The year that I sat out you really miss being out 



there with your teammates. A lot of hard work that I put in, a lot of people that 
helped me along the way, doctors and trainers here in Indianapolis and Denver. 
I've been to Duke to see coaches. I was really just so grateful all year for all of the 
people that helped me." 
 
Manning begins his 16th season in the NFL this fall. 
 
"I still have challenges post-injury," said Manning. "Part of it is post-injury. Part of 
it is a new team. Part of it is probably being 37. I continue to do my rehab that I've 
had to do for the past going on two years." 
  



Manning Encourages Fitness on Surprise 
School Visit 
Peyton Manning played games with students at Whittier school to encourage an 
active and healthy lifestyle.  

Stuart Zaas 
DenverBroncos.com 
Apr 17, 2013 
 

DENVER – A group of anxious third, fourth and fifth-grade students sat patiently on 
the floor of Whittier K-8 School eagerly waiting to find out why they were pulled out 
of their classes for a surprise assembly. 

 

In walked Broncos quarterback Peyton Manning and the room exploded with built-
up energy. 

 

That energy was exactly the reason that Manning took the time to visit the students 
after his own workouts at Dove Valley. 

 

“It’s about getting kids active,” Manning said about his visit as part of the Broncos’ 
partnership with Playworks and NFL Play 60. “Getting active – the more active you 
are, you pay more attention in school and you have more energy to do your 
schoolwork. We got to have a lot of fun interacting and playing different kinds of 
game. At the same time, it’s good for your overall health and it’s good to be doing 
it at school.” 

 

Playworks is a national organization that promotes physical fitness and activity for 
youth, and its Denver chapter just celebrated its three-year anniversary. 

 

Playworks Denver Executive Director Andrea Woolley said that having Manning 
appear on behalf of the organization helps drive the message home with the kids. 

 

“It’s fantastic,” she said. “Our mission is all about kids and teaching them that play 
and physical activity can transform their lives. Having people who use play and 
physical activity to transform their lives and impact the community is just so great 
for them to see a great role model who is going to come and play with them and 
show them that adults can play too.” 

 

As someone who has made a living via physical activity, Manning knows how 
important it is to start those habits at a young age. 

 



After apologizing to the kids for taking them out of their classes – nobody seemed 
to mind – he told them how important it is to get exercise on a regular basis so that 
it helps the other areas of their lives. 

 

“Being active has been a huge part of my life,” Manning said. “I’ve been as active 
as I can. You have to be active to be in top shape to do your job. (Play 60) has 
been a great campaign by the NFL. It’s a great credit to the Broncos for supporting 
this campaign. I’m glad to be here at Whittier. We are going to have some fun.” 

 

Wednesday's visit marked the second school surprise in a row for Manning, who 
talked to an audience at Gateway High School in Aurora, Colo. on Tuesday evening. 

 

Manning, who said he "absolutely believes" that it is important to give back to the 
local community, joined the students in a rotation of games in the school’s gym. 
He helped coach the kids in one game that resembled one-on-one drills that fans 
will see during Broncos training camp in August. 

 

Students donned flags and had to try to get past their opponent without their flag 
getting pulled. Manning coached up both sides, demonstrating his spin and juke 
moves along with a defensive stance. 

 

“They are never going to forget this day,” said Whittier Principal Jai Palmer, who 
participated in the game as well. “This is going to be great for them. It’s awesome.” 

  



'More Comfortable' Manning Ready for 
Year Two 
Quarterback Peyton Manning expects improvement in the passing game thanks to a 
year of experience in Denver.  

Stuart Zaas 
DenverBroncos.com 
Apr 15, 2013 
 
ENGLEWOOD, Colo. – At this point last year, Peyton Manning was focused on 
getting himself ready to play his first NFL game in more than a year. 

 

Now, Manning is far enough along in his rehab that he can spend more time 
working on his on-field chemistry and timing with the Broncos receivers. Last 
offseason, he was just getting back on the field himself. 

 

After resting his arm for a few months after the season ended, Manning threw to 
Eric Decker, Demaryius Thomas and Wes Welker at Duke University last week. 

 

“I’m not sure, you kind of have comparisons to last year and then comparisons to 
before the surgery,” Manning said about how his arm is feeling. “I’m not sure if I’ll 
ever get back – I hope I’ll get back to where I was before the surgery, but whether 
that’s possible or not, I’m probably never going to know the answer to that until I 
stop playing. I’m never going to stop trying to get back to that point.” 

 

Whether his arm strength is all the way back to the level it was before the injury or 
not, Manning’s passes had plenty of zip on them for Thomas at last week’s 
workouts. 

 

“I think he’s gotten a little stronger, but I can’t really say, because it’s my first time 
playing with a quarterback like Peyton,” Thomas said. “It was fun this past year, 
because I’d never had balls come at me like that. I can’t say much about the 
strength of his arm, because I never really played with him the years before he got 
hurt. I think it’s the same.”  

 

Manning has talked about the importance of building chemistry with his wide 
receiving corps, and Monday’s start of the team’s voluntary offseason program 
allowed the full group to reunite.  

 

With a year of experience in Denver under his belt, Manning hopes that his 
increased comfort level will help the team in 2013. 

 



“I certainly hope that I feel more comfortable,” Manning said. “And hopefully that’ll 
make a difference and help me be a better player and help our team be better.” 

 

Manning said he thinks it could take “three or four years” for his timing to fully 
develop with Thomas and Decker and said that he expects to be out of the league 
by the time those two hit their prime. 

 

Through the throwing sessions at Duke and the team’s offseason program, Manning 
hopes to develop that chemistry the best that he can. 

 

“I think it’s a process for a quarterback and receiver to really get their timing down 
the way you want it to,” Manning said. “Experience is your best teacher in all three 
of those phases and you just can’t have enough of them. Both of those guys have 
excellent work ethics, which I appreciate.” 

 

Manning credited their work ethics for helping speed the process along. Last year, 
both Decker and Thomas recorded their first career 1,000-yard seasons. 

 

Manning expects that through the extra offseason of work, those numbers could 
increase in 2013. 

 

“I really felt like we got the most out of the time we got together last year as we 
could,” he said. “But, we’re hoping that we can be better this year. I know those 
guys are excited to be better players this year than they were last year.” 

 

With last season in the rear-view mirror, Manning took time to reflect on his first 
season back on the field after being unable to play in 2011. 

 

“I certainly had it in perspective that being out of football for the 2011 season and 
not really knowing what the future held, and whether I was going to be able to play 
again,” Manning said. “I certainly had a great appreciation for 2012 and being back 
out on the field playing with my new teammates. It was a new atmosphere for me, 
totally different culture and a huge transition, but I did not take it for granted one 
single moment, being out there on the field.” 

  



Manning, Broncos Receivers Working Out 
Together 
Quarterback Peyton Manning is working out with wide receivers Demaryius Thomas, 
Eric Decker and Wes Welker at Duke University.  

Stuart Zaas 
DenverBroncos.com 
Apr 11, 2013 
 
ENGLEWOOD, Colo. – Last Spring, quarterback Peyton Manning worked out at Duke 
University not knowing which team he’d play for in 2012. 

 

Then, the focus was on rehabilitation from the neck surgeries that forced him to 
miss the entire 2011 season. 

 

Now, Manning is back on Duke’s campus and instead of wondering who his 
teammates are going to be for the upcoming year, he brought a trio of Broncos 
receivers with him to North Carolina. 

 

"It’s certainly nice to be here under more normal circumstances,” Manning told 
ESPN’s Chris Mortensen. “I’m here with three of my wide receivers – Eric (Decker), 
Wes (Welker) and Demaryius (Thomas). I had such great work with (Duke Head) 
Coach (David) Cutcliffe last year, it’s kind of like a golfer going back to an old swing 
coach. It’s a great time to work on the fundamentals and mechanics.” 

 

Along with the quartet of Broncos in Durham, N.C., Eli Manning and three Giants 
wide receivers – Hakeem Nicks, Victor Cruz and Louis Murphy – are also working 
out under the watchful eye of Cutcliffe, who coached both Peyton and Eli Manning 
during their college careers. 

 

"I told Cutcliffe to coach us like we were both freshman at Tennessee or Ole Miss,” 
Manning said. “It's been great work, great timing with the receivers this early in the 
offseason." 

 

This week’s throwing sessions at Duke mark the first time that Manning has thrown 
to Welker outside of Pro Bowls.  

 

The 10th-year wideout joined the Broncos as a free agent this offseason after 
catching 118 passes for 1,354 yards and six touchdowns in 2012 with the Patriots. 

 

"There are certain guys you just feel like you have timing with right away," Manning 
said about throwing to Welker. "He's a guy that has a great feel for how to get 



open, and understands route concepts and, of course, he played in such a 
sophisticated offense there in New England, so he's a smart player. You can see 
why he's been such a productive player. He's intense. He loves to work." 

 

The first phase of the Broncos’ offseason program begins on Monday, April 15. 
Manning said that he enjoyed seeing that his trio of wideouts were willing to take 
time out of their offseason to come down and work out before the official start of 
the team’s program.  

 

"It's kind of inspiring for an old player like me to be around guys that love to work,” 
he said. “It makes me proud to play quarterback." 

  



Peyton Manning on donation to Pat 
Summitt Foundation: “I have such great 
respect and admiration for Coach 
Summitt” 
 
Mike Klis 
The Denver Post 
April 8, 2013 
 
The Pat Summitt Foundation, which was established in 2011 to fight Alzheimer’s 
Disease in the name of the University of Tennnessee basketball coaching legend, 
announced that Broncos quarterback Peyton Manning and his wife Ashley have 
committed a whopping $500,000 donation. 
 
Peyton Manning ordinarily doesn’t like to publicize his charitable work but he 
allowed the Pat Summitt Foundation to announce his donation in hopes it will bring 
further attention and support to the fight against Alzheimer’s. 
 
“As we all know, Pat Summitt has been a success at everything she has ever taken 
on and we truly believe the Mannings’ gift and our efforts with Pat’s team will make 
a huge difference on the national platform for Alzheimer’s,” said James Haslem II, 
chairman of the Pat Summitt Foundation. 
 
Summitt rivals John Wooden as the greatest coaches in college basketball history. 
Summitt posted an unequalled coaching record of 1,098-208 with eight national 
titles when she retired from the Vols’ head coaching position in August 2011 after 
she was diagnosed with early on-set Alzheimer’s. 
 
Manning played four years for the Tennessee Volunteers football team during the 
height of Summitt’s coaching career. 
 
Some people might say Manning makes gobs of money, so making such a hefty 
donation is no big deal to his financial portfolio. 
 
But let’s compare decimal point to decimal point. Manning drew an $18 million 
salary from the Broncos last year. His $500,000 donation from $18 million would be 
like a person drawing $180,000 a year donating $5,000. Or to draw in a larger 
percentage of American workers, it would be like a person making $90,000 writing 
a check for $2,500. 
 
I don’t know about you but I have a tough time putting a $20 bill in the church 
basket. Make no mistake, the Manning’s gift was no small sacrifice. Too, Manning is 
the co-chairman of the Pat Summitt Foundation’s advisory board so he does more 
than just write a check — he puts in time for the cause. 
 



“I have such great respect and admiration for Coach Summitt as a mentor, coach 
and friend from my days as a Tennessee Volunteer and throughout my pro career,” 
Manning said in a statement. “I hope my role as honorary co-chair can bring 
attention to the important mission of defeating Alzheimer’s through research for a 
cure, support services for patients and caregivers, and building education and 
awareness. 
 
“Both Ashley and I believe it’s imperative we make our own personal contribution to 
advance this critical work in addition to serving in a volunteer capacity with the 
foundation. We are hopeful others will follow Pat’s lead and come to the aid of the 
more than five and a half million Americans impacted by this disease.” 
 
Update: Thanks to all those math experts who caught my mistakes with the 
example dollar figures, and who are amazed I actually graduated from Murray 
State. 
 

  



Broncos' Peyton Manning donates 
$500,000 to Pat Summitt Foundation 
 
Lindsay H. Jones 
USA TODAY Sports 
April 8, 2013 
 
Denver Broncos quarterback Peyton Manning and his wife, Ashley, have made their 
involvement with the Pat Summitt Foundation more than a symbolic one. 
 
The couple plans to donate $500,000 to the foundation, which helps fight 
Alzheimer's. Summitt announced in 2011 she had early-onset dementia and retired 
last year after 38 seasons as the women's basketball coach at the University of 
Tennessee. Manning played quarterback for the Vols from 1994-1997, and he 
serves as an honorary co-chair on the Pat Summitt Foundation advisory board. 
 
The Mannings' donation is the largest to the foundation since it was established in 
November 2011. 
 
"Both Ashley and I believe it's imperative we make our own personal contribution to 
advance this critical work in addition to serving in a volunteer capacity with the 
foundation," Manning said in a statement. "We are hopeful others will follow Pat's 
lead and come to the aid of the more than five and a half million Americans 
impacted by this disease." 
 
Manning presented Summit with the Arthur Ashe Courage Award at the ESPY 
Awards last summer. 
 
"My mother and I are humbled and very grateful for this most generous gift from 
Peyton and Ashley Manning to our Foundation and for their willingness to lend their 
names and leadership to our fight," Summitt's son Tyler Summitt said in a 
statement.  



Mannings Donate $500,000 to Summitt 
Foundation 
On Monday, it was announced that Peyton Manning and his wife Ashley have 
donated $500,000 to The Pat Summitt Foundation.  

Gray Caldwell 
DenverBroncos.com 
Apr 8, 2013 
 
ENGLEWOOD, Colo. -- More than a decade has passed since he last played in 
Neyland Stadium, but Peyton Manning hasn't forgotten his University of Tennessee 
roots. 

 

On Monday, it was announced that Manning -- an advisory board honoorary co-
chair -- and his wife Ashley have donated $500,000 to The Pat Summitt 
Foundation. 

 

“I’m so proud and honored to have Peyton and Ashley Manning on our team," 
Summitt said. "It’s hard to find words that can adequately express how much their 
gift and involvement means to me personally and to our goal to defeat Alzheimer’s 
disease. Tyler (Summitt) and I are truly thankful for what this gift can do to help 
those suffering from and living with Alzheimer’s and its related dementias." 

 

The foundation, a fund of East Tennessee Foundation, was established by Summitt 
in November 2011. Its purpose is to win the fight against Alzheimer's disease, and 
looks to do so through advancing research for prevention and a cure, providing 
support to patients, caregivers and families and by educating the public on the 
impacts of the disease. 

 

Manning said that Summitt, who won eight NCAA national championships as head 
coach of the Tennessee Lady Vols basketball team, has always been defined by her 
strength and perserverance -- traits he admired. The quarterback has said she 
played a pivotal role in his decision to return to Tennessee for his senior season. 

 

“I have such great respect and admiration for Coach Summitt as a mentor, coach 
and friend from my days as a Tennessee Volunteer and throughout my pro career,” 
Manning said. “I hope my role as honorary co-chair can bring attention to the 
important mission of defeating Alzheimer’s through research for a cure, support 
services for patients and caregivers, and building education and awareness.” 

 

The donation is the largest major gift announcement to date for the foundation. 

 



"My mother and I are humbled and very grateful for this most generous gift from 
Peyton and Ashley Manning to our Foundation and for their willingness to lend their 
names and leadership to our fight,” Tyler Summitt said. 

 

In addition to the generous donation, the Mannings have volunteered regularly with 
the foundation, and Peyton serves as a honorary co-chair along with WNBA All-Star 
and ESPN analyst Kara Lawson. 

 

“Both Ashley and I believe it’s imperative we make our own personal contribution to 
advance this critical work in addition to serving in a volunteer capacity with the 
foundation," Manning said. "We are hopeful others will follow Pat’s lead and come to 
the aid of the more than five and a half million Americans impacted by this 
disease.” 

 

More information about the foundation can be found at PatSummitt.org. 

  



Peyton Manning's USO tour journal 
Broncos QB shares his unforgettable, inspiring experience with troops overseas 
 
By Peyton Manning 
Special to ESPN 
March 6, 2013 
 
One year ago, Peyton Manning ended one leg of his professional football journey, a 
13-season run with the Indianapolis Colts, and began another that landed him with 
the Denver Broncos. 
Fast-forward to the present. Manning just completed a new personal journey with 
the USO, visiting the men and women of the U.S. military in what he describes as a 
life-changing event. 
 
On a tour that ran from Feb. 25 to March 2, Manning was accompanied by Adm. 
James Winnefeld, the ninth vice chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the 
second highest-ranking officer in the U.S. military. Manning was introduced to 
Winnefeld by Colts quarterback coach Clyde Christensen, who also made the trip 
along with free-agent wide receiver Austin Collie; Tampa Bay Buccaneers wide 
receiver Vincent Jackson, who was raised in a military family; and former major 
league pitcher Curt Schilling, a regular on the USO tour circuit. 
 
Manning kept a detailed journal of his travels. When members of the military staff 
read some of his entries as the trip was nearing its conclusion, they encouraged 
Manning to share them publicly because they felt it would be good for troop morale. 
Here is an edited version of Manning's visit with the troops: 
 
Monday, Feb. 25 
On plane right now, we are flying to Rota, Spain. We will visit troops there all day, 
then fly to Naples, Italy, Tuesday night to visit some more troops. Today we took a 
tour of the Pentagon and went to Walter Reed Hospital to visit the wounded 
warriors. I visited with many amputees while they were rehabbing and learning to 
walk with their prosthetic legs. Their attitudes on life, determination to get better 
and desire to remain in the military were very inspiring. Signed a lot of footballs 
and took lots of pictures. If I ever whine or complain about anything ever again, 
then shame on me after what I witnessed today. 
 
Our leader on this USO tour is Adm. James Winnefeld. I have been talking to him 
on the plane for the past two hours, and he is as impressive a leader as I have ever 
been around. I asked him many questions about his thoughts on leadership as it 
may relate to playing quarterback, and he had some great insight. Our country is 
lucky to have him. 
 
The rehab staff here is outstanding. After our visit to Walter Reed, the admiral took 
Curt Schilling, Clyde Christensen and me to his 14-year-old son John's baseball 
practice. Afterward, this same group went to Arlington National Cemetery to see 
the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier and JFK's tomb. It was my first time to either site 



and it was pretty moving. We had dinner at the admiral's house in a military 
neighborhood. He told me that Gen. Patton once resided in the home. Threw some 
passes with the admiral's son, L.J. We then boarded a plane that looks like Air 
Force One on the outside and off we went. 
 
Tuesday, Feb. 26 
We just took off from Spain and are flying now to Naval Air Station Sigonella in 
Italy. We will see troops there and then fly on to Naples. In Rota, the first stop we 
made was a plane hangar where about 40 or so troops were gathered. The admiral 
presented the Bronze Star to three troops who had performed outstanding duties in 
action in Afghanistan. It was a short ceremony but a huge honor for these three 
soldiers. 
 
We got to visit with the troops there. We then went over to the main base and 
visited with more troops and many family members. Lots of family members live 
over here with these troops on the base or were visiting. That is not the case in 
Afghanistan, where no family members will be there. Lots of football fans. I spoke 
briefly onstage and thanked all the troops for their service. I told them that one of 
my driving forces in my football career has always been to be accountable to my 
team, and to do my job to help the team. Nowhere is that philosophy more defined 
and displayed than in our armed forces. 
 
The base commander gave me three names to call out and I threw a pass to each 
one of them -- a football signed by me, Austin Collie and Vincent Jackson. Two 
women and one male. The man, Eric Wagner, and first woman, Linda Pena, each 
dropped the pass twice until they finally caught it. The second female, Mara 
Giardini, caught it the first time. They all got big applause when they caught the 
pass. We then took group pictures with the people present, probably 200 people or 
so. The other visits will be much larger, I am told. I stood next to Schilling in the 
photo line. His dad was in the military, and he is really good with the troops. He 
told them that he hates all Yankees fans except the ones in the military. 
 
One comment that stuck out was when a soldier thanked me for coming over and 
"bringing some of home" to him and his fellow soldiers. That told me we were doing 
a good deed for these special men and women. Let me tell you, whatever store 
over here in Spain sells footballs has to be sold out. Wish I had some stock in it. 
 
Wednesday, Feb. 27 
On plane right now flying from Camp Lemonnier, Djibouti, to Al Dhafra, United Arab 
Emirates. We will spend the night in a hotel there tonight and then fly to our next 
stop in the morning. Djibouti is home for about 2,000 troops. No families over here, 
military personnel only. Did the show throwing footballs again. Took pics and shook 
hands with a lot of troops. They don't sell footballs in Djibouti. Any football that I 
signed was worn down because the troops throw it around over on the base. 
Afterward, we went to the cafeteria and had dinner with the folks. I sat with about 
four guys who are what they call Seabees, part of the Navy. It really is CB, which 
stands for Construction Battalion. They have been around since WWII. They are 
building anything that our forces need -- runways, hangars, smaller command 



bases. Took some more pics and signed some stuff in the cafeteria and then we 
were sent to the aircraft base to fly back out. Before that, a guy grabbed me by the 
arm and told me he was a special op from Colorado and could I come meet the rest 
of his team, all of whom were from Colorado and all big Broncos fans. He said that I 
had to go with him and to his team's office and that he should not take me in there 
because of the highly classified intelligence in there but that he would ask for 
forgiveness later. 
 
As I was walking over there I asked a member of the admiral's staff, Capt. Russ 
Meyers, "What does special ops mean, exactly?" and he said that I was about to go 
meet Navy SEALs, all from Colorado. We took a group picture, I thanked them for 
their service, and they thanked me for coming. Then I headed back to the bus to 
head to our plane. Before we boarded, we got to watch three F-16s take off backto- 
back-to-back. Serious, serious speed. Have seen these flying over me before 
kickoff a bunch, but never on a takeoff. It was quite a spectacle. They told us we 
were not allowed to video the takeoffs for security reasons. (Naturally, Schilling 
filmed the whole thing with his camera phone.) 
 
I learned all Navy SEALs are studs but then there are special SEALs. They are 
known as the Elite Elite. They will shoot up to 100,000 rounds of ammo a year in 
practice shooting. They are doing the major specialized jobs (i.e. killing bin Laden, 
those pirates who kidnapped that boat captain for ransom a few years ago). Pretty 
amazing stuff. 
 
Thursday, Feb. 28 
Thursday was truly an awesome day. Flew out on a C-2 from the UAE to an aircraft 
carrier, the USS Stennis. I'm not allowed to say where the ship was located exactly, 
but I can say it was outside the Arabian Gulf. We did the landing on the ship like 
you see in the movies with the cable wire. About 12 of us, helmets and goggles on 
for takeoff and landing. I got to sit up in the cockpit for half the flight. They let me 
make a few announcements on the PA system. I announced that in order for us to 
land we needed Curt Schilling and coach Clyde Christensen to please sit on opposite 
sides of the plane for weight-balance issues. Pilots got a good laugh out of that one. 
The teamwork displayed between these pilots and the crew on the ship was 
absolutely incredible. Once we were on the ship, we got to watch other planes land. 
Everybody has a role. The purple shirts -- grapes, as they call them -- are in charge 
of fuel. Yellow shirts are flight-deck directors; white shirts are safety; red shirts are 
ordnance, salvage, crash situations. It was awesome to see and understand just 
how skilled our military personnel are in this country and how much pride they take 
in their profession. 
 
We were greeted off the plane by Capt. Ron Reis, Rear Adm. Troy M. "Mike" 
Shoemaker and Capt. John Beaver. Three studs. Reis and Shoemaker are great 
leaders. Five thousand sailors on board, lot of people to lead. We did the USO show 
for a big crowd. The crowd was awesome for the show. Many people told me how 
big of a morale booster it is for us to be there. We took group pictures again with 
all the sailors. Great people. My body's way off with jet lag for sure but I don't get 
tired because these people fire me up and inspire me. I autographed a mortar for 



one sailor. My first mortar. He told me it was used in Desert Storm. Pretty cool. 
We flew back out a la "Top Gun," zero to 150 mph in about 2 to 3 seconds. Serious 
jolt and rush, similar to a solid blindside hit by Bruce Smith. Landed back at UAE, 
and then we went to the military base there, Al Dhafra. Went and did another show 
for this base. One guy dropped throws three times, poor guy. We had to bring him 
up real close where I had to underhand it to him to get the completion. Crowd 
loved it. Female officer came right after him and snagged the catch from same 
distance. Crowd went crazy. Bunch of people again said thanks for bringing some of 
America to them. That's what it's all about. 
 
Friday, March 1 
We started early today with a 6 a.m. departure from hotel. Boarded a C-17 plane in 
Al Dhafra, bound for Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan. Previously, aside from the plane 
to the USS Stennis, we had been flying a C-40, which is a blue-and-white 737. The 
C-17 is a hoss of a plane. It's a gray military-looking aircraft. It's used for 
transporting tanks, cars, Hummers, etc. I sat in the cockpit for takeoff with three 
other pilots, which was sweet. They let me have the PA system again once we were 
at cruising altitude. The pilots gave me some good aircraft lingo before I hit the 
button, and I hit 'em with, "This is your captain, Captain Manning speaking, 
welcome aboard. We are currently cruising at altitude 40,000 feet, currently looking 
at 35 degrees in our destination, Afghanistan. If you look out your windows, you 
will see quite a lot of sand. There will be breakfast served in our first-class cabin 
[which of course there was no such thing on this plane], but unfortunately for those 
of you sitting in the back in steerage, you are out of luck. [Collie and Clyde were 
busy taking pics outside before we boarded and got on the plane late, so they had 
to sit in the back of the plane.] I am currently flying the plane, and I want you to 
sit back, relax, and enjoy the flight. Crosscheck." Got a good ovation from the rest 
of the flight crew but one of the crew told me that crosscheck was not a term the 
pilots used, it was a flight-crew term, one that flight attendants use. I apologized 
and reminded her that was why I am just a dumb jock and not an Air Force pilot. 
Then, I experienced a true first in my life. I have thrown footballs in lots and lots of 
places. Boats, prisons, schools, military bases, hospitals, golf course fairways, 
malls, birthday parties, bar mitzvahs, Mardi Gras floats, French Quarter, etc., but I 
ain't never thrown a football in an airplane. And I am not talking about little 3-yard 
lob passes. I was throwing 35-yard bullets to a guy who had the best hands on the 
entire USO tour, Senior Airman Stephen Gasperic. He was catching passes while 
trying to avoid falling over luggage, probably a couple of missiles back there as well 
for all I knew. He fell over a couple of times on some high throws, but he never 
dropped one. I told him Coach Fox may want to use him on third down next year in 
the slot opposite Brandon Stokley. Winnefeld was also throwing with me. He has a 
solid arm. I asked him if this throwing was OK, hoping it wasn't disrupting the crew, 
etc. He assured me that this is why we were there. To boost morale, to lift their 
spirits, to anyone in the military. Forces, pilots, engineers, you name it. That's what 
Bob Hope did years ago and that's what we were doing. Made me feel good. 
Finished my throwing for the day with some pass patterns to Staff Sgt. Christine 
Myers. Everything was solid on her part except she dropped the first two passes. 
On the third one, I put her on a 12-yard hook route, she snagged it effortlessly, 
great catch for a touchdown. I asked her if she wanted to spike it. She said yes but 



she wouldn't because she did not want to break any of the surveillance equipment 
on board. (Never heard that one after a touchdown.) The whole thing was really a 
special moment. One of the real highlights of the trip was seeing the smiles on their 
faces. All the flight crew members were filming and taking pictures of the throwing. 
Most of them got to catch a pass. 
 
After 2 hours, 40 minutes of throwing while flying, we landed at Camp Bagram in 
Afghanistan. Home to roughly 13,000 military personnel. Snow covered the 
mountains over here. Walking off the plane, my mood changed. Similar to running 
out onto the field before a game. Just knowing that I was walking into a place 
where our troops are facing dangers every day. It's hard to describe in words, but it 
was just a different feeling. We were greeted by Air Force Brig. Gen. Joseph T. 
Guastella. A man's man this guy. He told us how excited his men and women were 
to see us. Another officer told me that our casualties are way down compared to 
before, which is a sign that the Afghan military is taking over more. That's certainly 
good to hear, but he would rather be saying zero casualties. Just another reminder 
of the sacrifices these men and women make. I shook hands with lots of troops 
right off the plane. I could tell they were pumped. 
 
 
We bused over to an indoor facility and did the show. Obviously, not everyone on 
base could be there but a big, excited crowd was present. I immediately started 
taking pics and signing autographs. Thanked them for what they do and told them I 
pray for them and their families every night in my talk on stage and we threw the 
eight passes into the crowd or on stage. Best catch of the tour took place at this 
show by Sgt. John Albighetti. Guessing around upper 40 or 50 years old. We called 
his name out and the deal was you had to catch the pass right where you were 
standing. He was standing on a table about 40 yards back with people all around 
him. I took a little five-step drop, pumped left and fired what I call a hump throw 
into the sergeant's chest. He snatches it out of the air, falls backward into the 
crowd, disappears for about two seconds, then pops back up, ball raised in the air 
like receivers do when they want to prove to the ref they caught it. May not be in 
same class as Lynn Swann, David Tyree or Dwight Clark, but it has to go into a top 
10 somewhere considering the moment and situation. All the troops in the crowd 
went nuts, huge applause. Signed a bunch more after that and took a ton more pics 
with the men and women. We then headed out on a flight for our next stop, Camp 
Bastion, Afghanistan, which the troops call Camp Leatherneck. 
 
Camp Leatherneck is home base to roughly 3,000 troops. We were met again by 
the base commander, Marine Corps Maj. Gen. Mark Gurganus. Warmer here. No 
snow. No mountains. We headed to an outdoor staging area. The general said that 
the base had been rocketed the day before 12 times, and six did some damage to 
our airstrips. They had also lost a man and had two others wounded in a bomb 
explosion. This certainly made the whole thing very real to me. He said that it was 
good that we were here, that the troops needed a boost. As before, signed lots of 
autographs, took lots of pics, before and after the show. Did the same throwing 
routine. Lance Cpl. Rowback, a female officer, made a nice catch on about a 35- 
yard post pattern. You might say what's the big deal on that? Well, the big deal is 



she caught it while carrying an M-16 rifle on her back. I am not sure even Marvin 
Harrison or Reggie Wayne could have done that. Certainly another first for me on 
my list of completed passes. 
 
In the mass of troops, I was meeting and shaking hands and had one soldier say to 
me, "Good seeing you again, Peyton." I looked at him for a second, and said, 
"Edmund Barnes? From Mrs. Silverstein's kindergarten class at Newman?" He 
nodded and we had a good reunion. I recognized him because I do have a good 
memory on things like that, but I actually have a picture of this class in my closet in 
Denver. I see it often, and Edmund looks the exact same. He is a captain in the 
Marines, and it was awesome and a proud feeling to see him. I signed as many 
things and took as many pics as I could. I wished I had more time to talk to them, 
but they had to go back to their duties and we were heading on a seven-hour flight 
to Ramstein, Germany. One of the most unique moments in my life and one I will 
never forget. Standing in the middle of a base in Afghanistan, where a war is still 
going on, signing footballs, taking pictures on every soldier's iPhone, talking 
football, talking life, hopefully inspiring these soldiers a little bit. I know for damn 
sure they have inspired me. 
 
Landed in Germany. Ramstein Air Force Base. Largest Air Force base in Europe. 
Fifty-thousand service men and women on base. We did the show in a mall on the 
base. About 2,000 people. Many of the folks there were family members of troops 
either working on base, deployed in Africa or Afghanistan or somewhere else, or 
wounded. Obviously, all of the military families have a special bond. Eight-for-8 
throwing at the mall. Best catch was made by a 1-year-old baby boy wearing an 18 
Broncos jersey being held by his mom wearing an 18 Colts jersey. (I took a little off 
this throw, by the way.) I did meet a military couple with identical twins named 
Peyton and Eli. Honest. I did think Peyton was a little better-looking. We took group 
pictures after that with many of the folks there and headed to hotel. 
 
Saturday, March 2 
Before we took off for Andrews in D.C., we stopped at the hospital at the Ramstein 
Base, called Landstuhl. We met some of the doctors and nurses who talked to us 
about the work the hospital does. They said fewer wounded warriors are coming 
from down range, which I learned means Afghanistan, where the action is, which is 
a good sign. The goal is to treat them at the hospital in order to get them back 
home or to Walter Reed Hospital. The admiral thanked the staff for all of their 
incredible work they have been doing during this war. They are heroes as well for 
sure. 
 
Boarded the C-40 plane for the nine-hour flight to D.C. About to land as I type, and 
it truly has been a life-changing trip for me. I have such great respect and 
admiration for our men and women in our armed forces. I am going to tell any 
athlete I know to go on a USO tour. I will do another one. I hope that I can't go to 
Afghanistan because that will mean our troops are out of there. I will tell athletes to 
go visit our wounded warriors at Walter Reed. I was lucky to receive a number of 
military coins from a number of soldiers. These coins represent a soldier's unit. It is 
a pride thing, the admiral explained to me. They will be a great tangible keepsake 



for me. I got a couple of hats and T-shirts as well. But my main takeaways will be 
intangible memories that will stay with me forever. About to land. The admiral just 
thanked us for participating in the tour. Schilling and I stood up and thanked him 
and his wife for leading the tour. And we thanked his staff. Wow, are these 
impressive people. We thanked the USO staff. This was the 76th USO tour. Proud to 
have been a part of it. Think ol' Bob Hope would have been proud as well. God 
bless our troops. 



  



A day in Peyton Manning’s life: Wake up 
in Germany, receive award in Kansas City 
 
Mike Klis 
The Denver Post 
March 3, 2013 
 
Say this for Peyton Manning: For all the awards the Broncos’ quarterback has 
received over the years, he does not take them for granted. 
Manning woke up in Germany this morning, his final moments with his first-ever 
USO tour. 
 
“A life-changing experience for me,” Manning said. “Everybody say a prayer for 
your military.” 
 
He flew from Germany to Washington D.C., then arrived mid-afternoon today in 
Kansas City, where he will receive The Kansas City Committee of 101 AFC Offensive 
Player of the Year Award tonight. It’s the seventh time Manning has received the 
award, a record, and he has showed up to personally accept every time. His former 
University of Tennessee offensive coordinator David Cutcliffe was to present the 
award to Manning tonight. 
 
There is some history behind the Kansas City 101 awards (so named because its 
limited 101 Kansas City Chiefs fans who pay $1,000 to join). The first award 
winners were presented in 1969. Roman Gabriel was the NFC Player of the Year; 
Daryl Lamonica was the AFC Player of the Year; Carl Eller and Kansas City’s own 
Bobby Bell were the Defensive Player of the Year winners; Bud Grant and the 
Chiefs’ Hank Stram were the Coach of the Year recipients. 
 
Joining Manning this year is Minnesota’s Adrian Peterson (NFC Offensive Player of 
the Year), Houston’s J.J. Watt (AFC Defense); San Francisco’s Aldon Smith (NFC 
Defense); Seattle’s Pete Carroll (NFC Coach) and Indianapolis’ Bruce Arians and 
Chuck Pagano (AFC co-Coach). 
 
“It’s a banquet that’s worth coming to,” Manning said. “This banquet is the premier 
NFL awards banquet in the country.” 

 

  



First-Hand Account: Manning Visits Camp 
Leatherneck 

Sgt. Bryan A. Peterson 
Regional Command Southwest 
DenverBroncos.com 
Mar 2, 2013 

A first-hand account of Peyton Manning's visit to Camp Leatherneck, Afghanistan. 

CAMP LEATHERNECK, Afghanistan -- Staff Sgt. Michael Priebe is a die-hard Denver 
Broncos fan and even though the Broncos didn’t pick up quarterback Peyton 
Manning, a four-time National Football League Most Valuable Player, until the 2012 
season began, Priebe always admired Manning’s love for the game. 
 
Following Manning’s first season with the Broncos, Priebe, a radio chief with 
Regimental Combat Team 7, got to meet the star quarterback when Manning and 
other athletes and celebrities visited troops at Camp Leatherneck, Afghanistan, 
March 1. 
 
The visit was part of the Spring Troop Visit sponsored by the USO. The stop at 
Camp Leatherneck was one of many stops across the world to thank service 
members for their service. 
 
The list of celebrities also included NFL wide receiver Austin Collie, retired Major 
League Baseball pitcher and three-time World Series winning Curt Schilling, Tampa 
Bay Buccaneers’ wide receiver Vincent Jackson, Colts’ quarterbacks coach Clyde 
Christensen; American Idol’s season three third runner-up Diana Degarmo and 
season five finalist Ace Young and Dallas Cowboys cheerleaders Jackie Bob and 
Cassie Trammell. 
 
Vice Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Adm. James A. Winnefeld, Jr., and his 
wife, Mary, served as the military hosts for the tour.  
 
During Adm. Winnefeld’s opening remarks, he thanked troops for their hard work 
and dedicated service.  
 
“Everyone is watching what you’re doing out here and you are doing a remarkable 
job,” he said.  
 
The two-hour stop began with American Idol singers Degarmo and Young 
performing on stage, followed by introductions of all those visiting.  
Then, Manning and Collie, who Manning use to throw to during his days with the 
Colts, got on stage showcasing how quarterbacks and receivers “connect” with each 
other on the gridiron. Manning called out two Marines and a soldier to practice the 
exercise and catch his passes.  
 



Lance Cpl. Terrill M. Clark, a Brookshire, Texas, native and an administrative clerk 
with RCT-7, was shocked when his name was called. He said he had butterflies 
walking up to the stage. 
 
“I was nervous, I won’t lie,” said Clark. 
 
“Knees, knees,” Manning yelled to Clark, signaling get ready to turn around for the 
pass.  
 
“Football,” Manning said. As Clark turned around, the football flew past his head. 
 
Talking to the troops, Manning said he “missed” his target and gave Clark one more 
chance. This time, Clark juggled the ball, but eventually pulled it in.  
 
“I was a little embarrassed when I dropped the ball,” said Clark, “but who can say 
they caught a ball from Peyton Manning?” 
 
After the drill, Manning called Maj. Gen W. Lee Miller, the Regional Command 
Southwest commander, on stage to present an autographed football on behalf of 
the NFL. 
 
“I want you to have this football to remind you guys we are thinking about you and 
praying for y’all to return safely,” Manning said. 
 
The Dallas Cowboys cheerleaders walked on stage to a loud roar from the troops 
and danced while Degarmo and Young sang AC/DC’s “You shook me all night long.” 
The cheerleaders garnered high praise from the troops, as they drew the loudest 
applause of the afternoon. The Dallas Cowboys cheerleaders’ visit marked the 
organization’s 76th time visiting troops in conjunction with the USO. 
 
“This is my third time coming out here to visit the troops and I love every minute of 
it,” said Jackie Bob. “Service members give up so much for us to ensure we are 
able to enjoy the freedoms we enjoy back home.” 
 
Jackson and Schilling are no strangers to the military. Jackson’s father served 21 
years and Schilling’s father served 20, both in the Army. 
 
“We can’t thank you all enough,” said Schilling, “there aren’t enough words to 
describe what you’re doing for us back home.” 
 
Jackson knew what it was like growing up in a military household, moving from 
base to base, and he said he appreciates the those who, “put their lives on the line 
to bring stability in this world and admires the families who take care of the 
household while their loved one is gone.”  
 
Jackson said when he signed with the Tampa Bay Buccaneers, he was aware of the 
military community that surrounded the city. He created the Jackson in Action 83 
foundation, which helps service members stay connected with their children during 



deployments and raises community awareness of the relational issues existing 
between deployed service members and their children. 
 
The celebrities gathered on stage one last time to sing “God Bless America,” and 
then made it a point to sign every autograph and take every picture they could 
before boarding the buses to leave for their next stop on the tour. 
 
After the day’s festivities, Priebe’s big day was complete. He described Manning 
being only feet away as surreal and said he was able to “see the human side of 
him.” 
 
“I was stoked when I found out (Peyton Manning) was coming out,” he said. “I’ve 
been watching him since his days at Tennessee and throughout his NFL career. I 
love the way he plays the game.” 

  



Manning Visits Troops with USO 

Stuart Zaas 
DenverBroncos.com 
Feb 27, 2013 
 

ARLINGTON, Va. – Broncos quarterback Peyton Manning is spending part of his 
offseason visiting United States military members stationed overseas. 

 

The tour is led by the second highest-ranking military officer, Admiral James A. 
Winnefeld Jr., and includes wide receivers Vincent Jackson and Austin Collie, former 
Boston Red Sox pitcher Curt Schilling and members of the Dallas Cowboys 
Cheerleading Squad. The group is scheduled to visit six countries and a ship at sea 
on the tour. 

 

The USO lifts the spirits of America’s troops and their families millions of times each 
year at hundreds of places worldwide. It provides a touch of home through centers 
at airports and military bases in the U.S. and abroad, quality entertainment and 
innovative programs and services. 

 

The group also provides critical support to those who need it the most, including 
forward-deployed troops, military families, wounded warriors and families of the 
fallen. The USO is a private, non-profit organization, not a government agency. Its 
programs and services are made possible by the American people, support of 
corporate partners and the dedication of  volunteers and staff. 

 

Manning’s teammates Von Miller and Champ Bailey are also scheduled to embark 
on an overseas tour to visit troops this offseason. 

  



Elway: Manning Exceeded Expectations 
On Friday, Executive Vice President of Football Operations acknowledged that 
quarterback Peyton Manning's season even exceeded his expectations.  

Gray Caldwell  
DenverBroncos.com 
Feb 22, 2013 
 
INDIANAPOLIS -- If anyone had complete faith that quarterback Peyton Manning 
would return to form after missing a year with a neck injury, it was John Elway. 

 

The Broncos executive vice president of football operations brought Manning to 
Denver in one of the biggest free agent signings in NFL history, and was all-in 
behind Manning at quarterback. 

 

But even Elway acknowledged Friday at the NFL Scouting Combine that Manning's 
MVP-caliber performance in 2012, which earned him the league's Comeback Player 
of the Year award, exceeded expectations. 

 

"If you look at the numbers, what he did, he had a tremendous year," Elway said. 
"In talking to different guys that have kind of been through what he’s been through 
when it comes to that neck, there’s a lot more to it than I think that I knew." 

 

"Now that I know what he had to go through and the things that he had to 
overcome with that neck, not so much physically, but mentally, he did a 
tremendous job in the way he worked at it," Elway continued. "But I’m looking 
forward to next year, too. I think he’s just going to continue to get better.” 

 

Head Coach John Fox said much of the same on Thursday, predicting that with a 
full offseason to work on his entire body -- as opposed to just rehabbing his arm 
and neck -- Manning will "just get stronger and better." 

 

Helping that process will be the talented players around him, not the least of which 
are wide receivers Demaryius Thomas and Eric Decker. 

 

"When I sat down with Peyton last year in the recruiting process, I said, 'You've got 
to understand the talent we have at wide receiver; we've got two young guys that 
are really something special with the size, speed, competitiveness that we have,'" 
Elway recalled. "It showed up this year with the years that they had, and also the 
year Peyton had." 

  



Fox: Manning Will 'Just Get Stronger and 
Better' 
Head Coach John Fox said he believes quarterback Peyton Manning's health will be 
"even better" next season.  

Gray Caldwell 
DenverBroncos.com 
Feb 21, 2013 
 
INDIANAPOLIS -- In the city where Peyton Manning won four NFL MVP awards, 
Head Coach John Fox was asked about the Broncos signal caller's continued 
recovery. 

 

"A lot was made of the neck and the surgeries and all those things," Fox said. "The 
reality is that it is kind of a nerve situation and it takes a while for nerves to grow. 
He’s getting better every day. I think he’ll be health-wise, even better this year.” 

 

Fox recalled researching the possibility of adding Manning through free agency 
when there were "rumors that the Colts might go in a different direction." 

 

"(There are) not too many times a Hall of Fame quarterback becomes available," he 
said. 

 

From that point to when the team watched Manning throw at Duke University and 
throughout the 2012 season, Fox said he was continually impressed by Manning's 
progress. 

 

“I just knew he would get better," Fox said, noting "a drastic change" in Manning's 
arm from free agency to the season. "He got stronger and stronger. The rehab, the 
nerve kind of regenerating, the whole nine yards, he got better. That’s how the 
body does – it healed. And he got better for it.” 

 

And Fox believes he'll only continue to get better with a healthy offseason. 

 

“I think this year he’ll have a full offseason to really use his whole body to get 
ready -- not just the arm and the neck and some of those rehab things," he said. 
"He can actually work out now. I think he’ll just get stronger and better, and 
hopefully our whole team does.” 

  



Manning Reacts to Comeback Player of 
the Year Honor 
Quarterback Peyton Manning talks about receiving the Associated Press' Comeback 
Player of the Year Award. 

Stuart Zaas  
DenverBroncos.com 
Feb 2, 2013 
 

NEW ORLEANS -- Broncos quarterback Peyton Manning became just the second 
player in team history to earn the Associated Press' Comeback Player of the Year. 

 

After accepting the award at the second annual NFL Honors Show held at the 
Mahalia Jackson Theatre in New Orleans, Manning talked about what the 
recognition meant to him: 

Was there a time you thought you wouldn’t be able to come back? 

 
“I really didn’t know. You get into medical conversations with doctors and you 
certainly realize that there is that potential scenario. I was certainly prepared for 
that. I had played quite a long time and felt like I left everything out there on the 
field. But once the doctors said that I was cleared to play if I could get my strength 
back and get back to where I could perform and play quarterback at a higher level, 
I certainly wanted to play. I enjoy playing the game. I enjoy being out there with 
the guys and my teammates. It’s something that I’ve always had a great passion 
for. I truly feel fortunate to still be playing and just can’t tell you how thankful I am 
for so many people. I’ve thanked them all personally, but I really can’t thank them 
enough. Family members, doctors, trainers in various organizations and teams and 
colleges – I just thank them all from the bottom of my heart.” 

 

Was it difficult to stay positive throughout your rehabilitation? 

 
“I think that’s a great challenge. I’m sure Adrian (Peterson) could share the same 
type of story that as much of a physical challenge, it’s a mental challenge. For me, 
it’s a true test of patience. There are days where you don’t really make positive 
strides. Some days, your best days are just days that you didn’t have a setback. 
That was a positive. This injury was really unlike any other. I couldn’t find any other 
quarterback that had gone through this type of injury, so there really was no bar or 
standard or somebody’s notes to copy. Myself and the trainers that I worked with 
really we were sort of coming up with the rehab plan as we went. But I’ve 
maintained that a positive attitude was important. I had great support from my 
family. That was a big deal because this thing was as much of a mental grind as it 
was a physical one.” 

 



Did you surprise yourself at all this year? 
“I really did not know what to expect. Certainly you had the double variables of 
coming off an injury, not playing for a year and joining a new team with a new 
system and new teammates. That added a lot to my plate. It was hard to really 
know what to expect because I was coming into a different scenario. I’m really 
thankful for the Broncos organization for helping me and giving me great resources 
to have a comeback season. It sure was fun to be back there on the field playing 
again.” 

 

Will you wear a glove in the future as you did at the end of the 2012 season? 
“It’s hard to say. It’s something that I’ve had to make a number of adjustments 
coming off this injury. That’s just been part of it. That’s certainly been one of them 
amongst other things that I have to do. I still have rehab and work to do and 
strength to recover. I’m not sure if I ever will, but I’m trying. That’s one of the 
adjustments that I’ve had to make in order to be out there and try to play 
quarterback at a high level.” 

  



Peyton Manning Named Comeback Player 
of the Year 
Quarterback Peyton Manning was recognized by the Associated Press as the NFL 
Comeback Player of the Year.  

Stuart Zaas  
DenverBroncos.com 
Feb 2, 2013 
 
NEW ORLEANS – After missing the entire 2011 season due to a neck injury, 
quarterback Peyton Manning returned to enjoy a record-setting season in 2012.  

Saturday, the Associated Press recognized him as the NFL Comeback Player of the 
Year at the second annual NFL Honors held at the Mahalia Jackson Theatre in New 
Orleans. 

 

"For me and my comeback, I feel very, very privileged to be back playing football 
again," Manning said after accepting the award at the NFL's 2nd annual NFL Honors 
award show.  

“After not playing for a year, I’ve certainly missed being out there with my 
teammates, being out there playing the game that I love." 

 

Manning becomes just the second player in Broncos history to earn the award, 
joining quarterback Craig Morton, who earned the honor in 1977. 

 

“It’s been quite a year for me,” Manning said before Denver’s AFC Divisional Round 
playoff game against the Baltimore Ravens. “It’s been like no other year I’ve ever 
been through.” 

The four-time NFL MVP endured multiple neck surgeries as his ironman streak of 
208 consecutive regular-season games played came to an end in 2011. 

 

Following his release from the Indianapolis Colts, Manning signed with the Broncos 
and began a season that Head Coach John Fox labeled as "historic" and 
"unprecedented." 

 

"I remember one year ago I was in a hospital bed watching opening day, so there’s 
a little reminder there of how far I’ve come," Manning reflected. "Certainly I have 
had those checkpoints along the way, reminders of where I was a year ago." 

 

In his first season back from injury, Manning set franchise records in nearly every 
passing category. He now owns team records for completions (400), passing yards 
(4,659), completion percentage (68.6%), touchdowns (37) and passer rating 



(105.8). Manning was named to his 12th career Pro Bowl to set a record among 
quarterbacks. 

 

The 15-year pro led the Broncos to 11 consecutive wins to end the regular season 
with a 13-3 record and earn the AFC’s No. 1 playoff seed. 

 

Manning earned a pair of AFC Offensive Player of the Month Awards, taking home 
the honors for October and December. He continued his rise up the NFL’s all-time 
record lists, passing Dan Marino for the second-most wins by a starting quarterback 
and overtaking Brett Favre for the most career games with at least three 
touchdown passes. 

 

“I think it’s pretty historical, to be honest with you,” Fox said of Manning’s season. 
“To come back after the injury he had, the residual of the injury he had, it takes a 
special guy. To come to a new team, new teammates, new city — everything about 
it new other than the conference — it’s pretty amazing, actually.” 

 

For Manning, the award also recognizes the time and effort spent by doctors and 
trainers that assisted his comeback. 

 

"I’m grateful for all of the help and support that I’ve received throughout the past 
couple offseasons getting me back out there onto the football field," Manning said. 
"I truly feel grateful.” 

  



Manning Named FedEx Air Player of the 
Year 
Quarterback Peyton Manning earned the FedEx Air Player of the Year Award.  

Stuart Zaas  
DenverBroncos.com 
Feb 2, 2013 
 
NEW ORLEANS – On the same night that quarterback Peyton Manning earned the 
Associated Press Comeback Player of the Year Award, he was also recognized as 
the FedEx Air Player of the Year. 

Manning was nominated for five FedEx Air Player of the Week honors and won the 
award in Week 17. 

 

“This is a great honor to win the FedEx Air NFL Player of the Year," Manning said. 
"The best part about this award is that it’s voted on by the fans. That means a 
great deal. I’m truly honored to win this award. I want to thank FedEx for honoring 
me with this award.” 

 

The four-time NFL MVP was named a starter for the AFC Pro Bowl squad to mark 
the 12th career All-Star selection, which represents a record among quarterbacks. 

 

Manning finished the season with 4,659 yards on 400-of-583 passing with 37 
touchdowns and just 11 interceptions. His team records were in touchdown passes, 
completions, passing yards and completion percentage (68.6). His season passer 
rating of 105.9 was also a team record. 

 

He passed Hall of Famer Dan Marino for the second-most wins by a starting 
quarterback in NFL history in addition to overtaking Brett Favre for the most career 
games with at least three touchdown passes during the 2012 season.      

 

Manning led the team to 11 straight wins en route to a 13-3 regular-season record 
as the  

Broncos earned the No. 1 seed the AFC playoffs. 

Patriots quarterback Tom Brady and Packers quarterback Aaron Rodgers were the 
other finalists for the award. 

 

FedEx will make a $25,000 donation in Manning’s name to Junior Achievement 
offices. The funding is used to help U.S. small business development by educating 
the next generation of entrepreneurs on how to start and grow their own 
businesses. 



 

“I think it’s a great statement by FedEx to try to help our young people and help 
the generation of tomorrow," Manning said. "I know that the Denver Junior 
Achievement Organization will greatly appreciate this donation and I’m proud that 
it’s in my name. It truly has been a double pleasure receiving this award and also 
knowing that there is some money going to good use in Denver.” 

 



Peyton Manning talks Broncos upset, 

looks toward New York Super Bowl 
 
Mike Klis 

The Denver Post 
January 13, 2013 

 
In a quiet moment outside the Broncos' locker room Sunday, Peyton Manning 
revealed a peek inside his ever-whirring mind. 

 

Not surprisingly, much of his thoughts were on what he and his Broncos 
could have done differently to avoid their 38-35, double overtime playoff loss 

Saturday to Baltimore. 

 

But also true to the Manning mind, the quarterback was buoyed by how the 

single-digit temperatures that fell upon Sports Authority Field at Mile High 
enabled him to get a jump on his preparation for the next time he faces such 
conditions. 

 

"That was another good hurdle for me," Manning said in an interview with 
The Denver Post. "Weather-wise, we had not had anything like that all 

season. There was some unknown going into that game. You can't simulate 
it. I tried everything from putting my hand in a freezing tank. But you just 
can't simulate it. 

 

"Next year, the Super Bowl's in New York. So that was a good hurdle for me 
to be effective in those type of conditions." 

 

Wait a minute. He put his passing hand in a freeze tank?  

 

Turns out, he can skip the freezer next year. Manning discovered the benefits 

of wearing a glove on his passing hand this season, which makes him 
confident the next time the Broncos reach the playoffs — and he did make 

reference to Super Bowl XLVIII at his brother Eli's home Meadowlands 
Stadium next season — he will be ready for the elements. 

 

Yes, Manning made the fatal quarterback mistake of throwing across his body 

in overtime. But that was a quick-twitch decision he made after slot receiver 
Brandon Stokley broke off his route and went back door across the middle. 

 

"I probably shouldn't have done that," Stokley said. 

 

It wasn't the cold's fault the pass didn't get there before Ravens' cornerback 

Corey Graham intercepted it, a turnover that set up Baltimore's game-ending 
field goal. 

 

http://www.denverpost.com/broncos/ci_22363125/broncos-peyton-manning-playoffs-ravens-shock
http://www.denverpost.com/broncos/ci_22364240/peyton-manning-calls-his-final-pass-denvers-season
http://www.denverpost.com/broncos/ci_22364240/peyton-manning-calls-his-final-pass-denvers-season


The cold's affect also can't be blamed for the pass that deflected off receiver 
Eric Decker's hands on the Broncos' first offensive possession, and into 

Graham's arms, who returned the pick for a touchdown. 

 

Manning otherwise played well in the extreme cold, throwing for 290 yards 

and three touchdowns, including perfect scoring strikes to Stokley and 
Knowshon Moreno. 

 

It was a performance good enough for a victory until Broncos safety Rahim 
Moore misjudged a 70-yard fly ball with 31 seconds remaining in regulation. 

 

"When you take a year off from football, you come back for all the enjoyable 

moments," Manning said.  

"When you're not playing you miss out on all the highs, but you also miss 

these disappointments. But I would rather be in the arena to be excited or be 
disappointed than not have a chance at all. That's football. That's why 
everybody plays it. You have to be able to take the good with the bad."  

 

Manning said he will go to Hawaii next week for the Pro Bowl, where he will 
start for the AFC team.  

 

He will then go to New Orleans during Super Bowl week. 

 

"It's my home town. To see my family as much as anything," he said. 

 

He will continue his rehab at the team's Dove Valley headquarters, as much 
as the collective bargaining agreement will allow, but otherwise he will be off 

until offseason conditioning begins around April 15. 

 

The final evaluation of the Broncos' 2012 season depends on the context 

from which it is judged. Given a difficult early schedule and the uncertainty of 
Manning's comeback, a 13-3 regular-season record exceeded expectations. 

 

But, after the Broncos earned the No. 1 AFC playoff seed, expectations were 

re-set. If it helps Broncos fans, Manning feels your pain from the playoff-
opening loss to Baltimore. He understands your anger. 

 

"I'll tell you, our fans, they were All Pros yesterday," Manning said. "Sticking 
through that weather. Loud til the end. But no surprise. I always said that 
about playing here as an opponent that Denver Bronco fans get it. We're 

disappointed right there with them. 

 

"I assure you, we worked hard and did everything we could. I know everyone 

would like to do some things different in the game." 

 

There were way more positive memories than negative for Manning after his 

first season with the Broncos.  

http://www.denverpost.com/broncos/ci_22364238/broncos-coach-john-fox-and-staff-will-head


But as much as the 11-game winning streak and 37 touchdown passes, 
Manning will think fondly of his new friendships. With coach John Fox taking 

the team in a day early for most road trips, a group of veterans formed the 
Transplant Club. There was Manning, Stokley, Keith Brooking, Jim Leonhard 

and Joel Dreessen. 

 

"We used to go eat Friday nights, on road games," Manning said. "Decker 

was the only returnee in the Transplant Club. Coach Fox pointed out (at the 
team meeting Sunday morning) he thinks this is the best group of guys he's 
ever had. It was unique how a bunch of guys came together. We did stuff off 

the field. We hung out, we got to be friends. 

 

"You can't do it right away, but as the sun continues to shine every morning 

you do take some time to reflect on some good things that happened this 
year. It's certainly not the finish that we wanted but I think it's a mistake if 
you don't reflect on some of the good things." 



Broncos QB Peyton Manning wrote the 
book on speed reading 
Manning's mastery of no-huddle offense, his ability to decipher and break 
down a defense, is a big reason Denver won AFC West and he could win a 
fifth MVP award. 

Sam Farmer  
The Los Angeles Times 
January 11, 2013 
 
Peyton Manning flaps his arms, stamps his foot and plays traffic cop, sending 
Denver Broncos teammates this way and that. All the while, the play clock is 
winding down. 

Manning isn't just playing quarterback. He's playing chicken with the defense, 
baiting it to reveal strategy. His success before the snap is a reason he is counted 
among the greatest quarterbacks in NFL history, and it's a tactic he will use 
Saturday in a divisional playoff game against Baltimore at Sports Authority Field. 

"I'm betting that 90% of the time before he gets the ball, he knows where he's 
going with the ball," said Hall of Fame quarterback John Elway, the Broncos' top 
football executive. "That helps with getting rid of it, and it also helps with his 
accuracy, because if he knows where he's going with it, it's a hell of a lot easier to 
get the feet set and get it going to the right spot." 

Manning, the league's only four-time most valuable player, is a leading candidate to 
pick up his fifth award. In his first season with the Broncos, he led the NFL with a 
68.6 completion percentage, was second with a 105.8 passer rating, third with 37 
passing touchdowns and sixth with 4,659 passing yards. 

To get as long a look at the defense as possible, Manning frequently runs a no-
huddle offense. He never has to turn his back to the opposition. The Broncos have 
become increasingly effective in that mode, and their style of no-huddle differs 
from that of other NFL teams'. 

For example, while the New England Patriots with Tom Brady are adept at changing 
tempos, shifting in and out of the no-huddle in a flash, and giving opposing 
defenses precious little time to make personnel changes, the Broncos tend to take 
their time and use the scheme so that Manning can take a long look at what he's 
facing on a particular play. 

"What really changed the no-huddle — and Peyton was probably the first guy to 
master it — was the dummy snap count," said former NFL quarterback Trent Dilfer, 
now an ESPN analyst. 



"It used to be, 'Set HUT!' and the ball was snapped. Or 'Set HUT-HUT' and the ball 
was going to be snapped. Now quarterbacks get up there in the no-huddle and go, 
'Set HUT-UT-UT!' and it's a dummy. And then the defense resets, you know what 
they're going to do, and you go, 'Set HUT-UT-UT!' And it's a dummy too. And now 
the defense is just sitting there in their stance, because they have to be ready for 
it. 

"They let the quarterback read their mail. The quarterback has already opened the 
envelope and read the mail. Now they go, 'OK, now that I've read your mail, we're 
going to do A, B and C to get in the best play possible . . . 'SET-HUT!' and the ball 
is snapped." 

Colts offensive coordinator Bruce Arians, who was Manning's first quarterbacks 
coach in the NFL, said the Broncos star simply outlasts an opposing defense, 
waiting until it no longer has time to disguise its strategy, then quickly dials into the 
ideal play. 

"Teams defensively are getting taught so well they'll wait till the [play] clock hits 
nine, some wait till eight, to leave their last disguise," Arians said. "Then, as an 
offense, you have to have code words that are fast enough to get the right play and 
the snap count off in basically six seconds." 

That means one-word plays and hand signals that get all the offensive players on 
the same page. 

"Peyton's the master," Arians said. "I don't think too many people can do that. 
Brady's doing a hell of a job with it too. They have a great hand-signal system. 
They can go fastbreak. It's real good when the rest of your guys can handle it." 

In the NFL, an offense has 40 seconds from the end of a given play to get the ball 
snapped on the next play, or 25 seconds after the ball is spotted after an 
administrative stoppage such as a penalty, timeout or end of a quarter. Manning 
tries to vary the pace of the offense, although he seldom goes at the full-throttle 
speed that Brady uses with the Patriots. 

"The key is how fast you're going," Manning said. "Some teams go no-huddle, but 
it's simply not huddling, it's not really fast-paced. I think you want to constantly 
look at that. The faster we go, the better we can be. 

"And the more we see how people play us, how they defend us in certain situations, 
how they react to things we do, the better it will be, the better we can prepare for 
how we want to handle things." 

There's a more patient, cerebral feel to the no-huddle now than there was two 
decades ago, when Jim Kelly was running the fast-paced "K-Gun" offense for the 
Buffalo Bills. 



"We did it because that's the pace we felt comfortable with, and also it tired the 
defensive linemen out," Kelly recalled. "Our offensive linemen were in such great 
shape that there were times if I would slow the pace down some, [center] Kent Hull 
would say, 'Come on, man, pick it up! Pick it up!' 

"We didn't want those big guys on the other side to get an extra breath, or be able 
to continue to substitute back and forth. There wasn't a lot of disguising coverages, 
because defenses really didn't have time to do that." 

There were times, Kelly said, when defenses actually would beg the Bills to take 
their foot off the gas. 

"Ask Howie Long about that," he said, referring to the great Raiders defensive 
lineman. "I remember we played them in the AFC championship game [in 1991] 
and he yelled at me. He was like, 'Come on, Kelly! Slow this down, man! Slow it 
down!' I just started laughing." 

As for Manning, he's more of a patient professor. 

"Peyton is a pioneer when it comes to a no-huddle that isn't necessarily a 
fastbreak," Elway said. "It's more, let's just get them to the line of scrimmage and 
make them commit." 

In some circles, Manning's nickname is "Perfect Peyton," and there's no question 
he's a perfectionist in most aspects of his life. But Hall of Fame coach turned 
broadcaster John Madden, who is close friends with Manning, said the quarterback 
isn't necessarily trying to get into the perfect play when he's at the line of 
scrimmage. 

"His whole philosophy is to stay out of a bad play," Madden said. "It's not 
necessarily to get into the best play where you're going to get the defense every 
play, obviously you're not. He wants to get into a play that has a chance." 

From a defensive perspective, Madden said, there's no surefire way to beat 
Manning. 

"There's no answer to a great quarterback," he said. "There's no, do you blitz them 
or not, do you zone them or not, do you press him? The only thing you can do with 
him is disguise, and keep him from knowing what you're doing as long as you can. 

"But eventually, you're going to do it and he's going to see it. Whatever you're 
doing to disguise, you'd better change because he's going to figure you out." 

 

 



Broncos QB Peyton Manning stockpiling 
accomplishments this season 
Mike Klis 
The Denver Post 
January 11, 2013 
 
Broncos quarterback Peyton Manning put together an MVP-type season after sitting 
out a year because of four neck surgeries. Here are some of his accomplishments 
this season: 

• Named to his 12th Pro Bowl (starter) to represent the most by a quarterback in 
NFL history. 

• Became the first quarterback to make a Pro Bowl after missing the previous year 
because of an injury, and the first signal caller to make 10 consecutive Pro Bowls in 
seasons he played. 

• Led his team to at least 12 wins for an NFL-record 12th time in his career and the 
eighth time in his last nine seasons under center. 

• Directed Denver to 11 consecutive wins by at least seven points, tying for the 
second-longest streak all time. 

• Passed Dan Marino for the second-most victories by a starting quarterback (154), 
trailing only Brett Favre in that category. 

• Set franchise season records for completions (400), passing yards (4,659), 
completion percentage (.686), touchdown passes (37) and passer rating (105.8). 

• Named AFC offensive player of the month for October after completing 77-of-104 
passes (.740) for 951 yards with nine touchdowns and just one interception (126.7 
rating). 

• Threw his 400th touchdown pass in Week 1 to become the fastest player in NFL 
history to that milestone (209 games). 

• Set a Broncos season record with 37 touchdown passes to represent the second-
most passing scores in his career. 

• Threw at least three touchdown passes in eight games to pass Favre for the most 
career games (73) with three or more touchdown passes. 

• Threw for at least three touchdowns in five consecutive games (Games 4-8) to tie 
for the third-longest streak in league history. 



• Threw for at least 300 yards in a team-record nine games to tie a personal best. 

• Set a Broncos record with five consecutive 300-yard passing outputs (Games 3-
7). 

• Joined Steve Young (1998) as the only players in NFL history to throw for 300 
yards and three touchdowns in four consecutive games (Games 5-8). 

• Recorded 10 games with a 100-plus passer rating to set a franchise record for 
one season. 

• Owns 13 consecutive games with a 90-plus passer rating to tie for the second-
longest streak of all time. 

• Completed at least 70 percent of his passes in a team-record nine contests. 

• Engineered three game-winning drives in the fourth quarter or overtime to 
become the NFL's all-time leader in that category with 48. 

• Notched his 12th 4,000-yard passing season (most all time) in addition to his 
14th 3,000-yard passing season (second all time). 

• Passed Marino for the second-most completions (5,082) and the second-most 
touchdown passes (436) in league history. 

 

 
 



Peyton Manning: The Comeback 

Gray Caldwell  
DenverBroncos.com 
January 8, 2013  

 
After missing the entire 2011 season, quarterback Peyton Manning has 

captained his new team to a No. 1 seed and the verge of an AFC 
Championship Game. 

 

ENGLEWOOD, Colo. -- One by one, Peyton Manning checked milestones on his 

road to recovery off his list. 

Offseason conditioning. Padded practices. Preseason games. The regular-season 

opener. A division title. A No. 1 seed. 

“It’s been quite a year for me,” Manning said. “It’s been like no other year I’ve ever 
been through.” 

With a neck injury forcing the quarterback to miss the entire 2011 season, Manning 
spent 20 months between meaningful football games. He wasn't allowed to walk as 

part of his rehab until October 2011. He first began throwing two months later. 

"I remember one year ago I was in a hospital bed watching opening day, so there’s 
a little reminder there of how far I’ve come," Manning said. "Certainly I have had 

those checkpoints along the way, reminders of where I was a year ago." 

Now, four months after the regular-season opener that announced the 15th-year 
quarterback’s return, Manning’s checklist isn’t complete. 

The next step comes Saturday – a chance to get back to the AFC Championship 

Game. 

“I really didn’t have any expectations,” Manning said of the 2012 campaign. “I 
guess if I had some, I definitely would have to say that it’s exceeded the 

expectations and some things have come together, probably, quicker than I 
expected.” 

Head Coach John Fox called Manning’s return to form “unprecedented.” The signal 
caller set franchise single-season records for completions, passing yards, 

completion percentage, touchdowns and passer rating en route to becoming the 
first quarterback in NFL history to make a Pro Bowl after missing the previous year 

due to injury. 

http://www.denverbroncos.com/team/roster/peyton-manning/5e49338e-cd44-4226-9451-f111c0eb767d/


“I think it’s pretty historical, to be honest with you,” Fox said. “To come back after 
the injury he had, the residual of the injury he had, it takes a special guy. To come 

to a new team, new teammates, new city — everything about it new other than the 
conference — it’s pretty amazing, actually.” 

HEADING WEST 

After 14 seasons with the Indianapolis Colts, Manning’s transition to a new team is 

part of what the quarterback said made the past year so different – and what Fox 
said made it so remarkable. 

The first step in the process was picking a team, and Manning said it came down to 

comfort level. 

“You try to narrow it down to some teams that you think you can feel comfortable 
with and you make a decision,” Manning said. “You can’t know everything about a 

team when you’re making a decision like that.” 

The Broncos had a few things going for them, wide receiver Eric Decker said, 
including an AFC West crown, young, unselfish talent and five returning Pro 
Bowlers. 

So when Manning made his decision to don orange and blue for the next phase of 

his career, Decker knew it would take the team to another level. 

“It was definitely an honor and a blessing to have a future Hall-of-Fame 
quarterback pick the Denver Broncos and want to win with this organization,” 

Decker said. “To have him add a big piece to our offense has really helped with the 
team in general.” 

Manning went from newcomer to team captain to Pro Bowl starter and potential NFL 

MVP quickly on a team that finished fourth in the NFL in total offense and scored 30 
or more points in a club-record 11 games. 

“I think the way he’s handled the situation coming in here on short notice in the 

offseason and working extremely hard and really showing everybody from a 
quarterback position, this is the way it should be done, we’re very fortunate,” 
Offensive Coordinator Mike McCoy said. “It’s an honor and a privilege to coach a 

guy like this, and we’re making the most of it.” 

RAISING ALL BOATS 

Players in the locker room couldn’t overstate Manning’s role in the Broncos’ 13-3 
regular season, which brought with it a second consecutive AFC West crown and the 

AFC’s top seed in the playoffs. 

http://www.denverbroncos.com/team/roster/eric-decker/48c2a608-4961-41d8-81f5-9c43a132f25f/


His on-the-field exploits have been well-documented. He trails only Brett Favre in 
total wins by a starting quarterback and became the fastest player in NFL history to 

reach 400 touchdown passes this season. 

But it’s behind the scenes where Manning makes arguably just as big an impact. 

“I don’t know if it’s so much his competitiveness as his accomplishments, his work 
ethic, what he does,” Fox said. “He raises all boats, for sure. Guys see that, and he 

raises the bar pretty high for all his teammates.” 

Team captain Wesley Woodyard said watching the way Manning acts on the practice 
field has helped the team produce. 

The linebacker recalled that during the team's playoff bye week, there was even 

some light-hearted trash talk back and forth between Manning and the defense as 
the two sides of the ball worked against one another to prepare for the Divisional 

Round. 

"I think Peyton comes to work excited about being here -- amped up, getting guys 
better," Woodyard said. "He’s having fun. He’s out there like a rookie quarterback 
just enjoying himself and I think that’s what it’s all about. When your star 

quarterback is able to have fun and not be tight all the time, it relaxes the team." 

Decker and fellow wide receiver Demaryius Thomas have benefited from Manning’s 
accuracy on the field – he completed at least 70 percent of his passes in a team-

record nine games – as much as his approach to the game off it. 

“The guy demands the best out of himself and that carries over to his teammates,” 
Decker said. “He demands the best out of his teammates and everybody carries 

that same sensation. We want to be great, we want to not let our teammates down 
and that’s, again, why we are where we are." 

The defense has reaped the benefits of facing a future Hall of Famer as well. 

Woodyard pointed to the challenge Manning presents every week in practice as one 

of the reasons the team has found so much success this season. 

"If we come out here and we finally face him in practice, he’ll embarrass us and 
that’s something that we don’t want to happen," Woodyard said. "So there’s 
definitely a game-time situation every time we play him out here, and it has 

translated on Sundays.” 

Safety David Bruton noted that the defensive backs in particular have gotten better 
at disguising their coverages since Manning is known to diagnose defenses at the 

line of scrimmage. 
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“You hear stories about the leadership and his work ethic -- it’s different seeing it,” 
Bruton said. “Just hearing him make plays and checks, how loud and authoritative 

he is on the field, it’s something to admire. Especially coming back from a neck 
injury and leading us to the playoffs with a first-round bye, it’s something great.” 

MVPeyton? 

The Broncos were the only team in the NFL in 2012 to finish the regular season 

with a top-5 offense and defense, and both sides of the ball have touted the 
importance of having No. 18 on the squad. 

“It’s a dream come true for those guys with Peyton being the quarterback,” McCoy 

said. “They’re all licking their chops at the opportunity to play with Peyton and the 
style of system we’re playing right now.” 

The Broncos averaged more than 30 points per game and outscored their 

opponents 299-138 in the second half of games in 2012. 

With Manning at the helm, Decker and Thomas became the club’s first 1,000-yard 
receiving duo since Rod Smith and Ashley Lelie did so in 2004. Decker’s receptions, 
receiving yards and touchdowns were all career highs. 

Manning said his rapport with the receiving corps developed even more quickly than 

he thought it would. That helped Manning record 10 games with a passer rating of 
100 or more, which set a franchise record. 

For all those reasons, the consensus in the Broncos locker room has been that 

Manning deserves to take home his fifth league MVP award. 

“You have to go with 18, the way he changed this team around,” defensive tackle 
Kevin Vickerson said. “He took us to another whole level on this team. Not just on 

the offense. Defense, special teams, everybody’s attention to detail goes up 
because you have somebody like that at the helm that wants the ball.” 

For Manning, being voted MVP is the least of his concerns. But if he were to win the 

award, it would be more of a representation of what the team has been able to 
accomplish this season. 

“I really have not thought about that,” he said. “It has been such a unique season 
for me personally, I really feel fortunate to be playing. I really have had an 

interesting year-and-a-half and so I am proud our team is in the mix. … I am glad 
to be in this situation where we have a chance to do something as a team. That is 

special.” 

While Manning’s injury seems further and further away with every win, the 
quarterback said certain things are harder for a 36-year-old coming off of a missed 

http://www.denverbroncos.com/team/roster/kevin-vickerson/fb0b17b8-6962-42d0-8557-f2be6be183eb/


season. He has continued to rehab throughout the campaign, and admitted he’s not 
the quarterback he once was. 

But the quarterback he is now has been arguably the best player in the league in 

2012. 

“I know how hard this team has worked this year, and I know how hard I’ve worked 
and all the help I’ve gotten along the way,” Manning said. “Some things were really 

kind of wait-and-see for me, but it’s been a gratifying regular season and very 
humbling. I have to admit that.” 

“It is certainly more than I expected.” 

New Manning, old Manning, the Broncos don’t care. They know whenever No. 18 is 

on the field, they’ve got a chance to get to where they want to be at the end the 
season. 

“Great thing he’s on our side for this playoff run,” Bruton smiled. 



Peyton Manning, Missy Franklin Named 

Colorado’s Athletes of the Year 
 

Sam Davis 

DenverBroncos.com 

January 8, 2013  

On Tuesday, quarterback Peyton Manning was named the Colorado Sports Hall of 
Fame Athlete of the year, along with Olympic swimmer and gold medalist Missy 

Franklin. The selection committee named Manning the professional athlete of the 
year and Franklin the amateur athlete of the year. 

The pair of winners met when Franklin visited a Broncos training camp practice in 

June. Wide receiver Eric Decker also surprised her at an assembly at her high 
school in May. 

Manning, a FedEx Player of the Year nominee, took home Colorado’s professional 
athlete of the year award after a year in which he broke nearly every single-season 

passing record for the Broncos. 

Manning finished 2012 – his first year as a Bronco — with 4,659 yards on 400-of-
583 passing for 37 touchdowns and just 11 interceptions. His team records were in 

touchdown passes, completions, passing yards and completion percentage (68.6). 
His season passer rating of 105.9 was also a team record. He led the Broncos to 11 

straight wins and a 13-3 seed, locking up the No. 1 seed in the AFC playoffs. 

Franklin has won her second straight Amateur Athlete of the Year honor in Colorado 
and is a four-time Olympic gold medalist. She won a total of five swimming medals 
at the London 2012 Olympic Games where she swept the women’s backstroke 

events, winning gold in both the 100-meter and 200-meter events. She also won 
gold medals in the 4×200-meter freestyle and 4×100-meter medley relays, and a 

bronze medal in the 4×100-meter freestyle relay.  

The senior at Regis Jesuit High School was initially honored by the Colorado Sports 
Hall of Fame as the Prep Athlete of the Year in 2010 before capturing the top 

amateur honor in 2011 for her performance in world championships. 

Manning and Franklin will be honored at a banquet on April 18 along with the 
newest Colorado Sports Hall of Fame inductees Steve Atwater, Don Baylor, Don 
Cockroft, Adam Foote, Steve Jones and Stan Williams. The Colorado Sports Hall of 

Fame Class of 2013 was selected this past October. 
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Facing Ravens and Cold, Manning Keeps 

Gloves On 

Judy Battista 
The New York Times 

January 8, 2013 
 
ENGLEWOOD, Colo. — The gloves are bright orange, and they would be eye-

catching even if his hands weren’t of such intense interest.  

But when Peyton Manning said Tuesday that he was practicing in them in 
preparation for the Denver Broncos’ divisional playoff game against the Baltimore 

Ravens as a concession to the changes in his body since the neck injury that 
sidelined him last season, the gloves became the latest reminder of the 
extraordinary recovery that has returned Manning to his familiar spot in the N.F.L. 

postseason.  

Manning did not offer specifics about what help the glove, which he wore in the final 
two games of the regular season, provides, but the high temperature Saturday is 

expected to be 22 degrees, with a low of 10. Quarterbacks often wear gloves to 
improve their grip on a ball that grows slick in severe cold, and Manning may be 

further affected by how the cold affects the feeling in his hands and a grip that was 
initially weakened after the surgery.  

From the moment he first returned to the field last summer, Manning’s every throw 
has been scrutinized for some sign of how his game might have deteriorated after 

his injury. But as the season has progressed, and Manning has grown more familiar 
with a new set of teammates, it has become apparent that little of importance has 

changed — he is the same precise dissector of defenses he has always been.  

Coach John Fox shrugged off the significance of the glove — “If it gets cold out, you 
wear gloves,” he explained — but Manning acknowledged that as normal as his 

regular season performance has seemed, it has come under conditions far different 
than those he played with before he was hurt.  

“I certainly don’t think I would’ve had to wear the glove had I not been injured last 
year,” Manning said. “It’s part of my injury. Some things I’ve had to adjust. I’ve 

been pretty consistent in kind of letting you know that all year long, but I’m in a 
different body. Things are different for me. And I’ve had to adjust.”  

Manning has a long history of success against the Ravens. They have not beaten 

him since 2001 — a nine-game losing streak that includes two losses in the 
playoffs.  

Baltimore’s Ray Lewis dismissed Manning’s personal winning streak, noting that in 

all but one case both the Ravens and the Indianapolis Colts wound up watching the 
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final game of the season. The one that still stings, though, was the Ravens’ loss in 
the 2006 playoffs, when the Ravens held the Colts to five field goals in the 

divisional game in Baltimore — but the Colts won, and then went on to win 
Manning’s only Super Bowl.  

In a game that may have more resonance now, the Ravens lost to the Broncos, 34-

17, in December when, against an injury-riddled defense, Manning completed 17 of 
28 passes for a touchdown and 204 yards, his fewest yards of the season.  

Last week, the Ravens held the Colts to just three field goals, a performance more 

reminiscent of the great Ravens defenses of old than of this season’s version. 
Andrew Luck never got the Colts into a goal-to-go situation.  

Baltimore receiver Anquan Boldin said after the game that the Ravens wanted the 
Broncos again. Manning, for his part, is happy to be playing anybody. The 

postseason has served as another signpost in a season in which he threw for the 
second-most yards in his career (4,659) and the second-most touchdowns (37), 

with the second-highest completion percentage (68.6) and just 11 interceptions.  

“I remember opening day against Pittsburgh — I remember one year ago I was in a 
hospital bed watching opening day so ... there’s a little reminder of how far I’ve 

come,” he said. “And then certainly in the month of December, that’s when I first 
got cleared to start throwing. So certainly I have had those checkpoints along the 
way and kind of reminders of where I was a year ago. I certainly do kind of remind 

myself how hard I have worked, but I’ve also received a lot of help and I’m grateful 
for that help.”  

 

  

http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/subjects/s/super_bowl/index.html?inline=nyt-classifier


Peyton Manning's next move 

The Broncos QB has had one of his best seasons, but is it enough to 

satisfy him? 

Jeffri Chadiha 
ESPN.com 
January 8, 2013 
 

The retirement of Baltimore Ravens linebacker Ray Lewis shouldn't merely have 
ignited debates about where his legacy ranks in NFL history. It also should've 

sparked a few more questions about how Denver Broncos quarterback Peyton 
Manning -- the man Lewis will be hunting in Saturday's AFC divisional playoff game 
-- will be handling the end of his own career. Lewis seemingly found peace with his 

decision at some point this season. Manning will have a tougher time determining 
how much longer he wants to stick around. 

This entire season for Manning has been about one thing -- proving to everybody 

who watches pro football that the man can still play at a high level. That was a 
major concern when he was coming off four neck surgeries and making his former 

team, the Indianapolis Colts, squeamish enough to cut him. Not so much anymore. 
Manning probably will walk away with league MVP honors and, if he's lucky enough, 
a second Super Bowl ring to boot. 

It would be an amazing story if all those things really happened for a star who was 

once so down and out. It would be even more incredible if Manning were able to 
sustain that brilliance for a few more years in Denver. The reality is that neither is 

guaranteed. This might be as great as we ever see Manning play for the remainder 
of his career, and that's why it's worth wondering how this is all going to end for 
him. 

This isn't an issue of talent, by the way. It's one of motivation. Manning, like most 

great athletes past their prime, found the most valuable inspiration a player could 
use and rode it for all it was worth: doubt. The minute the Colts, the media and the 

general public started questioning whether we'd ever see him play again, 
something had to have ignited in the man. The last thing he ever was going to do 

was go out with a whimper. 

That desire drove Manning through his rehabilitations and his top-secret workouts 
and all the hype that surrounded his arrival in Denver. It also meant plenty when 
critics knocked his declining arm strength earlier this season, when it seemed that a 

40-yard throw was as taxing as to him as launching an anvil across the field. But 
what Manning will discover after this season is that such motivation lasts for only so 

long. At some point, his time in Denver will have to be about more than proving 
everybody else wrong. 

http://espn.go.com/nfl/player/_/id/964/ray-lewis
http://espn.go.com/nfl/player/_/id/1428/peyton-manning
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Brett Favre learned that lesson the minute he left Green Bay. He bounced first to 
the New York Jets and then to the Minnesota Vikings, all in the hopes of exacting 

some level of revenge on the Packers for trading him to clear room for Aaron 
Rodgers. That combination of vindictiveness and focus drove Favre to arguably the 

best season of his career in 2009, when he led the Vikings to the NFC 
Championship Game and two victories over Green Bay. But, as we soon discovered, 
anger works for only so long when it comes to finding reasons to play this game. 

Favre eventually bottomed out with the Vikings the next season, and it's worth 
arguing that lack of conviction was one of his major issues. He had become a 
mercenary working for money and pride, an icon disconnected from the place 

where he had enjoyed his favorite years. We'd never see Manning turn his career 
into the circus Favre's eventually became, but there is one big red flag to consider. 

Like Favre, Manning has reached the point in his life when there aren't any grand 
prizes he hasn't already claimed. 

Manning has four MVP awards. He has played in two Super Bowls. A first-round Hall 
of Fame ballot is a certainty, and only New England's Tom Brady can challenge him 

as the top quarterback of his generation. About the only thing Manning hasn't done 
is break any of Favre's NFL career passing records. At his current pace, he'd need 

about three more good years to become the league's career leader in completions, 
yards and touchdowns.  

It's hard to know whether those records are enough to drive a man who turns 37 in 

March and missed the entire 2011 season. We can't predict whether Manning's 
passion for the game will continue to burn as his time in Denver passes. He had a 
deep bond with the city of Indianapolis, the same connection Lewis had in Baltimore 

and Favre shared in Green Bay. It's different when stars move on to other towns 
late in their careers. Those same little things that move them with their first teams 

--the familiarity, the comfort, the trust -- matter more than you imagine once lost 
to a player who sees 40 on the horizon.  

Don't for a minute think that Manning won't be affected by the absence of some of 
these things the longer he stays in Denver. He spent most of the past year trying to 

come back from neck surgery, most of last winter determining his future in 
Indianapolis and most of this past offseason preparing for this season in Denver. 

There's been precious little time for reflection. If anything, Manning has preferred it 
that way.  

At some point, that will all change. He'll have to ponder the same things Lewis has 

been considering in recent weeks. He might face the same challenges Favre faced 
in his second season in Minnesota, when the Vikings underachieved and that feel-
good story didn't feel so good anymore. For all we know, we might never see 

Manning this healthy again in the remainder of his career.  

Remember, most star quarterbacks don't last very long once they leave their first 
franchises. Joe Montana strung together two years in Kansas City after his time in 

San Francisco. Donovan McNabb spent one season each in Washington and 

http://espn.go.com/nfl/player/_/id/112/brett-favre
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Minnesota -- both abysmal campaigns -- after his days in Philadelphia. Favre was 
out of football within three years of Green Bay trading him.  

Manning might be a unique breed, but it's a reach to say he'll be any different from 

most. He has found the right reasons to keep playing and has reminded us of what 
makes him great. 

Now comes the really hard part. He has to figure out what to do once he has 

silenced all his critics.  



Elway had faith in Manning miracle 
 

Nancy Gay 
FoxSports.com 

January 10, 2013 
 

ENGLEWOOD, COLO. 

 

When John Elway set off last March in hot pursuit of the NFL’s most 
spectacular free-agent talent since Reggie White, he never considered Peyton 

Manning in a Denver Broncos uniform to be a gamble. Not even a calculated 
risk. 

 

To be precise, when Manning leads the AFC’s No. 1-seeded team (13-3) into 

Saturday’s divisional playoff game against the fourth-seeded Baltimore 
Ravens (10-6) at Sports Authority Field at Mile High, this is exactly what the 

Broncos envisioned. 

 

Not only would Peyton Manning be fine, but he also would be great. And yes, 

Elway has to admit, it feels good to be right about that. 

 

“Yeah, I do. I’m proud of that,” says Elway, the Broncos’ executive vice 
president for football operations, letting out a huge laugh. 

 

He’d bet the house that Manning — coveted by many but ultimately wooed to 
Denver — would beat the odds stacked against a 36-year-old quarterback 

idled the entire 2011 season by a neck injury, nerve damage, spinal fusion 
surgery and a grueling rehabilitation process that literally spanned taking 

baby steps from a hospital bed to a full-playbook return and starting every 
game in 2012. 

 

"In my mind, the upside (to signing Manning) far outweighed where we 

were,” Elway says. 

 

By the numbers, Manning’s first season with the Broncos and his 15th in the 

NFL has been remarkable: He set single-season franchise records in nearly 
every major passing category, including completions (400), completion 
percentage (68.6), passing yards (4,659 — second-highest total in his 

career), touchdown passes (37) and passer rating (105.8). 

 

From a medical perspective, Manning’s return from a career-threatening 

injury, at his age, after previous neck operations and the 2011 fusion 
surgery, has been astonishing. 

 

“With a single-level fusion, a player can return to play in the NFL without 
undue risk. What makes Peyton's story unique is the nerve damage that he 
suffered,” says FOXSports.com medical expert Dr. Mark Adickes, a former 

http://msn.foxsports.com/nfl/player/peyton-manning/69814
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NFL offensive lineman who played on the Redskins' Super Bowl XXVI 
championship team and is now an orthopedic surgeon at the Memorial 

Hermann Hospital Sports Medicine Institute in Houston. 

 

"What makes Manning’s story special is that he recovered to a degree that 

his performance remains at the elite level we have grown accustomed to 
seeing throughout his career,” Adickes says. “What makes his story almost 

unbelievable is that he has accomplished all of this at 36 years of age.” 

 

Manning speaks of this journey in terms of check points. There was the 
clandestine trip to Denver in summer 2011 during the NFL lockout, when 

Manning — cut off from the Colts training staff and doctors and unsure how 
much his latest neck injury had affected his throwing arm — huddled with his 

college teammate, Rockies first baseman Todd Helton, for a private workout. 
Manning needed to know. 

 

His grip was weak. His triceps muscle had deteriorated. Nerve damage 

affected his touch. Manning threw a pass to Helton in the Rockies’ batting 
cage and it went straight into the ground. His worst fear had been realized. 

 

Today? 

 

Broncos wide receiver Demaryius Thomas posted a career-high 1,434 

receiving yards and caught 10 touchdown passes in 2012. Third-year 
receiver Eric Decker set career highs in receptions (85), receiving yards 
(1,064) and receiving touchdowns. Two other Broncos receivers, Manning’s 

former Colts teammates Brandon Stokley and Jacob Tamme, each had 500 or 
more receiving yards this season. 

 

Reflecting on how far he’s come from this time last year, from watching his 
brother Eli win the Super Bowl to vying for his own second Super Bowl ring, 

Manning charts his personal check points of recovery as accurately as he 
conducts the Broncos offense. 

 

“I remember opening day (this season) against Pittsburgh; I remember one 

year ago I was in a hospital bed watching opening day (2011), so that’s a 
little reminder there of how far I’ve come,” Manning says. “And certainly the 

month of December (2011), that’s when I first got cleared to start throwing. 

 

“And I was really kind of, I was allowed to walk as part of my rehab for 

October and November (2011).” 

 

This was not a solo effort. Manning enlisted a massive team to bring him 
back, and he’s effusive in his gratitude to this group of believers. Among his 

stalwarts: Manning’s wife, Ashley, and Eli, who caught his weakened, feeble 
passes at his lowest point when he could not complete this throwing motion. 

And Duke coach David Cutcliffe, who was Manning’s coach at Tennessee and 
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offered the quarterback a place to stay and to rebuild himself on the Duke 
campus after the spinal-fusion repair. 

 

There is Stokley, another Colts’ injury castoff sidelined by what he considered 
a career-ending torn quadriceps last year. Stokley pulled himself off his 

couch and out of retirement last February when his buddy Peyton called, 
asking a favor. 

 

Manning promised Stokley, a huge Duke fan, tickets to the Duke-North 
Carolina basketball game if he would come to Durham, N.C. and play some 
catch. 

 

Two guys, passing and catching, on a Duke practice field. Manning threw 
with strength and relative ease. Stokley surprised himself by running freely. 

NFL teams seized on that Duke video workout, and Elway saw a Peyton 
Manning who was well on his way to a comeback. 

 

“The doctors always thought that his neck would be as strong as it’s ever 
been,” says Elway, who was told the only real concern was whether 
Manning’s nerve damage would heal. “They didn’t know exactly at what 

speed (the neck) was going to come back. And then obviously, farther down 
the arm, to what extent it would come back. 

 

“But at that point in time when we first met with him, Peyton felt pretty good 
about where he was.” 

 

But would he survive the beatings an NFL quarterback endures every game? 
That question was answered in the Broncos’ third preseason game against 
San Francisco, when Manning — coming off a 17-point first quarter playing 

with the first team — sustained a hard shot to his upper chest, near his right 
shoulder He hit the turf, and hard. 

 

That first hit. Another check point. 

 

“It was a little nerve-wracking, yeah,” Elway concedes. “But it also had to be 

a heck of a lot more nerve-wracking for Peyton. Obviously, he wanted to take 
that first hit.” 

 

Manning bounced up and hurried to the huddle. “First one, he got a standing 

ovation when he got up,” Stokley remembered with a huge smile. 

 

Elway adds: “That’s because we’d talked about it for five months, that he 

was going to take that hit. So when he finally did, that was out of the way.” 

 

In the Broncos offense, Manning has worked with offensive coordinator Mike 

McCoy to incorporate the fast-tempo style the quarterback employed in his 
14-year career with the Colts, along with the protection schemes and routes 
unique to Denver’s scheme. He practiced long hours during training camp 



with Thomas and Decker, so each would know the other’s whereabouts on 
the field at all times. 

 

“The first thing he said when he got here was, ‘Listen I want to learn your 
guys’ system,’ ” McCoy recalls.  

Together, they compared the schemes and strengths of each playing style 
and found a happy medium that works. 

 

Manning is not the same as before the fusion surgery, and he’s honest about 

that. In the final weeks of the regular season, the quarterback who had 
played almost every NFL home game in a dome began wearing a leather 

glove on his throwing hand for the first time, as winter gripped the Mile High 
stadium he now calls home. 

 

That’s because his grip, well, it needs a hand. 

 

 “I certainly don’t think I would have to wear the glove had I not been 
injured last year,” Manning says. “It’s part of my injury, some things that 

I’ve had to adjust. I’ve been pretty consistent in letting you guys know that 
all year long, that I’m in a different body, some things are different for me. 

So I’ve had to adjust.” 

 

His teammates only see the extraordinary quarterback and leader they had 

admired and respected for as long as they can remember. 

 

“I just know I’ve never seen a player like him,” 12-time Pro Bowl cornerback 
Champ Bailey says. “I just knew if he came back healthy, he would be just as 

great as he ever was. Nothing really surprises me about how good he is.” 

 

That’s the thing about Peyton Manning. He’s so good, we take him for 

granted. He’s so good, he makes even improbable comebacks look like part 
of the plan. 

 

“Nothing happened to his brain,” Bailey says. “C’mon! It was just his neck.” 

  

http://msn.foxsports.com/nfl/player/champ-bailey/70863


Manning Earns Player of the Month 

Honor 

Stuart Zaas 
DenverBroncos.com 

January 3, 2013 

Quarterback Peyton Manning earned his sixth career AFC Offensive Player of the 
Month Award. 

ENGLEWOOD, Colo. – For the second time in three months, and just one day after 

earning the conference’s player of the week award, quarterback Peyton Manning 
has been named the AFC’s Offensive Player of the Month.  

Manning completed 123-of-174 passes for an NFL-best 70.7 completion percentage 
during the month of December. That completion rate was seven percent higher 

than the next closest passer. 

PLAYERS WITH SIX CONF. PLAYER OF THE MONTH AWARDS 

Player Type Conference 
Peyton Manning Offensive AFC 

Barry Sanders Offensive NFC 
Bruce Smith Defensive AFC 

Tom Brady Offensive AFC 
Brett Favre Offensive NFC 
Aaron Rodgers Offensive NFC 

Steve Young Offensive NFC 

He also paced the AFC in yards per attempt (8.0), touchdowns (11), first-down 
percentage (42 percent) and a passer rating of 108.4 that was 18.1 points higher 
than the next closest player. 

The 15th-year signal caller became just the third quarterback in NFL history (Kurt 

Warner, 2001/Drew Brees, 2011) to lead his team to a perfect record in the final 
month of the season while passing for at least 1,300 yards, throwing for at least 10 
touchdowns and completing 70 percent of his passes. 

The Broncos’ 5-0 record in December helped the club secure the AFC’s top playoff 

seed. 

The monthly award is the sixth of his career, tying him for the most career monthly 
accolades since the award began in 1986. Manning had never won two in the same 

season prior to this year. 

http://www.denverbroncos.com/team/roster/peyton-manning/5e49338e-cd44-4226-9451-f111c0eb767d/


Manning previously earned the award this season for the month of October, in 
which he passed for 951 yards with nine touchdowns and one interception for a 

passer rating of 126.7. 

PEYTON MANNING'S DECEMBER GAME LOGS 

Opp. W/L Att. Cmp. Pct. Yds. TD Int. Rtg. 
vs. T.B. (12/2) W 38 27 71.1 242 3 1 103.2 

at Oak. (12/6) W 36 26 72.2 310 1 1 95.8 
at Bal. (12/16) W 28 17 60.7 204 1 0 94.9 

vs. Cle. (12/23) W 43 30 69.8 339 3 1 106.6 
vs. K.C. (12/30) W 29 23 79.3 304 3 0 144.8 
TOTAL 5-0 174 123 70.7 1,399 11 3 108.4 

 



Manning Named Offensive Player of the 

Week 

Stuart Zaas 
DenverBroncos.com 

January 2, 2013 

Quarterback Peyton Manning won his 23rd career AFC Offensive Player of the Week 

for his Week 17 performance. 

ENGLEWOOD, Colo. – Quarterback Peyton Manning capped what Head Coach John 

Fox called a ‘historical’ and ‘unprecedented’ season with an AFC Offensive Player of 

the Week Award.  

Manning needed just three quarters of play to secure his 23rd career conference 

weekly award. He completed 23-of-29 passes (79.3 pct.) for 304 yards with three 

touchdowns and zero interceptions (144.8 rtg.) in Denver’s 38-3 win over Kansas 

City. 

Manning’s 144.8 passer rating in the Broncos’ AFC 
No.1 seed-clinching victory was the highest by an 

AFC quarterback this season and his passing yards, 

completion percentage, yards per attempt, 

touchdowns and first down throws all ranked first in 

the AFC for Week 17. 

He finished 2012 as the Broncos single-season record 

holder in completions (400), passing yards (4,659), 
completion percentage (68.6 pct.), touchdowns (37) 

and passer rating (105.9). 

Manning’s 23 career Offensive Player of the Week 

awards tie him with Patriots quarterback Tom Brady 

for the most all-time. The Broncos now have 48 such 

honors in team history, and this is the third AFC 

Offensive Player of the Week that the club has earned 

in 2012. 

Denver finished the season with eight AFC Players of the Week, which represent the 

most by any team. 

2012 DENVER BRONCOS WEEKLY AWARDS 

WEEK 

1  

OPP 

vs. Pit.  

PLAYER 

CB Tracy Porter  

AWARD  

Defensive  

CAREER WEEKLY NFL 

HONORS 

RANK  

1  

 

3 

4  
 

5 

PLAYER  

Peyton 

Manning*  

Tom 

Brady* 
Dan 

Marino  

Drew 

Brees*  

Brett 

Favre 
John 

Elway 

AWARDS  

23  

23 

18 

16 
16  

15 
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4  

6 
8 

9 

11 

15 

17 

vs. Oak.  

at S.D. 
vs. N.O. 

at Cin. 

vs. S.D. 

at Bal. 

vs. K.C. 

K Matt Prater  

QB Peyton Manning  
LB Wesley Woodyard 

WR Trindon Holliday 

LB Von Miller 

RB Knowshon Moreno 

QB Peyton Manning 

Special Teams  

Offensive  
Defensive  

Special Teams  

Defensive 

Offensive 

Offensive 

Peyton Manning's Career Weekly Awards 

YEAR 

1998  

1999  

2000  

2000  
2001 

2003 

2003 

2004  

2004 
2004  

2004 

2005  

2006  

2006  
2006  

2007 

2008 

2008 

2008  

2009 
2010  

2012 

2012 

WEEK 

11  

3  

4  

17  
2 

4 

15 

3  

10 
12  

16 

9  

2  

7  
17  

13 

6 

11 

16  

10 
14  

6 

17 

PASSING STATS 

26-44, 59.1%, 276 yds., 3 TDs, 2 INT, 81.2 rtg.  

29-54, 53.7%, 404 yds., 2 TDs, 1 INT, 82.6 rtg.  

23-36, 63.9%, 440 yds., 4 TDs, 0 INT, 143.3 rtg.  

25-36, 69.4%, 283 yds., 4 TDs, 1 INT, 118.2 rtg.  
23-29, 79.3%, 421 yds., 4 TDs, 2 INT, 129.6 rtg. 

20-25, 80.0%, 314 yds., 6 TDs, 0 INT, 158.3 rtg 

25-30, 83.3%, 290 yds., 5 TDs, 0 INT, 146.5 rtg. 

28-40, 70.0%, 393 yds., 5 TDs, 0 INT, 140.9 rtg.  

18-27, 66.7%, 320 yds., 5 TDs, 2 INT, 115.7 rtg. 
23-28, 82.1%, 236 yds., 6 TDs, 0 INT, 141.4 rtg.  

27-44, 61.4%, 383 yds., 2 TDs, 1 INT, 95.2 rtg. 

28-37, 75.7%, 321 yds., 3 TDs, 1 INT, 117.1 rtg.  

26-38, 68.4%, 400 yds., 3 TDs, 0 INT, 129.3 rtg.  

25-35, 71.4%, 342 yds., 4 TDs, 0 INT, 140.4 rtg.  
22-37, 59.5%, 282 yds., 2 TDs, 0 INT, 101.4 rtg.  

20-29, 69.0%, 288 yds., 4 TDs, 1 INT, 126.1 rtg 

19-28, 67.9%, 271 yds., 3 TDs, 0 INT, 134.7 rtg. 

30-46, 65.2%, 320 yds., 2 TDs, 0 INT, 99.9 rtg. 

29-34, 85.3%, 364 yds., 3 TDs, 0 INT, 140.7 rtg.  

28-44, 63.6%, 327 yds., 4 TDs, 2 INT, 97.4 rtg. 
25-35, 71.4%, 319 yds., 2 TDs, 0 INT, 118.6 rtg.  

24-30, 80.0%, 309 yds., 3 TDs, 1 INT, 129.0 rtg. 

23-29, 79.3%, 304 yds., 3 TDs, 0 INT, 144.8 rtg. 
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Manning Named FedEx Air Player of the 

Week 

Sam Davis 
DenverBroncos.com 

January 2, 2013 

Shortly after being named the AFC Offensive Player of the Week, quarterback 

Peyton Manning also took home the FedEx Air NFL Player of the Week on 

Wednesday.  

Manning was given the award for his performance in Week 17 against the Kansas 

City Chiefs, in which he completed 23-of-29 passes for 304 yards, three 

touchdowns and a passer rating of 144.8. He was pulled after the third quarter of 

the Broncos’ 11th straight victory, which is the second-longest win streak in team 

history.  

His touchdowns in the game were to wide receivers Demaryius Thomas and Eric 

Decker (twice). 

The nomination for the award was Manning’s fifth of the year and second in as 

many weeks, but it is his first time winning it in 2012. He beat out his brother and 

New York Giants quarterback Eli Manning and Vikings quarterback Christian Ponder, 

who were also nominated. 

In 2012, Manning set franchise single-season records in passing yards (4,659), 

completions (400-of-583), completion percentage (68.6) and touchdowns (37), 

while throwing just 11 interceptions.  

For winning the weekly award, FedEx will make a $2,000 donation in Manning’s 

name to the local area offices of Junior Achievement in Denver and Washington 
D.C.. The funding is used to help U.S. small business development, by educating 

the next generation of entrepreneurs on how to start and grow their own 

businesses. 
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Five Broncos Selected to Pro Bowl 
 

Gray Caldwell and Stuart Zaas 

DenverBroncos.com 

December 26, 2012 

 

Peyton Manning, Champ Bailey, Von Miller, Elvis Dumervil and Ryan Clady 

have been selected to the 2013 Pro Bowl. 

ENGLEWOOD, Colo. -- With a chance to lock up a first-round bye this Sunday, the 
Broncos received more good news on Wednesday. 

Five Broncos have been selected to the 2013 Pro Bowl. 

Quarterback Peyton Manning, cornerback Champ Bailey and linebacker Von Miller 
have all been voted starters for the all-star game. Defensive end Elvis Dumervil and 
tackle Ryan Clady are also headed to Honolulu. 

Wide receiver Demaryius Thomas is a first-alternate for the game. Guards Chris 
Kuper (2nd) and Zane Beadles (3rd), wide receiver Eric Decker (5th) and special 
teamers David Bruton (3rd) and Britton Colquitt (3rd) are also alternates. 

QB PEYTON MANNING 

 Manning's 12 Pro Bowl selections are 

the most for a quarterback in NFL 

history. He is also the first 

quarterback to make a Pro Bowl one 

year removed from missing a full 

season due to injury or illness. 

 On the honor: "It’s a tremendous 

honor and I am very humbled to 

receive this recognition. Being voted 

to the Pro Bowl by your opponents, 

their coaches and of course the fans 

means a great deal to me, especially 

when you consider how many other 

quarterbacks in the AFC are having 

outstanding seasons. This recognition shows that our offensive line did a 

great job with protection. It shows that our wide receivers and tight ends 

made a lot of plays." 

CB CHAMP BAILEY 

BRONCOS PRO BOWL SELECTIONS 

PLAYER NO. 

Peyton Manning 12 

Champ Bailey 12 

Ryan Clady 3 

Elvis Dumervil 3 

Von Miller 2 

http://www.denverbroncos.com/team/roster/peyton-manning/5e49338e-cd44-4226-9451-f111c0eb767d/
http://www.denverbroncos.com/team/roster/champ-bailey/e1617150-1aa6-4efa-b649-3467ecc2384a/
http://www.denverbroncos.com/team/roster/von-miller/036470c3-df00-47e4-a936-86200f2c88dc/
http://www.denverbroncos.com/team/roster/elvis-dumervil/a4dbb5af-d1ab-4e6e-a48b-9aeb259e097d/
http://www.denverbroncos.com/team/roster/ryan-clady/8ff5aae9-bdbb-45f1-a082-8d6ae3aa896b/
http://www.denverbroncos.com/team/roster/demaryius-thomas/a951744a-72dd-4748-a461-02fc06668e12/
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http://www.denverbroncos.com/team/roster/david-bruton/4eb85e3d-502f-4a8b-b1af-b1d4b203bd57/
http://www.denverbroncos.com/team/roster/britton-colquitt/a4031f54-310e-43ce-962b-efe5b2293ed3/
http://www.denverbroncos.com/multimedia/videos/Manning-Reacts-to-Pro-Bowl-Selection/8ec1615d-a4b5-4b8f-9a03-aa0e56314933


 Bailey now holds the record for most Pro Bowls by a defensive back in NFL 

history. He was a four-time Pro Bowler with Washington before making the 

all-star game eight times as a Bronco. 

 On the honor: "I’ve done my thing over the years, but when you’re on a 

team like this and you play well, people are going to notice. It’s really just 

part of my team and what we’ve done. That’s pretty much why I’m in there. 

It’s definitely a team thing.” 

LB VON MILLER 

 The reigning Defensive Rookie of the Year is now the first player in franchise 

history to make a Pro Bowl in each of his first two seasons. 

 On the honor: “It’s cool. I think our eyes are on something a little bit bigger 

than the Pro Bowl. But it’s great to be 

voted in by your peers.” 

DE ELVIS DUMERVIL 

 Dumervil is just the second player 

since 2000 to make back-to-back Pro 

Bowls after missing a season due to 

injury or illness. He joins then-Vikings 

center Matt Birk with that distinction. 

 On the honor: “It’s a blessing. It 

wasn’t all pretty all year but I give 

thanks to the coaching staff, the fans, 

the guys I play with -- my 

teammates. I‘m not just representing 

myself but I’m representing guys that 

have been a part of it, from 

everybody in the building, the turf 

guys to equipment -- everybody." 

T RYAN CLADY 

 Clady becomes the fourth offensive 

lineman in NFL history to start every 

possible game and make it to three 

Pro Bowls in his first five seasons. 

 On the honor: “It feels pretty good. I worked hard this offseason and hard 

work pays off. I’m glad I was able to be selected. Being selected back-to-

back seasons is pretty solid." 

 

ALL-TIME PRO BOWL SELECTIONS 

RANK PLAYER NO. 

1 Bruce Matthews 14 

 Merlin Olsen 14 

3 Jerry Rice 13 

 Reggie White 13 

 Tony Gonzalez 13 

5 Champ Bailey 12 

 Peyton Manning 12 

 Ray Lewis 12 

 Randall McDaniel 12 

 Will Shields 12 



Champ Bailey, Peyton Manning make 

history with 12 Pro Bowls 

Jeff Legwold 
The Denver Post 

December 26, 2012 
 
Before Wednesday, only eight players since the AFL-NFL merger in 1970 had been 

named to at least 12 Pro Bowls. That was before the Broncos put two more names 
on the list. 

"And that," said Broncos defensive tackle Kevin Vickerson, "is the Hall of Fame right 

there. That's the Hall of Fame, no questions asked, about anything. Twelve Pro 
Bowls, c'mon, that's great year after great year after great year from those two 
guys." 

When the votes were counted the 12-3 Broncos, riding a 10-game winning streak, 
had five players selected to the NFL's all-star game with quarterback Peyton 
Manning and cornerback Champ Bailey each selected to their 12th, both a record 

for quarterbacks and defensive backs respectively in the post-merger era. 

Linebacker Von Miller, defensive end Elvis Dumervil and left tackle Ryan Clady were 
the other Broncos selected. Manning, Bailey and Miller, with his first Pro Bowl 

selection, were chosen as starters in the game. 

Wide receiver Demaryius Thomas, who is seventh in the league with 1,312 
receiving yards and tied for eighth in touchdowns with eight, was not selected at 

what is likely the most difficult position to make the cut. Only four receivers are 
selected for each team — AFC and NFC — and there are 15 receivers in the league 
with at least 1,000 yards through 15 games and 13 players with at least 80 

receptions. 

Thomas was chosen as a first alternate, meaning if one AFC wide receiver can not 
play in the game, Thomas would be added to the roster. Wesley Woodyard,with 110 

tackles, 5.5 sacks and three interceptions, was perhaps the biggest snub, given he 
was not chosen as an alternate. 

"There's a lot of guys on our team that deserve to make it," Manning said 

Wednesday afternoon. "I know that much." 

Guard Chris Kuper, who has missed nine games with injuries this season, was 
chosen as a second alternate while guard Zane Beadles, special teams ace David 
Bruton and punter Britton Colquitt were named third alternates. Wide receiver Eric 

Decker, who is tied for third in the league with 11 touchdowns, is a fifth alternate. 



Given a choice, however, all Broncos selected would rather be doing something else 
Jan. 27 when the Pro Bowl is scheduled in Honolulu. Teams participating in the 

Super Bowl will not send their players to Hawaii and those spots will be filled with 
alternates. 

With his 12th Pro Bowl selection, Manning passes Brett Favre for most selections by 

a quarterback. Bailey, who already held the record for most selections by a 
cornerback, has the most Pro Bowl selections by any defensive back since the AFL-

NFL merger. 

"I do my thing, and I've done my thing over the years, but when you're on a team 
like this and you play well, people are going to notice," Bailey said in a statement. 
"It's really just part of my team and what we've done. That's pretty much why I'm 

in there. It's definitely a team thing. At some point I want to be able to tell the 
people at the Pro Bowl that I'm not coming because I'm playing in the big game. 

That's really what my eyes are on, just making sure we keep winning and get to 
that big game." 

It marks the first time teammates have been selected to their 12th Pro Bowls in the 
same year. 

"One of the key components for being successful in this league, no matter what 
position you play, is consistency," said linebacker Keith Brooking, a 15th-year 
veteran. "That's not year to year, month to month, it's every day you come to work 

and have attention to detail in everything that you do, your approach to this game 
every day. 

"And in return what you get with guys that are talented, have the right mind-set 

and approach things the right way, you get guys like Peyton and Champ. And it 
doesn't surprise me at all, those two guys are first-ballot Hall of Fame." 

San Francisco (10-4-1) had the most players selected, nine, including six from its 

second-ranked defense, followed by Houston (12-3) with eight, including six players 
on offense. And in somewhat of an odd twist the 2-13 Chiefs had as many players 
as the Broncos — five — selected for the game, including running back Jamaal 

Charles and three players from its defense, safety Eric Berry, outside linebacker 
Tamba Hali and linebacker Derrick Johnson. 

Manning is the fourth Broncos quarterback to be selected for the Pro Bowl, joining 

John Elway, Brian Griese and Jay Cutler. Bailey has been named to the Pro Bowl 
eight times in his nine seasons with the Broncos. 

Only Elway, with nine Pro Bowls, and safety Steve Atwater have been named to at 

least eight Pro Bowls with the Broncos. 

"I had followed (Bailey and Manning) and watched their careers from afar before I 
signed here," Brooking said. "But to be here, to see them every day, how they 
approach things, how they handle their business day in and day out, it's no 



surprise. You admire them even more, respect them even more because you see 
that mind-set they have every day."  

 

Broncos Pro Bowlers 

QB Peyton Manning: In first season with Broncos, has thrown for franchise single-

season record 34 touchdowns with a game to play. 

CB Champ Bailey: Broncos usually start their coverage plans by slapping Bailey on 
opponent's best receiver. 

LB Von Miller: Is third in the league in sacks (17.5) and second in tackles for loss 

(26). 

DE Elvis Dumervil: With 11 sacks, he and Miller are only teammate tandem in 
league's top 10 in sacks. 

LT Ryan Clady: With free agency on the horizon, he is a fourth offensive lineman 

in NFL history to start every game in first five years and make at least three Pro 
Bowls. 

  



Is Peyton Manning Fooling Us All? 

Kevin Clark 

The Wall Street Journal 
December 18, 2012 

Here's the book on Denver Broncos quarterback Peyton Manning this season: The 

guy has no zip on the ball. After multiple neck surgeries caused him to miss all of 
last season, he's heroically making do with his smarts and grit rather than his rusty 
arm. His team's 11-3 record is a minor miracle.  

If you're not sure whether to believe this gloomy assessment of Peyton Manning, 

just ask the guy who is most responsible for perpetuating it: Peyton Manning. "I 
still have rehab that I have to do and I have strength that I have to recover," the 

future Hall-of-Famer told reporters Sunday after picking apart the Baltimore 
Ravens, 34-17. When asked about the state of his right arm, Manning fumbled for 
words and said he didn't even know how to answer the question. 

"I wouldn't say that I'm all the way back, no," he said. 

Objectively, Manning is having a pretty incredible season. He's thrown for 31 
touchdowns and 4,016 yards—which is high even by his lofty standards. That he's 
doing it with an entirely new team is pretty remarkable, too. If it holds up, his 

103.5 passer rating would be his third-highest in 15 seasons.  

Perhaps Manning is just being modest. He does have a habit of understating his 
own role. But an analysis of a month's worth of game tapes and statistics suggests 

Manning may have an ulterior motive in saying he's not 100% fit. In the NFL, when 
a defense believes it's dealing with a weakened quarterback, there's usually one 
Pavlovian response: They send as many blitzes as they can in an attempt to knock 

the tuna fish out of him.  

And so far, that's exactly what's happening: Defenses are blitzing Manning 26% 
more often that they did in the season before his surgeries. This season, teams are 

sending five or more defenders after him on 31.6% of all occasions when he drops 
back to pass. That makes poor gimpy Peyton the No. 8 most-blitzed quarterback in 

the league. In 2010, he was third to last.  

But here's the thing about Manning: one of the reasons he's an elite quarterback is 
that he's always found ways to punish teams that blitz him. Even with a tribe of 
giants coming at him, he's been able to think—and work—quickly enough to find 

the receivers who have been left uncovered in the onslaught.  

If the pressure is getting to Manning this year, he's doing a nice job of faking it. His 
quarterback rating when being blitzed is an impressive 99.9, 12% higher than his 

mark in 2010 and the sixth best among qualifying NFL quarterbacks this season.  



It's fair to say that much of Manning's success is just the residue of his previously 
well-honed instincts. But he also seems to be enjoying the fact that defensive 

coordinators around the league continue to buy his sob story.  

"The neck surgeries are one thing," said Raiders star lineman Richard Seymour, 
"but that doesn't stop him knowing what to do." When it comes to picking up 

blitzes, Seymour said, "he's still the best in the league." 

On one third-and-10 early in the first quarter against Baltimore, the Ravens (who 
like blitzing like reindeer like carrots) sent a gang of players to the line, suggesting 

a blitz was coming. Manning, who is known for barking out orders at the line, 
blurted out some directions about which players to block. Then, after the snap, he 
hung back in the pocket rather bravely while five Ravens tried to claw their way to 

him—and a sixth hovered nearby looking for an opening. With a famously efficient 
throwing motion that shaves fractions of seconds from that of a typical quarterback, 

Manning threw a high dart to wide receiver Brandon Stokely for a 14-yard reception 
and a first down. The drive ultimately produced a field goal.  

As the day wore on, the Ravens decided to test Manning more. With 12:07 left in 
the second quarter on a second down, they sent five rushers at Manning, who 

promptly threw a quick 15-yard touchdown.  

These weren't garden-variety blitzes, either. On the day, seven Ravens rushed the 
quarterback that weren't playing one of the normal rushing positions—all to no 

avail. "You can blitz him all you want," said Broncos defensive lineman Justin 
Bannan, who has played against Manning and said that his famous "quick release" 

is still there. "Teams don't care if it 'seems on the surface' that he's fragile, he's 
definitely not fragile. He's put that theory to rest, he's taken hard hits." 

The numbers clearly show that Manning is nearly the same or better in most 
categories. His average completion travels 6.91 yards in the air, up from 6.26 in 

2010. His average pass travels 8.44 yards, down a hair from the 8.7 he posted in 
his last season. While he's attempted passes that travel more than 20 yards at a 

slightly lower rate (10.1% of his attempts through Week 14 this year compared to 
11.3% in 2010), he has had much more success when he goes deep.  

Manning has averaged 14.7 yards per attempt on these long passes, compared with 

9.8 in 2010, and he's completing 44.9% of them compared with 26% in 2010. The 
idea that he'd be a "dink-and-dunk" passer has been officially put to rest, since 
68.5% of his passes through 14 games were thrown within 10 yards of the line of 

scrimmage, close to his career average.  

As long as Manning keeps up the rhetoric (maybe he could add a sling and crutches 
to the act?) teams will continue to ramp up the blitzing. But some teams are wising 

up. Running back Ronnie Hillman said that while defenses are consistently 
confounded, some teams treat him like the old Manning out of pure fear. "If you 
see what he's done," Hillman said. "He'd scare you, too."  



Morning Rush: Perfectionist Peyton 

Manning laughs at self after Broncos 
show they’re no joke 

Mike Silver 

Yahoo! 
December 17, 2012 

BALTIMORE – Even before the ball hit the ground, you knew the explosion was 

coming.  

When Denver Broncos quarterback Peyton Manning received a shotgun snap on 
third-and-1 in the first quarter of Sunday's game at M&T Bank Stadium, he read the 

Baltimore Ravens' defense and threw a quick pass toward the left sideline, where 
he expected tight end Joel Dreessen to be. Dreessen, however, had planted his foot 
and turned upfield, an obvious miscommunication between signal-caller and 

intended receiver.  

Manning, in case you've been ignoring pro football for the past decade-and-a-half, 
does not suffer route-botchers gladly. Sure enough, when he got to the Broncos' 

sideline, the NFL's ultimate perfectionist chewed out the offending party.  

Himself.  

“I did. I did!" Manning said after the Broncos' ninth consecutive victory, this one by 
a 34-17 score, was complete. "That one was my fault."  

If Manning could laugh at his gaffe, a rare misstep in another clinically clean 

performance, its significance was downright scary. The play served as a reminder 
that Manning, in his first season with the Broncos after 13 stellar campaigns (and a 
maddening, injury-plagued one) with the Indianapolis Colts, isn't close to being in 

sync with his receiving corps.  

And yet, as the exacting quarterback and his new targets muddle their way through 
these growing pains, the Broncos are looking more and more like a team running a 

"Go" pattern to the Super Bowl. With Tom Brady and the New England Patriots (10-
4) suffering a 41-34 defeat to the San Francisco 49ers on Sunday night, Denver 

(11-3) now has a clear path to a first-round bye.  

For those of you eyeballing an inevitable showdown between the future Hall of 
Fame rivals: If the Broncos close out the regular season with victories over also-
rans Cleveland and Kansas City, a potential Manning/Brady divisional-round playoff 

clash would take place at Sports Authority Field at Mile High. With the Ravens (9-5) 
in free-fall mode and the Houston Texans (12-2) appearing vulnerable after last 

http://sports.yahoo.com/nfl/players/7374
http://bit.ly/Wh7qPX
http://yhoo.it/Wh5XsX
http://yhoo.it/Wh5XsX
http://sports.yahoo.com/nfl/players/5228
http://yhoo.it/T1KaRE


Monday night's thrashing by the Pats, it's tough not to be a mile high on the AFC 
West champions.  

Then again, some of us saw this coming a month-and-a-half ago, when it became 

apparent that a record fifth MVP award and a third Super Bowl appearance were 
well within Manning's reach.  

Fourteen games into the 2012 season, Manning's comeback tour must be regarded 

as a resounding success. At 36, and with four neck surgeries in his immediate past, 
he may not be what he once was physically. Suffice it to say that no one on the 

Broncos seems to mind.  

"I'll tell you what – whether he has lost any arm strength or whatever, you can't 
mess with his brain," said Champ Bailey, Denver's perennial All-Pro cornerback. "He 
is as sharp as they come."  

Manning carved up the Ravens with ruthless precision on Sunday, completing 17 of 
28 passes for 204 yards, including a sublime 51-yard touchdown pass to Eric 
Decker off a double-move sideline route with 9:53 left in the third quarter. A little 

more than two minutes later, revived running back Knowshon Moreno (22 carries, 
118 yards) scored on a 6-yard run to put Denver up 31-3, and it was raining boos 

in Baltimore, where 71,317 fans had been forced to come to terms with the home 
team's fate just before halftime.  

Three weeks ago, the Ravens were celebrating an improbable overtime victory over 
the San Diego Chargers and looking like a potential team of destiny. They have 

since lost three consecutive games and one offensive coordinator – Cam Cameron 
was abruptly fired last Monday and replaced by quarterbacks coach Jim Caldwell, 

who had never called plays on any level.  

As debuts go, Caldwell's was right down there with "The Playboy Club," "Living 
Lohan" and "The Chevy Chase Show."  

"You can't blame the coaches," Bailey said. "They were playing a team that had 

pass rushers in their face and tight man-to-man coverage on their receivers. We've 
made other quarterbacks look like that before."  

By contrast Manning, who spent several minutes after the game talking privately 
with Caldwell (his head coach in Indy from 2009-11 and his quarterbacks coach 

from 2002-08), once again looks like one of the best passers ever to wear shoulder 
pads. His numbers this season (67.9 percent completion percentage, 31 touchdown 

passes against 10 interceptions, 103.5 passer rating) have been stellar, and it 
seems like he sets records on a weekly basis. On Sunday he exceeded 4,000 

passing yards for the 12th time, an unprecedented accomplishment, and surpassed 
Brett Favre with his ninth 11-victory season.  

Imagine what the man could accomplish if he and his receivers were simpatico. For 
all the damage Manning once did in Indy with the likes of Marvin Harrison, Reggie 

http://yhoo.it/RrWo53
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Wayne and Dallas Clark, he's struggling to bring Decker, Demaryius Thomas and 
friends up to speed. Falling short of his pre-existing standard is something Manning 

may never accept, but at least he's coming to terms with the imperfections.  

"I think you have to remind yourself that it's not going to be like clockwork," 
Manning said as he walked down a hallway toward the Broncos' team bus. "I guess 

I'm used to playing with guys I played with for so many years that it was like 
clockwork. It took time to get it that way. There are certain things we still need to 

improve on, but hey, we're still a team that's only been together 15 weeks, as far 
as real games, and the idea is just to try to keep getting better.  

"We're of course very much dealing with 'the now' and trying to get it all done right 
away, and so it's gotten better each week. But it's probably never going to be what 

it would be if we played together for five years."  

It could certainly be worse. Ask the Ravens (9-5), who host the desperate New York 
Giants next Sunday before closing the regular season on the road against the 

Cincinnati Bengals (8-6), a team that could overtake them to win the AFC North. On 
a positive note Baltimore clinched a playoff spot later Sunday when the Pittsburgh 
Steelers lost to the Dallas Cowboys, giving this discombobulated, injury-ravaged 

ensemble a chance to play at least one game in January.  

"We clinched?" asked a surprised Terrell Suggs, the team's star pass rusher. Suggs, 
who was in and out of Sunday's game while attempting to play through a torn 

biceps, rationalized the Ravens' effort after praising the Broncos, saying, "We have 
a lot of people either playing hurt or out. We're fighting with one arm – no pun 

intended."  

The Broncos are happy to fight their way into the postseason with Manning's right 
arm as their guiding force. With a first-round bye now likely, the cost-benefit 
analysis of a week off can be debated – "It works both ways, I guess," said 

Manning, who reached his first Super Bowl without the bye but had the first-round 
break while reaching his second one – and the specter of another classic duel with 

Brady anticipated.  

"Brady-Manning always sounded good on the outside," Bailey said. "Now I'm all up 
in it. And I like it."  

In the wake of his disappointing defeat to the Niners, Brady was taking nothing for 

granted. Regarding the prospect of meeting Manning in the postseason, Brady said, 
via email, "I sure hope so!!"  

Something tells me he'll get his wish. The Broncos' offense may not be running like 

clockwork, but the countdown to this clash of timeless quarterbacks has seemingly 
begun.  

 

http://yhoo.it/R37HPH


Manning’s Voice to Greet Travelers at 

DIA 

Sam Davis 

DenverBroncos.com 
December 17, 2012 

Passengers boarding the train cars at Denver International Airport will be greeted 

by a new voice. 

Denver Mayor Michael B. Hancock has handed the duties over to quarterback 

Peyton Manning, whose voice will come on the intercom in the train cars as 
passengers board, starting Monday. 

“For the holidays, I am handing off this very important duty of greeting visitors to 

our great city to someone known for the best audibles in the business,” Mayor 
Michael B. Hancock said. “Peyton Manning earned this call by going long in his 

efforts to take the Broncos to another AFC West championship. We’ll be cheering on 
him and the team as they drive toward another Super Bowl!” 

Manning’s holiday greeting to travelers passing through DIA will last until January 

2, 2013. 

The message will say: 

“Welcome to the Mile High City. This is quarterback Peyton Manning of the Denver 
Broncos wishing everyone a wonderful holiday season.” 



Would fifth MVP make Broncos' Peyton 

Manning the best of all time? 

Patrick Saunders 
The Denver Post 

December 9, 2012 

In the buildup to the Broncos' 26-13 victory over the Oakland Raiders on Thursday 
night, NFL Network analyst Michael Irvin pontificated about Peyton Manning's 
legacy. It won't be fulfilled, Irvin insisted, until Manning wins another Super Bowl. 

Heck, Irvin spouted, baby brother Eli has two Super Bowl championship rings to 
Peyton's one.  

Manning proceeded to burn the Raiders for 310 yards passing, became the fastest 

quarterback to reach 5,000 career completions and led his team to a record 12th 
10-win season as a starter. In the process, Manning further boosted his candidacy 

for an unprecedented fifth NFL MVP award. His four are already the most in history.  

But would another MVP, even without another Super Bowl victory, elevate Manning 
to the best of all time? Better than Joe Montana, who led the San Francisco 49ers to 
four Super Bowl titles? Better than New England Patriots star Tom Brady, who has 

three Super Bowl title rings and is probably Manning's top competition in this year's 
MVP race? Better than Manning's boss — John Elway — who led the Broncos to five 

Super Bowls and won two?  

"Best ever" is a conversation starter to be sure, and in the NFL, perhaps more than 
any other sport, greatness is measured not only in statistics and honors but Super 

Bowls. 

"Peyton's four MVP awards show the incredible consistency that he's had for his 
entire career," said Elway, the Broncos' executive vice president of football 
operations and the NFL MVP in 1987. "No one else has been able to accomplish 

what he's been able to do. It shows the very high level he's played at over his 
entire career." 

Manning, being Manning, avoids the question of his place in history with the finesse 

of a fade pattern. 

"I've said this before and I'll say it again: It's very humbling to be mentioned 
amongst some of the all-time greats and some of my favorite quarterbacks — guys 

like Dan Marino and John Elway," Manning said last week. "I'm just grateful to be 
playing the same position as those guys." 

Only one player in modern North American team sports is unquestionably and 
undeniably his sport's best ever. That player is, of course, "The Great One." Wayne 

Gretzky won the NHL's Hart Trophy a remarkable nine times, including eight in a 



row, and led the Edmonton Oilers to four Stanley Cup titles. He has the stats too. 
Gretzky holds or shares 61 NHL records, including most career regular-season goals 

(894) and most total career goals, including the playoffs (1,016).  

"He was my idol. The best ever, no question," said former Avalanche star Joe Sakic, 
who won the Hart Trophy in 2001. "The first time I ever played against him, I was 

taking a faceoff  against him and I was kind of pinching myself inside. Every time 
he was on the ice in a game, it always felt exciting. You couldn't help but stare at 

him a little bit, even as an opponent. He was 'The Great One.' " 

Elevating play of teammates 

The discussion of Manning's legacy must begin with a definition. Most valuable 
player doesn't necessarily mean the best or the most talented. And the award 
certainly isn't gauged solely on gaudy statistics. 

"I've always thought the award should really be 'MVTP,' with the T standing for 
team player," said legendary broadcaster Dick Enberg, who began calling NFL 
games in 1966. 

Fox Sports analyst John Lynch, the former Tampa Bay Buccaneers and Broncos Pro 

Bowl safety, says Manning epitomizes the term MVP. 

"I think about the Indianapolis Colts and all of those successful years. What would 
they have been without Peyton Manning? I mean, look what happened to the Colts 

last year without him," said Lynch, referring to Indianapolis' 2-14 record that came 
after nine consecutive playoff appearances with Manning in command.  

"I've seen what he's done with this Broncos team this year, and it's simply 

amazing," Lynch said. "Great players, most-valuable players, make everyone 
around them better. Peyton does that for everybody. I'm talking players, coaches 
and staff. He's raised the standard throughout that building. I mean, it's just like 

Magic Johnson, he makes everyone better." 

Johnson won three NBA MVPs, putting him in the same company of Larry Bird, 
LeBron James and Moses Malone. Kareem Abdul-Jabbar has the most MVPs with 

six, followed by Michael Jordan and Bill Russell with five. James, only 27, could take 
a run at Abdul-Jabbar's record. 

Nuggets coach George Karl argues it's difficult to compare the greatness of a 

quarterback with that of a guard, forward or center. He also said it's easier to single 
out the best player in the NBA than it is to single out the best player in the NFL. 

"In football, there are 22 players, and special teams, with a high importance in 
every game, so it seems like you should have a most valuable quarterback, 

offensive player, lineman," Karl said. "In basketball, it's pretty easy at the end of a 



season to tell the world who's the best player. Over an 82-game season, the NBA 
knows who has the best year. 

"With five players on the court for 35 minutes a game, people know who's the best 

player. But in football, who's the most valuable player? I know Peyton Manning is 
one of the best quarterbacks, but the value of (a player to) win the championship? 

(Speaking) as a fan, I don't know that." 

Already an all-time great 

Major League Baseball's MVP is a different animal altogether. It's much more an 
individual sport, and one man's bat, even one as lethal as the one swung by home 

run king Barry Bonds, doesn't always equate to team success. Bonds won seven 
National League MVPs, far and away the most in history. But two clouds, one big, 
one small, taint his legacy. The darkest cloud concerns his alleged steroid use. The 

other cloud is the fact that in 22 seasons Bonds appeared in just one World Series 
and his team, the San Francisco Giants, lost, in 2002 to the Anaheim Angels. 

Manning, on the other hand, is all about team, all about winning. Now in his 15th 

season, he's led his team to the postseason an astounding 12 times, including this 
season when the Broncos clinched the AFC West crown in Week 12. But is Irvin 

correct? Does Manning need to hoist the Vince Lombardi Trophy at least one more 
time to be regarded as the best quarterback of all time? Or twice more? 

Elway is all too familiar with the pressure that comes when talent and great 
expectations are heaped on a quarterback's shoulders. Elway's Broncos lost three 

Super Bowls in humbling fashion before winning twice to close out his Hall of Fame 
career. Elway is convinced that Manning's place in the highest level of the NFL 

pantheon is secure. 

"He's already in the discussion as one of the all-time greats," Elway said. "Everyone 
wants to rank, but he's already in the conversation as one of the best. Winning 

Super Bowls just solidifies being part of the discussion." 



Peyton Manning's road back to the top 

Sam Farmer 

Los Angeles Times 
November 21, 2012 

ENGLEWOOD, Colo. — All Peyton Manning wanted was a haircut. Somewhere 

between his Denver home and the barber, he got lost. 

That's right, the NFL's premier traffic cop on the field, a guy who does commercials 
for cars that talk back to him, had to call his wife for directions. Mr. Manning was 
Mr. Magoo. 

"I'm calling Ashley all the time, 'Now, how do I get here again?'" he said. "She's got 

an unbelievable sense of direction. I don't." 

The Indianapolis transplant, now star quarterback for the Broncos, eventually 
reached his destination — and found a bright side. 

"Those reminders are good," said Manning, 36. "You're in a new place. Let's keep 

working hard. Take it slow." 

The Broncos aren't taking it slow. They're rolling with their new quarterback, 
winners of five in a row with a three-game lead in the AFC West. Manning has the 

AFC's most passing touchdowns, 24, best completion rate, 68.5%, and top passer 
rating, 106.2. 

The league's only four-time most valuable player, who sat out the entire 2011 

season recovering from four neck procedures, is on course for MVP No. 5. 

"What Peyton is doing, in my brain, is not just remarkable, it's freaking historical," 
Broncos Coach John Fox said. "To be where he is, off of what he just went through. 
Just look at it, his life got turned upside down. 

"He's been in one place for 14 years, and he never imagined he'd be anywhere else. 
To have a real serious injury, where at one point you weren't real sure you were 
ever going to throw again. To be where he is right now? He's doing it in a 

completely different part of the country, with a completely different organization. 
I'm loving it, but I think about it and I'm like, 'This is kind of bizarre.'" 

Manning, standing with a reporter in an otherwise empty corridor outside the locker 

room at the practice facility, detailed his improbable and sometimes uncertain 
ascent back to the top of the game, and the help he received from an old friend. 

That friend was Duke Coach David Cutcliffe, who was Manning's offensive 

coordinator at Tennessee and his younger brother Eli's head coach at Mississippi. 



Cutcliffe, who a year earlier had worked with Eli during the lockout, was Peyton's 
coach of choice during his arduous comeback. 

"Going to a private college, where the gates are locked, there's no spectators, and 

you can get concentrated work, that was big for me," said Peyton, who had made 
at least four trips to Duke last winter before the media caught wind of it. 

Manning lived with the Cutcliffe family during those visits. Just another kid in the 

stately, lodge-like house, with his own room and a pile of laundry every day. 

"He and I both really got to go back in time," Manning said. "I was a junior in 
college again. He was my coach. He coached the hell out of me. He yelled at me. 

"Faster! Faster! Faster!" I can remember that same feeling I had in college. I'd get 
mad at him. 

"We'd go at it. It would be intense. But I'd always caught a ride home to his house 

that night, had dinner with him, and spent the night at his house. So we couldn't 
get too mad at each other." 

Cutcliffe, who speaks in a rich Southern drawl, calls himself a "drills maniac" and 
says that stems from his childhood in Alabama, when he would throw his way 

through a pasture by "completing" passes to specific limbs of trees. 

He had Manning do all the traditional drills, and some different ones, such as 
Manning making precise throws while equipment managers hammered away at him 

with heavy bags. 

"We call those distraction drills," Cutcliffe said. "One of the more critical things for a 
quarterback to prove to you is that his eyes stay downfield. We're making him 

make decisions. We'll have two targets down there and we'll immediately try to 
lean toward one of them and make him make an accurate throw to the other 
target. At the same time, he's got big bags being thrown down at his hips, legs, 

across his face. But you know he's keeping his eyes downfield." 

For Manning, the process was grueling. It wasn't just drills, but near-constant work 
on his strength, conditioning, flexibility, nutrition … everything. There were no 

guarantees he'd be able to return. 

"Nobody knew, including me, how this would play out," he said. "I couldn't find 
anybody else who had the same injury. There was no model. [Former NFL safety] 

John Lynch said he kind of had something like it, but he can blow up guys with a 
bad, weaker arm. [Former NFL quarterbacks] Chris Weinke and Brad Johnson kind 
of had something like it, but it wasn't quite the same. So even these doctors, these 

respectable doctors, the top neuro guys in the world, are going, 'I don't know. It's 
kind of hard to say. Nerves are unpredictable.' That's kind of what I had to go on." 

Manning's progress was measured in millimeters, not miles. 



"It's been the biggest physical and mental challenge I've gone through, as far as a 
test of patience," he said. "I'm talking about progress that literally [pinching his 

fingers to indicate a tiny bit] where a good month is there's no setbacks. There was 
no significant weight-room increase. And it's still that way. I could go to the weight 

room right now and show you. 

"What I've learned to do is compensate. That's what athletes do. You learn to 
compensate with what you've got." 

He likened that to a golfer who might not be able to hit a three-wood as far 

anymore but instead lays up with an iron and relies on his precision to make birdie. 

"I've come to accept the reality that I am 36 years old," he said. "I'm not trying to 
be the player that I was when I was 28. I'm not. I don't compare myself to that. 

"At our college camp [the Manning Passing Academy] this summer, these kids, 

they've got some arms. This kid from Georgia, Aaron Murray, he can throw it a 
mile. All these kids. Six years ago, I'd have said, 'Hey, I'm going to out-throw all 
these guys.' But now, these kids can throw it farther, and it has zero effect on my 

psyche. I'm 36 years old, I'm coming off a major injury, and my arm has a lot of 
miles on it. 

"I can still get them in the end zone doing it a different way, dinking and dunking, 

taking my shots at certain times. So I've learned a lot about my body, and about 
my team." 

Cutcliffe's final test was incredibly elaborate. The coach wanted to make sure 

Manning was able to make all the throws necessary to win an NFL game. So he 
meticulously broke down every element of the Colts' 30-17 victory over the New 
York Jets in the 2009 AFC championship game — then completely re-created a 

seven-on-seven version of that game. 

To make the simulation as realistic as possible, Cutcliffe brought in Tom Moore, 
Manning's offensive coordinator in Indianapolis, and some of the players who No. 

18 knows best — center Jeff Saturday, tight end Dallas Clark and receiver Brandon 
Stokley. Filling the other spots were former Duke players, and even some 
equipment managers. 

"We took every play and the Colts' script," Cutcliffe said. "Then we took the Jets' 

offense and timed how long they were on the field and what they accomplished. So 
Peyton would go to the sideline and sit on the bench and I'd say, 'All right, it's third 

down.' He'd get up and jogged a little bit. He'd throw to loosen up. Then we'd have 
a punt or whatever. 

"He'd head out there, and he knew that we're trying to throw it in 2.7 seconds. 

Here's the receiver and here's the play. We had one of our running backs who'd 
finished his eligibility, and we ran the play when it was a run. We even made it so if 
a guy dropped the ball in the real game, he'd drop the ball in the fabricated game." 



Afterward, Manning and Cutcliffe studied the video of the simulation and 
determined he was able to make every throw needed to win a playoff game. The 

Colts had yet to release him, but he knew that he would be ready to play this 
season. 

"The appreciation for me was reliving the intensity of a man willing to work beyond 

what any human can push themselves," Cutcliffe said. "It was an incredible thing. I 
wish now — and he agrees with me — that we had let somebody come in to 

document that. Because I don't know if anybody else could have done it." 

Even though most everyone expected the Colts to release Manning and use the No. 
1 pick on Stanford's Andrew Luck, the finality of it still left Manning stunned. 

That was evident when he first met with Broncos executive John Elway a couple of 
days after he was released. 

"He was still in shock when he got here," Elway said. "That's when I told him, 
'Peyton, you can take these trips and visit. But you need to just take your time and 
not rush into anything. You need to get your arms around what's happened. Then 

you can take the next step.' 

"We went to dinner over at Cherry Hills [Country Club]. We're sitting on the sofa 
talking, and I just told him, 'I understand.' He was just saying, 'Everyone's telling 

me, my wife's telling me, it's in the paper. I know it. But it still shocks me.' And you 
could tell. But I think that's the mind-set of great players. There's no way you can 
let it go." 

The Broncos saw him throw and were satisfied. They were one of three teams that 
were finalists to land him, the others being San Francisco and Tennessee. 

Manning said his top concern was actually being the player those team owners — 
Denver's Pat Bowlen, Tennessee's Bud Adams and San Francisco's John York — 

expected to get. 

"When you sign with a team, when I met with Mr. Bowlen and he said, 'I want you 
here,' same way when I met with Bud Adams, or when I met with York in San 

Francisco, I feel that responsibility to be the player they wanted," he said. 

The Broncos couldn't ask for more. Manning is a coach's dream. He doesn't waste a 
moment, whether it's during practice, in the meeting rooms, on the road, wherever. 

"He writes down everything," Fox said. "He writes down my Wednesday talks to the 

team, and then I'll hear it again with the media. I'll hear it again when he talks to 
his teammates, at the end of practice. It's off-the-chain leadership. 

"He holds guys accountable, man. They don't want to let him down." 



What's more, Manning wants to know everything that's going on in the 
organization. He wants to know where the college scouts are headed and why. 

Wants to know who that person is on the sideline, and whether he really needs to 
be there. He's half player, half coach, and seemingly all knowing. 

"If he weren't a great player and you were a player on his team, he'd be a pain in 

the butt," Hall of Fame coach John Madden said with a laugh. "Because he never 
wants to leave you alone. 

"If you're an offensive player and it's a defensive period, they go over and stand on 

the sideline and B.S. Peyton won't let them do that. He'll grab a guy and go down 
on the 10-yard line and work there. He just goes the whole time. 'Now remember 
this: When we don't huddle, I'll give you the signal, and they're going to do this…' 

It's constant for him. He's seeking perfection. The only way he's going to get close 
to that is when everyone else is striving for perfection and getting close to it." 

The Broncos players have embraced that. They appreciate Manning's relentless 

pursuit of precision and perfection, and the results reflect that. 

"From day one when he got here, there was a certain way he wanted to do things," 
receiver Eric Decker said. "If you wanted to be great, you had to be willing to do 

that. That's the thing that's so special about him, is his work ethic. We're always 
talking about a route that we see, or a coverage that we're going to go against. It's 
always football." 

The way Madden sees it, we've gotten only a glimpse of how good Manning can be 

— that he'll be even better in the coming weeks. 

"I've been watching him and saying, this guy is going to get better," Madden said. 
"He's not going to be Peyton until after the midway point of the season. I think he's 

getting close to being comfortable. And it's very important to Peyton that he's 
comfortable. 

"I'll text back and forth with him once in a while. I'll say, 'You're better this week 

than you were.' And you can just see the progression. I think everyone is going to 
the neck and the health and the arm strength. But with Peyton it's about perfection. 
Everything has to be perfect. From the calls, the other players understanding, to 

what he can do to help himself, to what he can do to help his team." 

But he's not the same player he was in Indianapolis. He has adapted and grown. 
Like that meandering trip to the haircut, he's blazing a new path in Chapter 2 of his 

career. 

"I'm a different quarterback," he said. "I've got these two unbelievable kids now. 
My life has just totally changed. I've changed with it. I'm learning to live with 

something every day." 



Peyton Manning's foundation serving 

thousands of holiday meals 
 

Mike Klis 
The Denver Post 
November 22, 2012 

As families across the Front Range gather around their tables filled with basted 

turkeys, moist dressing and sweet cranberries, let us pause and give thanks for 
Peyton Manning. 

For whether the people here bleed orange and blue, or have hearts attached to 

teams of a different color, Manning has restored national relevance to this region 
while energizing the conversation at the local coffee shops. The Broncos are good 
again, real good, and seemingly have the potential to become the very best thanks 

in no small part to their new quarterback. 

Is Von Miller thankful for Peyton Manning? 

"Everybody is thankful for him," the Broncos' star linebacker said as he walked 
through a hallway outside the team's dressing room. 

Just then, the Broncos' owner walked down the same hallway and overheard the 
conversation. 

"Me too," Pat Bowlen said. 

Know too that Manning also is thankful for the good people of Colorado. Before he 
ever put on a Broncos uniform, he had attended a Rockies game at Coors Field. He 

and his wife, Ashley, bought a home here, where they are raising their young twin 
children. He established business roots here by purchasing 21 local pizza 

franchises. And his Peyback Foundation — which previously donated $4.3 million to 
youth organizations in Indiana (first 14 NFL seasons with the Indianapolis Colts), 

Tennessee (four years of college) and Louisiana (home state) — has since added 
Colorado to its cause. 

Working alongside King Soopers grocery stores, Manning's foundation will provide 
500 families with ties to the Boys and Girls Clubs of Metro Denver with a 

Thanksgiving meal Thursday. Each meal, consisting of a 10- to 13-pound precooked 
turkey, stuffing, dressing, mashed potatoes, gravy, dinner rolls and pumpkin pie, 

can feed six to eight. 

Counting the people Manning will help in Indianapolis, where his foundation is more 
established, the quarterback will be responsible for feeding upward of 10,000 
people. 



"Everybody ought to be able to eat a Thanksgiving meal," Manning said 
Wednesday. "The whole thing about community service is doing it with the right 

intention. 

"I think it's part of your duty to give back. The Bible says don't let your left hand 
know what your right hand is doing. So don't stand on the corner and call attention 

to what you are doing. But people find out about it, and if it encourages others to 
share or give back, that's how I've always approached it. We've got a lot of players 

who have given their time and energy to help people." 

Playing, living in Colorado 

Since Peyton and Ashley were married in 2001, they have hosted new players at 
their home for Thanksgiving. 

"This year, we're new," Manning said. "So we're going someplace else." 

There is a price to pay for everything, even for a Manning family that has been 

performing, and starring, at the highest level of the most popular sport in America. 
Archie Manning was an NFL quarterback. His middle son, Peyton, is an NFL 
quarterback who has played in two Super Bowls. His youngest son, Eli, is an NFL 

quarterback who has won two Super Bowls. 

But for Archie and his wife Olivia, they haven't had their entire family together for 
Thanksgiving at their home in New Orleans since 1991, the year before their oldest 

son, Cooper, went off to college. Peyton hasn't been back home for Thanksgiving 
since he went off to college at Tennessee in 1994. 

And so what happens is the family becomes extended. 

For Peyton, he has been all in with Colorado, more specifically the Denver area, 

since he signed with the Broncos as a free agent on March 20. 

"You don't rush things," he said. "You try to get acclimated, but there are things 
you are supposed to do when you play for an NFL team and I believe one of them is 

you are supposed to live there. 

"You are supposed to be part of the community and you are supposed to give back. 
It's not a part-time job. You don't play somewhere for six months, go someplace 
else and come back. 

"My dad was my teacher there. My dad was from Mississippi and I'm sure he always 

thought he was going to live in Mississippi all his life. When he got drafted by the 
Saints, he said this is where I work, this is where I'm going to live. He's lived in 

New Orleans since 1971." 

Unheralded compassion 



This hasn't been the easiest year for Coloradans to give thanks. Just as the wildfires 
that burned a large portion of the state were extinguished, a person opened fire in 

an Aurora movie theater. 

But Colorado learned that through grief comes remarkable compassion, and 
Manning shared these feelings with this community. 

Upon hearing about the theater shooting, Manning was the first to call the Broncos' 

media relations department the next morning and ask, "What can I do?" 

Without the media listening in, or cameras rolling, he spoke with the wounded and 
families of the victims in local emergency rooms and hospital beds. 

But where Manning has perhaps done the most good is through his job. America 

may be a tad warped in the value it places on sports, but the truth is nothing stirs 
civic pride quite like the success of the local NFL team. 

For a couple of months this summer, when the Denver area was mentioned to the 

people of Minnesota, Florida or Washington, their first thought might have been of 
the theater tragedy. 

But mention Denver to those people today and their first response may well be: 
"How 'bout that Peyton Manning?" 

"I remember when all the hurricanes happened and they hit your hometown, when 
you are in the community where the tragedies occurred, whether you're from that 
community or you've been there one month, you can't help but be part of it and 

have it affect you," Manning said. "I think I do have the right priority with football, 
but if someone tells you that watching a football game helps take his mind off the 

nightmare he's going through, that's a good thing." 



Secret of Peyton Manning's skill 

Peter Keating 
ESPN The Magazine 

November 7, 2012 

Last weekend, the great Peyton Manning led the Denver Broncos to a 31-23 win 
over the Cincinnati Bengals. Manning has taken the Broncos on three game-winning 

drives in the fourth quarter this season, and he leads the NFL with a Total 
Quarterback Rating (QBR) of 85.4; in fact, the gap between Manning and the 
league's No. 2 quarterback (Tom Brady) is greater than the difference between No. 

2 and No. 5 (Aaron Rodgers). 

The man is 36, coming off four neck surgeries and an entirely missed season. How 
the heck is he doing this? 

Ask most fans and a good chunk of sports writers and you'll hear about Manning's 

intangibles -- his confidence, high expectations, leadership, love for the game, work 
ethic -- all kinds of things that many believe are critically important but can't find 

on traditional stat sheets. 

Some numbers guys, the Richard Dawkins-types of the stats world, will argue that 
those factors don't matter much because their impact can't be measured. Nobody 
ever won a game by scoring an intangible touchdown. But the cool thing about 

advanced metrics is that we can track the specific effects that a player with 
particular mental or emotional strength has on his team. We can start, anyway. 

And the numbers say that three of Manning's traits are producing results for the 
Broncos that are very tangible indeed. 

Discipline 

First, some context. When I began studying quarterback play, I assumed I would 

find that rushing yards are the most important aspect of quarterback performance 
that the traditional passer rating overlooks. I was wrong. From 2008 to 2010, the 
average starting quarterback added about half a point per 100 plays to his team by 

rushing or scrambling, and just a few quarterbacks added significantly to their 
offense by running the ball. 

On the other hand, the combined impact of sacks, fumbles and penalties -- none of 

which factor into passer rating -- was much greater, an average of minus-4.91 
points per 100 plays. As passing yards have increased in recent years, avoiding this 

category of plays -- maintaining ball discipline -- has grown even more important. 

Now, check out the chart to the right. Manning actually gains points. 

http://espn.go.com/nfl/player/_/id/1428/peyton-manning
http://espn.go.com/nfl/team/_/name/den/denver-broncos
http://espn.go.com/nfl/team/_/name/cin/cincinnati-bengals
http://espn.go.com/nfl/story/_/id/6833215/explaining-statistics-total-quarterback-rating
http://espn.go.com/nfl/player/_/id/2330/tom-brady
http://espn.go.com/nfl/player/_/id/8439/aaron-rodgers
http://www.policymic.com/articles/5164/what-peyton-manning-meant-to-indianapolis
http://www.policymic.com/articles/5164/what-peyton-manning-meant-to-indianapolis
http://www.rantsports.com/nfl/2012/10/19/why-peyton-mannings-comeback-win-was-more-impressive-for-the-denver-broncos-than-any-of-tim-tebows
http://nflblueprint.com/measuring-the-intangibles
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http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/04/14/naturi-naughton-peyton-manning_n_1426152.html
http://www.denverpost.com/sports/ci_20206916
http://www.denverpost.com/sports/ci_20206916
http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&ved=0CDEQFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fricharddawkins.net%2F&ei=3dGaUOOrDImo0AGLsoGoCA&usg=AFQjCNH2IJOCX3fsoPc3d_YahBQBcpEEsQ
http://insider.espn.go.com/nfl/story/_/id/7029912/nfl-analyzing-eli-manning-true-value-quarterback


This is no coincidence. Manning led the league in avoiding ball-control errors from 
2008 to 2010, losing just 0.81 points per 100 plays. (Eli Manning was fifth.) But it's 

pretty incredible: Peyton Manning never fumbles (OK, once this year), doesn't take 
avoidable sacks and induces penalties that are far worse for opponents than the 

ones he commits himself. 

That's how disciplined Manning is. Add up his negative plays and he comes out 
positive. 

Adaptability 

With the Indianapolis Colts, Manning became famous for running three-wideout 

offenses. In 2010, his final active season in Indianapolis, the Colts ran 762 plays 
out of three-WR formations, 18 percent more than any other team in the league. 

Despite a role that's just as commanding in Denver, and the presence of longtime 

buddy and security blanket Brandon Stokley, Manning is distributing the ball far 
differently this season. The Broncos have used two or more tight ends on 35.9 
percent of their plays, and Manning has passed 84 times out of those formations, 

almost as much as he did during the entire 2010 season. 

Further, Manning's accuracy throwing outside the numbers declined sharply in his 
final days with the Colts, and so did the proportion of his attempts. In 2010, he 

completed 71.6 percent of 395 attempts inside the numbers but 57.6 percent of 
243 attempts outside. Maybe his neck hurt already, his arm was tired, or he missed 
Marvin Harrison. But whatever was off, Manning has flipped the switch. This 

season, he is the top quarterback in the NFL throwing outside the numbers, 
completing 91 of 126 passes (72.2 percent) for 8.66 yards per attempt and nine 

touchdowns, all best in the league. 

On an overlapping point, Manning actually had a lot of trouble tossing anything but 
short passes in 2010. On attempts of 11 to 20 yards, he was 68 for 131 (51.9 

percent) with seven touchdowns and eight interceptions. On throws of 21 or more 
yards, he completed just 28.2 percent of his passes (20-for-71), again with more 
picks (six) than touchdowns (five). Manning's problems with the long ball led to a 

noticeable decline in his overall stats, which, combined with his injuries, led to 
various perfectly sensible projections that his downward trend would continue. 

Instead, he has posted a QBR of 97.9, fifth best in the NFL, on throws of 11 to 20 
yards, and a QBR of 99.7, ranking third in the league, on attempts of more than 20 
yards. 

Manning seems to feel better than he has in years. But successful surgery doesn't 

guarantee success at the kind of overhaul he has put his game through. Neither 
does switching out Reggie Wayne, Austin Collie, Pierre Garcon and Jacob Tamme 

for Demaryius Thomas, Eric Decker, Joel Dreessen and Jacob Tamme. We're 
watching an extraordinarily adaptable quarterback reconfigure his talent. 

Cool 
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Evaluating clutch performance is a dicey proposition that often leaves analysts 
chasing statistical ghosts. But there are two paths where great leaders can leave 

their tracks in the data. First, there is a strong predictable relationship, known as 
the Pythagorean expectation, between how many points a team scores and gives 

up and how many games it wins and loses. 

Over the long haul, clubs shouldn't over- or underperform their expected winning 
percentage. If they do, it's probably a sign that the team is unusually good or bad 

in close games. During Manning's tenure with the Colts, Indianapolis exceeded its 
Pythagorean expectation again and again, nine times in a row from 2002 to 2010. 

On average, the Colts won 1.4 more games than they should have per season, 
partly because they were 52-17 -- 52-17! -- in games decided by a touchdown or 

less. I'm sure there are counter-arguments, but these numbers suggest that having 
Manning at quarterback is like having Mariano Rivera on the mound -- if Rivera 

pitched nine innings every game instead of one. 

Second, the game-winning drive Manning led last weekend was the 48th of his 
career in the fourth quarter or overtime, breaking a tie with Dan Marino for the 
most by any quarterback since the 1970 merger, according to ESPN Stats & 

Information. You have to play for good teams for a long time to rack up that many 
victories, but Manning is showing this season that he can turn around otherwise 

bad performances by his team. 

The Broncos have had games where they've fallen behind 10-7, 20-7, 21-11 and 
17-7 by halftime. Manning has responded by throwing 10 touchdowns and zero 

interceptions en route to a QBR of 96.4 when trailing in the second half. Maybe 
leadership in sports is simply the ability to maintain your performance under stress 
rather than declining as most humans do naturally. If there's evidence of cool, 

Manning's numbers are probably what it would look like. 

My Insider colleague Chris Sprow has shown that Manning's physical skills are 
holding up surprisingly well. If you know where to look, the stats show his mind 

games have remained just as dominant, leading to this MVP-caliber season. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pythagorean_expectation
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Manning Named AFC Offensive Player of 

the Month 
 

Stuart Zaas 

DenverBroncos.com 

November 1, 2012 

After throwing for 951 yards and nine touchdowns with a NFL-best passer 
rating of 126.7 in October, quarterback Peyton Manning was named the 
AFC Offensive Player of the Month. 

ENGLEWOOD, Colo. -- After putting together a historic three-game stretch in 

October, quarterback Peyton Manning has been named the AFC Offensive Player of 
the Month for October. 

Manning led the AFC with 951 passing yards (317 per game), finishing 77-of-104 

passing for a league-best 74 percent completion rate during October. His nine 
touchdown passes tied for the AFC lead and his 126.7 passer rating was tops in the 
NFL. 

During the month, he became the first quarterback in NFL history to throw for 300 

yards with three touchdowns and a 70 percent completion rate in three consecutive 
games. He also joined Steve Young as the only quarterbacks to throw for 300 yards 

with three touchdowns in four consecutive games. 

The 15th-year quarterback was sacked just twice in 106 pass plays (1.9%) during 
October and was not sacked at all in two of the three games played during the 

month. Also, during that span he became just the second player in Broncos history 
(Jake Plummer, 2003) to post a quarterback rating of at least 115.0 in three 
consecutive games. 

Denver finished 2-1 in the month, including a historic comeback win at San Diego 

during which Manning tied Dan Marino with his 47th career game-winning drive in 
the fourth quarter or overtime. He was named the AFC Offensive Player of the 

Week for an NFL-record 22nd time following his effort against the Chargers. 

The AFC Offensive Player of the Month honor is the fifth of Manning’s career, which 
ranks second among all players since the award’s inception in 1986. He becomes 

the seventh Broncos player to earn AFC Offensive Player of the Month honors and 
the first since Jay Cutler in September of 2008. 

 PEYTON MANNING'S OCTOBER GAME LOGS 

DATE OPPONENT ATT  CMP  PCT  YDS  TD  INT  RTG  
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Oct. 7 
Oct. 15  
Oct. 28 

TOTAL 

at N.E.  
at S.D.  
vs. N.O. 

2-1 

44 
30  
30 

104 

31 
24  
22 

77 

70.5 
80.0  
73.3 

74.0 

337 
309  
305 

951 

3 
3  
3 

9 

0 
1  
0 

1 

115.4 
129.0  
138.9 

126.7 

 MOST AFC OFFENSIVE PLAYER OF THE MONTH AWARDS 

PLAYER 
Tom Brady 
Peyton Manning  

Terrell Davis 

NO. 
6  
5  

4 

   

 MOST AFC PLAYER OF THE MONTH AWARDS (ANY POSITION) 

PLAYER 
Tom Brady 
Bruce Smith  

Peyton Manning  
Terrell Davis 

NO. 
6  
6  

5 
4 

   

 



Duke Coach David Cutcliffe played key 
role in Peyton Manning's NFL comeback 
Jeff Duncan 
The Times-Picayune 
October 26, 2012 

When Peyton Manning plotted his return to the NFL last fall, he could have picked 
anyone to oversee the renovation of his game. He could have gone to QB Camp 
with Jon Gruden or picked a famous passing guru like George Whitfield. 

Instead, the four-time NFL MVP, the man many believe to be the greatest football 
player ever, entrusted his career to David Cutcliffe, his former college offensive 
coordinator at Tennessee now in fifth season as the head coach at Duke. 

To the uninitiated, Cutcliffe might seem an odd choice. After all, he's operated 
largely in college football's shadows since being fired at Ole Miss in 2004. But if you 
know the Manning M.O., the choice of Cutcliffe made perfect sense. 

First, he knew Manning as well as anyone. Cutcliffe has been a close friend of the 
Manning family since the day he met Peyton, Archie and Olivia in their Garden 
District home on a recruiting visit in December 1993. Peyton and Cutcliffe bonded 
that day and the pair would grow even closer during Manning's four record-setting 
seasons in Knoxville. 

Over the years, coach and quarterback stayed in contact. Cutcliffe would attend a 
Colts game at least once a season. Manning would visit Cutcliffe at his various 
coaching stops. Each offseason, Cutcliffe would evaluate tape of Manning's 
mechanics and fundamentals. 

"Cut is so humble and down to earth," Archie Manning said. "He's just good people. 
Peyton really trusts him and likes him." 

Cutcliffe has earned a reputation for developing quarterbacks over a 30-year 
college coaching career that began as a student assistant under Bear Bryant at 
Alabama. Before going to Duke in 2008, he was the offensive coordinator at 
Tennessee, the quarterbacks coach at Notre Dame and the head coach at Ole Miss, 
where he coached Peyton's younger brother, Eli. 

In June 2011, Cutcliffe worked with Eli for three days at Duke to recalibrate his 
footwork and fine-tune the mechanics on his deep balls. The work helped the Giants 
quarterback enjoy the most productive season of his career, a season that ended in 
a second Super Bowl title in five seasons. 

Six months later, Cutcliffe made a similar offer to Peyton, who, with his career in 
the balance, needed a much more extensive training program. 



Duke was the perfect gridiron sanctuary for Manning to launch his comeback. In 
basketball-crazy Durham, N.C., he'd have the run of the training facilities while 
working in relative obscurity. 

"I was in rehab state where I needed a quarterbacks coach," Peyton Manning said 
Wednesday, four days before his key Sunday night game against the New Orleans 
Saints. "I needed a weight room. I needed physical therapy. But a big part of rehab 
was on the field. There's only so much a physical therapist can know as far as 
quarterback work on the field. It's one of those deals where you kind of decided, 
'Why don't I go back to somebody that knows me best.'" 

Manning needed to start from scratch. He hadn't practiced or thrown a football 
since having a spinal fusion to repair a damaged nerve in his neck Sept. 8. It was 
Manning's third neck surgery in 19 months and the most risky and complicated of 
the three. 

Manning made the first of a handful of trips to Duke in late December. With 
Manning's every move being monitored by a breathless media, Cutcliffe kept his 
arrival under wraps. Manning stayed in the guest room of Cutcliffe's house and 
traveled to and from campus in a black Cadillac Escalade with tinted windows. 
Workouts were conducted in private at Duke's indoor facility and almost always at 
night. Cutcliffe was so intent on protecting Manning's privacy he didn't even tell his 
coaching staff the star quarterback was around. 

"Our equipment people knew he was there," Cutcliffe said, "and that was it." 

The work intensified when Manning returned after the holidays. Cutcliffe sent 
Manning through hour after hour of tedious drills, catching shotgun snaps, taking 
snaps from center, footwork and hand drills. Day by day, throw by throw, Manning 
gradually started to regain his form. 

"It was unbelievable how quickly it happened," said Cooper Helfet, a Duke tight end 
who had just finished his senior season and jumped at the chance to work with 
Manning throughout his time in Durham. "In early January, some balls he didn't 
have the strength yet so he had to kind of float them in. By the end, he was 
slinging the ball, fitting it into windows like you see on TV. I couldn't imagine 
playing with a better quarterback." 

The final exam came March 3. Cutcliffe ran Manning through the ultimate test: A 
play-by-play simulation of the Colts' 30-17 win against the New York Jets in the 
2009 AFC championship game. 

To authenticate the simulation, Manning flew in Colts teammates Jeff Saturday, 
Austin Collie and Dallas Clark, former Colts receiver Brandon Stokley and former 
Colts offense coordinator Tom Moore. 

Using the play clock in Duke's indoor practice facility, Manning mimicked his 26-of-
39, 377-yard, three-touchdown performance play by play, pass for pass, second by 
second. 



As he'd done for the previous 13 seasons in Indianapolis, Saturday handled the 
center snaps. Collie and Clark played themselves. Depending on the play, Stokley 
was either Reggie Wayne or Pierre Garcon. Helfet was second tight end Jacob 
Tamme or H-back Gijon Robinson. Former Duke running back Jay Hollingsworth 
played running back Joseph Addai. Cutliffe charted the plays and called out the 
defenses. 

"Our tempo and the amount of energy we expended was identical," Saturday said. 
"Everybody went down there knowing we were going to work. We knew he 
(Manning) was taking this very serious." 

Manning called plays in huddle and made checks and hot reads at the line. When 
the script called for a run, they ran it. When it called for four wides out of the 
shotgun in no-huddle, they did likewise. 

No detail was overlooked during the three-hour workout. Each play was run at full 
sped from the exact yard line and hash mark as the real game. The receivers ran 
the same route trees and Manning completed the passes to the same targets. When 
the script called for the Jets to be on offense, Manning and company retreated to 
the sideline and waited for the exact time of possession to expire on the play clock 
before retaking the field. They even scripted a 12-minute break for halftime. The 
only thing they didn't have were defenders. 

"It was the exact replica of the game," Helfet said. 

"It was pretty impressive," Stokley said. "It showed you exactly what kind of detail 
Peyton went to in trying to get back. Most people would never even think about 
doing something like that." 

In addition to providing a prime evaluation tool of Manning's mechanics and 
fundamentals, Cutcliffe said the game was a crucial physical conditioning test. It'd 
been more than 14 months since Manning had played a real NFL game and this was 
the closest he could come to simulating a real experience. 

"Afterward, he was sweaty and worn out, but he had a big ole smile on his face," 
Cutcliffe said of Manning. 

The Duke video crew recorded the game from both sideline and end zone angles. 
Cutcliffe and Manning then evaluated the game film from the workout and 
compared it side by side with the 2009 game, gauging his footwork, the velocity 
and trajectory of his throws and the speed of his drop-back and release. 

The consensus: Manning was back. 

"I've heard how the ball goes by when he's healthy," said Saturday, now with the 
Green Bay Packers. "I knew when I walked off the field how I felt. He was the real 
deal." 

"He was on it," Cutcliffe said. "Some throws were better than what he did before, 



with the amount of the velocity, the throws across the field. His conditioning, his 
legs were back. 

"Afterward, guys were saying, 'Dang! This is Peyton.'" 

Four days later, the Colts released Manning, vaulting him into a whirlwind two-week 
free-agency tour. Manning's suitors included Miami, Seattle, Arizona and San 
Francisco, but the Broncos had the inside track. On March 20, the Broncos signed 
him to a five-year, $96 million contract. 

Cutcliffe's scouting report and the film of the simulated game were two of the many 
resources Broncos Coach John Fox and vice president of football operations John 
Elway used in the evaluation process. 

"I know how Peyton feels about David as a quarterbacks coach," said Fox, who 
knew Cutcliffe from his nine-year coaching tenure with the Carolina Panthers. "We 
had a lot of dialogue (with Cutcliffe), and I put a lot of stock into what he said." 

Six games into his 15th NFL season, Manning is ranked second in passing efficiency 
with a 105.0 rating. He's completed 67.8 percent of his passes and thrown 14 
touchdowns and four interceptions. Only Saints quarterback Drew Brees has thrown 
for more yards a game than Manning's 301.3. 

Manning called his injury rehab and first season in Denver a learning experience. 
He said his time at Duke with Cutcliffe "made a big difference for me." 

"It was really kind of a fun experience for he and I both," Manning said. "We kind of 
both got to go back in time, if you will. I can't thank him enough for sacrificing that 
time for me." 

Meanwhile, back in Durham, Duke is off to a 6-2 start and finds itself atop the 
Coastal Division of the Atlantic Coast Conference standings at 3-1. The Blue Devils 
are bowl eligible for the first time since 1994. 

"I'm smiling from ear to ear," Cutcliffe said. "I alternate putting my Giants hat on 
and putting my Broncos hat on when I work out. I'm very proud of what Peyton's 
done. I don't think anybody can appreciate how hard he worked to get where he is. 
I don't think anybody else could have done it." 



Manning gets slice of pizza market in 

new hometown 

Eddie Pells 

Associated Press 
October 25, 2012 

DENVER (AP) — Now Broncos fans can call the audibles while Peyton Manning 
cheers them on. 

Pepperoni! No, make that sausage! 

Manning became the newest franchisee for Papa John's pizza, signing a deal to own 
21 stores in the Denver area Friday, the same day the pizza maker also announced 
it had signed a multi-year contract to continue as the official pizza of the NFL and 

the Super Bowl. Terms were not disclosed. 

"He's the kind of partner we're looking for, not only in marketing but in business," 
said Papa John's chief marketing officer, Andrew Varga. 

Manning connected with Papa John's for a promotion at the 2011 Super Bowl and 

has since been featured in commercials with founder and CEO John Schnatter. The 
most recent ad shows the quarterback goading Schnatter into offering a total of 2 

million free pizzas to fans who win weekly drawings, doubling the number of 
freebies the CEO gave away last year. 

During Sunday's game between the Broncos and Saints, Manning will star in a new 
commercial stating that, as a new franchisee, he, too, now gets to give away free 

pizzas. He also gives fans information about how to join him in becoming a 
franchise owner. 

"It's a smart investment now and will be long after I'm done playing football," 

Manning said. 

With his quick wit and clean off-the-field reputation, Manning has long been 
considered one of the top pitchmen in sports. The spoof he did of himself in a send-

up of a United Way commercial on "Saturday Night Live" is a classic. 

Papa John's has spent the last decade or so solidifying its sports connections. It's 
the title sponsor of the football stadium at University of Louisville. It also had its 
name on the college bowl game held in Birmingham, Ala., from 2006-2011. 

The company signed with the NFL in 2010 and has been expanding the partnership 
since then. 



Now, it has Manning as its No. 1 pitchman. 

"The pizza category is fun. Our founder has fun when he gets into the 
commercials," Varga said. "You throw Peyton into that mix with the NFL platform 

and it makes it easy to execute lighthearted commercials that are very much in 
character for both." 

 

 



Manning visits UT for ceremony 
 

Robert Vogt 

UT Daily Beacon 
October 22, 2012 
 

Nobody understands the phrase "Vol for Life" as well as Peyton Manning. 

 
In front of a crowd of nearly 1,000 students and alumni on Friday afternoon, 

Manning and the chairs of three different senior gift committees dedicated 
Peyton Manning Pass and its new look. 

 

Senior gift committees from 2007, 2008 and 2009 all worked together to add 
two orange and white checkerboard end zones on either end of the street, 

with a large Power-T in the middle. 

 
The Vol Walk, a cherished game day tradition, calls Peyton Manning Pass 

home. 

 
"This street's meant so much to me," Manning said. "I took a lot of pride in 

making this walk for Saturday games and the fact that four different groups 
of seniors have given money, given funds back to paint it just like the end 
zone ... it really says a lot about what UT is about: giving back to the 

community and embracing our university." 

 

The spirit of embracing the university was largely present on Friday, as many 
alumni turned out to see UT football's most famous quarterback. 

 

"My son is a big Peyton fan and he's number 18 on his tackle football team. 
He picked 18 because of Peyton," said Ashley Hamilton, an alumna who 
graduated the same year as Manning. "The whole new generation loves him. 

(My son) and all his friends are Peyton Manning fans." 

 
Chancellor Jimmy Cheek was on hand to share the history of the street. 

Originally called Yale Avenue, the university decided to rename it in 
Manning's honor the year after he graduated. The first plans dictated that it 

would be known as Peyton Manning Drive, but an architecture student at UT 
suggested the city call it Peyton Manning Pass instead as a tribute to 
Manning's status as UT's leading passer on the field. 

 
"And therefore we have Peyton Manning Pass as a result of one of our strong 

students saying 'this isn't right, we need to do it differently.' That's the kind 
of students we have at the University of Tennessee," Cheek said. 

 

After Cheek's introduction, Manning stepped to the podium amidst raucous 
cheering from a crowd that took up most of the street and the nearby 
parking lot. He shared memories of the Vol Walk when he was a player. 



 
"It really was special to me. I remember we started from the practice facility, 

I always stopped to hug my dad and give my mom a kiss right up there on 
the north side of this street and then started the walk down here, and the 

band would be down here, the cheerleaders would be cheering. ... I got more 
pumped up for the walk, just as much as I did for the opening kickoff," 
Manning said. "The fact that they renamed the street in my name, and the 

fact that these seniors have made it look just like the end zones, it really is 
special. It's a very humbling honor for me." 

 

Manning joined Nathan and Katie Zipper, Adam Brown, Alex Hanson and 
Taylor Reynolds, the chairs of the 2007, 2008 and 2009 senior gift 

committees, to cut the ribbon. Mary Holtman-Reed, director of alumni 
programs, along with UT System President Joe DiPietro and Athletic Director 

Dave Hart joined Manning. Afterwards, he ventured into the crowd to sign 
autographs and speak with fans. 

 

Hannah Price, freshman in nursing and self-proclaimed diehard Manning fan, 
managed to get his autograph on her hat. 

 

"I felt like people were pushing, I literally was like shoving my hat in his face, 
I felt bad but ... I got the hat signed," she laughed. 

 

 



Peyton Manning bringing vintage 

resiliency to Denver Broncos 
 

Albert Breer 

NFL.com 
October 16, 2012 

SAN DIEGO -- The state of the Denver Broncos' locker room at halftime Monday 

night might have illustrated perfectly howPeyton Manning's presence has been felt 
in the organization, six games in. 

At the time, the score was 24-0, in the San Diego Chargers' favor. The Broncos had 
coughed up the ball twice on special teams. Manning had thrown a pick-six. Any 

offensive progress had been stymied by penalties. The defense had just yielded a 
10-play, 66-yard scoring drive. 

"It was calm, man," veteran cornerback Champ Bailey said. "Just looking forward to 
what we had to do next." 

What happened next goes in the books, alongside so many other moments in the 
career of an all-time great. 

A succinct text came from a Broncos coach as the busses were pulling away from 
Qualcomm Stadium following Denver'sscintillating 35-24 win: "He is special." 

"He," of course, is Manning. And by the time this one was over, he'd completed 24 
of his 30 throws for 309 yards and three touchdowns against the one 

aforementioned pick. In the immediate aftermath, Manning's performance recalled 
his Monday night comeback with the Indianapolis Colts against the Tampa 

Bay Buccaneers in 2003, as well as battles back from the dead against the 
rival New England Patriots in 2006 and 2009. 

But more than that, it seems as if Manning has instilled a belief in the Broncos that 
even the craziness of you-know-who's run last fall couldn't come close to inspiring. 

Yes, Denver had fourth-quarter comeback bids fall short against the Atlanta 
Falcons, Houston Texans and New England Patriots in the weeks leading up to 

Monday's game. No, those failed attempts hadn't changed what everyone in Denver 
seems to know -- the game's never over, not until there are three zeroes on the 
scoreboard clock. 

"A lot of guys throw that pick-six, that we had in the first half, and who knows what 

you're gonna get out of them the rest of the game. But not Peyton," said tight 
end Jacob Tamme, who came to the Broncos from the Colts with Manning. "I think 

everybody came in here at halftime and knew we had a chance to do some stuff. 
Peyton just did what he always does. I can't think of any one thing. But once we 
got that first drive of the second half going, we knew." 
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The Chargers defense came in knowing that Manning was struggling with the deep 
ball, and played him accordingly. It worked for a half. 

But it didn't take long for that to change. Manning's first touchdown throw of the 

day fit into a small window on a post toDemaryius Thomas 29 yards downfield. At 
the start of the fourth quarter, he shoehorned another ball to Tamme on third-and-

16 for 25 yards. And three plays after that, he hurdled a pass rusher and 
drilled Eric Decker between the numbers for 7 yards. Decker matched the effort on 
the subsequent play, taking a short pass and bulldozing in for a 7-yard touchdown. 

"When he's playing like freakin' (Ben) Roethlisberger back (there), and he can't be 

sacked... I'm running my route, I turn around and he's slipping tackles," Tamme 
said. "He started laughing at one point, when he rolled out, and I don't know how 
many people he got around or through, but he's been tough to sack lately, too. 
That's a new thing for him. Been in the weight room, I guess." 

And Manning hadn't even made his best throw yet. That one, a 21-yard touchdown 
pass to his old buddy Brandon Stokley, which was delivered in a spot you'd have 
trouble sliding a credit card into, put the go-ahead points on the board for Denver. 

"Awesome. Man, it's... Only he can do that," Broncos linebacker Joe Mays said, as 

he waited with his family by the team bus. "I mean, there are couple guys that 
might be right there. But he's the best. I think he's the best quarterback to ever do 
it." 

For the Broncos, the best part of this might be that it wasn't all Manning on Monday 
night, validating John Elway's efforts to give the quarterback something Elway 
himself had late in his career: a team that can win in a bunch of different ways. 

Defensive end Elvis Dumervil's strip-sack in the third quarter -- cornerback Tony 

Carter collected the ball and rumbled 65 yards for a touchdown -- was as big as any 
play Manning made. So was the pick by Carter that set up the Stokley score. A 

pick-six by Chris Harris and another strip-sack from Dumervil in the final minute 
showed that the defense can close an opponent out. 

Funny thing is, the players found a way to correlate that to Manning, too. 

"Same old Peyton," Bailey said. "One thing about it, (in the) second half of every 
game we've played this year, he's played great. Just knowing that you're gonna 

have that greatness, it does give you that little extra bounce; you know you're 
gonna have a chance to win. It expands your possibilities. When you know you 
have a chance to do something special, it makes you work a little harder." 

The Broncos have worked plenty hard to get this particular team -- which is 

massively different from the 2011 squad in several ways -- where it is now. As 
Decker said on the field afterward on Monday, "Our communication is better, 

because it's growing. Our relationship is growing as a unit. Fact is, (Manning) 
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doesn't have to say a lot when we get to the line anymore; we're running the play a 
lot faster, because we all are on the same page. ... We can just go out and play." 

The bottom line is, Denver heads into its bye week at 3-3 having survived a brutal 

early slate. The Broncos' schedule is going to soften some, possibly setting Manning 
up for a season that is reminiscent of his 2008 campaign. That year, Manning 

struggled with a knee injury and the Colts started 3-4 before he led Indianapolis to 
a 9-0 finish, netting himself the NFL MVP award. 

The Broncos have work to do to get there, but they also figure to keep improving. 
That has to do with the teachable stuff. The other part of this equation was on 
display for all to see in San Diego. 

"You can't really practice resilience," Tamme said. "Hopefully, we won't have to be 
resilient every game. But that's something you can't practice. You can't teach it. 
That's a good thing, that we got it." 

The Broncos had it last year too, of course. But it was pretty clear that what we saw 

Monday night was something else entirely. Which is why you sign Peyton 
Manning in the first place. 
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INSIDE THE NFL 

Jim Trotter 

Sports Illustrated 
October 16, 2012 

SAN DIEGO -- Peyton Manning walked off the field surrounded by a cocoon of 

media. As he approached the tunnel entrance to the Broncos locker room, he 
pumped his right fist and gave a thumbs-up to the fans hanging over the railing. 
Before disappearing beneath Qualcomm Stadium, he pulled off his white cotton 

right wrist band and tossed it into the crowd. Then he pulled off his left one and did 
the same. Lastly, he pulled a towel out of his waistband and whistled it at a young 

girl being held by her father. 

Like just about every other thing he threw after halftime, the towel landed safely 
and securely in his target's hands. 

We have become accustomed to seeing the sublime from Manning, but his 
performance in leading the Broncos back from a 24-0 halftime deficit Monday night 

in Qualcomm Stadium was downright ridiculous. Over the final two quarters he 
completed 13 of 14 passes for 167 yards and three touchdowns, rallying Denver to 

a much-needed 35-24 victory over the shell-shocked Chargers. 

It was just the fifth time in NFL history a team overcame a 24-point halftime deficit, 
according to the Broncos, but should we really be surprised? They say the best 

predictor to future behavior is past behavior, and just last week the Chargers 
squandered a double-digit second-half lead before losing at New Orleans. 

When the comeback was complete, when Chargers fans had made their way to the 
exits, leaving the lower rows for ecstatic Broncos supporters, wide receiver Brandon 

Stokley paused in the locker room and pondered whether he had just witnessed the 
finest performance in Manning's illustrious career. Stokley was with Manning from 

2003-06. He was even on the receiving end when Manning broke Dan Marino's 
long-standing record of 48 touchdown passes in a season. He has perspective on 

the matter. 

"Regular-season game, I think it is the best," he said. "This is unbelievable. We 
needed this win big time, and to come out and perform like he did, it was 
awesome." 

Philip Rivers was on the other end of the quarterback spectrum. He threw a career-

high four interceptions, including three in the second half, a first in his career. He 
also lost two fumbles. Just as a week ago he had a chance to put his team on his 

back and close out a game with a double-digit second-half lead, and just as a week 
ago he could not meet the challenge. 



"It was mostly just poor throws," Rivers said afterward. "I wasn't fooled out there 
once today. The first interception, I didn't see exactly how it ended. I knew I gave 

(Antonio) Gates a chance down there and they ended up with it. The other ones 
were bad throws. There's really no other reason for them." 

How did the game get away from San Diego, which converted three first-half 

takeaways into 17 points and a 24-0 lead? Start with the defense, which after 
shutting out the Broncos through two quarters surrendered touchdown drives of 85, 

70 and 45 yards on its opening three series in the second half. The Broncos also 
scored on 65-yard fumble return by defensive back Tony Carter. 

Then move to the offense, which after surrendering no sacks in the first half gave 
up four in the second half. It also converted on just 3 of 8 third downs and saw 

each of its six possessions end as follows: fumble, punt, interception, interception, 
interception, fumble. 

Perhaps the ending was a fait accompli. The Broncos had outscored opponents 58-6 

in the fourth quarter coming into the game, while the Chargers had been outscored 
32-30. 

At halftime coach John Fox told his Broncos to just believe. They had fallen behind 

big against Houston and Atlanta and staged late rallies that came up short. It was 
just a matter of time before they got over the hump. And when they took the 
second-half kickoff and went 85 yards, with Manning finding Demaryius Thomas for 

a 29-yard score, the climb was on. 

"We just knew what we had to do, and we just came in as a team and said it was 
put up or stop talking," said Thomas. "That's what we did. We got momentum 

going and things were just clicking. We played as a team, and it was amazing. 
Peyton started clicking and seeing everything. It was like clockwork." 

But scoring means nothing without defensive stops, and the Broncos got them. The 

unit simply needed a spark, a sign that the improbable was still possible. And when 
the offense scored quickly, the flame of hope burned brightly. 

"That was a statement," cornerback Champ Bailey said. "The pressure from our 
guys up front was the difference. I love those guys. Without them, we wouldn't be 

(crap) back there in the secondary." 

Denver got two sacks from Elvis Dumervil, who had just three on the season. It 
also got one each from Derek Wolfe and Von Miller, who pushed his team lead to 

six overall. 

Then there was Manning. His biggest completion came on the first play of the third 
quarter, with the Broncos facing a third-and-16 from midfield. Denver was still 

down 10 points when he patted his feet in the shotgun and lofted a perfectly placed 
ball down the left sideline for tight end Jacob Tamme for 25 yards. 



You could almost feel the stadium deflate with the completion. Four plays later 
Manning found Eric Decker for a 7-yard scored. And his 21-yard strike to Stokley to 

put the Broncos ahead 28-24 one series later was so on point he couldn't have 
walked the ball down the field and handed it to Stokley with greater accuracy. 

"Great throw," Stokley said. 

The win improved the Broncos to 3-3 heading into their bye. It was critical not only 

because they now hold the head-to-head tie-breaker over the Chargers, who fell to 
3-3, but they go into their bye week on a high note. A loss would've dropped them 

two games back. 

The Chargers are not unfamiliar with their current situation. Last year they were 
cruising along in early October with only one one loss when they went to the Jets, 
blew a double-digit second-half lead and lost. Then they returned home for a 

Monday night game against the defending AFC West champ (Kansas City) and lost 
again, triggering a run of six consecutive defeats. 

Two weeks ago they were cruising along in early October with only one loss when 

they went to New Orleans, blew a double-digit second-half lead and lost. Then they 
returned home to face the defending AFC West champ (Denver) on Monday night 

and lost again. 

It has been said the best predictor of future behavior is past behavior. That not is 
accurate not only with the Chargers, but with Manning, who tied Marino with his 
47th game-winning drive in the fourth quarter or overtime. It also was the biggest 

comeback of his career, surpassing the 21-point rally against the Bucs in 2003 
when he was with the Colts. 

"It sure is special considering what was on the line at this early point in the 

season," Manning said during a TV interview. "It was a pivotal game and we can 
really build off this momentum. There's no speech that causes that turnaround," 

Manning said. "It's simply a matter of will.' 

Once again, Manning was spot on with his delivery. 

 



Peyton Manning is changing the Broncos’ 

culture  
 
Amalie Benjamin  
The Boston Globe  
October 5, 2012  

 
ENGLEWOOD, Colo. — In the notebooks that are beginning to stack up at Brock 

Osweiler’s house, there is a small mark next to some of the entries. The rookie 
backup quarterback is doing his best to learn from everyone — his head coach, his 

position coaches, his teammates — so he makes sure to write down just about 
everything.  

But one person’s advice gets special treatment. One person’s advice gets a “P” 
notation.  

“I mean, shoot, it’s maybe the greatest quarterback of all time,” Osweiler said.  

That’s what Peyton Manning inspires around the Denver locker room, his new 
refuge after 14 Hall of Fame years in Indianapolis and an ugly divorce from the 
Colts. He makes his teammates stand a little straighter, study a little harder, and 

take copious notes.  

“Every once in a while, he’ll say a specific thing about certain coverage or a certain 
play, maybe how you should read the play out,” Osweiler said. “And if it’s 

something specific coming from Peyton, I just make sure I put a little ‘P’ next to it 
so I know it’s him.  

“Five, six, seven years down the road, when I look back at my notes when we’re 

getting ready to play a certain team, it’s like, hey, this is what Peyton said to do.”  

The veneration is clear. Playing next to, or behind, Manning means something to 
his teammates, means hope for the postseason and a need to work harder. It 
means far more than playing with Tim Tebow ever did.  

“It changes that attitude,” said John Elway, another Hall of Fame quarterback who 

is Denver’s executive vice president of football operations. “It gives hope to the 
other guys on that football team.  

“They have a chance to compete for world championships, and I think, as a player, 

that’s what you want to be, is part of an organization that has that goal. And 
Peyton gives that. As [coach] John Fox has said, Peyton raises all boats.”  

It wasn’t just any quarterback the Broncos signed in the offseason, after all.  



“Most quarterbacks,” said receiver Brandon Stokley, “don’t carry that aura.”  

Like a second coach  

When Willis McGahee reflects on the last time the Broncos faced the Patriots — a 

humbling 45-10 loss in the second round of the 2011 playoffs — he notes the 
differences this time around.  

There is a different work ethic, a different focus. There is, also, “our El Capitan, 
Peyton Manning out there,” McGahee said. “I think he’s given us an edge.”  

He has also helped produce that new work ethic.  

“It’s just a real sense of accountability,” said tight end Jacob Tamme, who played 
with Manning for four seasons in Indianapolis. “Everybody wants to do their job to 
the highest level. Nobody prepares harder than Peyton, so it helps everybody sort 

of step their game up.”  

There are player-driven film sessions in which the Broncos watch as Manning runs 
the remote and offers his take, culled from thousands of plays, thousands of 

situations. There are moments in practice when Fox is silent, when Manning is the 
one calling out to receivers, cajoling them and positioning them.  

They see the work. They see the desire. Neither was dimmed by the year off due to 

injury.  

“I still have a passion for it,” said Manning, who has had a series of surgical 
procedures on his neck. “I still enjoy the preparation, the work of it, the offseason, 
the Mondays, the Tuesdays, the game planning, I still enjoy that.”  

It shows.  

“I’ve learned from him how to not waste a single minute,” Osweiler said. “He comes 
in, and from the time that he gets to the building to the time he leaves, it’s all 
work. He’s not wasting any time.  

“In his free time, he’s breaking down film, he’s working on the game plan, and as a 

young quarterback, that’s pretty cool to see what it takes to be successful at this 
level.”  

“Oh, yeah,” McGahee said. “It changes a culture.”  

Pressure to win  

It’s not often that Stokley sees a hit to his quarterback. He’s usually facing away, 

concerned with running his own route, getting to his own spot. He saw the first one, 
though, a body slam on Manning by the Seahawks in the second exhibition game.  



And then he saw the standing ovation.  

“What are they cheering so loud for?” Stokley wondered.  

Then he got it, realizing the crowd had picked up that it was Manning’s first hit 

since the surgeries. It was a moment that might have made the Broncos wince. No 
longer.  

“It’s kind of one of those things where you don’t hold your breath anymore,” 
Stokley said.  

Now, the Broncos are more concerned with winning than the health of their 
seemingly fragile quarterback. Because with the signing of Manning came pressure, 
to continue the team’s upward trajectory, to justify the signing. They are off to only 

a 2-2 start as they play the Patriots in Foxborough Sunday.  

“I think the most important thing for me was, OK, Peyton’s here, now we’ve got to 
win some football games,” Elway said. “Because I think everybody was excited 

about him being here, but we have to win some football games.”  

Despite the injury history, despite the questions, Elway makes it clear that it was 
“an easy decision for us.” The team didn’t feel it was going out on a limb, even as it 
shed a quarterback in Tebow who had led the team to a first-round postseason win 

over the Steelers.  

The Broncos — from owner Pat Bowlen and Elway on down — thought it was the 
right direction for the franchise, to get it back to the heights it had experienced 

back when Elway was leading the charge. Still, there were no guarantees that 
Peyton would be Peyton — and the concerns were exacerbated in Week 2 by three 

interceptions in the first half against the Falcons, by a few passes that fluttered.  

“I think there’s always a risk,” Elway said. “You never knew exactly how, physically, 
he was going to respond. But any time you make a decision, there’s a calculated 
risk with it. It was a risk that we were willing to take.”  

Or, as team president Joe Ellis put it, “I wouldn’t call it risky. I would call it smart.”  

A lot is expected  

Admittedly, the Manning-Denver marriage is not destined to be a long one.  

Manning, after all, is 36 years old and in his 15th season in the NFL. But he believes 
there is more football to be played, more titles to be won.  

If anyone can understand that, it’s his boss. Elway, after all, won his Super Bowls in 

the final two seasons of his career, when he was 37 and 38.  



“Obviously, physically you can’t do what you used to do in your mid-20s compared 
to your mid-30s,” Elway said. “There’s a physical balance that’s not quite the same.  

“But the years of experience over the 10 years more than compensate for any type 

of loss of physical ability that you may have. And so I think mentally you overcome 
that.  

“But whether you’re 25 or 35, to win the world championship, you have to have a 

good football team.”  

That was what Elway tried to create, with Manning and for Manning.  

There is talk of a “different breed of guys,” as cornerback Champ Bailey put it, 
different from the ones that ended the 2011 season in New England by not putting 

forth their best effort.  

Now, they want to do more. They want to be more. They see a player with the 
ability to “elevate everybody in your organization and elevate the stature of your 

organization,” as Ellis said.  

So they watch as Manning clicks the remote in film sessions. They listen to him 
talking through footwork after throws in practice. And they take notes, scribbling 
down his words on lines that will be referenced for years.  

“It’s just a couple right now,” Osweiler said, of how many notebooks he has already 
gone through. “It’s early in the season. But the pages are filling up.” 



What, You Doubted Him? 

Alan Shipnuck 

Sports Illustrated 
September 17, 2012 

Twenty-two minutes into his first football game in more than 20 months, Peyton 

Manning shifted the NFL's balance of power with one perfect little pass on Sunday. 
The starting quarterback for the Denver Broncos—it's still hard to believe, isn't it?—
had yet to put a point on the board as he faced a first-and-10 on his own 35-yard 

line. Manning was looking a little tentative against a snorting Steelers defense that 
was hell-bent on avenging last year's overtime playoff loss to the Broncos. That 

was the final shocker in Denver's carnival of a 2011 season, during which Manning's 
predecessor, Tim Tebow—equally hard to believe, in hindsight, no?—played the role 
of freak show curiosity as much as signal-caller. 

The arrival of Manning—at 36, a four-time league MVP and obsessive-compulsive 

student of the game—immediately changed the culture in Denver, giving the 
quarterback position an air of competence not seen since John Elway went out on 

top following his Super Bowl XXXIII win. After four surgeries on his neck, questions 
remain about Manning's physical prowess, but no one doubts his football intellect. 

Back at his 35-yard line, Manning was under center when he recognized the 

Pittsburgh formation from his marathon film sessions. He knew that after the snap 
he would be looking to the left flat, where receiver Demaryius Thomas was in one-
on-one coverage. Thomas, 24, is a freakish physical talent, but his development 

was stunted last season when he was used mostly as a decoy or downfield blocker 
in the rudimentary passing schemes meant to minimize Tebow's myriad 

weaknesses. (The notable, stunning exception was the 80-yard overtime catch-and-
run that knocked Pittsburgh out of the playoffs.) Throughout this summer and 
preseason Thomas had become a kind of teacher's pet to Manning. "He's made me 

a smarter receiver and taught me how to run routes the way he wanted them," 
Thomas said last week. Now he was being crowded at the line of scrimmage by 

cornerback Ike Taylor. The play call had Thomas on a go route, but 20 yards upfield 
he broke off the pattern. 

"It's his read," Manning said afterward. "First choice is to go over the top, but D.T. 
read the situation perfectly." 

So did Manning. His pass tore through the thin Mile High Stadium air, and even 
before it reached its apex the sellout crowd loosed a throaty roar. Some of football's 
most passionate fans, these Denverites have consistently had their hearts broken 

during the post-Elway administrations of Brian Griese, Jake Plummer, Jay Cutler, 
Kyle Orton and Tebow. The Manning mania that has since swept the Rockies is 

quantifiable: Individual ticket prices are up more than $100 on the secondary 
market over last year, and Manning's orange number 18 jersey is the league's top 
seller. In the days leading up to Manning's debut, the Broncos had tried futilely to 



lower expectations. "We won't know he's back from one particular moment," said 
offensive coordinator Mike McCoy. "It will be a body of work." 

Now Manning was putting the lie to this with one spectacular throw. When Thomas 

turned to the sideline, the ball was already on his back shoulder. "That's Peyton," 
he said later, laughing. "If you are in the right place at the right time, he will 

always find you." 

The completion was equal parts trust and timing, and its precise execution 
impressed one discerning onlooker. "There's such a small window on that throw," 

said Elway, the Broncos' executive vice president who led Manning's recruitment. 
"It was a perfect ball. If there was any doubt whether Peyton is back, I think he 
answered it with that throw." 

Manning called his connection with Thomas "a big play at a big moment," and it 

energized the Broncos' offense. Eight plays later Knowshon Moreno's seven-yard 
scamper gave Denver a 7--3 lead. Manning and Thomas struck again late in the 

third quarter on a screen pass that went for a 71-yard touchdown. (It was the 
400th of Manning's career, accomplished in his 209th game, 19 games ahead of the 
pace set by Brett Favre, the alltime touchdowns leader with 508.) And Denver took 

the lead for good after Manning connected with four separate receivers on an 80-
yard drive that was capped by a one-yard touchdown pass to Jacob Tamme. For the 

game Manning went 19 of 26 for 253 yards, two TDs and no interceptions, good for 
a 129.2 rating. 

Asked to assess Manning's play, Steelers coach Mike Tomlin conjured up the 

gaudiest of superlatives: "He's Peyton." 

That's crushing news for the rest of the NFL. The Broncos were already equipped 
with a stout defense, a high-powered ground game (tops in the NFL in 2011, 
actually) and a high-altitude home field advantage. If Manning goes back to the 

future as a preeminent passer, then Denver must be elevated to the short list of 
Super Bowl favorites. The team understood the larger meaning of Manning's 

performance. "This was an important opportunity to define ourselves," said 
cornerback Champ Bailey. "A chance for us to make a statement." 

Manning has quietly been announcing his intentions ever since signing a five-year 
deal with the Broncos on March 20, following a surreal free agency period. He 

immediately moved in with his old college teammate, Rockies first baseman Todd 
Helton, and began gathering his new receivers for informal throwing sessions on 
various high school football fields. "We were trying hard to keep it light, but it was a 

pretty serious vibe," says wideout Eric Decker of the workouts. "We wanted to show 
him that we could do things the right way and that coming here was the right 

choice." 

Throughout the summer word quickly spread among the Broncos of the long hours 
Manning was putting in at the team's headquarters, rehabbing his neck and drilling 



down on the playbook. The aura he created was such that at the outset of training 
camp second-year tight end Julius Thomas was calling Manning "Sir" in the huddle, 

until the QB told him to knock it off. 

Even veterans remain comically deferential to the future Hall of Famer. Tamme was 
one of Manning's favorite targets in Indianapolis two years ago, and thus seemed 

like a good person to ask if Manning is back to 100%. He offered a slightly lower, 
highly specific number. It was offered in jest, and taken as such. But hours later a 

Broncos p.r. staffer called to say that Tamme was "freaking out" because he didn't 
want to come across as disparaging Manning. "He looks great," Tamme said, by 
way of clarification. "Whatever his 100 percent is, he's really darn close to it." 

Manning concedes that he's lost a little velocity on his fastball—see several 

fluttering sideline passes against Pittsburgh—but so what? Plenty of rocket-armed 
quarterbacks have been busts because they lacked the intangibles that Manning's 

teammates rave about. "It's been an education to watch how he goes about his 
business," says Manning's 21-year-old rookie backup, Brock Osweiler. "The biggest 
thing is how precious every minute is to him. He does everything with a purpose 

and he makes all of us keep up. I can't daydream for one minute because he'll call 
me on it. It's like he has this sixth sense of when your mind might be wandering. 

We'll be watching film and out of nowhere he'll say, 'Hey Brock: In that coverage, 
what's your hot read?' You don't want to let him down." 

That extra studying is necessary because the Broncos have revamped their passing 

game, which last year could be described as "Tim, don't screw up." The new 
playbook, says McGahee, is "sophisticated. We have Peyton Manning as our 
quarterback. Enough said." 

Asked how that's different from a season ago, McGahee recoiled as if he'd caught a 

whiff of something foul. "C'mon, man! Be real. It's an upgrade, obviously. Manning 
is the guy who's gonna lead us to our destination." 

That's a heavy load for a guy with a vertical scar traversing the back of his neck. 

The Steelers sacked Manning twice and got in a couple of other good shots on 
Sunday, but afterward Manning couldn't have been perkier. The Broncos, 
meanwhile, affect an air of studied nonchalance about Manning's health. Says 

Tamme, "He's a big, strong guy who proved his toughness a long time ago." 

Still, being a Broncos offensive lineman is suddenly one of the most stressful jobs in 
sports, not that any of Manning's blockers wants to admit it. Denver's line operates 

under a code of omerta, whereby to speak to a reporter is to risk ostracization—or 
worse. Approached in the locker room after a recent practice, center C.J. Davis 

declined to comment, motioning toward his fellow linemen at a nearby table, where 
they were inhaling three humongous bags of Wendy's takeout, including a pair of 
milk shakes per player. "If I talk I'll get fined by them," Davis said. 

"Yo, don't be selfish, it goes to charity," someone yelled. 



Davis acquiesced, speaking over catcalls, taunts and a raucous chant of "Tell 'em, 
C.J., tell 'em!" "Oh yeah, there's big-time pressure to protect Peyton," said Davis. 

"We don't want anyone even breathing on him. At the end of the game his uniform 
needs to be clean." 

Davis said the linemen have been energized by Manning's magisterial presence. 
"There's pride in blocking for him," he said, pretending not to notice the french fry 

whizzing past his noggin. "He's given all of us a little extra swag." 

This extends to the defense, too. The Steelers held the ball for 35:05 on Sunday 
but scored only 19 points as quarterback Ben Roethlisberger was sacked five times, 

his passes repeatedly batted around by Broncos defensive backs. "When you have a 
quarterback like Peyton Manning, it brings a sense of urgency," says defensive 
tackle Kevin Vickerson. "The guy is all about winning, for real, for real. So we all 

know it's time to take care of the things that need to be taken care of." 

After all he's been through, Manning has no trouble leaning on a larger perspective. 
Asked about the mile-high expectations in Denver, he says, "I don't really carry 

that burden. I know how hard I've worked to get back to this position, how much 
time I've put into rehab, how much time I continue to put in. I'm gonna play as 

hard as I possibly can. That's all I know to do." He did allow on Sunday night that, 
"It's a special win, don't get me wrong. I'm grateful and definitely appreciative of 
the moment and opportunity." 

His famous father, Archie, was even more effusive. In the Broncos' locker room the 

63-year-old former quarterback doled out hugs to the training staff and got a little 
misty talking about bringing his grandchildren, Peyton's 18-month-old twins, 

Marshall and Mosley, to their first game. On his way to Denver, Archie had stopped 
in Indianapolis to deliver a speech supporting the Peyton Manning Children's 
Hospital. It was his first time back to Indy since his son's wrenching split with the 

Colts. "It was a funny feeling walking through the airport," says Archie. "It was kind 
of lonely. I was used to seeing number 18 being sold in every store. Now there's a 

lot of number 12s. I guess times change." 

They do and they don't. Brandon Stokley spent four seasons as a Colt alongside 
Manning, and now that the pair have been reunited in Denver, Stokley has 

reclaimed the role of best friend and favorite third-down target. "I never doubted 
he would make it all the way back," says Stokely. "To me he's the same as he's 
always been." 

And who, exactly, is that? 

"The best to ever play the game." 

 



Woody Paige: Peyton Manning still a 

state treasure in Tennessee 

Woody Paige 
The Denver Post 

September 16, 2012 
 
KNOXVILLE, tenn. — The street leading from Circle Park to Neyland Stadium is not 

paved with gold. 

It's much more precious than that. 

Two massive orange-and-white checkerboard patterns and a gigantic "T," symbolic 
of the Volunteers' football team, are painted on the walkway Saturday afternoon. 

Welcome to "Peyton Manning Pass." 

In 2005, the University of Tennessee retired Manning's No. 16 (16?) and, for the 

first time in school history, the city permanently named a block in honor of a former 
student-athlete. 

Peyton was a special student — graduating (in three years) with a 3.61 grade-point 

average in speech communications (and being honored as a Phi Beta Kappa) — and 
a special athlete who set 33 records (in four seasons) as the Vols' greatest 

quarterback ever. 

Manning is not forgotten here. 

More than 100,000 orange-clad fanatics strolled along Manning's memory lane 
Saturday afternoon before Tennessee played notable nemesis Florida. 

Manning, who now plays for another orange team, is everywhere and everything in 

Knoxville. 

Current UT quarterback Tyler Bray is outstanding, but he's no Peyton Manning. 

The state cherishes its folk heroes: Davy Crockett wore a coonskin cap, "killed him 
a b'ar when he was only 3," was the first "volunteer" and went off to die at the 

Alamo; Elvis Presley was the first king of rock 'n' roll and sang of a "hound dog" 
(Tennessee's mascot is Smoky, a bluetick coonhound); Sgt. Alvin York, a 
Tennessee farm boy, won the Medal of Honor in World War I after he saved his 

platoon by single-handedly killing 28 German soldiers and capturing 132 others; 
and Dolly Parton, born in a cabin in the Smokies near Knoxville as one of 12 

children, is the "Queen of Country Music" and has her own theme park, 
"Dollywood." 



Then, there is Peyton Manning, the most state's most prominent athlete. 

He just threw his 400th NFL touchdown pass — for the Broncos last Sunday night. 
He wears No. 18 now. 

At the Sheraton Hotel near the base of "The Hill" (the center of the Tennessee 
campus), a framed, signed, authentic Manning jersey hangs in the lobby, and 
Volunteers stopped to genuflect at the shrine Saturday morning. 

When a visitor admitted he was from Denver, one man said: 

"Peyton's our boy. You don't go lettin' him get hurt out there in them mountains, 
you hear? How's his neck? How's he doin'?" 

Fine, thank you. 

Jeff Heygood, president of the Knoxville Quarterback Club, stops by the hotel and 
says: "Me and some ol' boys are driving to Atlanta Monday to see Peyton. There'll 

be a ton of traffic on the road from Knoxville to Georgia. 

"We've all become Denver Broncos fans here now. Your color is orange too." 

Peyton has told me the best decisions he made in his life were to choose Tennessee 
as his school and returning for his senior year. 

Steve Spurrier, then the Florida coach, said upon hearing of Peyton's decision to 

play one more year: "Good for him. He'll become the first quarterback to play in 
three Citrus Bowls. You can't spell 'citrus' without UT." Spurrier, son of an east 

Tennessee preacher, briefly was a Broncos quarterback in the 1977 preseason. 

En route to the stadium on "The Strip" is the Goalpost Tavern. On the wall is a 
Manning jersey, but, more interesting, somebody has stolen a "Peyton Manning 

Pass" sign and stuck it in a corner. 

Manning's likeness is in the window of Papa John's Pizza — partially because he 
(Peyton, not Papa John) is idolized here, partially because Manning is the national 
commercial spokesman for the chain. 

A 10-year-old girl, holding her mother's hand, is among hundreds wearing a No. 16 
orange jersey. She wasn't even alive when Manning starred here from 1994-97. As 
a freshman, Manning was third-string, but took over when a guy named Todd 

Helton was injured. Whatever happened to Helton? 

Only problem was, Manning didn't beat Florida in three tries. 

Yet, he played for the national championship as a senior against Nebraska and lost. 
Whatever happened to Nebraska? 



So, Peyton never won the title or the Heisman Trophy (placing second to Michigan 
defensive back Charles Woodson, where upon the state legislature passed a 

resolution condemning the outcome). 

But Manning has had a pretty good career, anyway. And Manning visits Knoxville 
often — in June for his golf tournament that raised $150,000 for a local hospital, 

and he will be back Oct. 20 (the Broncos' bye weekend) when the Vols play another 
nemesis — Alabama. 

Manning is co-owner of the Sheraton. 

Denver and the Rocky Mountains must share Peyton with Knoxville and Rocky Top. 

"Why, that room you're staying in," the man at the front desk told me Saturday. 

"Peyton Manning slept right there." 

  



Broncos' Peyton Manning, Jacob Tamme 

and Brandon Stokley visit with former 

coach Tony Dungy 

Mike Klis 
The Denver Post 
September 4, 2012 

 
For a few minutes there, it seemed the old Indianapolis Colts had taken over Dove 

Valley. 

Every Broncos player was off the practice fields Monday except for rookie Ronnie 
Hillman, who stayed late to field some kickoffs. Just off the other practice field were 
Peyton Manning, Jacob Tamme and Brandon Stokley, former Colts who were 

gathered around Tony Dungy, their old coach. 

Dungy is now an NFL analyst for NBC, which will televise the Broncos' season 
opener Sunday night against Pittsburgh. The coach was here to tape an interview 

with Manning, his former quarterback. 

How Manning and his Broncos offense attack this season, Dungy said, will depend 
on how the defense plays them. 

"How are people going to play him?"  

Dungy said. "My guess is they will play them to take away the run early and see if 

he can do it. I think they'll be forced to throw early, and my guess is he'll throw 

pretty well — and then when the defense starts to play pass, those running backs 

will get going."  

Steven "Walk-on" Johnson. Broncos coach Richard Smith could probably spot a 
linebacker from a Grand Central Station crowd during rush hour. It has to be easier 
than finding the talent that is Steven Johnson. 

Growing up in the Philadelphia area, Johnson walked on with the Kansas Jayhawks. 

Four years later, Johnson not only was undrafted, he played for a Kansas defense 
that last season gave up 66 points to Georgia Tech, 70 points to Oklahoma State, 

59 to Kansas State and 61 to Texas A&M. 

Yet, Smith loved what he saw of Johnson on film and signed him as a college free 
agent. And now here Johnson is, unquestionably this year's Cinderella on the 
Broncos' 53-man roster. 



"I kind of did it again, you know," Johnson said. "Being a college free agent is kind 
of like being a walk-on. I beat the odds twice." 

Brandon "Comeback" Stokley. Appreciation for making the 53-man roster isn't 

just for undrafted rookies. Broncos slot receiver Brandon Stokley is 36 and set to 
begin his 14th season — two years after the Broncos released him with an injury 

settlement just before the 2010 season. 

He caught on with Seattle that season, and briefly with the New York Giants in 
2011, but most people figured he was done. 

"I thought I was done," Stokley said. " I was pretty much 99 percent done. There 

was a 1 percent chance I would ever play again. But everything fell into place. So I 
know how fortunate I am. Now I want to take advantage of it. I didn't come back 
just to make the team. I want to help this team win games." 

Footnotes. Several players changed numbers. Most notably, Hillman is now No. 21 
and safety Jim Leonhard is No. 36. ... After practice Monday, Bronco players broke 
into three groups for their annual luncheon. All the offensive players went to one 

fine-dining establishment, all the defensive players went to another, and all three 
specialists — Matt Prater, Britton Colquitt and Aaron Brewer — went to yet another.  

  



Forward Progress 
For Peyton Manning, One Pass, Then Many Steps 

Judy Battista 
The New York Times 
September 1, 2012 

ENGLEWOOD, Colo. — “The perfect time to tell this story is after we win the Super 
Bowl this year.”  

Peyton Manning with Jim Irsay, owner of the Colts, at a news conference to 
announce Manning’s departure from the team after 14 seasons.  

Instead, Peyton Manning was telling it after a training camp practice. Uncertainty 

visited his career for the first time last season, the faint scar on the back of his 
neck mapping the detour from the smooth path he had followed since high school, 

the one that made him the biggest, most surreal free agent in football history 
earlier this year. He has landed here, in the unfamiliar shadows of mountains he 
has no time to appreciate, in a new offense whose terminology he is still learning, 

making jokes about how he feels a little like a rookie but is not allowed to play like 
one. He does not know what to expect when the Denver Broncos open the season 

against the Pittsburgh Steelers next Sunday, let alone four months from now.  

So Manning wants to tell his Denver story now, the one that — if the Broncos wind 
up in New Orleans in February as Manning hopes — will wrap his own recovery, and 

the Broncos’ big bet on it, in a neat bow.  

“The first pass I threw in Denver was to Helton,” Manning said of his former college 
teammate, Colorado Rockies first baseman Todd Helton. Helton had invited 
Manning to use the Rockies’ facilities during the N.F.L. lockout last year, when 

Manning was without access to the kind of equipment and guidance he needed after 
such a serious injury.  

Manning was not just frustrated that he had been cut off from the people in 

Indianapolis who knew his body best. He was also craving privacy. His arm had lost 
strength, his grip was soft, his triceps had withered after one of his earlier neck 

operations. It had all left him oddly vulnerable and isolated.  

“I did not want people seeing me,” he said. “It becomes a private, sensitive deal.”  

So last summer, before the Colts could finally get a look at him — before even they 
fully realized his condition — Manning worked in secret with Rockies trainers, in 

hopes of avoiding the September operation that ultimately cost him the 2011 
season. In June, he, a trainer and Helton went to the indoor batting cages at Coors 
Field. Millions of people have marveled over Manning’s passes. This one to Helton, 

though, Manning wanted hidden from view.  
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“It was not good; he actually thought I was joking when I threw it to him,” Manning 
said. “The ball nose-dived. He was like ‘That’s funny.’ I was like ‘You don’t 

understand. I’m telling you.’ ”  

Manning was leaning against a fence, still wiping away the sweat from his latest 
practice. He can laugh about that pass to Helton now, just as he did a few months 

later when, after a throwing session in which he tried to convince the Colts and 
himself that he was healthy enough to play in the season opener last September, 

he was told he looked like Chad Pennington, the former Jets and Dolphins 
quarterback whose lack of arm strength was often dissected.  

A few days later, a magnetic resonance imaging test revealed that Manning would 
need spinal fusion surgery. The doctors told him then that at his age, they could 

not guarantee he would be able to return to playing football. That is the moment 
that set in motion the collapse of the Colts’ season, Manning’s wrenching departure 

from Indianapolis, the whirlwind free agency, the still-startling sight of him in a 
different jersey.  

For all the upheaval, much about Manning has not changed. His new coaches and 
teammates attest to his exacting nature, to his famous attention to detail, to how 

all players raise their games around him.  

He spent time at a recent practice working on the side with Eric Decker and 
Demaryius Thomas, the Broncos’ top receivers. They ran the same route over and 

over, with Manning directing them, so they could learn one another’s idiosyncrasies, 
just as he used to do with receivers in Indianapolis.  

Manning is careful, though, not to refer to the Colts or the teammates he had in 

Indianapolis by name, saying he has stopped using comparisons. And he bristles at 
the remarkable scrutiny, the charting of seven-on-seven periods, he has attracted 
during practices. He is still using practice to figure out the contours of what he is 

able to do again, before he has to do it in a game, he explains.  

But Manning is not obtuse. He knows everybody in the N.F.L. is looking for markers 
of his progress. Manning was looking for it, too.  

The Broncos are convinced they have seen enough. The offensive coordinator Mike 

McCoy said that from the day Manning arrived in Denver, other than monitoring the 
number of throws he makes, the Broncos have not held him back from anything. 

McCoy has never even asked Manning the one question all the armchair 
quarterbacks want answered: what percentage are you?  

John Elway, the Broncos’ executive vice president for football operations, who 

wooed Manning to Denver, said he looked at film of Manning in 2009 and 2010 and 
did not see much of a difference from the way he threw then to how he throws 
now. Elway was satisfied with the Manning he first saw at Duke, where Manning 

worked out after he was released by the Colts, and the Manning he sees now has 
improved tremendously from then, much faster than Elway expected.  

http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/e/john_elway/index.html?inline=nyt-per


Elway looks at the throws Manning makes when his feet are not set. Those are the 
ones that convince him Manning’s arm is back.  

“I didn’t know what 100 percent of Peyton Manning was,” Elway said. “I just know, 

knowing what I’ve seen, he can win a world championship.”  

Maybe so. Manning was watching film one day in Denver, and finally found what he 
was looking for. It was a long pass, a comebacker from Manning on the right hash 

mark to Decker on the left side. It was, Manning recalls, “a pretty healthy throw.”  

He took a video of the play with his cellphone and sent it off, a digital thank you 
note — “Hey, I just want to thank you for all your help,” he added — to the doctors 

in Indianapolis, to the former Colts coach Jim Caldwell and the team’s former 
general manager Bill Polian and a handful of others.  

There were many people who saw Manning at his lowest physical state — he threw 

with his wife, Ashley, at one point, and with his brother Eli last summer in New 
Orleans, when Eli could see that Peyton could not complete his throwing motion. 
The video went to David Cutcliffe, Manning’s coach at Tennessee who now runs the 

Duke program.  

Manning stayed at Cutcliffe’s home, and worked with him at Duke consistently after 
the spinal fusion surgery. It went to the trainers in Indianapolis, one of whom 

Manning turned into a makeshift quarterback coach.  

That was an awkward time that Manning describes as being in “no man’s world” — 
with the Colts coaches having to work on their game plans and Manning unable to 

practice. Manning could not lift weights for months, and most of his rehabilitation 
took place on the field, not in the training room.  

“I’m yelling at him, ‘No, you’re not doing it right, this is what a quarterback coach is 
supposed to do,’ ” Manning said. “He’s like, ‘I’m a physical therapist.’ ”  

Manning thinks that even his current coaches and teammates do not realize how 

significant it was for him to take the field against the Chicago Bears in the first 
preseason game. It was a small step of success in a season in which personal 

success may be difficult to quantify. He smiles when he mentions that Ashley was 
able to take their son, Marshall, now almost 18 months old, to the game to see him 
play for the first time. And he was touched when he received a text message after 

the Chicago game from Steve Spagnuolo, the Saints’ defensive coordinator who 
held the same role with the Giants: “Nice to see you back out on the field.”  

Manning wanted to send the video right away to the community of people who 

helped him because he does not know how good he or the Broncos will be against 
the Steelers.  



“It doesn’t mean by any means that I’m back,” Manning said. “I really defend 
against people saying ‘He’s back.’ I feel like I’ve got to right that wrong. I still have 

work to do. I’m not sure if I’ll ever be, if I’ll ever know the answer. It might be 
when I stop playing, I’ll say ‘You know what, this is where I got to.’ ”  

That looks to be plenty far. During a recent practice, Manning easily completed 

short touch passes into the left corner of the end zone and 25-yard go routes down 
the right sideline.  

Tom Moore, Manning’s offensive coordinator, visited him at Duke and again in 

Denver, observing him in the no-huddle offense and a two-minute drill, and noted 
that he played with his usual rhythm and speed. Polian has watched tape of him 
and sees none of the shortcomings in velocity or accuracy to his right side that 

others have divined.  

Much has been made about whether Manning has lost the top-end velocity off his 
throws. That may be irrelevant because his game was never about having the 

biggest arm. In the days before the Colts played the Saints in the 2010 Super Bowl, 
Manning said that he developed his well-documented thirst for film study because 
he knew early on that he would not be able to run away from defenders “or throw 

through three guys.” His goal was to know where everyone else on the field would 
be.  

Manning’s accuracy was particularly unerring in the third preseason game against 

San Francisco, when the first-team offense scored 17 points in less than one 
quarter. He completed 10 of 12 passes for 122 yards and took the kind of hit he will 

undoubtedly take during the season — a hard one to his upper chest near his right 
shoulder — as he put the perfect touch on a 38-yard completion down the right 
sideline. He drilled a 10-yard touchdown pass to Decker.  

He looked very much like the Manning of Indianapolis vintage. Asked afterward if it 

was ridiculous for anyone to now question his ability coming off the surgery, he 
replied flatly, “Yes.”  

“To me, it’s like he hasn’t missed a beat,” said Brandon Stokley, who played four 

seasons with Manning in Indianapolis and worked out with him at Duke before 
joining the Broncos. “Not his attitude or his drive or his will. That’s why he’s been 

able to play so well for so long. It’s always full speed ahead when it comes to 
football. I’ve never seen him not do that. That’s workouts, off-season, on the 
football field, in practice.  

“In that aspect, I knew that would always be there. I knew from throwing with him 

early in the off-season. It seemed like every time we threw, he got better.”  

With little doubt remaining about his physical readiness, a question that lingers is 
how quickly Manning and his new team can come together. The Colts operated 

largely out of a no-huddle with Manning directing plays at the line of scrimmage. 
The Broncos are likely to huddle more often. But the backbone of the Colts’ 



offensive success was Manning’s ability to play fast, to know that the receivers 
knew where to go, that the offensive line coach had told his unit the correct thing to 

do. That came from years of having the same coaches and players together.  

Polian expects that it will take about half the season for Manning and his receivers 
to be entirely in sync — a half of a season that includes six of the first eight games 

against playoff teams.  

Manning has compared being sidelined to punishment, like watching other children 
go to recess while he had to stay inside and write “I will not interrupt the teacher” 

50 times on the chalkboard. He was excited just to be able to go on the field with 
no restrictions. But even Manning concedes that he is not as prepared for the start 
of the season as he was in Indianapolis.  

“Absolutely not,” he said. “No way it’s possible when you have new coaches, new 

players, a new offense. It’s been energizing to be back on the field, but it’s very 
challenging with all the changes. It’s not comfortable all the time.”  

That may not matter, given that it is coming from the game’s most obsessive 

preparer. After one practice this summer, Decker said he had never seen anyone 
else demand so much of himself or his teammates, and that has raised 

expectations within a team that made the playoffs at 8-8 last season.  

Manning is reminded every day that he is not where he wants to be. He continues 
to rehabilitate, and he does not expect that to end any time soon, especially 
because he is now 36. The player who, until last September, had missed just one 

professional snap because of injury — a broken jaw, and he was not happy about 
missing that one play either — is now in the business of maintaining a body that 

has already betrayed him once. His contract is structured so if his health 
deteriorates by the end of the season, he could be cut loose after only one year.  

“I’d like to be the player that everybody thinks they are used to seeing,” he said. “I 

want to be the player that they’re used to seeing. Is that possible? I’m going to 
work hard to be best player I can be. You’ve got to fight carrying that burden.”  

Still, Manning and the Broncos have already won in at least one important way. 
More than a year of grueling work and crushing disappointment removed from the 

first pass he threw in Denver, nobody would want to hide the next one he throws.  

“I’m not sure if the release is the same; I’m not sure where I am,” Manning said. “I 
still have work to do. But I know I can throw it a lot better than that day.”  

 



Peyton Manning talks 

Rick Reilly 

ESPN.com 
August 3, 2012 

Peyton Manning has been a disaster so far on drives as a Denver Bronco. 

The other night, for instance, he left his new house in Cherry Hills to go downtown 

and drove for 10 minutes the wrong way on I-25 before he figured it out.  

"In Indianapolis, I'd go south on the interstate to go downtown, but here, it's 
north," the Broncos' new QB shrugs. "Seems like every day there's something new 
to learn. New plays, new players, new city. People ask me if I'm settled in yet. No 

way, not even close." 

Then there's the New Jersey thing. Seeing Peyton Manning in his new Broncos 
jersey is like seeing Donald Trump in a Greenpeace T-shirt. You want to ask him if 

he's been Photoshopped. 

"Before I'd even put it on, they wanted me to sign a bunch of them," Manning says. 
"And I'm like, 'Can I just sweat in it first? You know, half letter in it? Just seemed 

weird."  

And then this, which is even more upside down: While everybody in Denver 
squirms waiting to see whether Manning's four-times-operated-on neck will hold up 

when he gets hit hard for the first time in 19 months, Manning himself can hardly 
wait. 

"I'd like to get it over with," he says. "I really would. I'd kinda just like [Chicago 
Bears linebacker Brian] Urlacher or somebody to get a good clean shot and just lay 

me out. Kind of shake the cobwebs out. So I can get up and go, 'Yeah, OK. I'm 
ready now.' And at least Urlacher wouldn't use me like a footstool to get up, 

either."  

The Broncos start the preseason at the Bears next week, 7:30 p.m. CT. Would 7:45 
be convenient, Mr. Urlacher? 

Yes, linebackers of the world. Dreams do come true. 

We are through the looking glass here, people. After 14 years in Indianapolis, 

Manning didn't just change horses in midstream -- Colts to Broncos -- he changed 
languages. For instance, sometimes a receiver will come back to the huddle and ask 
him about a route. Manning, in a hurry, will answer him entirely in Colts lingo. 

"And he'll just kind of stand there looking at me." 
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Manning has language on the brain lately. A few weeks back, at a golf tournament 
at Cherry Hills Country Club, he snuck away with the iPhone of a buddy of mine and 

changed all the fonts to Chinese. The guy was three hours trying to figure out how 
to get it back. Maybe Manning just wanted him to know how he feels lately? 

Fans seem confused, too. Manning signs every day after practice at Broncos 

headquarters, even if it's not the quarterbacks' day to sign. He never misses.  

"But never in my life did I think I'd be handed a John Elway jersey to sign. And the 
kid's already got John's signature on it. I tried to talk him out of it. 'Kid, I'm just 

going to ruin the value. I'm serious.' But he made me sign it anyway." 

If Manning does what Elway hopes he does, what Elway and the Broncos gave him 
$96 million to do, win a Super Bowl, then that jersey might be worth more than a 
16-year-old could know how to spend. 

"He's come a long way since [he first threw for Elway in March at] Duke," says 
Elway, the team's executive vice president of football operations. "The ball pops 
coming out of his hand every time now. It wasn't that consistent at Duke." 

So why'd The Duke give him $96 million? 

"Because I knew he'd get the ball to them one way or another," Elway laughs. "He 

always has." 

He got it to them plenty Thursday at Broncos camp in front of a record 5,000-plus 
fans. I counted Manning as 15-for-16 in the live 7-on-7 and 11-on-11 drills. For 

Broncos faithful, it was like a gully-washer after a yearlong drought. Tim Tebow 
could go a week and not hit 15 passes. 

I asked Manning whether he notices his golf ball going 7 percent farther at a mile 

high. "Yeah, but I wish it went that much farther for footballs," Manning replies. "I 
could use an extra 10 yards. I'm 36 years old." 

Manning seems to love the new air he breathes. He's got a Colorado driver's 

license, has already registered to vote and has moved into his new 16,000-square-
foot home. 

But since he arrived, the Colorado news sections have been full of disaster and 
death. First came the wildfires that left more than 300 homes in ashes. Then came 

the "Batman" mass murder of 12 at a Century 16 theater in nearby Aurora. 

"I'm trying to figure out ways I can help," Manning says with a sigh. "It's been 
tough." He called two of the moms of the slain theater victims to offer sympathy. 

"You know, I learned something through this whole [neck] injury thing. People 

would call or text and say, 'Hey, we're thinking of you. You're in our prayers.' And 
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at first I was like, 'Nah, I'm fine. I'm good. Don't worry about me.' But after a 
while, I learned to appreciate what they were saying. They were taking time out to 

let you know they were worried about you. They meant it. They cared. And you 
start to be grateful for it. And so I try to do more of that now. 

"But as a parent, I can't imagine. I'm lucky. I got the greatest blessing a person 

can have -- twins. [Mosley, a boy, and Marshall, a girl, are 16 months old.] God 
gave me that gift. So I didn't need the injury to remind me how lucky I am. I 

realize how lucky I am every day." 

Upstairs, in his office, Elway must feel the same way. He watches Manning below, 
on his practice field, looking as Peyton Manning as he ever did, and grins.  

"Everybody looks at him and goes, 'I just can't get used to seeing him in that 
jersey,'" Elway says. "But I can. I look at him and think, 'He looks like he's been 

wearing that thing his whole career.' But I guess I would. I wanted him in it so 
badly." 



More Peyton Manning 

Rick Reilly 

ESPN.com 
August 3, 2012 

Rick Reilly sat down with Peyton Manning and John Elway on Aug. 2. There's 

certainly excitement about Broncos' new quarterback. And there's a certain learning 
curve.  

More from Peyton Manning 

On Denver's sports scene: "I love having four sports. We have baseball. I've 
never had baseball before. [Not in New Orleans, where he grew up, nor in 

Indianapolis.] I'm loving the baseball. Not sure if I'm going to get into the hockey, 
though. Gotta see about that." 

On the newness of it all: "You gotta realize, I've been in one offense for 14 

years, and then one offense in college, and one offense in high school. So it's really 
hard to switch after doing it one way for so long. I feel like a rookie again, except 

that I'm not allowed to play like a rookie. I better not." 

On the altitude of Colorado: "I used to feel it when I'd come here. I really would. 
But now, training here, I'm getting used to it. And the idea is to train here, live 
here at altitude, and then go to sea level in other stadiums and make the other 

guys breathe heavy." 

On his sterling record at Mile High Stadium: "We only lost once here, I think. 
We were playing them [the Broncos] in the last game of the season [2004], and we 

were also going to play them in the first round of the playoffs, so we didn't want to 
give away our cards. So a bunch of us didn't play. Anyway, we lost. And, see, when 

I run off the field, I only keep my helmet on after a loss. So that was the only time 
I kept it on. My goal here is to take my helmet off a whole lot this year."  

On his continuing rehab after his neck injury: "I'm not there yet. I guess I 
don't know when I'll get there. Or, really, when I'm not there, either, because I'm 

never gonna stop. I'm never gonna stop rehabbing. But I don't feel any uneasiness 
about playing again. I'm not worried about it or nervous about it. At all." 

On how down he was while missing an entire season: "Well, I tried to stay 

upbeat. I mean, I never once said, 'Why'd this have to happen to me? Why do I 
deserve this?' I mean, I wasn't really up, no, but who was up? We won, what, two 

freaking games! It wasn't fun. It was like being a third-grader quarantined and you 
had to sit in your room and watch everybody playing through the window. Since I 
was 15 years old and starting varsity, I had never missed a single game -- except 

for the three in college [at Tennessee] when [Todd] Helton started ahead of me, 

http://espn.go.com/mlb/player/_/id/3709/todd-helton


but that's it. So it was rough to not be out there for my team, out there with [Jeff] 
Saturday and Reggie [Wayne] and those guys." 

On Phil Simms' saying Eli Manning has already done enough to be in the 

Hall of Fame: "No question. He's won two Super Bowls. But neither Eli or I like 
that question asked of guys when they're still playing. I mean, really? Can't we just 

let his career play out? What's the point of doing this now? I remember, I was one 
of those [ESPN] SportsCentury [biographies], and I was in my fifth year. My fifth 

year! I mean, the guy the night before had been, like, Ted Williams or something. 
Ted Williams! Can't we at least wait and see how I do?" 

http://espn.go.com/nfl/player/_/id/2055/jeff-saturday
http://espn.go.com/nfl/player/_/id/2055/jeff-saturday
http://espn.go.com/nfl/player/_/id/2578/reggie-wayne
http://espn.go.com/nfl/player/_/id/6488/phil-simms
http://espn.go.com/nfl/player/_/id/5526/eli-manning


Kenny Introduces Peyton Manning to His 

New Denver Fans 

Brad Schmitt  

Country Weekly 
July 24, 2012  

It was quite an emotional rollercoaster at the Kenny Chesney/Tim McGraw show 
Sunday night (July 22) in Denver's Mile High Stadium. 

That's where NFL superstar Peyton Manning will play his first season as Broncos 

quarterback this fall. And leave it to Peyton's longtime friend Kenny Chesney to 
introduce Peyton to his new Denver fans. 

Kenny and Peyton know each other from Peyton's days at the University of 

Tennessee. 

Before "Boys of Fall," Kenny brought Peyton and Broncos coach John Fox onto the 
stage, and a fan captured that moment on video. 

Kenny also took some time to address the tragic movie-theater shooting that 

happened in nearby Aurora, Colo., just a few days before. 

"Me and my road family are just like the rest of the nation, hurting with this city 
tonight," Kenny said before singing "I Go Back." 

"We love you, and we're with you, and if you guys will let us, we want to let music 

start to heal this town just a little bit tonight.‖ 

  



Peyton Manning calls Colorado shooting 

victims in hospital 
 

The Associated Press 
July 22, 2012 
 

DENVER—Denver Broncos quarterback Peyton Manning is calling hospital victims of 
the Colorado theater shooting to lift their spirits. 

A spokeswoman for the Medical Center of Aurora says that Manning spoke one-on-

one by phone on Saturday afternoon with several patients brought there after the 
shooting. 

Fifty-eight people were wounded after a gunman clad in riot gear opened fire in a 
crowded theater early Friday where "The Dark Knight Rises" was being shown. 

Twelve people have died in the massacre. 

The four-time MVP signed with the Broncos this year after missing the 2011 season 
due to injury. 



High-profile Manning family likes to talk 
football, and teach it too 
 
By Mike Klis 
The Denver Post 
July 14, 2012 
 
THIBODAUX, La. — Sure, it's mildly stunning to watch the star hosts of the high-
profile football camp bring 'em in, deliver instruction, exhort encouragement, get 
sweaty with the drills and put in 18-hour days. 

Parents of all status, race, religion and income would be staggered to watch 1,200 
teenagers, from eighth-graders to high school seniors, obediently gather in the 
middle of the field to intently listen, with nary a word of back talk, at the wisdom 
espoused by whoever the man in the middle may be. College football fanatics 
across the country would be amazed by the group of instructors, including the 
quarterback likes of Andrew Luck and Landry Jones last year, and Matt Barkley, 
Tyler Wilson and A.J. McCarron this year. 

The most impressive aspect of the Manning Passing Academy, though, might be 
that Archie, Peyton, Eli and Cooper — not in that order, mind you — share a dorm 
room for three nights on the Nicholls State University campus. 

OK, so it's a dorm suite. But Peyton and Eli, the babies of the Manning family, are 
in one room and Archie and Cooper, the dad and big brother, are in the other. They 
have an open-door policy for teenage participants and coaches to come in and talk 
football in their suite. 

"We're right in the middle of it with all the campers," said Peyton Manning, the 
Broncos' first-year quarterback. "We've been doing this for 17 years now. It's 
something that always brings me back to Louisiana, which is always special to give 
back to the Louisiana area. And I love talking football with these college kids and 
high school kids, but I always love having a chance to hang out with Eli and Cooper 
and my dad. We're all very close." 

See, it's not the name behind the camp that's remarkable. It's the family behind 
the name. Archie, the patriarch, said he got the idea of putting together a family 
football camp about 20 or so years ago when Peyton attended Terry Bowden's 
camp at Samford University in Alabama. Terry's brothers, Tommy and Jeff, would 
attend and so would their father, Bobby. 

"A lot of this camp has to do with I'm selfish," Archie Manning said. "I wanted a 
reason for us all to get together so I could see my boys." 

Super family of quarterbacks 



By its nature, football, with its considerable downtime between games, can be a pot 
stir for ludicrous speculation. The most recent Super Bowl week came up with a 
doozy: That Peyton, who had always been considered among the best quarterbacks 
of all time, was envious of Eli for winning a second Super Bowl title with the New 
York Giants when he only had one with the Indianapolis Colts. 

The cameras caught Peyton agonizing every second and eventually 

cheering for Eli when the Giants stunned New England to win their first Super Bowl 
that finished the 2007 season. The cameras couldn't find Peyton when Eli led the 
Giants again past the Pats back in February when Super Bowl XLV was played in 
Indianapolis. 

"I know Lucas Oil (Stadium) pretty good," said Peyton, an Indianapolis Colt for 14 
seasons before joining the Broncos in March. "I was there. I was extremely proud of 
him." 

"Playing football and talking football, I think a lot of that has brought Peyton and I 
closer together," Eli said. "We could talk about football, work out together. A lot of 
my best friends I can't talk football with. They don't understand what's going on. To 
have a big brother who's also your best friend, you can talk about certain plays, 
and talk about being in the pocket against a rush and talk about coverages. To a lot 
of guys it would seem like I'm talking a different language." 

It's Peyton and Eli, along with Archie — who may still be one of the biggest stars to 
ever grace the South — that hoists the Mannings to such monikers as "football's 
first family of quarterbacks." But it's Cooper who embodies the Mannings not as a 
football family but as a close-knit family. 

Peyton and Eli have each been involved in two Super Bowl media days and neither 
talks about their childhood days together without mentioning Cooper. In the 
Manning family, and to the Manning camp kids, Cooper has the most clout. He's 2 
years older than Peyton, 7 years older than Eli. 

"I don't brag on Peyton or Eli," Archie said. "Enough people brag on them. The guy 
I brag on is Cooper. He made it in this business world on his own. He had no help 
from his brothers. He's very successful and he's done it by himself." 

Cooper key contributor too 

The senior Cooper was the sophomore Peyton's favorite all-state receiver in high 
school until numbness revealed he had a narrow spinal canal. And so Cooper 
became the big brother who made it in the finance industry and "The Pied Piper" of 
the passing campers, as NFL Network analyst Charles Davis calls him. 

"My dad's a done great job of, clearly — he treats us all equally, which is kind of 
neat," Cooper said, while also trying to hold down his two hyperactive young sons. 



"It's hard to do. It's a hard thing to do when all of a sudden two of them have a lot 
more to talk about. But I've never felt like I've been slighted. It's pretty impressive. 
I am trying to do a lot of things that he has done as a parent. I feel fortunate to 
have a little bit of a road map." 

Cooper was the subject of the Manning medical crisis 20 years ago. Peyton became 
the family medical matter last year when he missed his final season with the Colts 
because of a neck injury. 

When Peyton became a free agent in March, he frequently consulted with his dad, 
Cooper and Eli before deciding to play with the Broncos. The Manning family now 
includes Denver among its hometowns. 

"I tell my boys if you want to hurt me, stop being close to each other," Archie said. 

 
 



Manning to honor former Tennessee Vols 
coach during Broncos bye week 
 
By Mike Klis 
The Denver Post 
July 14, 2012 
 
Thibodaux, La. _ At least the schedule did something for the Broncos. Actually, it 
wasn’t the Broncos but the University of Tennessee that benefitted. 

The Broncos’ bye week, which comes after they play Game 6 on Monday night, Oct. 
15, at San Diego, falls on the same weekend Tennessee will honor Peyton 
Manning’s former coach Phillip Fulmer. The Tennessee Vols will play none other 
than the defending NCAA champion Alabama Crimson Tide in Knoxville on Oct. 20 
and Manning will be there to pay tribute to Fulmer, who was elected into the 
College Football Hall of Fame. 

”I want to be there for him,” Manning said from his Manning Passing Academy at 
Nicholls State University. “”It’s a special honor, special day for him. I keep up with 
the Vols. I try to get back to see a game every season.’’ 

Fulmer is one of those coaches who got better in retirement. He went 11-1, 10-2 
and 11-2 in Manning’s three full seasons as the starting quarterback then went 13-
0 and won the national championship the year after Manning graduated in 1998. 
Fullmer was fired after the 2008 season, in large part because he struggled against 
SEC rivals Urban Meyer of Florida and Alabama’s Nick Saban. 

But since Fullmer left, Tennessee is 18-20 overall and was just 1-7 in the SEC last 
year. 



Broncos' Peyton Manning fully involved 
at family's passing camp 
 
By Mike Klis 
The Denver Post 
July 13, 2012 
 
THIBODAUX, La. — A couple years back, Charles Davis sent his young son to a 
summer basketball camp hosted by a prestigious college coach. 

The coach was there for a picture day — and thanks for coming, kids! 

"When I went to pick up my son at the end of camp I said, 'How was it?' " said 
Davis, a former standing University of Tennessee defensive back, and currently one 
of the NFL Network's top analysts, and one of the 120 instructors working this 
weekend at the Manning Passing Academy. "He said, 'Dad, it might as well been a 
cardboard cutout. There was no interaction.' 

"That's not how it is here with the Manning family. There's Archie Manning, he's in 
the middle of it. Working. I'm coaching the receivers and one of the receivers 
caught a pass from Peyton. I'm telling you that camper is going to sleep with that 
grin on his face till after he stays." 

Better believe new Broncos quarterback Peyton Manning doesn't watch his family's 
passing camp from the coach's tower positioned behind an end zone at Manning 
Field at Guidry Stadium. Once the heavy rain stopped about mid-morning Friday, 
Manning spent the next two hours coaching the 3-step drop station. At the station a 
few yards away, former Broncos quarterback Bubby Brister was coaching the 5-step 
drop. 

Should have heard Peyton Manning. 

"Working on our footwork here. Working on our footwork." 

Sure enough, Manning starts waving a kid to spread out. 

"Who's catching the ball over here?" 

It was no different than observing Manning play quarterback during a minicamp 
practice at Dove Valley. Soon enough, the scene will be played on a Sunday, with 
Manning in a No. 18 Broncos' uniform. 

"Be loud! Be loud!" Manning exhorted his campers, who range from eighth graders 
to high school seniors. 

"Mike, step and throw. One, two, three. Step. And throw." 



"Good job. Be loud!" 

One poor kid, a lefty, didn't get his steps down right. 

If a football could speak, this kid's throw would have quacked. 

"Aaahh," Manning shouted with disappointment before demonstrating the correct 
technique. "Do it again!" 

Peyton's brother Eli was working with kids in a gym before the Mannings gathered 
for their camp press conference here Friday. 

"I like coaching," Peyton Manning said. "I don't want to say coaching. I enjoy 
teaching and talking football. 

"Eli and I, our goal is we try to touch every single kid. We try to coach every single 
kid, roam around and try to have some interaction with the kid, whether on a 
footwork drill or to just meet with him." 

The four Mannings — papa Archie, and sons Cooper, Peyton and Eli — are dorm 
roommates for three nights on the Nicholls State University campus. Peyton and Eli 
share one room in the dorm suite; Archie and Cooper the other. 

"We're right in the middle of it with all the campers," Peyton said. 

Archie Manning started the camp 17 years ago. He got the idea from Peyton, who 
attended several football camps in his youth. The Manning Passing Academy cuts 
off its participants at 1,200, a number the camp has reached each of the past two 
years. There are 120 coaches, 40 of whom are starting NCAA quarterbacks. 

Among the college quarterbacks this year attending are USC's Matt Barkley, 
Arkansas' Tyler Wilson and Alabama's A.J. McCarron. 

Oklahoma's Landry Jones, a camp counselor last year, called to say he couldn't 
make it this year. He's getting married this weekend. 

The Mannings are still waiting for Jones to come up with a valid excuse. 



Mannings rallying around Peyton's 
comeback 
 
By Brett Martel 
Associated Press 
July 13, 2012 
 
THIBODAUX, La. (AP) -- Even for the Manning brothers, this offseason has been 
extraordinary, from Eli basking in a second Super Bowl triumph to Peyton's comeback 
in a new uniform. 

They're getting some family time this weekend at their annual football camp in their 
native Louisiana. For Eli and father Archie, it's been gratifying to see Peyton throwing 
again, something he could not do at the Manning Passing Academy a year ago while 
recovering from neck surgery that sidelined him for all of 2011. 

Peyton gave a terse "No," when asked if he has something to prove as he comes back 
from injury with the Denver Broncos after being replaced by Andrew Luck in 
Indianapolis, where Peyton spent the first 14 years of his pro career. He did, however, 
have plenty to say about how happy he is that his rehabilitation is at the point where he 
feels like an NFL quarterback again. 

"It has been exciting for me to be back on the field," Peyton said. "When you're injured, 
it's not fun. You're kind of quarantined. It's nice to be able kind of get the reins cut off, 
being able to participate OTAs, minicamp." 

Peyton said he still has more rehabilitation ahead and has "stopped giving percentages" 
regarding how healthy he is, but his goal remains to participate fully in training camp, 
preseason and the regular season. 

Eli, meanwhile, smiles at the sight of his older brother back on the field, actively 
running high school-age campers through drills along with the college quarterbacks who 
serve as counselors. 

"I've seen him play football since I was 7 years old, so the last 25 years he's been a 
great role model and someone to follow - his work ethic and how he handles himself 
and how he plays the game at such a high level," Eli said. "I'm excited to see him back 
in uniform, see him back playing. Obviously he went through a tough year last year." 

For the second time since 2008, Eli Manning has been making the rounds as a Super 
Bowl champion - the parade in New York, the ring ceremony, the talk shows, a White 
House visit and more. 

One thing Eli has not done, at least not in the form of anything more than good-natured 
ribbing, is emphasize the fact that he has two Super Bowl rings over Peyton's one. Eli 
still seems genuinely uncomfortable with the idea that he may now be the better of the 
brother QBs. 



"Peyton is a four-time MVP, a Super Bowl champion," Eli said. "He's coming off an 
injury, but he's going to be ready to play. ... We're both looking forward to a great 
season ahead of us." 

For Peyton, rehabbing is one issue. Adjusting to a new team is another. 

"There's no question it's been a big change, a big switch. It's one I'm trying to adjust 
to," Peyton said. "There's constantly something to learn, something to adjust to, new 
players, new teammates, new coaches, new surroundings. So when you're 14 years in 
one place, you do kind of become institutionalized. ... Everybody keeps saying, `Are 
you settled yet?' ... I don't think anybody can get settled in a couple of months. So it'll 
take some time but I'm embracing the challenge and looking forward to getting to know 
my teammates more and more." 

Former Saints quarterback Archie Manning started the family football camp 17 years 
ago, and he now hosts it on the campus of Nicholls State along with his two Super 
Bowl-winning sons and his oldest son Cooper. 

Elite college quarterbacks now come every year to serve as counselors. This year 
Southern California's Matt Barkley is among them. Last year, it was Luck, who was 
drafted first overall by the Colts and now is in the difficult position of replacing Peyton 
in Indianapolis. 

"We brought Andrew along too well," Archie joked, then added that the Mannings take 
a lot of pride in their former counselors' success. "These are great kids." 

By now, Archie has gotten used to seeing Peyton and Eli continue to be two of the 
highest-profile figures in pro football. Still, this year has been different. 

It was "so much fun for the Giants to win another Super Bowl and for Peyton to - we 
look at the plusses, the fact he worked so hard and got himself back healthy," Archie 
said. "The Indy thing was tough, tough on everybody, tough on him, tough on our 
family, I think tough for some people in Indy. It happens, so I was very proud of the 
way he handled it, and he had to turn around and find a new team and that was hard." 

"He went with his heart there and he made a great decision," Archie added. "The 
bottom line is obviously he wants to play some more football and we hope he can." 

As a father, Archie said he cannot help but worry about Peyton playing again, but 
stressed he is confident his middle son's decision to come back is a sensible one. 

"You're always concerned, but he had three or four of the best doctors in the country, 
neurosurgeons who told him his neck is solid and gave him permission to play. So as a 
parent you go by that," Archie said. "Whether they've got a good neck or bad neck, it's 
tough out there, so you hope all of them can stay healthy." 



Peyton quickly working off the rust as 

Broncos kick off their minicamp 

Pete Prisco 
CBSSports.com 

June 12, 2012 

ENGLEWOOD, Colo. -- It is a question the football world wants to have answered: 
Is Peyton Manning the same Peyton Manning?  

The answer is no.  

But before going nutty about that answer, ask yourself this: How can he be? Age, a 

year layoff, and working his way back from neck-fusion surgery that included nerve 
regeneration all make it impossible for him to be the same guy he was 10 or even 
five years ago.  

So as I settled in Tuesday to watch Manning's first minicamp practice with the 

Denver Broncos, the first time seeing him live in any helmet without a horseshoe on 
it, I had to keep reminding myself that the prime of arguably the league's greatest 

quarterback has come and gone.  

Understanding that, I will say that there is very little difference between the version 
that won four MVPs and a Super Bowl with the Indianapolis Colts and the one who 

was running the Broncos offense Tuesday.  

The casual eye wouldn't notice the differences, maybe a tweak here and tweak 
there in the pocket, but Manning can still make all the throws, can still read the 
field and can still command the huddle.  

He fired a 35-yard shot to Demaryius Thomas for a touchdown Tuesday on a 
perfectly placed pass. But he also missed a throw that bounced off a receiver's 
hands into the arms of corner Tracy Porter, the same Porter who took back one of 

his picks for a touchdown to clinch the Saints victory over Manning's Colts in Super 
Bowl XLIV.  

"I still have work to do," Manning said. "A lot of time people ask me how I am 

doing. I say I am working hard and people think in two weeks you ought to be 100 
percent. Progress for me is that some days there are no setbacks. It's still good, 
but it's not like the next week it's going to be drastically better than the week 

before. "  

Manning isn't 100 percent, but at 36 the issue might not be the arm as much as it 
might be his battle with Father Time as he recovers from nerve damage that limited 

his arm strength. And that's the tough part for any older player coming off an 
injury, trying to figure it all out.  

http://www.cbssports.com/nfl/players/playerpage/12531/peyton-manning
http://www.cbssports.com/nfl/teams/page/DEN/denver-broncos
http://www.cbssports.com/nfl/players/playerpage/1114965/demaryius-thomas


We all expect him to be the same Peyton Manning, mostly because watching him 
play was such a treat for all those years, his ability to carve up a defense with his 

quick football mind and accurate passing causing many sleepless nights for the 
league's defensive coordinators.  

But even though he isn't making guarantees that he will be that guy, he's hopeful, 

that's for sure. Yet when I talked to him for a half hour after the Broncos morning 
workout here, I sensed that he's anxious for more.  

"I want it like yesterday," Manning said of his return to form.  

That's because he's a perfectionist, a player who pushes himself to the limits as 

well as his teammates. They're already raving about the time he spends in the 
building in Denver, much like they did in Indianapolis.  

His attention to detail was on display during the practice I watched. At one point, 

he coached up fullback Austin Sylvester about the depth of his route on a check-
down drill. After practice, Manning spent some extra time working on a route with 
receiver Eric Decker, throwing shots to him in the end zone.  

"He wants to make sure everything we do is perfect," Decker said. "He makes sure 

all the details are right. It comes down to expectations. I think how we run routes, 
with him, there's no gray area. You be in the right spot. You run the route the way 

he wants it. And again, no gray area so he definitely tests you every day you come 
out."  

The mental side will be there. The work will too. But the toughest part, as is the 

case with any rehab, is the physical side of things. That's frustrating for Manning. 
The entire progress has been that and more.  

"I spent a lot of time with the doctors and trainers and took their opinions and 
followed their advice," he said. "It's been a slow recovery. I'm dealing with a nerve. 

If they told you to do 10 reps when I was coming back from an injury, I always did 
15 to make it better faster. That's not how it works on this deal. I was sort of open-

minded about it. I knew I had some nerve issues. It took me a while to accept the 
fact that I couldn't do extra work and make it better. I had to be patient."  

He began to throw some late last year with the Colts, but it was soft throws as he 
regained strength in the arm. Gradually, he could throw it a little bit harder and 

longer. That led to his whirlwind courtship after the Colts decided they weren't 
going to bring him back.  

The Dolphins, Cardinals, 49ers -- yes, them too despite what Jim Harbaugh might 

have said -- Titans and Broncos all pursued him, but in the end he chose Denver, 
replacing Tim Tebow, who was a fan favorite.  

http://www.cbssports.com/nfl/players/playerpage/1853176/austin-sylvester
http://www.cbssports.com/nfl/players/playerpage/584290/eric-decker


Tebow led the Broncos to the playoffs last year in the gimmicked-up read-option 
offense. It was not an NFL offense. It did not have staying power and team 

president John Elway knew it.  

That's why Denver went so strong after Manning. Now they have to work the plays 
he likes into what offensive coordinator Mike McCoy wants to do. So far, Manning is 

impressed.  

"I like what we are doing," Manning said. "I'm trying to learn some of their passing 
concepts and they're putting in some of the things we used to do."  

Broncos receiver Brandon Stokley spent four seasons playing with Manning in 

Indianapolis. He is one of his friends, and spent time working out with Manning 
when Manning came to meet with the Broncos.  

So Stokley's opinion matters. I asked him what he saw in this Manning.  

"He's the same to me as he was six years ago," Stokley said. "He's always been the 

accurate, anticipation quarterback. That's what he is. He's still very accurate and 
still anticipates throws so well. I don't see any difference."  

The doubters will say his passes don't have the same zip, but that's not how I saw 
it Tuesday. The arm looked the same. He might have to make some adjustments at 

times to make a deep ball throw that he might not have had to do in the past, but 
there's little difference to the casual eye.  

"I study more film to watch my mechanics," Manning said. "I want to see if I am 

compensating for the arm. Am I getting a bad habit or bad mechanics because of 
the injury? I am comparing the prior film to this film to see."  

There has been some who have charted the plays during OTAs and minicamps. That 

led to coach John Fox joking about it to Manning as he walked by Tuesday.  

"They charted you again," Fox said laughing.  

"You work on things in practice," Manning said. "I am gathering information on 
plays. You test things."  

I asked Manning if he gave any thought to quitting because of the neck injury and 

the potential for more problems down the road. He winced.  

"I asked those questions to the doctors and there is no concern about that," he 
said. "I asked every question I could possibly ask. That gets emphasized because 

it's neck, neck, neck. That wasn't a factor. I just have to get back to where I can 
perform at a high level. That's what I am shooting for now."  



Manning recently put on the Broncos uniform for the first time for a DirecTV photo 
shoot with his brother, Eli Manning. He also put it on Tuesday for some television 

shots. Was it weird?  

"I didn't take a moment to reflect," Manning said. "I just enjoy being back out on 
the field. I really haven't been too nostalgic about it. I have so much on my plate. 

My rehab. New plays. New receivers. We could have 45 of these [minicamp 
practices] and I would take them. There is so much to do."  

That's the way it is when you're trying to be Peyton Manning again.  

 



A First For Peyton Manning 
 
By Dave Krieger 
850 KOA 

June 5, 2012 
 

Everybody knows that Todd Helton used to play football, preceding Peyton Manning 
as the quarterback for the University of Tennessee Volunteers. 
 

What you may not know is Manning used to play baseball. He was the shortstop at 
Isidore Newman School, the private high school he attended in New Orleans. But as 

he told the story Monday on the Dave Logan Show, even baseball became a way to 
get in extra football practice. 
 

"All my receivers played baseball, so we'd go play baseball and then we'd keep our 
spikes on and go back to the school after the game and throw pass routes," 

Manning said. "So it was a good transition from baseball to football." 
 
Watching his old friend Helton and the Rockies play at Coors Field has been one of 

the few diversions Manning has allowed himself during his intensive work at Dove 
Valley to get ready for the Broncos season. He attended Sunday's series finale 

against the Dodgers -- a 3-2 Rockies win -- and hung out with Helton for a bit in 
the clubhouse afterward. 
 

"It's been a lot of fun being in the same city with Todd," Manning said. "He's always 
supported me in a big way and I've been a huge fan of him. It's kind of fun that he 

and I played at Tennessee together and we're still kind of hanging around. I'm 
hoping the Rockies get on a little run here. I think they're playing good as of late. 

Hopefully they can get Arizona and come back and get Anaheim this weekend." 
 
Hanging out in the Rockies clubhouse gave Manning an insight into the vast 

difference between preparing for 162 games a year, as the Rocks do, and preparing 
for 16, as the Broncos do. 

 
"I will tell you one thing I am envious about," he said. "That locker room in 
baseball, it's so laid back. It has to be. I mean, 162 games. In football, if you smile 

before the game you get in trouble because you're not focused. And there's 
something to it. Obviously, they want to win, but it is a different atmosphere when 

it comes to that." 
 
Manning admitted to a little impatience with the strict rules in the new collective 

bargaining agreement governing practice time. Joining a new team, learning a new 
system and practicing with new teammates, he'd like all the practice time he can 

get. 
 
"I've enjoyed the increased activities we've been allowed to do," he said in the 

midst of the Broncos' third set of organized team activities (OTAs). "I really haven't 



left since I signed here back in March. At first, we weren't even allowed to throw at 
the facility. We could only lift weights here. Then we could throw here with just 

players, no coaches. And then coaches could come on the field. And now, finally, 
we're in these OTAs where we can go against the defense. We've got jerseys, we've 

got helmets, it feels like a football practice in a normal football environment. 
 
"I think we're getting good work done. We're learning a lot, just trying to improve 

every day. So it's been part of the process for me, but I've enjoyed being around 
the guys and getting to know them as people, but also getting to know them on the 

field as football players and timing and just getting comfortable." 
 
Following up on his mention of timing, I asked if he had any idea how long it might 

take to develop the sort of chemistry with his new receivers that he famously 
enjoyed with pass catchers such as Marvin Harrison, Reggie Wayne and Dallas Clark 

in Indianapolis for 13 seasons. 
 
"It's hard to give a date," he said. "That certainly is something that we're shooting 

for. Believe me, I'd like to have it down perfectly by tomorrow. Every time we 
throw an incompletion in practice, it's not something that I want. I want to 

complete every single pass in practice. The only way I do know to get that timing is 
to push the comfort level out here in practice. To attempt passes, to try things. 

We're getting great work going against some great guys in our secondary. 
 
"It's not something that happens overnight, but it is something that you can try to 

make happen overnight by just taking advantage of every repetition and every 
opportunity to meet, and after practice on your own. I threw some with 

(Demaryius) Thomas today after practice, trying to kind of grab a different guy to 
get some work. 
"It's hard to say when you can have it. I think one thing I've really tried to do is 

just not play any kind of comparisons to my years in Indy as far as receivers. It's a 
different time and we've got different guys and we're continuing to work to try to 

get our timing down. It's a challenge that I look forward to trying to beat." 
 
Even after 13 years in the NFL, Manning said Denver reporters asked him a 

question after Monday's workout he had never gotten before. 
 

"People are passionate about their football," he said. "I'm not going to lie, I had an 
all-time first today. I was being asked about some incompletions that we threw in 
practice. That's just never happened to me before. That's kind of like asking Todd 

why he didn't hit more home runs in batting practice." 
 

Nevertheless, Manning found himself explaining why he might throw to a covered 
receiver in practice when someone else was open. 
 

"In practice, we are working on certain things," he said. "There are times when 
coach (Mike) McCoy will tell me, 'Hey, I want you throw it to this guy no matter 

what. I want you to force this play in no matter what the defense does.' 
 



"So you work on these things in practices. I can assure you I have no idea what my 
all-time statistics are in practice. That's not a statistic anybody really wants to keep 

up with." 
 

For now, the Broncos are still installing plays, the first stage of getting a new 
offense down. 
 

"You're putting in new plays during this time and you're running these plays for the 
first time against the defense," Manning said. "You get to run them one time and 

you'd like to run it again and they say, 'No, there's another new play we have to 
run next.' 
 

"So it is hard in these OTAs to master a play. That's what I like about minicamp and 
especially in training camp, we'll be able to repeat some of these plays that we put 

in and really try to get comfortable in learning everything about the play. Because 
really, to learn everything about a play, you really have to rep it a number of times. 
With the new rules and the limited amount of time you're allowed on the practice 

field, there is a challenge in that. But it's one that we'll be able to still maneuver 
around." 

 
Between mastering the new playbook, his continuing injury rehab and acclimating 

himself to a new environment and new teammates, Manning hasn't taken a lot of 
time off to check out the city or the state. He is a notorious workaholic, which may 
explain his four NFL most valuable player awards. But what he's seen so far of the 

Broncos' fan base confirms the impressions he formed as a visiting player. 
 

"I really wish I had more time to experience it more," he said.  
 
"People do ask me, 'How do you like Denver?' and I really can't honestly tell them 

that I've had a chance to do some things that I want to do because I have spent so 
much time over here. The Rockies games have been the one little getaway that I 

have and I have been to a couple of benefits. I really don't know it as well as I'd 
like to know it. 
 

"All I can tell you is the people just couldn't be any friendlier. There's a great sense 
of hospitality here from the people. People really love this city. One thing I have 

learned is I've met a lot of people who really aren't from here originally but moved 
here at different points in their lives. Take John Lynch, take Brandon Stokley, some 
other non-athletes that live here, and just how much they fell in love with it once 

they moved here. So I think that speaks a lot about the city and the people. 
 

"From the football standpoint, I can just tell from the times that I've played out 
here how passionate these people are about their football. That's the kind of 
environment that you want to play in as an athlete. Denver's always had that 

passion and I'm hoping I can do my part and be a part of it. That's why I'm working 
so hard, so hopefully we can give these fans something to cheer about." 

 



Kiszla: Peyton Manning's friend set for 

neck surgery at Craig Hospital 

By Mark Kiszla 
The Denver Post 

June 5, 2012 
 
With field vision that's the stuff of NFL legend, Peyton Manning spotted the man in 

the wheelchair from 50 yards away. Instantly, the star quarterback's smile was as 
big as if he had spied a receiver wide open for a touchdown. 

"When I first got to know Peyton, he was a tall, thin, pimple-faced college 

freshman. Little did you think that one day he would be a Super Bowl MVP," Dan 
Carlson told me Monday, after the Broncos practiced the two-minute drill until 
Manning worked it to perfection. 

On the eve of a lengthy, delicate neck surgery at Craig Hospital, Carlson hung out 
with Manning at the team's Dove Valley headquarters. 

This is a friendship that runs deep. 

Ever since an auto wreck caused by a distracted driver left an 18-year-old fighting 

for his life, Carlson has dealt with physical challenges. His wheelchair, however, 
defines neither Carlson nor his relationship with Denver's new quarterback. 

It would be a fib to say the visitor to Broncos practice discovered Manning. But, 
back in the day, Carlson met a string-bean teen from Louisiana when the young QB 

was best known as Archie's kid, long before the Manning boys became football's 
first family. 

A huge pain in the neck — which caused Manning to undergo multiple surgeries, 

miss an entire NFL season and endure a messy divorce with Indianapolis — is the 
reason the future Hall of Famer is in Denver. 

Meeting Carlson, however, makes you quickly realize Manning fully understood how 

health can never be taken for granted a long, long time ago. 

"I was injured 23 years ago, 2½ weeks before starting college. I was planning to 
walk on to play junior college basketball. It was an automobile accident. It was 10 
a.m. on a Saturday morning in July. I was going to pick up a friend and his mom to 

go ski at the lake. Another car came over the dividing line. The driver was reaching 
over for a pack of cigarettes," Carlson said, no more emotionally than if he were 

reading a grocery list. "I had a C5/6 spinal cord injury." 

From 1993-97, Carlson began a long career at the University of Tennessee as a 
graduate assistant in the football recruiting office. During his earliest months on the 



job, as he helped assemble a class of prospects for coach Phil Fulmer, in walked 
Manning for a visit to Knoxville. 

"He came in with questions for the football staff. He really grilled them," Carlson 

recalled. "He wasn't coming just to take in the sights. He had a list of things he 
wanted to know. Imagine that for a high school senior." 

Nearly 20 years after initially meeting Manning, Carlson showed up at a voluntary 

spring workout in Denver wearing a shirt the color of orange sherbet and 
immediately attracted an impromptu meeting of the local Vols alum chapter. Punter 

Britton Colquitt and defensive end Robert Ayers also were Southeastern Conference 
stars at Tennessee. 

Carlson helped them stay big men on campus during the eight years he served as 
academic coordinator in the athletic department.  

"Football players might be 6-foot-5 and 280 pounds coming out of high school. But 
they're still teenagers," Carlson said. "You watch them from the immaturity of being 
young to grow up and be men. When they get a college degree, it's one of the 

proudest moments I could have." 

Manning, Carlson and the guys from Rocky Top grinned for photographs between 
practice and lunch. If you weren't looking closely, you would have missed it. 

Carlson was on his way to check in the hospital, a recent diagnosis of a tethered 
spinal cord requiring immediate attention. But nobody made a scene or looked to 
alert the media.  

Some athletes try to save the world from the back seat of a limousine. The beauty 
in this snapshot of Carlson and Manning was a frame small enough to be instantly 
recognizable by anybody who has ever shown a little kindness to a buddy in need. 

Love doesn't have to be loud to be real.  
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